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Preface

In a landmark study by the National Assessment
of Educational Progress (NAEP), Writing Trends
Across the Decade: 1974-1984, two major conclu-
sions were reported:

American students are writing no better in
1984 than they were ten years earlier.

Performance of these nine-, tifirteen-, and
severneen-year-old students was dis-
tressingly poor.

If one accepts the assumption that a piece of
writing is a reflection of how the writer thinks, then
the problem is even more seriousas are the
implice ems for our democracy.

In Celifonda prior to 1987 there was no existing
data base to parallel that provided by NAEP.
Concemed educators and citizens have only been
able to guess at the present and past levels of student
writing achievement.

The California Assessment Program (mandated
in 1972) has been limited to multiple-choice tests of
written expression, which test knowledge about
writing at& ty and emulate moderately with writing
tests but which fail to test the real thing: actual
stud= writing. Without a statewide writing
achievement test, we simply cannot answer the
question: How well do students in California write?
In Writing Trends Across the Decade: 1974-1984,
the authors suggest that to move beyond the current
levels of achievement, a more systematic program
of instruction ey be neededone focused more
directly on the valety of different kinds of writing
students need to learn to do and span a wider range
of levels of complexity.

This suggestion is consistent with the English-
Language Arts Model Curriculum Guide (K-8) and
Standard Number Ten in the English-4anguage arts
section of the Model Curriculum Standards (9-12):

lames R. Fmith
Deputy Superintendent
Cwrkuluta and Instruction21
Leadership

"Districts and/or schools develop a systematic
writing prngram." (Both the guide and the standards
are published by the California Department of
Educatien.) Under this standard, educators are
encouraged to increase thefrequeney of writing
assignments, teach writing as a process, increase the
number of types of assignntents, modathe writing
process, assign types of writing that exist in the real
world, andteachwritingaeroSs thecimiculum.

The CAP WrithigassessMent is based on this
philosophy, which is_ Stated also in the, Department's
Handbook for Planningan Effective Writing
Program &Id the English4.4nguage Arts
Framework. TheWriting A4gessment handbook:
Grade Eight is intended fir English-language arts
teachers, principals, curriculum and testing
specialists, superintendents, and all tducators
interested in preparing stuaents for the, grade eight
CAP writing !ssessment. A committee of machers
and writing specialists carefullyprepared this
material to ensure that any preparation for the CAP
writing test will 'also result itiimproving.writing
instruction for students. This handbook Will provik
the reader with information about the content of the
test, the rationale underlying it, ad materials to help
administrators and teachers prepare for and respond
to the assessment

In the spirit of the Model Curriculum Guide and
the Model Curriculum Standards, we hope all
members of the educational community will pull
together toward this common goal. Woridng to-
gether, we will surely succeed in helping students be
effective in their use of the written word. As Ernest
L. Boyer put it, "Clear writing leads to clear think-
ing, clear thinldng is the basis of clear-writing.
Pethaps more than any other fonn of communica-
tion, writing holds us responsible for our words and
ultimately makes us mom thoughtful human beings."

Frantic Alexander
Director, ,Curriculum, Instruction,

and Assessment Division

Dale Carlson
Anistant Superintexknt
CalVornia Assessment Progvam
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From Teacher to Teacher
mimmal

The CAP writing guides wen written by California classroom teachers for our colleagues.
Our intent was to provide a practical and open-ended document that contains descriptions of the
eight types of writing tested in the eighth gradereport of information, evaluation, problem
solution, autobiographical incident, firsthand biography, observational writing, story, and specu-
lation about cause or effectas well as informatinn about the imponance, characteristics, and
interrelatedness of the various types of Writing.

In addition, each guide includes the following:

Exemplary student essays and an example of one student's writing process

Suggestions for classroom writing assipments

Samples of a range of students' writings, including mays written for the CAP writing
test

Examples of published essays

Recommended readings for use in the classroom

A scoring guide for rhetorical effectiveness

As members of the CAP Writing rtvelopment Team, the following educators helped to
develop this writing assessment handbook (years of membership are indicated in parenthesis):
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Program Overview
SIF

As stated in the English-Language Arts Model
Curriculum Guide: Kindergarten Through Grade
Eight, the goals of English-language ans instruction
involve preparing all students to (1) function as
informal and effective citizens in our democratic
society; (2) function effectively in the world of
work; and (3) realize personal fulfillment. In sup-
porting these goals, English teachers recognize that
humans use language actively, interactively, con-
structively, strategically, and fluently as they create
and communicate meaning. Students grow in their
ability to use language as they explore the universe
of discourse through their reading, writing, and
thinking.

The writers of the Model Curriculum Standards:
Grades Nine Through Bathe for English-language
arts and the English-Language Arts Model Curricu-
lum Guide envision a meaning-based English-
language arts program that engages students actively
in writing and inflecting on literature and human
experience. Standard Number Twenty-Eve of the
Model Currkultun Standards states: "Assessment
methods and tools should be aligned with the new
emphasis (1) on substance; (2) on the integration of
writing, comprehension, and speaking; and (3) on
contexmal acquisition of vocabulaty and technical
skills."

Clearly, multiple-choice tests will not do. An
entirely new approach to assessment is needeoone
that goes beyond multiple-choice questions, one that
integrates the language arts, one that involves a
range of whole types of writing existing in the real
world and in the best English programs, one in
which literature can stand at the core along with the
experience that students bring to in one that
apramaches writing as a process, one that reflects a
range of higher-order thiering, one that can be
extended across the curriculum, and one that is for
all students.

i 1-4 California Assessment Program launched
such an assessment in the spring of 1987 for the
eighth grade. The twelfth-grade assessment fol-
lowed in December of 1988. All students who
normally take the CAP test participate in the writing

'Model Curriculum Standards: Grades Nine Thrcugh
Twelve (First edition). Sacramento: California State
Department of Education, 1985, p. E-32. a-

assessment. The essays are scored in the summer,
and results are reported in the fall. A test administra-
tion period of we hem, with 45 minutes of uninter-
rupted writing time, is an:ptired for the writing
assessment

This effort was spearheaded by the Department
of Education in conjurnlion with thn CAP Writing
Assessment Advisory Committee, which consisted
of elementaq and secondav teachers; curriculum
specialists; testing experts and administrators from
district and county offices; university professors;
and representatives from the California Writing
Project, the California Literature Project, and the
National Assessment of Educational Progmss. The
writing assessment committee functioned in an
advisory role from its creation in 1984, when a
grade eight pilot project was conducted, until 1988.
In addition to the advisory committee, the CAP
Writing Development Team, which consists almost
entirely of eighth-wade and twelfth-grade teachers
and California Writing Project and Californit
Literature Project representatives, was constituted to
provide leadership in the central test development
and staff development activities.

Program Description

California's writing assessment, designed to be
a state-of-the-an assessment, reflects the philosophy
of the Model Curriculum Standards and the Model
Curriculum Guide for English-Language Arts:
Kindergarten Through Grade Eight and reseatch
about effective writing instruction The writing
assessment has been designed to:

. Monitor achievement in writing in Califor-
nia schools and detect any decline or
improvement in achievement at Enda eight.

Assess the implementation of the English-
Languape Arts Framework.

Encourege more writing and more different
types of writing in California classrooms.

Provide information and materials that will
help teachers strenesen their writing
programs.

The writing assessment relies on the tradilional
CAP matrix sampling format to focus on school-
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of writing to1derilfybe streó&ths

..**:4*%474.440ng

vidifHottilikeit-Aew wtitaitint can best be
underatoed-kl Consideration of the three priinify
pans of the prOgrasT,

'the dOrtiains or types of writing to be tested

The writOittaairta orprompis
The sewing system

Each patt of qz.pcoglat, as well as the ration-
ale and development 'OrOcc:ss for each pan, is
described hi the following paragraphs.

-

-,,
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Types of Writing

Eight types of writing were selected by the CAP
Writing-Assessramt Adyisoryto*Alee: as moat
aPProfriate for thoeight.4 grade aat.ObiOgtatbieal
incident, *pint of irifOrMation,litiblentatintion,
evaIuadio, story, oheeiVatiOnalWritini, finnitand
biography; and spectilatkiiithiitit eauseSoreffects.
Thosetypes of writing Alb* *dents to write from
personal expedenm-froirt ithrmition-a6Suired in
all subjectsin die curriculura, and from literature.
Each student wills an essay in response to a topic
(prompt) drawn from one of the eight types of
wng.
Rationale

Assessment of student achievement or of the
effectiveness of insuuctional programs must con-
cern itself with the central *tains of a school
subject. In the case of writing; those domains are tbe
various types of wridng assigned in exemplary
school writing programs. The purpose of a writing
assessment must be to determine students' thinking,
prOblenVioliiing; and text-maldng strategies in
varied writing situadons.

To assess writhig achievement, then, we assess
student? skills In wdting dialoguss, fables, autobi-
ograpldes, tept!;- summaries, interpntations,
proPosilS, evaluations, and $0, on. We yiant to know
OA Sur/Sims, can do when itoy oil mrsona_ I
experience; describe
late abont the eatties cia trend, inteznieten !Infant*
lar 1;00,00* Or defend an evaluation Ot a
movie; lilik.00.4a arid standards asacOraest can
thenhe deriVed from a crrefid strdy of eachtype of
writi*Betaaeogae4-40.e.,rerfair_t*Ifl_eial caraPos-
ing and text:iiikkbg strategies, the tuiteda'and
ataa*aditter-frr each tyix..ibe eaight tYPea of 'Model Currkuhun Standards, p.
wilting-Omer a variety ofvhiting experiences, 'Model Currkulum Standardt p. E47.
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sake**. *-441 a *hie, of aali*Oe for
their :ottn1,4 they, iiiiikepapers for a
varkt:Y (4:#0qpt.o.tiiir'skt*:

such
and

Students iciendfy a-speck_ purpose for e=h
piece of writing.

Presen g several writing taSks in-fifferent
types of writing *mei that ,thowdting assessnient
reflects the MOdelCurricititan Standar& timl Oat it
does not narrOw Or conStriet schoollvriting Om-
grams..Quite the COntrary; presenthigaiVend tasks
encouvges carefulteiehing Of SeVaii types-of
writing in the spirit of the Model Curriculum
Standards.

Development

Our firtt step in developing the writing assess-
ment was to specify a conipieherniive,list of types of
writing d*tivi.oald.defiOe, (*teat
domalOa to b0.4.4e04 cisffi
slide friniesiarkinelnding: 'of Wdting due
would be dialnhii in it Copt
lum. liatitiyfork-toV._ Oiroad range of types
Including f*TeMatIca4a0alaitiaatiii4PerSoPal,
evository (exPl4torY), and peisuisive writing. It
was from this coinprehensive list of types of writing
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that theNritingAssessneent-Adeisutyccannittee
derived the types )°, be assessed At. -80.0ek*W OPly

:40*.trent:-iiii can
Suited

ve
AitijaaiY

ldendflM the eight tYpes of wilting,
using fiwt')11.64611-640da°

Curricular eniOaiiS Of the best school
writingprogreeitieWeisked 'Whether
Califernia's writing:teSehers a grade
level wirn likelyto tytie olwriting.
We Wanted to be ceitain that the best
teachers vstaild both Value ityPe of writing
and cansider it central to the nurriCulut as
suggested by the Model Currkulum Stan-
dards.

Student? reading operiences. We asked
whether most students wculd have been
readirg a type of writing on our list.

Students' cognitive development. We asked
whether students were develnpmentally
ready to engage in a type of writing.

o Curricular sequence between grades three
and nielve. We considered whether a grade-
level set of writing types appropriately
followed an earlier set and at the same rime
prepared students for a later set. We also
considered what kinds of writing and
thinking are needed for success in other
disciplines, such as history/social science
and science.

o Appropriateness for testing. We asked
whether it was fair to expect students to
compose a given type of writing in a 45-
mimne testing period. Such types as song
lyrics and poetry, while desirable in a
complete writing curriculum, were judged
as inappropriate for assessment purposes.

Writing Tasks

For each type of wdting io be tested there are
several writing tasks or prompts. A test admininra-
don k.eriod alone hour, with 45 minutes of uninter-
rupted wilting time, is required so that students nave
an adequate MOW of time reganfiess of which
prompt they happen to receive. Each writing task for
the grade eight test is divided into two parts: a
writing situation and directions for writing. An
illustrative prompt designed to assess evalualion
follows:

4/A

OF:
ig l

for ne
:' USAbaba'r eaiteWa

Itationade,

orients students In the typeThe Writing Oration
of W000.13041.0.0

con
and
and iikii***"

and feattrei
or forionlaie:,
the =4;
times idernifiiiiirt'
times merely.refe
needs. This Me* Os** that the Piiiits ara
based on a comentiniCadmitiadiffor which a
specific andienie hair bietaidentified.-

Every Writing-task gbitersill:Srndents an equal
chance to derienite theirtkillS as *item The
array of tasks glieei everY,Seh64 and Alitritt an
equal opportunity tn derriesistram. highlevels of
student wiring achieveinena Each task is worded
clearly and invitingly in a conversational style,
providing some context without unnecessary
wordiness.

Development

The prompt development for this assessment has
been a comprehensive, rigorous, and painstaking
process. Initially, large nembers of ',tempts wan
collected from numernussources, incidding district
item collections, Educationall'esting Service
advanced placement tests, other state sssessment
programs, the National Aiseisment of Educational
Pro8reas. and California teriehees'-files. These
prompts were first clasiified by ehe type of writing
to be assessed in grades eight and twelve. The
Writing Assessment Advisory Committee and
several other groups met thrbughout the course of a
year to develop and add to the prompt pool prompts
for the types oz writing selected by the committee
for grades eight and twelve. In Feixamy, 1986, the
CAP Writing Development Team was fotmed to

Program Overview I-3
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assunee 'responsibilities for test development, Befote

ani3.41,)'retf..444,12.1ruPsetiar:el'ai

Jfieetingeon
irnentAdvisory

Coueenaüowedipool OntiO,Piejapts to a
pool. eflt.0,-POOPts4

WAY 'oeStalleding thOellers weFe ,Oentgied
throail/ the r4. ,11441# NvOthlg P.P.K4t9 liOtielPate
in a spedat field atudY of the156 pitinititte,in March,
1986. Each of theie teaehera iAininiatired tWO essay
topics talaistudents (50 per toPic)lhelpedttudents
coltietta 411d* WeStief.**Tee 410**d the
students" essays andqemstierinsints; Ceindlicmd
interviewe with Studentt abt the !ir..1340 :and their
difficulties vs them, aurnMirited the information
on each of the two esssytopica on Machete' ques-
tionnaire* andadanted the inaterialstor the scm-
tiny of the CAP Writing Development Team. The
prompts were then revised and miaowed to a 56-
itcm pool by the team memben, who used carefully
specified prompt mvision guidelines. In addition,
the prompts were checked against the following six
criteria. According to the criteria, each prompt
should:

Invite the type of writing we want (all or
nearly all student essays ale readily recog-
nizable as the type we want to elicit).

Engage the thinking, problem-solving,
composing, and text-maldng plocesses
central to the type of writing.

Be an assignment that teachers would want
to give to students.

Be challenging for meaty students.

Be easy for msny students and produce
interesting, not just proficient, writing.

Be liked by some students.

Seven ptompts for each of the eight types of
writing then were field tested. Every district that
wished to panicipate In field testing was included,
resulting in a statewide sample of 25,195 students.

The papers from the May, 1986, field teg were
then used for the development of the scoring guides
for the central and regional scoring sessions Can-
ducted in the summer. Data and reader respoeses
generated from the scoring sessions resulted in
additiceal feedback to be used for continued refine-
ment of the prompts.

A final reading in December, 1986, resulted in
additional feedback for final revisions Of the grade
eight prompts. The essential steps in this test
development process have been _vested with minor

its fires fosMat
reewcIali
wrotefivitO
the-WA(

Iet Program Overilew 01.0110,MOMMIMMROW

modifications for the,test development and renewal
proceis every year since 1986.

Swing System

To thoOtok:Olieevethet:M.th*lltingethe readers
fort*: CAP wrIting *ii7esit** analyze * score
essays *(1),e, ','Igefs00#4*, Pi for a

featurôsuch 72s, coherence ot elaboration;
and ons.

Rhethile4WikeOulteas
All V4ingfniiiethe various tasks devised to

essesA on :oUth Is .0.04'e4 yi411, sPeeiel
erit.e.**referOeed seOrlei iiiitte;:***eal
effee041044.6i4Ni
assii*
thihic411P.O*04,00.00e40 kie-10.4 tyPe of
writh*The six thethr104100k00.71.00itify a
wide range of, A *Vent-int in at* &Writing
from inadequate thiough acceptablo.te excePtional.
Results enable a school to knOw how well its
students have learned to compose several types of
writing.

Feature Score

All essays written fn a type of writing are also
scored (also on a seek of one to six) for an appropi-
ate general feature, such as coherence or elabora-
tion. The feature will be tailored to each specific
type of writing. The six feature scote points identify
a wide range of achievement With respect to the
specific feature within each type of writing. That
score provides additional information about school-
level achievement that helps school and district
personnel identify strengths and weaknesses in
writing programs.

Conventions

Essays are also examined (on a scale of one to
sie) to determine students' success with the conven-
tions of standard edited English. The conventions
score reflects eardent mastery of English usage,
mechanics, and spelling.

Rationale

A three-level scoring system has numerous
advantages. The rhetorical score provides teachers
and administrators with information about students'
achievements in the special thinking and composing
requirements of a type of writing, and fix soaring
guide provides clear directions to teachers to use in
helping sterdents improve !hell writing achievement
without being limiting or resuictive. Teachers can
compare nudent achievement mons different types

.1111131M1.31.1.2==:
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of writing so that instructional sttengths and weak-
nesses can be due:mined, leading to improved
curricula focusing on different kinds Of higher-older
thinking, wdling, ancicommunicathm abilities. The
special feature Score providet additienal infermation
about stedents' ability to achieve coherediee within a
given type of writing or to provieo niffident support
and eleboration for a given discourse type. Evidence
from existing CAP tests and from the National
Assessment of Lducational Progress suggests that
students have difficulty perceiving and achieving
organizational patterns within text and providing
sufficient support and e/aberation for their generali-
zations. The special feature score provides feedback
with respect to these abilities untried to the context
of each type of writing The conventions score
reflects informatim about students' mastery of the
conventions of standard edited English so that
teachers can compare and contrast student achieve-
ment on higaer-order composing skills (as reflected
in the first two scores) to student achievement in the
mote mechanical supporting skills of standard
English usage, punctuation, capitalization, and
spellingall reported holistics9e as a general
impression ramventions score.

The scoring system corresponds to the concept
of teaching writing t3 a process as elaborated in the
Handbook ,for Planning an Effective Writing Pro-
gram and in the Model Curriculum Standards for
the English-language arts. The rhetorical effective-
ness score and feature score reflect higher-order
thinking, ctenposing and communication abilities,
which are moat to the prewriting, drafting, and
revising stages of the writing process. The conven-
tions score is separate and last and corresponds to
the concept thee supporting skills are best treated in
the context of real writing during the editing stage
of the writing process, after the student has wrestled
with the ideas and information he or she wishes to
communicate to a given audience.

Development

The scoring system evolved out of a 1984 grade
eight pilot project. Several scoring systems were
explored during this preliminary study because the
primary goal of the pot project was to examine
various writine assessment methodologies to
determine the most appropriate appreach for the
California Assessmem Program.

A special ad hoc committee was formed to
resolve a number of complicated scoring issues that
had arisen during the grade eight pilot project After
considering the instructional implications of each
scoring system and fix relationship of those to the
Model Curriculum Standards, the ad hoc committee

111111:1161,

agreed on the dree-part scoring system described
here.

Members of the CAP Writing Development
Test developed theeepaiteagguides -for the types of
writingro be asseseedatgmele eleilgeThe criteria
and standardi-enabraided in ?vet% scoring-guide were
derived:front a cftfet1 saely f earl type nf writing.
Meribers nif the CAW1g Levelopment Team
first *Medial 1.7ttla Prompt.from the array of
prompts far a given wdting type. The teacher-
mated essays were then Used as the basis for a
discussion about the specie' dharecteristies of each
ripe of weitingeUsing an alxmdance of student
essay produced during the May field tests, mem-
bers cf the team ontitinued an in-depth study of the
stuck nts' papers to determine the strecialsequite-
ments and range of poesibilities for each type of
writing. Once the scoring guides weie drafted, they
were made available to the members of the Writing
Assessment Advisory ComMittee for review. The
scoring guides were then teiteddurhrg central and
regional scoring sessions in July, 1986. Reeder
responses from the scoring sessions provided useful.
feedback for conthming revision and refinement of
the guides. Additional scoring guide development
sessions were conducted throughout tiz fall of 1986.
In December all parts of the three-patt scoring
system were tested.

Special Features

California's new writing assessment has numer-
ous features that make it unique in the nation. These
features arise from the alignment of the assessment
with the Model Curriculum Standards for English-
language arts, a highly sophisticated, state-of-the-art
curriculum. The most important of these special
features ate highlighted hem:

Literature and the experiences students
bring to it are central to the new writing
assessment Just as the Model Curriculum
Standards encourage teaching a variety of
literary genres and kinds of writing, so does
the new writing assessment cover a variety
of writing types. Each CAP wriling guide in
the Writing Assessment Handbook contains
illustrative student essays, an example of a
published piece exemp' l'nring a given
writing type, and lists of high-quality
literary selections that can be used to help
center the teaching of marling, writing, and
oral language around literature.

Each prompt can be classified as one of
three kinds: (1) experience-based, which
requires the students to rely only on per-

--a Program Overview 1-5
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exclUded
muoh natiMistr arraYtipititing types.
Certainly, if '?e wialt.***tkiarAluire the
ability to lead "an 414nified fife," we must
include types olwriti*thatincourage
students m, roller; °nth* oven experiences
as well as en literature. The final pool of
prompts in the assessment include all three
Hnds with the gatatest emphasis on experl-
ence-bssed pimps. The slow and caleful
phase-in of types of writing for the writing
as:moment vas designed to give curriculum
planners and teachers time to orchestrate the
implications of a fully innrated language
arts assessment At the local level. Thus,
additionti literature-based and curriculum-
based prompts can be incmporated in future
years.

A complete rage of iggher-level thinking
processes such as convergent and divement
thinking, analysis, syntheslin and inferential
srd evaluativetkillsas called for in the
Model Curriculum Stalulardstis being
tapped thronet this assessment. In the
writing asseisment students cannot get by
with merely filling in blanks. They must
show in writing their ability to think; that is,
to draw on knowledge; including memory of
Pesannal exPerience, to lin Inch things as
narrate an incident, report information,
argue for a solutien to'a problem, and justify
a judgment. Each type of writing embodies
a complete set nf thinking, comPOsing,
decisinn-making; and Problem-sOlving
requirements that =mot be addreised
without engaging those centers of the brain
that preside over higher4evel thinking.

The types of writing/thinking to be assessed
in the grade eight assessment can easily be
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assess:Se...1 since thete*rithigitithiking
skilLs must be the shared concern Of all
educators.

A test 'Worthy of reflecting the fir-numbing
goals of the Model Curricultim Standar&
must be an achievementtat, not n_lninifnal
competency test. The pwpose ON& test is
not to rank, categorize, lane!, diagnose, or in
any way addressthe specifie abilitylevels
of individual Students. The assessMent is not
designed to measure the minimal skills that
students might need to function at a mar-
ginal level in inciety. On the contrary, the
writing assesimept is a wide-range achieve-
ment test forali students. It enables all
students to demonstfittetheir achievements
as writers, while challenging the.hest
students. It sets high Standar& of achieve-
mentfor each tyne of writing assessed.
Since the Scoring system dekahes in detail
the standar& of achievement for each type
of writing, taxless and students will know
what they must do to achieve success.
Hence..the scoring system is sensitive to
good teaching and impinved-achievement as
the characteristics of "pod" writing ire
demystified The results mill be useful at the
program levelfor strengthening sehoolwide
writing pogroms to benefit all students.
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Grade 12 essays
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This EbeduSe Is to: grades 6. 8, ece1 12 "sly.

Iull1niwMk1a depeoFkeet outito bodies. Exact dues foe foam years are subject to trision.
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March , -'0444'.eft$4§
405rect
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April
Grade 8
assessinent
administered (4
types tested)

Grade 8
asseisment-
administered (6
types tested)

Gradd 8
tille' mit
adritbiStored (8
typeatested)

Grade 8
-essm'4- ein

administered (8
typet tested)

GraclOs 6(4 tyP(1)
POT ,-tirCYPe,. TO-jis=

sessments'admi*
sided

.9iadesjand:8.
asse sStnents

atered
Giades:6:and8

,

asseisnients
.adMinittered

...

May
Grade 12 teacher
reports for 1988-
89 distributed

Grade 12teacher
reports for,1989-
90 distribited

40412 teacher'
reOrtafai:1990,..
91 distributed

: xadellZteacira
*00 00901
92' &thinned

:Grade4121eac)rer,
',to-0.5.0k: .10,01
03dlittibined

,

June

July
Grade 8 essays
scored

Grade 8 essays
scored

Grade 8 essays
scored

Grade 8 essays
scored

Grades 6 and 8
essays scored

Grades 6 and 8
essays scored

Grades 6 and 8
essays scored

August
Grade 12 district/
school reports for
1988.89 distrib.
uted

Grade 12 district/
school reports for
1989-90 distrib-
uted

Grade 12 disuict/
school reports for
1990-91 distrib-
uted

Grade 12 district/
school reports for
1991-92 distrib-
uted

Grade 12 district/
school reports for
1997-93 distrib-
uted

This :drink is for ;fades 6. 8. and 12 only.
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The results of the grade eight writing assess-
ment are repotted annually in three domments:

A Report to Teachen onWriting Achieve-
ment is designed for instructional use by
principals arid teachers. It is scheduled for
distribution in the fall.

A school and district report entitled Survey
of Academic Skills,Writing Achievernent,
which follows_the Report to Teachers, is
designed for repotting to the public, for
making district and school comparisons, and
for charting year-to-year Progress. This
repon is normally scheduled for distribution
in November or December.

A state report provides California's policy
makers, journalists, educators, and parents
with statewide results and interptetaticas of
the writing achievement of California's
eighth graders and recommendations for
improvement Last in the series, this report
follows the school and district report.

Teacher and Principal Reports

A Report to Teachers on Writing Achievement is
specifically directed to teachers. A sufficient num-
ber of copies is provided annually so that every
eighth grade teacher can have his or her own copy.
This report, although called a report to teachers,
contains only school-level information and not
individual classroom information. A Report to
Principals onWriting Achievement is included as
part this annual mailing to every school site. The
Report to Teachers is tailored to the infonration
needs of principals and classroom teachers It gives
a short description of each type of writing 'Aged and
mch type of scoro (rhetorieal erectlyenees, feature,
and conventions) assigned Theresults contained in
this mon are not intended for publie reporting. One
set of rionotated student essays, illustrating perform-
ance at each score point on the 1-to-6 rhetorical ef-
fectiveness scale foe each type of writing assessed,
is typically inclUded for every school, principal to
share with teachers for interPretive and instructional
use. It is imperative that district administrators
distribute copies of A Report to Teachers and A
Report to Principals to the appropriate school sites,
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or the benefits of these finportant resources will be
unrealized fiti students and teachers.

School and District Report, .
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did subgrouPs (such as Anytiterktti:0110ithbl m)
school Compare in writing tieldeVeMeht? Rostilts
are presented in, a way that alloWs for comnatisons
among schools by accounting for the relative
differences in difficulty amongwriting assignments,
Results are repotted on the scale used for other CAP
tests in which the statewide mem is set at 250 for
the baseline year of testing (1987 for glade eight
writing assessment).

State Report

The third repon is the state report, which pre-
sents the statewide results of the assessment. This
report includes year-to-year Cionget, patterns of
strength and weakness statevAde; illustratiVe essays,
interpretatiiiiis Of the iesultifOr eielj type of Writ-
ing,- Welter conmienti, and tiorinnienditions. The
first stele trepan, Writiog Aihlititentint of California
Eighth Graders: A First Look(1989), contains a
description of the.assessmentand an cap:Irritation of
its rationale add development Subsequent state
repons will not contain information on these topics
in the same degree of detaiL For this reason A First
1.9ok is the foundation &ailment in the series.



Management Guidelines

Preparing for Change

The state's direct writing assessment may well
be one of the most important elements of expansion
planned for the Califonda Assessment Program
(CAP) over the next decade. Its impact on evalu-
ation and instruction is being felt at all grade levels
throughout the curriculum. The success of an
aesessment program of this magnitude depends on
how well all of those affected, directly or indirectly,
understand and support the program.

This section of the handbook includes infomaa-
tion for district- and site-level managers who are
responsible for preparing boards of educadon, staff
members (certificated and classified), students,
parents, other involved citizens, and the media for
the writing assessment. Answers to frequently asked
questions about the direct writing assessment are
highlighted as a reference and for use in staff and
community publications.

Activities outlined provide a framework for
linking the writing assessment with the goals and
objectives of each district's instructional program.
Materials for local use include:

A sample action plan for districts and
schools

Sample letters and other types of informs-
tion pieces for students, staff, and parents

Questions and answers most frequently
asked about the CAP writing assessment

Sample informational transparencies

Many administrators will find that they have
already used a number of the suggestions high-
lighted in this section of the handbook. Existing
management plans for some distaicts and school
sites may already focus on the types of writing to be
assessed. Other districts may need major planning
and development activities to be prepared for the
writing assessment. The following guidelines are
designed to provide whatever level of assistance
managers need to help their students succeed.

I Ong a Management Plan

A management plan can help district and school
site personnel in identifying and organizing the key

IV-1

tasks that must be accomplished to prepare for the
direct assessment of writing at grade eight. Before
the major management tasks can be undertaken,
they must be clearly defined. This requires the early
involvement of those affected by or responsible for
carrying out identified Instructional goals. After
determining what needs to be done, district and
schcol administrators can decide how, when, and by
whom each task is to be accomplished.

Putting the Plan into Action

Implementing the management plan begins with
an examinaticn of the district's current educational
philosophy and curriculum as they relate to this
assessment. District goals should be reviewed,
modified or developed to ensure that the material
covered in the assessment 2v integrated into the
curriculum.

California schools serve a diverse student
copulation, diverse in the ways thet students learn
and respond to instruction. Other sections of this
handbook suggest ways tc lvslp all students prepare
for the direct assesssnem of writing, including
limited-English-proficient students or those in
certain remedial programs.

The responsibility for establishing policies and
allocating resourtes to support instructional plans
rests with district boasds of education. School
administmtors need to present these decision makers
with timely information regarding the direct assess-
ment of writing at grade eight The following
question and answer section may be useful to
administrators in this effort

Education is a shared responsibility. The
professional staff must recommend for board
adoption what students are to learn and the re-
sources necessary for implementation of the curricu-
lum. Desired student outcomes need to be clearly
stated and resources must be adequate for effective-
ness. Students must realize that they have the
responsibility for their individual efforts. Parents
must demonstrate that they value education and
encourage their children to strive toward increas-
ingly higher levels of achievement Informed
professional staff, parents, and students worldng
toward common goals can be successful in achiev-
ing high sr district scores.
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School Tasks
Staff

Piesent overview of CAP writing test to certificated
old classified staff.

With tbote teach* directly inythed In the prowsses
described in iii.10ifig/4901.4
overvievi seitiOnk,04744*
peophiio* to ttc:iiP000.44,4-..0*07.4ied-
With the, jorlois ,
staff develnixiiint end: -ilaisroom support material as
they relate tothe-CAP test

Review the IMPO-4 Of the ynriting asiessment program
with staff 8174 1P9rOtirikteleori:htleacie-rii* 90
cum* schiiKevelAdeitionPliii*SApolim-
proirement Pkogrant billngUal 0464; and so
(orth).

Prepare a staff development plan that includes:

Recommendepasks
It* lint
Support-materials

Work withattit to extend, modify, and augment
vaitiniguldis to meet individual School, student and
Waiter needs.

Provitlefor toad= to adiost tho writing guides for
usaivIth sixthlMde and siventh-grade students.

C61011 elPRIOeqt FLIOning ziod finge-
disliickietivii* iô mai cost.

suPpon materials.
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Use stirdeirti.,,
Rev*Crirrent:'' activities

:**** author '4%datiiii6103 and
so fOt:i0),

ófridngMahac
needed
Develop a promotional campaignfor'stndents
that will encourage thein to do their beSt on the
test.

Provide opportunities for studentslo interview
prpalsteachezsvand otheM torn series of
articles for thistndent nevispaper in whieh they
exPlain and support the nevi teSt.

For the principal, prepare' a, seiries of letters in
which he or she emphasizes the 'purpose Of the
test and prOmotes school, aPhit by encouraging
students to do well (see sample stud* litters in
this section). (Some principals may Wint teachers
to present material orally in writing elasses.)

Parents/Community

Showcase exemplary teachers of writing through
reports to the district and presentatioas before the
school board, local professional and cothintinity
organizations, and school 'parent groups "(PTA, district
advisory committees, school site councils, and so
forth).

Plan short information se&dons for parents.

Send home to parents information sheets on the direct
assessment of writing (prepared from the questions
and answers included in this seetion).

Include information articles in parent newsletters
(PTA, SIP, and so forth; see samples).

Have infmnation handouts available in school office.

111-6 Managernam Guidelines masc. Azonarmessa,
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Sam* Letters and Releases

thThe

upcomingnsietantein. The information in ihe first letter Could bet** &illy, if prefened.

Sample &Want Letter #1

Dear Eighth-Grade Student:

This year, you will have an opportunity to help Yonr: ;andimproveyoUr %Am sldlls
at the same *Pet The Califenth.kAsKsgaglt Program, the state's fOc-eialteattn.tseries. *ill ask
you to write`a paPer in which you denionitrateAig-006i#6****-

All eighth graders in .Callforiti*Willta** fit** test, as well aiin tests ni mathematics,
reading, editing, history-social science, andseienCe;',The resilti will be uSed to tell us how well
we are teaekag neeraa* skill's-OA aealik*_ .0eag,

The direct writing test should 'only take-StabOntone class Period. It is very important to all
of us at the school that you put your best effort into takirti thia teat: Your score, alontWith an
your clas.smates' scores, will tell us how our achoOlii doing.Trom this infonnatiOnyour teachers
and I will plan the future ir:structiOn for our school

Wall share a great deal of pride in our school's achievements, and this year that pride and
school spirit has grown with your class. Let's continue this positive effort dtiring this important
testi% program.

Thank you for your cooperation in helping our school show its best effort Also, thank you
for thinking about those students who will come after you, and the value of their education.

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to discuss them with me or any of
your teachers. Good luck and do well. We are counting on you.

Sincerely,

Principal

Sample Student Letter #2

Dear Eighth-Grade Student:

COUNT DOWN!
is the "CAP Write Off" for all eighth graders at our

school This is the day you will write a paper for the state test.
The results of the CAP (California Assessment Program) will show how well we as a school

are doing. We hope you will enjoy writing on the topic you get and ask only that you do your
best!

!`lSincerely, 9

Principal

The following are suggested letters and itieases to be sent to parents and/or included in .

parent newsletters.

Sample Parent Letter 01

This spring our students will be part of a statewide witting improvement program, which
includes a test cortucted by the California Assessment Prop= (CAP). All eighth graders will
be asked to write papers to show how well they can handle the different types of writing that stu-
dents need to rew:l and write in school and later in their lives.

.M111:1911111116 Gar* Loiters and Ramses N-7
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ties, provided thibugi tii, .._ 10.100*-, :ii* sjeclfic l*ii.06'ifte-
riences covering ihe kinds of writing to hetes*. '

live response was appreciated. You can continue to help your shrdent improcire in writing iiY:
Parents also were asked to assist their dude= through a variety-of itthitieli,- and your pita-

Please feel free to call with questions or concerns about this or any of the state or district
testing ptugrams. Thank you for being an active on of the School
team. Our accomplishments would not be possible without you.

Sincerely,

Rincipal

Releases

The first two suggested releases are for inclusion in parent nev. ;letters; the third would be for
a staff newsletter.

Eighth Graders tp Participate in Writing Assenznent

Next week (date) Sittig* gmders*ill'participate in the state's direct writing assessment.

SPeti01404 '406! t# **SO, tiOcheisi and,
who-ha:Y*150_1 parrotthestatewide Moyement to impmye writing: Results ofour students'
writing wili te.antiOunced neit LEA and *Mix used in the continuing.process ofwriting im-

prove** in orthe cuniculum.,

iV-a managerneni GuidOnes
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Eighth Graders to Participate in California Assessment Frey* V,@ritiegAsseespent

Next we* our eighth graders will pattIcipatein:tba.palifOrnir Progratia's (CAP)
direct writing assesstOnt.:,Stitdents *Doss tte state hiNe' :" preparing to! ',isAcrOrtiant by
following.theWriting *oat* developed for eathof the pi& typerof
sassed. bur and' hc baen a'part
of this movement tiiimprove writing.

Results of the tests will be announced next fall. We will use these results in planning and
refining our writing programs in the future.

Press Release

School District

Date:

Contact:

Next week eighth-grade students at school(s) will be taking
the state's direct writing assessment.

The assessment was developed by California teachers for the California Assessment Program
(CAP) as a method for pinpointing the strengths and weaknesses of students' swift Announc-
ing the test, Superintendent acted that the intent of the statewide writing
assessment is to help teachers of writing and school administrators formulate current teAching
strategies and develop new ones to streogthen stodent writing sIdlls.

(Continue suprintendent's quote or insert a quote on local benefits by person in charge
of testing.)
This program is designed to assess student writing ability by asking students to write an

essay on a specific top& in a 45-minute period. More thin eighth-grade students in the
state will take part in the new test that is the latest additivn to the CAP assessment for grade
eight.

Results will be reported on school and district levels only; individual student scores will not
be available. The results wall be annsunced in the fall. The School District
will use the restdts to plan and refine its writing programs in the future.

32
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Questions and Answers

Why a direct writing anatomist for Csliforala?

The inditect, multiple,choiee apPrOielt to
writing assessment *Proven auccessfestt testing
Imowledge of writing Skills btit has tesided to de-
emphasize.vniting instrialon in favor of instruction
in writingirelsted skills. A method of assessing
writing ability, not kriowledgeabout writingin
other words, direct writing assessmentwas
needed.

The writing assessment in the California Assess-
ment Progsam (CAP) is expected to reinforce the
importance of writing in the cunicUlumestimulate
more instruction andstudent practice in writing, and
provide more valid information to teachers about the
strengths and weaknesses of their writing programs.

Are any other states testing writing by a direct assess-
ment?

Many other states, including Texas, New York,
Wisconsin, South Carolina, and Florida, are assess-
ing writing directly. Most states assess writing as
part of their minimal competency programs.

How is California's program differezt?

California's writing assessment is unique in
several respects. The use of matrix sampling allows
CAP to administer a variety of prompts reflecting a
variety of types of wilting. The types of writing
assessed are defined at a greater level of specificity
than is traditionally done in other states. For ex-
ample, instead of a broad, general category of
writing termed expository writing, more specific
types of writing have been defined, such as repon of
infomiation and evaluation. Lastly, scoring guides
have been developed and tailored for prompts
within each type of writing.

How does this test relate to the Model Curriculum
Standards, the English-Language Arts Mattel Cur-
riculum Guide, K4, and the EnglWs-Language Arts
Framework?

The test teals Standard Number Twenty-Hve
of the Model Curriculum Standards, which states
that assessment of student acbievereent should em-
phasize substance or content over form, the
integration of writing with comprehension, and the
emwentions of language use tuxlvocab,luy devel-
opment within the context of making meaning. Each
of these emphases is explained fully in the frame-
work as the result of putting nesearch and good
practice to the test.

Who developed the test?

The CAP writing assessment has been essen-
tially the purview of California teachers, most of

IV-10 Managemant Guidelines
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CaliftrialtiNriting Project and the California
Literatme Project:

Several hundred teachers have participated in
test development activities: Selected teachers of
wiltingthe CAP Writing DeyelOpment Team
created materials and provided technical leadership
for all phases of the test development

How was the test developed?

Preliminary work on a statewide writing assess-
ment was initiated through a grade eight pilot study
in 1984. Since that time, large numbers of essay
topics have been compiled, most of them written by
California teachers. In February and March of 1986,
teachers from CAP's Wilting Development Team
reviewed, revised, and screened 300 existing
prompts and wiete additional ones. Eighty outstand-
ing writing teachers selected through the California
Writing Project tried out the prompts in classrooms.
The Writing Development Team then evaluated
teacher and student responses and mviewed
prompts. A second field test for the revised topics
was conducted in May of 1986, and a scoring of
student papers that summer involved about 150
teachers.
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How is this assessment field tested?

The CAP essay topics are evaluated through at
least two phases of field testing. During the first
phase, teachers identified for their abilities to teach
writing administer a large number of topics to their
own smdents and the students of other teachers. The
teachers seek verbal and written reactions of stu-
dents of all levels of lan_guage ability and add their
own cornmeritsTeriticisms, and suggestions. As a
result essay topics ate refined or rewritten and
subjected to a second tound of field testing by
additional teachers who volunteer to wone with
CAP. Student essays from the second phase of field
testing are used to develop and refine the CAP
scoring systems.

3 3



win salmis receive individual pupil scores?

No. As with all CAP tests, tte results of the
writing assessment will be reported for district and
school levels Only.

What are the characteristics of the types of writing to
be assessed?

Eight types of writing have been Identified for
the dinect writing assessment program for grade
eight

Autobiographical Incidentnarration of a
specific event in a writer's life. The writer
states or implies the significance of the
event.

Firsthand Biography-Sketchthe mina
tells about a penon he or she knows well
by characterizing via incidents and descrip-
tions. The writer shows how the person is
or was significant in his or her life.

Observational Wtitingthe writer tells
about a person, group, or event that was ob-
jectively observed.

Report of Informationthe writer collects
data from observations and research and
chooses material that best presents a phe-
nomenon or concept.

Speculation About Effectsgiven a
specific event, the writer conjectures about
its results.

Problem Solutionthe writer describes and
analyzes a specific problem and proposes
and argues for a solution.

Evaluationwriter makes a judgment on
the worth of an item, such as a book,
movie, art, or "maduct. Writer must support
the evaluation with reasons and evidence.

Stoeywriter shows a central conflict
between chatacters or between a character
and the environment Either thini or first
person. May include dialogue and descrip-
tion.

What is matrix sampling?

CAP uses a procedure for distributing "items"
on a test called "matrix sampling." The procedure
allows the testing of a wide variety of skills in
minimal testing time. For the assasment of writing
achievetnent, each essay topic is an "itcze.' For
example, in a classroom of 30 students, each will
write an essay in response to a different topic.
Every topic represents one of the types of writing to
be assessed. Student essays will then be scored to
produce comprehensive reports for each school.

Why 4 matrixxampling end?

Mat,400144 asAtool !OA' 449ws the
aP';'-***t of a greater number and A#10Y ikills
in utlmethsèfalistulcnts

dédtt
more ccplet picture ,a s
schieileineht pattern than wrld less :#'00:44.4ted
sampliigproCduzes Moreover, :
has PrOcitMOR'statistie401)" arectuag than 'conven-
tional kadng In which, all tetuderits take ihe same
test.

Matrix ssmniing has been used nationally by the
NationatAssessment of Educationallingress
(NIplY) hi same time.*It ileiPeCilllYappropriate
as a tool for the CAP assessment of Strident writing.

What grades will be tested with a direct writing
assessment?

The CAP direct writing assessment iggan at
grade eight in the spring of 1987, and was expanded
to grade twelve in December of 1988. The hope of
the English-Language Arts Assessment Advisory
Committee is that die= writing will be expanded to
grade six by 1991.

Who is to be tate?
Pupils whose native language is English, even if

they speak a second language, should take the test. .

This includes all pupils who speak English, even if
they do not speak it fluently.

Special education pupils enrolled in regular
classes and classified as eighth graders tor enroll-
ment putposes are to be tested, including students
who panicipate in pull-out type programs, such as
resource specialist programs.

Who is not to be tested?

CAP does not test the following categories of
students:

Those who meet a strict definidon of non-
English speaking with these criteria:

1. They have been classified as limited-
English proficient (LEP).

2. They have not received instmcdon in an
English reading program dnce Novem-
ber 1 of the current school

Those enrolled in special day classes or
centers or students with a ett% sical handicap
that prevents their taidng the test in the
same manner in which it is administered to
other pupils.

Questions and Answers IV-11



How much time does the writing assessment tako?

Students need 45 uninterrupted mhunrs to write
in response to the wilting assigrmients. Pi is na
peimissible to allow for mg or leas writing time.

For the accommodation of most class periods,
the following procedure is suggested:

Have all students complete the infotmation
sestion the day before the test.

Allow 15 additional minutes the day of the
test to distribute the booklets and writing as-
signments, read the directions, and collect
the completed test booklets .

Does the state use a certain scoring system, such as
holistic, primary trait, or analytic?

The assessment of student essays has, in general,
fallen under three rubrics: holistic, primary trait, and
analytic. The holistic scoring system is designed to
rate general quality. Most users have moved beyond
that by adding criteria designed to give schools and
toschers a better idea of strengths and weaknesses.

To date, the primary trait system has been a
general rating system linked to specific types of dis-
course. In practice, it, too, is usually supplemented
by additional scoring criteria to provide more
specific information and is sometimes termed
"focused holistic."

Analytic systems involve multiple scores for
text-level and/or more mechanical aspects of wilt-
ing, se ch as punctuation, sentence structure, and
spelling. This method also reflects the need for a
more detailed understanding of student perfotmance.

A combination of the major types of systems
described is used. Three scores are provided to
maximize congruence with specific types of writing
and usefulness for improving instnicdon. Ttv-se are
rhetorical effectiveness, featute, and conventional
snores. The unique CAP application of the primary
trait approach has been to expand it from the topic to
a more general type of writing level.

How are the papers scored?

The scoring guides developed for the direct
writing assessmaa invol ve three scores: (1) a basic
rhetorical score focusing primarily on criteria unique
to the type of writing assessed, emphasizing the
critical thinking, pzoblem-solving, and composing
requirements of that type; (2) a score for a supple-
mentary feature, such as elaboration or coherence,
which includes focus and orgardzation; and (3) a
conventions score, reflecting mastery of standard
English usage, mechanics, and spelling.

Who scores the papers?

Outstanding California teachers score the essays
under supervised conditions to ensun! ,ye.rea;stency.

IV-12 Management Guidanos

Does this assessment measure higher level thinking
skills?

The direct writing assessment scaring system
focuses on students' criticaphinicing and Problem-
solving as *0 as their conaPOOlog 04* -74Vtimut

AktillaPditirtung.a0tegiaa,
it aistisetiitirdenta' achkveirlintin OnmPosing and
thinking-4 ih.ey nt:OPtthO'SI:011; nlilainunents of
each tibe of writing:Mesa:1ring Systein offers a
full range of seines to reflect all levels of student
achievement, not just basic skills.

How can districts and schools prepre for the test?

As districts and schools prepare systematic
writing ptograms to most the Moclei' Curriculum
Standards and the kindergarten throughOde-cight
cuniculuni guides, they wiltwant to build instruc-
tional programs that include the types of 'writing to
be assessed at grade eight Further preparation could
include:

Use of the Writing Assessment Handbook:
Grade Eight, prepared by the California
Assessment Program to aid teachers in
&ding their students through the eight
types of writing

An overview of each type of writing for
board members, district and site administra-
tors, teachers, parents, and students

Staff development that is ongoing, suppor-
tive, teacher-centered, and based on the
types of writing to be assessed

District-level and site-level support for all
students to read literature for its meaning
and to experience writing as a process

Are the writing guides in this handblok for grade
eight teachers only?

Suggested topics of writing may be integrated
into dr, broader total school program so that chil-
dren at other gradm can practice a full range of
writing types. These guides can be easily adopted to
fit immediately adjacent grade levels. Other kinds of
writing will be assessed at other grade levels,
writing that reflects the developmental and experi-
ential levels of pupils at those grades.

Where can I get more information about this test?

Write tae California Assessment Program,
attention Beth Breneman, at

California State Depanknent of Education
PO Box 94427
Sacramento, CA 94244-2720
(Telephone 916-323-5942)
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Writing Assessment and t e m um

Wng:demands attention' to ideas. Fledgling
writers and seasonedp ***15. alikS0Ooknize
this 'beta,. They also share; the need to express their
ideas to other*, to shape theirideas tO,:sMItess
variona itidienoia,for a variety 'ofptupeses
whetheT tgi..1Von infonPadcon;eylluate results of an
esPefi** 0.the*0.44 *Qtalif.eraiy Waikkor reflect
on the significance art*** eitperience. Be-
cause writiatrentilies andents to focus on ideas and
their formirlation, writing is an integral pan of
California's Curricultan reform.

As both a 'communication skill and a means for
thinidng akin subject matter, writing is a pan of
every curriculum area. Therefore, the CAP writing
assessment affects all areas of the instructional
program. Because of tlx importance of writing in
the education of all students, a clear understanding
of the specific connections between cunictnam and
the assessment described in this section will help
curriculum personnel, principals, and teachers
strengthen thc total instructional program.

Relationship of Writing Assessment to
Frameworks, mow Curriculum

Standards, and Curriculum Guides

Especially important to impmving studew
performance at all grade levels and in all subject
areas is the match of assessment with what is being
taught. State Department of Education documents
such as the EngUsh-Language Arts Framework; the
Model Curriculum Standards: Grades Nine
Through Thelve; and the curriculum guides for
students in kindergarten through wade eight set the
overall threction for implementation of the Califor-
nia curriculum reform; that is, they provide general
principles for what is being taught. CAP has based
its wilting assessment on these principles which are
stated succinctly in the new English-Language Aras
Model Curriculum Guide: Kindergarten Through
Grade Eight:

The English-language arts program empha-
sizes the reading and the study of significant
literary works.

The English-language arts progrnm in-
cludes classroom instruction based upon
students' experiences.

i:7E381is ',11-11446-10-,t0i-**001111:basitd
cl'ina.01004
speak g,re,sndwdtlngaxetaughtln
coatap that th0 wilt tie nintirkitrein-
toOW
Eirgiiii4Angnige arts 4 . Inteol pan of
theen#10-Ctinicultpla.

EvalUaticat orthe Fanglish-Laguage arts
progranirincludes, a broad range-Of aSsess-
me4(00*

Standatil Minter Twenty-Five of the Model
Curriculum StatidardGrodes Nine-Through
Twelve directly,. iddifeE.sis theissue Olassessment:
"Assri,*itt ni.etliOds *Id ic4s4mik4lie.4118Ped
with the new emphasis(l)on'airbstanaei:(2) On the
integratioi of,W11,0011,-Convi fthaskOnnd
speakingaand:(3) on contextual' 24itsition of
vocabulaiy and technidal skills.m.Siinilar statements
regarding assessment are found is the K-8 guides
and the Framework.

The CAP writing assessment, in acknowledg-
ment of the new direction, moves measurement of
student achievement beyond to maltipli;choice
test. It measures the extera to which students at
given grade levels are able to draw meanings from
given examples of text, from text they have already
read in their classroom studies, or fmm personal
experience and to use these meanings for a broad
variety of pwposes.

At grade eight the following pwposes are
provided:

NEKrate en incident from personal experi-
ence and reflect on its signnicance (autobio:
graphical incident).

Characterize a pawn using firsthand
biograpbical information and incidents to
support any claims made about that person
(firsthand biography).

ApAy self-developed criteria to assess the
worth of an idea, an experience, or a work
of art (evaluation).

'Model Curriculum Standards: Grade s Nine Through ?Wm
Sacrouzato: Cafe:ads Stato Department te Education, 1985. p.
E-32.
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messiewilLasom.

Detesmine and describe appropriate solu-
ons for a given prublem (problem solu-

don).
Conjecture about the consequences of a
given circumstance or =ion (speculation
about effects).

Create an imagined world in which batman
beings deal with a given conflict katory).

Select and formulate data so that someone
else can understand it (report of infonna-
tion).

Describe a person, group, or event from
firsthand observation (observational writ-
ing).

Each kind or genre of writing results from a
particular thinking and composing task the writer
has set or has had set for him or her. In English-
language arts, where Masbate is the core of the
inniculum, students are encouraged to read and
write across the range of the kinds of writing
previously cited as well as many other kinds. In
other subject areas specific kinds of writing prevail
over others.

The scoring procedures for the CAP writing
assessment also reflect attention to the new frame-
work in English-language arts. Two of the three
scores on the test, the rhetorical effectiveness and
the feature scores, assess the abilities of students to
express and support, in writing, their opinions,
interpretations, solutions, explanations, and evalu-
ations; that is, the emphasis of those scores is on
substance and meaning.

The assessment of langusge convenfons, the
third =re, is also in keeping with the curriculum
reform. The facets of edited written English are, as
the framework makes clear, developed through use
in realistic communicative situations. Because
grammar, usage, and spelling are learned best in the
context of their use, the CAP writing assessment
measures them that way. The test measures the
control students have gained over such convznions
or tecimical skills as punctuation and spelling within
their own wridng. To provide information for
instruction, therefore, CAP writing supports the
framework's emphasis on students' ability to make
sense (the rhetorical effectiveness and feature
scores) and to edit their wort (the conventions
score).

Teaching Writing as a Process

One of the negative effects of multiple-choice
testing has been the rush to direct instmcdon of the
surface features of the written product; that is, the

V-2 Writing Amassment and the Curriculum

conventions of edited written language. result
has besn that iMdetus Often OM recite the riles of
languageusebremaNcioputthëniritoprc-
dcciii

welt itc the Oi..*cll'*f*;**
with tliej*Y...

rfne:-
read*
and iiieeithini
teaiheritierVet**:_74,...
reSeial' andiftkOCre &at fieminderresebefaresud
the midi* task:000. ,k4Ve been urged to *di-
rect tOeir *410 A44 00e Pwaril**** tOdents
learn to use the adaptahre ind recautiVeategthat
good Writers typicallY take; thatise the/Steps 'Of the
writing process. Briefly, the steps are:

Generadng ideas, discovering and clarifying
prior knowledge, and makiniconnections
with new information (the *writing stage,
which may occur throughout the process)

Trying out those ideas in an appropriate
form or kind of writing; for ample, a
story, report, or poem (the drafting stage,
which may consist of any number of try-
outs)
Making changes in each draft as aresult of
reviewing what has been written and
rethinking the effect of it on the intended
reackr (the revising stage)

Conecting errors in usage, adding transi-
tions, and selecting just the right words for
the intended putpose (the editing stage)

Learning to manage the writing process will
help studems face time limits and the blank page
with confidence because they will know how to
proceed. The teacher's role is to foster the process,
setting the classroom climate for the sharing of Was
and their formulation as a regular part of insituction.
The writing guides, prepared by CAP for each kind
of writing, explain and illustrate ways to use the
writing process in each of the communicative
situations out of which emerge the variety of
genresreports, reviews, biographies, and stories,
to name a few.

Relationship of Writing Assessment to Subject
Areas Other than English-Language Arts

At the heart of the curriculum refonn in all
disciplines is the need for a rigorous academic
program for the majority of students at all grade
levels. Academic rigor requires a comprehensive,
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Because CAP writing menu= achievement
rather than placement on a scale, CAP writing is
especially Useful to sends and districts for assess-
ing the outcomes of insuuction.

Resources for Staff Development

Writiag Guides

A writing guide has been prepared for each kind
of writing assessed by CAP at grade eight each
guide contains an ovetview of the type of writing,
sample prompts, suggestions for teaching tbis type
of writing, exsmples of student-veritten essays, an
example of one student's writing process from
prewriting to editing, and a reading list of published
writing of this type.

Other Printed Materials

In addition to the Framework; the Model Cur-
riculum Standards: Grades Nine Through Dvelve;
and the kindmarten through grade eight curriculum
guides, the Handbook for Planning an Effective
Writing Program has been published by the State
Department of Education. Tic handbook provides
specific rationales and activities as well as reviews
of televant research for schools to use in upgrading
their writing insuuction across the curriculum.
Practical Ideas for Teaching Writing as a Process,
by teachers in the California Wilting Project,
featuts classroom-tested strategies and acdvities.

v-4 Wang Assessment and the Curriculum

Information about purchasing these publications, as
well as °theta Published by the Department, may be
frond at the back of this document

Year-round Teachar-Training
4.04*.WIliit*Os

At 19 sites stateiviedt the:CaliforniaNOing
Pmject (CW?) deli*iinetit during
each suirinier and ichtiOt year for 41,0erk kinder-
go* ihrough:taniiiiisity:The,hilningintludes the
teSt.i0s Of -TOPS lic0FrallY164,the PP *Ildn8
asses** afaictfiCally31%ese.#91Cilking, ak *-
addition ai the WarkShop Series ht_teacl* writing
for telichei*.actoiti the eurriCninfil; istionilte, district,
or Creasrdistrict grouParlitifolirtationab**CWP
is available- frottilaeal site d1recte4 6r It* gfray,
CWP Medi* Schoiii of Education. Unifersity of
California, Berkeley;

The Califoinia Literature Project (CLP) pro-
vides summer initiniteasnd two years of follow-up
for teachers of English-language 014 kirt*Iliziten
through grade tivelveiwithipetial atntion to the
English-language AM Frameiverk and its support
documems; for example the Model Curriculum
Standards: Grades Nine ThroughTwelve and the
kindergarten through grade eightModd Curriculum
Guide. Since its inception in 1985, CLP teacher
leaders provide curriculum deieloptnent services fur
districts and schools that include CAP objectives
and assessment materials.

1111113



Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Report of Information

The writer's main task in preparing a report of
infonnation is to convey information accurately and
effectively so as to (1) increase readets' knowledge
of a subject- (2) help readers better understand a
procedure or process; or (3) help to enhance readers'
=prehension of a concept or idea. Report of
information, one of the eight types of writing as-
sessed in the grade eight CAP test, is a careully
organized recounting of facts about a spedfic
subject; the skills necessary to accomplish this task
are related to skills used in several other types of
writing tested in the CAP writing test, notably
reporting the problem in problem solution and
presenting a scene in observational writing.

Importance of Reports of Information

To complete a report of information, the writer
must gather, organize, and report seful information
in a dearly organized manner. Students have read
many reports of information in their textbooks and
in reference books obtained fr= the library and
used for school and personal interest. Reports of
information are tegularly assigned to students in
class as part of I-Search papers and oral and written
reports. (I-Search papas result when a person
conducts a search to find out something he or she
needs to know for Ws or her own life and writes the
story of his or her advennue.)

Outside the school setting, reports of infonna-
tion appear regularly in newspapers, magazines,
public speeches, interviews, product manuals,
television and radio programWeta snd personal or
business letters. Such reports of information involve
such things as a comparison of products (brands of
skataboards, shampoos, backpacking gear), services
(motorcycle repairs, fast-food restaurants), or
techniques (methods of styling hair, cooking food,
or surfing). In addition, students frequently use
reports of Information to provide written or oral
direations for making somering or for getting to an
unfarnilisr location.

Characteristics of a Report t. ' Information

Writers who report infomration establish
themselves as authorities on their subjects by

identifying the needs of their audience and then
carefully selecting, descrthing, and articling the
appropriate facts and details. The primary purpose
in writing the report is to convey information rather
than to validate opinions, argue in favor of a sped&
viewpoint, or permade readers to make 2 decision.
In a report of infonnation, the writer:

Speaks with an authoritative voice

Organizes selected information

Develops a controlling idea

Elaborates information with supporting
explanations, facts, or detrels (organizatioa)

Voice

In a report of information tk writer presenaa
information clearly and conveys a sense of authcirity
about the srbject. By knowing both the subjecz of
the may and the audience for whom the essay is
written, the writer expresses his or kr commitment
to sharing information through effective use of lan-
guage.

Writing Team

Loyal Cadon
San Diego City Unified School District

San Diegu, California

Stephanie Graham
Calabwas Itgh School

Las Virgenes School District
Calabasas. California

Barbara Miller-Sawiney
Office of the San Dilgo County

Superinteadtnt of Schools
San Diego, California

Bill Saunders
Los Angeles Unified School District

Los Angeles, California

Fran Claggett, Edits: and Consultant
Forestville, Califunia

Charles Cooper, Consultant
University of California, San Diego
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th0
arising nitarally barn the writer's carefullY *used
intent

Controlling**
The eilrltroping idea is the writer's primary

the writeet choice of points
- .,

PaY be Caller
tthe idea Willbe

Writer often uses die

concern apa
for elabOititi*s_
directlY
clear to-the--
control ,lingidento,conveyho':ii:41# pont Of view
or attitaidetoWardthe topic of the easky.-In some
repot* Of infoiMatkiii, hoWever, the writer ivill
attempt to maintain an objective stance.

Elaborated hformation
The writers of the most successful reports of in-

formation rely on a variety of strategies, including
elaborating and providing catefully selected ex-
amples, facts, and &tails. Strategies used by eighth-
grade writers tar elaborating information include the
following:

Listing or &scribing activities

Daerentiating, naming, and describing
Parts
Narrating a personal anecdote

Narrating the pmeess of making, using, or
participating in an activity

Reporting the history of a subject

Explaining benefits

Comparing and contrasting subjects

Imagining a scenario

Creating images mid analogies

Narrating the writer's history of involve-
ment with the topic

Exploring motives for interest

Outlining the requirements for knowing or
participating in an activity

An Exemplary Student Essay

This exemplary esscv wrillza by an eighth-
grade student in tesponse to the prompt, "Favorite
Activities." The writer focuses on the mental rather
than the physical aspects of football. Notice the

VI-2 Wilting Guide

P
theft'

sabject; clear stateliest of

At linOlifOgiail
the One-es'en' moreexcjthg Theflrst
ma*eiciiiaditi.004:00.4ei '*".**-1414 ag that
equiP#40* gEt veiy sore ThatLi 100.0f
everyorte;biiiin- time you act used to the aches and
Paint After awhile, y.ou .4044- mental dscipilne
which alloi,V1- youth ignore sçime Pftife pain. The
mental disgkline then allowr ypuipii,,agOut, to
unload eve:Ain* you hive, every. play.Thit 's how
you win games, everyone going all out, giving
110%.

(Compaileat Mental discipline tied to conticiling
idea; legial &vElo1rót contact-pain,

The game takes concentration, just as Much as
any other sport, f not more. You develop air aapect
in practice. That is why it is so bitportant to 1:ave
hours and hours of it. Mentally, You have W get over
the fear, the fear of eleven madmen waiting for
chance to make you eat dirt. And that comes
through practice. Once you overcome the fear, you
can concenrate on the more important thingsaike
anticipating the other guy's next move. Studying the
playbook and talking with other players also helps.

(Importance or attribute again; components lied
to controlling idea; avant &velopmmt of components
of game]

During the game, your mind clears of all
thoughts. These thoughts &tome instinct. You haw
to react, and react quickly, and you develop reac-
dons and instinct in practice. For example, when
you' re carrying the ball or about to make a tackle,
you want to make sure you have more momentum
than the other guy. If you don't you' II be leveled.
Brit, you should react instinct1ve0 to that situation
by increasing your momentum.

(New context game; tie back to practize; explains
level of kistinct and its importance)
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PlaYing deense, all you want t o do is hit the
man with the ball, hit him hard. Bight whenyou
unloadfor a stick, all your body tight*. Then you
feel the impact. After you regain yotortfioughts, you
wonder Cyau're allright.YouWaltftir yoiti brain to
get the pain signal:front the nerves. Even so, eyou
do get that' Eignal,,Which is always the case,you
keep right on playing. You can' t let that experience
shake your concentration.

[Descriptive maple; importance of previously
mentioned component, concentration)

On offense, while playing receiver, you can
actually "hear" the footsteps cf the defensive back
as you' re concentrating on catching the ball. What
separates the men from the boys i the one who
"hears" the footsteps but doesn't miss the ball.
Tha s mental disdpline, concentration.

[Subdivision of football: offense; descriptive
example]

Football is very physical or else it wouldn' t be
fun. But it is also a mental game and that is why it s
challenging. You can get hurt in football eyou
screw tip and ignore the rigiu way to do things.
However, mental discipline and coneentration,
which you develop during hours of practice, helps
you avoid such mistakes.

[Acknowledgment of other aspects-phOcal;
importance of controlling idea-met :31 aspect empha-
sized in new light]

One Student's Writing Process

This section includes a thscription of the
activities leading to the writing of the previous
essay. These activities include prewriting, precom-
posing, writing, and discussing and revising the
essay with other students.

Prewrithrg

The class discussed the title "Favorite Activity"
and identified variations on the theme, such as
hobbies or sports. Students then listed specific
hobbies, sports, and other activides. Students were
mcouraged to develop extensive lists from which
they could select personal favorites. Under the
heading "sports," the writer of the exemplary
student essay listed football, motorcycle riding,
baseball.

The students were then required to duster or list
what they knew for each topic before deciding on
one topic as the subject of their report of informa-
tion essay. Some students listed subtopics for two or
three choices and then selected the topic thz: yielded
the greatest number of r %topics. The writer of the
exemplary student essay bad mom information to

report about mçtorcycle ridingthan he had about
football,,* he chose football Lcause he was

Volt as
a mental_ challenge ills list of cubtolcs for 'foOtball
included ,ñeaual aspects, physical requirements of
differentpOitiOni, techniqua of different POsitions,.
and Priebe,: 11 fans.'

Preen/wising

AfMr selecting flair topics and subtopics, the
studenti analyzed each subtopic and identified
additional components of theii eubtopicS The writer
of the exesnplary *dent essay ideitified three
compOnentsof the,Mental aSpeet ll:dlscI-
plinâcenttht1cn,radoi, aid initinct. Mai-wilting a
one-sentence definition and Psting some Poisible
examples for each component, he wcs ready to
begin a draft.

Writiug

The writer wrote for one entire class period and
produced the following first draft.

Football

What like doing best is playing football.
Kiinly because it Ls one of my best sports. One of
the greatest things about it in my opinion, is the an-
ticipation, wondering what the other playes are
thinking what they might do. Making the wrong
decision could mean the game.

It Ls a highly physical and mental game. At times
it can get grueling, which makes the game even
more exciting. Preparing for a game can be hard
work, but in the long run with all the equipment, you
fee; very sore. But in time, you get used to it. After a
while, your mental discOline of pain, the game turns
from you not going all out, to unloading everything
you have: every play. That' s how you win games, ev-
eryone going all out, giving 110%.

The game takes concentradu.,. teamwork, aal
cleverness just as much as any othe.- sport, e not,
more. That is why it is very importan: to have lours
and hours of practice. Studying the playbook,
talking with other players about certein situationr,
and most important, Ls getting over the fear; the fear
of the eleven madmen waiting for the chance to
make you eat dirt

During the game, your mind clears of all
thoughts These thoughts become instinct. When
you' re carrying the ball or about t o make a tackle,
you want to make sure you have more momentum. If
you don' t, you will be leveled.

Playing defense, all you wan: to do is stop the
man with the ball, hit him hard. Rigiu when you
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unload for a sdck, all your body tigluens, then you
feel the impact. After you regain your thoughts, you
wonder if you' re all right, waiting for thebrain to
get the signal from the nerves. Even so Ifyou do get
the signal, which is always the case, you keep right
on playing.

On offense, playing receiver, you can actually
"hear" the footsteps of the defense back before
catching the ball. What separates the man from the

is the one who "hears" them and doesn' t miss
the ball.

The game is very physical, or else it wouldn' t be
fun. It gets your mind off them. It' s worth being sore
afterwards. The sport is dangerous, but after all, all
you can get is hurt, unless you really screw up and
break your neck which is possible by pulling your
head down &fore contact.

Discursing and Revising the Essay

The next day the students met in small groups to
discuss their drafts. Instead of reading their essays at
this point, the students explained the subjects they
chose; the methods they used to report their infor-
mation; the reasons for choosing their topics; and, if
possible, the strategies they used Students then
discussed their comments with each other. The
following day each student read his or her paper to a
partner. The writer of the essay titled 'Football"
received high praise from his perms, but he and his
partner resolved that in the final draft he must
clearly emphasize the epplicadon of the mental
game to the actual playing of football end include
clearer explanations of the development of the
components of the game (concentration, practice,

The writer's discussion with his partner was
successful because he came to better understand his
objectives in writing his essay, and, with the help of
others, he got ideas for revision. (The final draft of
the writer's eesay appears in the section "A Stu-
dent's Exemplsry Essay.")

Response and Revision

In the process of sharing information in a report,
writers concentrate on the clarity and completeness
of the information. After writing a first draft,
students participate hi a variety of activities de-
signed to help them revise their drafts. They might
work individually, in pairs, or in groups. A fist of
questions designed to help students respond to and
talk about their drafts is included in this section.

Those questions help =der .. to focus on the
characteristics of a draft of a report of information
voice, organization, controlling idea, and elaborated

Wilting Guido sae.e.

information. As students develOp sicills in _reviling
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Prix*. 0711011.1611 with specific suggestions
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select,tWo to four
questigni*iithelist" fortherespenie groups to
work with:SW*4o who have participatedin
response groirpsAvill need thIle direCtion from the
teacher. Their itspca!ses w rurally.

StudentaWhocleadyunderita* *characteris-
tics of a report Of inforritationifWill4rite beater
reports than those whiS do *it underirtairdthem. The
CAP scoring guides further Support thefilationsidp
between the characteristics of thistype of writing
and the use of sal:lent:response grOups to aid
revision. (The scoring guide for report of informa-
tion is included at the end of this section.)

Su estions for Response and Revision

The suggestions and quesdons that follow may
be completed in discussions or in writing.

Who is the audiesee of this report? (Audi-
ence)

Are you convinced that the writer is an
authority on this topic? (Voice)

State the topic of the report in your own
wonis. Does the writer agree that you
understand the topic? (Controlling Idea)

Is the report well organized and easy to fol-
low? If non identify the sections that you
found difficult to follow. (Organization)

Dees the report include any infonnation,
inat is tent important to the writer's topic or
would art be of interest to the hnended
audience? (Elaboradon)

De. aou need additional info, _nation to
understand the report? (Elaboration)

Identify any key terms or phrases that,
unless defined or explained, confused you.
(Elaboration)

Describe the ending of the report. Can you
think of a more effective ending? (Organi-
zation)

Classroom Writing Assignments

Reports of information are appropriate assign-
ments in every area of the curriculeen. For example:
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students to think about a topic, and to C01103 and
organize information. Prewriting activities may
include but ate not :^a-rdatd to the following:

Participating in individual, group, or class
discussions to help focus thinking about a
toPle
Brainstorming, clustering, or mapping to
generate ideas

Keeping diaries, joamals, or leaming logs in
which events, observations, or background
information is recorded

Conducting surveys, polls, or inierviews to
ina =tate the attitudes or winions of
students and members of the community
about various issues

Making lists and categorizing to aczunwlate
and organize existing inforniation

Compiling lists of particular audiences that
would benefit from the la formation to be
rePoned
Analyzing the knowledge and expectations
of one autUence for which file essay might
be written

infonna-

sketching, drawing, or painting to illustrate
or model a process, event, or tecimique

PartielOging, in Panel discussions, debates,
or impromptu presentations to report
finding:alarm research, experience, recent
readings, or inveitigitions

Recounting a memorable trip and then
focusing on aspects of particular interest
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Disaster Preparedness
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Your schoOl officials* concerned about the
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letteis4o4he-editor section of the local
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For your school newspaper write a non on
common accidents or incidents of misuse of
shop equipMent in a shop class over a
specific period of time. Interview people
working in jobs in which they use the skills
learned in a shop class.

Additional report of ...lonnalion assignments
can be developed by considering what students may
observe or experiment with in their own environ-
ments.

The CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examplee !n
the CAP writing gui si a are organized into two
section.: the writing sitaatice and directions for
writing. The writing situation contains information
about rewriting activities and directives designed
to motivate students to think about tin assignment.
The directions for wilting section includes back-
ground information about the topic that students can
use to prep= for the writing assignment- In addi-
tion, this section includes specific instructions
regarding the assignment intimt, topic, and audience
for the assignment as well as other dinscdons for
students to keep in mind when responding to
prompts.

ElProjed

Writing Situation: In your art class each student
is required to complete an original project using any
available tastrxhas (clay,, wood, eass, plastic, metal,
fabric, craustrucCon par4r, watercolors, oils, pen and

,1111MIIIEZNIII=*.

Phowayllgtotda

WritingSiniano#:Vixt haVeiseiniSked to
txPlaing*,1**, of 0.4.44`41**Id*aatall'
grotti) of aiXtkfitacit*YOU:watt.t0#1*ail4.41*-
process clearly so that students can ea4iliitade;r-
stand and **abet. It.

Directions for Wrqng: Write nreportbmidch
youscx14.01. *.i)toceas,of 0066010* 004-
gm& a.tadiOti..'GWO ai*MO'dtt.titilatt**ttiPlos
so that the Snide* wilt 414 yotirieriit both
interesting aid,41fairitatiVe.ToO,want the students
to understand the proceis

Ristory-Social Science

The Spanish-American War

Writing Situation. In 1898ndebate raged in the
Congress over whether the United Starts should
declare war cin Spain:1*st EvublicatiaWanted
war. The) felt ilitta war WouldleSplt in Cuba being
freed-km SIxthig..94 fe#4 **Me
UnitedStategwnidd atMost Conittry:went
to war. CPA.. rogtag#11044441APT011zr AflItnd-
mew, whiehiPolt*S1 tlie Provision that tin United
States would ntit arinets Cuba:

Imagine:that War* been deciansd and your
older biotherhai alibied in tit-Ariiiy to fight in
Ctba: YOU best friend,aaki Yrinio explain the
moans for the United States declaring war on
Sixth

Directions for Writing: Explain to your friend
the reasons for the Anni:sh-American War. Include
specific infninuitiort ind &it:firkins of even!s that
connibutedi to the declaration of war. Yonne not
trying to persuath Our friend that the United States
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was tight to.deelere war-lres simPly want to
emgahlto Your friend theJssoes involved so that he
will Understand the reasons foethe

Additionsi -Exemplary Essays by Students

I n t h e n e a t 0 0 4.r. . the YitIteta di* iafor-
mation 'bait fporite Acties andlrace the
develryinent of theit .apOre14004 fer t!.ke activities.
Notio#Olatthe writers' eitUbentra voiet helix; to
enliventhereport of inforinadam The writers'
obvious Comniinnent to the activities lends credence
to both repons.

Piano

My favorite thing to do is play the piano. When I
play the piano, all of my frustrations and worries
seem to disappear. I justconceturate on my music
and listen to the piano' s sound. If I'm upset about
something, playing the piano always makes me feel
better. There is always a feeling offuifilbnent when
I play a vefy difficult piece or one that is really
bcautifid, because I know that I am the one that is
maktog such a wonderful sound.

It takes a lei of hard work to learn how to play
the piano. I realize that now.When I first started, I
hated it. I quit with 1.40 teachers and almost quit
with my third one. But when I got to the level where
I liked the music (actually when I got to a point
where I could really play the music), I started to
enjoy the piano. After awhile, the sense of accom-
plishment that came with learning a piece that was
dffficult for me made me want to work harder. I
worked to accomplish more.

Even now that I really enjoy playing the piano,
it really takes a lot of patience to progress. As the
music gets harder it takes more time to learn the
right fingering and dynamics. The fingering comes
first. I have to patiently practice the actual move-
ments of my finger to be able to locate each note.

The dynamics is the timing, working towards a
smoothness that produces music instead of just note.

I swppose I wouldn't even play the piano at all (t"
I didn' t really love the music I play. Mast of the
,nusic Is clamical and most of the kids my age have
a definite distaste for it. I would never.tell someone
at school that I like Mozart better than Huey Lewis
and the News. But, I don' t blame kids for not liking
it became it really takes awhik to get used to
always have to go over my pieces two or three times
to get a real sense of the feeling it is supposed to
have. Then I Me to play it over and over because
some of the melodies are so lovely. Now, since my
playing has improved. I can do more than just
practice the pieces I'm working on. Sometimes it is
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D. J.

Music is one of my top favorite hobbies. I'm
what they call a DJ. I've been a DJ. for ftve years
now. Right now, r m working on a record titled Def
Jam. Being a DJ. is really hard work, but music is
my Iffe. I DJ. dances, weddings, and anything that
has to do with music. But the music r m really into is
Hip Hop and SouL

Hip Hop is another type of music. It's hard to
explain, but ifs all about rap. Rap and Hip Hop
are a lot the same. Rap is a song that rhymes; it's
just that you say the words with a beat instead of
singing them. hap too. I can rap about any person,
place, or thing. I started rapping ftve years ago
when I became a DJ.

What got me startedwas when I went back to
New York. I went to 49th Street in downtown
Brooklyn. There were people doing these weird
things on turntables (record players) , called

scratchln." You scratch by moving the record
underneath the needle while the record is playing.
You do it with a beat which adds to the song. You
can also mix while you scratch. You mix by playing
two records at the same time, on dfferent turn-
tables. But you go back and forth from one song to
another by working the volumes. Scratchin' and
mixin' were everywhere in New York, all through
Queens, Bronx, Bronxville, Manhattan and East
Harlem.

So when I came back to California I asked my
dad (I' he' d get me two turntables, a mixer, speakers
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and all other Idnds of equipment for my birthday.
When my birthday came, my dad got me everything
awe I asked for. I couldn' t belleve it. After awhile, I
got red.& good at k I practice all the time. The
whole block could hear me. But by then I needed
better equipment, so the next year I sold it for a high
tech quality. I started buying records too. I've got
732 records of Hip Hop and 207 of Soul. I've spent
a lot of money on this, but I've made money too.

People from around the area heard that I was a
gocd DJ., and they came down to compete against
me in the Battle of the DJ.' s. This was held at the
Coliseum. And with luck I tookfIrst place in the top
two finals. It was hard work to learn how to DJ.
Nobody ever taught me how to do it. I learned by
mys4 by watching others and practicing by myself.

Now m in a group called "Funky Fresh
Scratch Master." In other wnrds, m a street DJ.
It' s just my brother and I in the group. We' re
heavily into scratch' n' . Being a DJ. takes time. It' s
hard work, but the s what I like to do best.

To complete thc following essay, students were
required to write a r ;Tort to Canadian students about
a favorite class in th eir school. In "D.C. Publica-
tions," the writer explains both the rewards and the
minor frustrations of te class. The auuent reveals
an honest affection for the class and reports infor-
mation accurately and fairly.

D.C. Publications

Canadian schools are probably a lot like
American schools. Most students in both countries
have favorite classes, and I certainly have mine.
Our journalism class is called D.C. Publications,
and it is the best claw I have ever had. We produce
a newspaper every four weeks which is called The
Ma It is not Art an average paper. It is a collec-
tion offtne stories written by talented students. We
have 38 stafie members which creates an abundance
of talent.

The equipment used in the class is standard; we
have your usual layout sheets, pasting boards and
wax guns. The equipment allows us to put all the
articles, pictures and headlines together so we can
then copy the fidl version of our newspaper. Insk
of using typewriters (some still do, but not many),
we type our stories on a pair of Apple II computers.
With the Apple Works program we can do more
than you could dream of on a typewriter (such as re-
vising, centering and making multiple copies). Even
with computers, however, most of our work is done
with good-old pencil and paper.

In D.C. Publications there is a lot of learning
going on. We have learned to: prepare headlines,

write in inverted pyramid style, write objectively,
and how to edit. Some o f the more fortunate have
been able to do layouts, tate pictures or paste-up
stories. Others, such as myself, have used the
computer to prepwe stories for publication. An
important side effect o f his class is greater knowl-
edge of and respect for, the rules of English.
Articles must be clearly written, and everyone in the
class comes to understand that.

Having 38 students in a class does not seem that
bad, but it can get very hectic, especially when the
paper is about to go to press. At this time, all stories
and feature materials. (i.e., song dedications) are
due. There is a frantic rush 4br everybody, but there
are only so many materials to go arowa Take the
computersjiar example. For three weeks no one needs it
or wants it.Then, just befire press time, everyone has an
urgent need to use it.

Fortunately, only a few work with layout and
paste-up. We have pre-printed sheets to plan our
stories on. After layout we cut and paste our stories
to fit together. We take these paste-ups to the printer
and then we have a finished paper.

I am proud ofThe News. The paper and its
writers have won several awards in the past, and
will probably do so in the future. It isn' t easy
publishing a newspaper, but I am sure you would
enjoy this class If you come to our school. I am also
proud o f my school. Not only do we have a great
journalism class, we have excellent English, math,
science and social studies departments.

The following report of information,"How to
Blind a Cyclops," was written in response to a .

literary text.

Writing Assignment: Odysseus and his Alen, rejoic-
ing over their rem from their ten-year odyssey,
have decided to write a survival manual for other
warriors setting out en an odyssey. One chapter in
the manual will include instructions for escaping
from a giant Cyclops.

Imagine you are one of Odysseus' men. Write an
=try for the survival manual entitled "How to Blind
a Cyclops." Describe the supplies needed and the
steps to follow. You want your fellow Greek
warriors to clearly understand the supplies they need
and the steps they must take to escape.

How to Blind a Cyclops

Fellow warriors, 4fyou should find yourseY
trapped in a Cyclops' cave, here is a plan that is
guaranteed to free you. First, be sure to bring along
a sword for sharpening and our famous drink,
ambrosia of the gods. As soon as the giant leaves 0.
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lead his sheep in the morning, get a log of an olive
tree.There will be lots around the cave because the
Cyclops use it for fireteood. Tate your sword and
sharpen it to a point then hide it You don't want the
giant to find it. If he does, you can forget escaping.
When the giant returns in the evening, he will build
a fire. While he is maldng the fire, offer him some of
the ambrosia. He will love it and demand more. Let
him drink wail the faddle andflush come over him.
Three bowls should be just enough. When he
tumbles backward and passes out, quickly and
quietly uncover the sharpened log you hid earlier in
the day. Drag it over to the fire. Stick the point in
the flame. Let it redden and glow. If any of the men
start to punk out, give than a pep talk. Lift the log
high over your shoulders, sprint forward and ram it
into the giant' s crater eye. His eyelid will sear and
the eyeball will hiss, sizzle, broil and then pop ow.
This will make the giant very mean and angry. He
will probably bellow and go wikl. Run hide. Don' t
let him catch you or you are dead! In the morning,
he will sit by the or. He is going to feel all the
sheep to to make sure no human.s try to get ow.
Don't let that bother you. Just get underneath the
sheep on the pectoral fleece. It won't smell good,
but you' ll have to hold your nose or something. The
giant will only stroke the top. He won' t feel you
underneath. When he lets the bleating sheep go out,
he will fre letting you out too. Once you are out, run
like crazy for the ship. If you follow this plan exactly
like I told it to you, you won' t hem any problems
escaping from the Cyclops.

Essays Written for the CA° Assessment

When writing essays for the CAP writing
assessment, students are to produce a first draft
during one 45-minute pericxl. Students write in
response to a spechic prompt from one of eight
types of writing. Students use the writing strategies
and techniques practiced in class to think through
and develop their essays. The following samples of
students' writings were written for the CAP writing
assessment. These papers are labeled 'High
Achievement," "Mid-Rarige Achievement," or
"Low Achievement," depending on the seutlenu
ability to meet the specific deals nds of this type of
writing. (Note: The Rhetorical Effectiveness Scor-
ing Guide for Report of Information is included at
the back of this section)

High Achievement

In "Music in My Life," the writer focuses on
why she enjoys listening to music. She successfully
avoids the trap of simply naming group after group
and song after song. Each of her five reasons is
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extensively elaborate/0 and she uses a variety of
strategies to elaboraie ner reasons.

Music in My Life

I suppose the activity I most enjoy is listening to
music. There are many reasons for this,first of all
music hekm me relax. Some of my favorite groups
are the Beatles, the Cure, II2, The Replacements,
Tears far Fears, and ABC. When I come home after
schcal,1 ant usually tense. All I have to do to make
myselffeel better is stick a II2 tape into my
taperecorder and I usually calm down. The music
kfte me and I just close rny eyes and relax.

Another reason why I like listening to music so
much is that it is good exercise. Actually, listening
to music isn' t exercise, but dancing is. If I feel like
working off some energy, I put on "How To Be A
Zillionaire" by ABC and dance to the lvat. It is a
very goad workout and I feel exhilarat eer-
wards.

Still another reason why I like music is because
it makes me happy. If I am feeling depressed and
lonely, music ahvays makes me feel better. For
instance, I was worried about scmething yesterday,
but then I put on "TN" by the Replacements and my
troubles seemed to dieappear. Most of the songs are
happy and I didn't have the heart to think about my
problems while listening. Another good tape to
cheer me ap is "The Head On The Door" by the
Cure. Such songs as "In Between Days" and "A
Night Like This" never fail to change my depression
into happiness.

Concentration is another asset of music. Often
times if I have a report to do or other homework, I
just do nat feel like concentrating. I get so upset
about the job that lies ahead that I just cannot set
my mind to it and my thoughts start to wander to
other things. It is then that music comes in handy. If
I play a tape like "Songs From The Big Chair" by
"Tears For Fears" quietly, it always he4es me to
concentrate and do my work. Sometimes I do not
even need to play the whole tape aslant working.
Jot a few songs are enough to get me in the mood.

The last reason why music is so important to me
is because it inspires me and rouses my creativity. I
write poetry myseY and *en if! am having a
mental block, meek will start me writing again. My
absolute favorite govmp is the Beatles, and I have all
of their tapes except for one. Many of their songs
have been inspirations for my poetry. I don' t try to
copy the Beatles at all. Instead, their words and
music put ideas in my head which I then put on
paper. I don' t always write poetry after or while m
listening to the Beatles, but they do he4r.

4 9
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I have just explained why I enjoy music as much
as I do. Music is like thergay for me in that it is
goodfor my soukTo man it up inthriewardr:
Music is my Ire. It Will always be, andwhen I die, I
hope someone is playing "I Need Yon" by the
Beatles at my funeral because that k the way I feel
about musk.

Mid-Range Achievement

The writer of the report "Woodshop" attempts
to inform his traders about a class he is taking. The
writer relies on a series of generalizations to develop
the report and presents his information through a
series of lists and names.

Woodsiu

One of my favorite classes at my school k
woodshop. My woodshop teachers name is Mr.
Jackson. He is a sturdy looking man with dark gray
hair. He sometimes get so busy that a person must
wait ten minutes to ask a quesdon. But the projects
in woodshop are neat.

One of my friends whom I met in that class
made a wooden duck that waddled when you pushed
it. Another boy I know made several crosses. I only
made a dog plaque, a word plaque, and now I am
wor king on a sheY plaque.

I have quite a few friends in that class. Many a'
Just met this year in the class.

In woodshop I learned about many types of sa ws
and other woodworking machines. Such as the
Bandsaw, the jigsaw, the drift press, the bowl lathes
and ite table saw, just to name a few. They also
have handsaws and rulers.

I ears hoping to get woodshop next year in high
school.

Low Achievement

The writer of the report "Skateboarding" uses
repetition of generalized ideas to tell his story. This
report does not include new or useful information
for read= interested in learning about skateboar-
ding.

Skateboarding

Skateboarding is my favorite activity. Skate-
boarding is my favrite activity because, their are
many tricks.While skateboarding people can be in
tournaments against other skateboarders. When
people are skateboarding, it' s fun to ride skatebo, "
ramps. When doing this activity, it takes protection,
skill and practice.

AlIZIMEN161111CIEWINEMINENE 111M=M110111=1111111116=11171011Mill

Skateboarding is my favorite sport because, its
fun, many tricks, go to toUrnaments, ride ramps, it
take protection, skill and practice.

Published Example of a Report of Information

The folloWingteport,ofinfbmiatiati;"The
Death of an E1e4l1ralt.V.IPOCare4-*Ztrf *Wine,
accompanied by.a diatiratic :lack 61Photogragis
taken by Horildunill. Eien ihnugh you do not
have the photographs here, the power of the words
alone allows you to picture this scene in your mind.

Death of an Elephant'

According to legend, a dying elephant wanders )
cff to a hidden "elAphant graveyard," where stark
piles of bleached skeletons promise afabulons
treasure in ivory tusks to any adventarer who can
find them. Even though game wardens find hundreds
of elephant carcasses each year, Scattered over the
East Africa reserves, the exact nature of an ele-
phant s death has remained a mystery.

In December 1970,28-year-old ecologist
Harvey Croze and photographer Horst Munzig
came across a dying cow elephant in Serengeti
National Part hr an earaordintay sequence of
photographs they were able to record every detail of
her final hours. The stricken animal did not die in
solloide. The anxious herd tried despera y to
revive her. "You den' t have to be around elephants
long &fore you faU in love with their incredible
concern for other members of the group," says
Croze. "Elephants love elephants. le s as simple as
that."

It was ear0 afternoon when Croze and Munzig
first spotted the sick elephant. She stood about 75
yards from the grazing herd, her head lowered and c
her great ears flopped forwarcL A bull elephant
approached her from the herd, sniffed at her head
with his trunk, gave a gentle rumbling noise, and
then returned to his feeding. For 20 minutes the cow
remained motionless except for an occasional curl
of her nu& Then she dropped silently to her
haunches. Immediately the entire herd, screaming
and trumpeting, thundered toward her and formed a
semicircle around her. Then her forelegs collapsed
and she slumped onto her belly.

As the cow lay helpless on tn.. ground, the bull
pushed the larger elephants away but allowed some
youngsters to touch her. One laid his trunk on her
back while a baby pushed vainly at her rump.

A young elephant nuzzled the cow ' s ear. Then
ate bull lowered his head to her side and with a

'"Death of an Elephant," Life (February 26, 1971), 660-65.
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gargantuan efibrt tried to lift her. She was too
heavy. With a roar offrustradon he moved to her
head and vied to lift that. Then he tore up a trunkful
opt; grass and herbs and forced U into her mouth.
But she would not respond.

The young elephants pressed forward again and
one, placing a foot on her back, tried to rouse her.
"It almost seemed as if they had tried evoy behav-
ior they could think of: threatening, lifting, feed-
ing," says Craze.

But the cow was finished. With a final convul-
sion she heaved onto her side. The herd broke out in
a renewed clamor and moved off to feed restlessly
nearby. The bull remained beside her, making
occasional attempts to rouse her. One by one, family
units within the herd returned to the body as if to
mourn and then, at dusk, moved away together and
disappeared over a ridge.

Readings in Report of Information

Magazines

Notional Oeographic

Nature

Seventeen

Mother Earth News

Boys' We
Audubon Magazine

Science

Popular Science

Consumers' Report

ScieneeDigest

American Heritage

Books

Carson RacheL The Sea Around Us. New York:
C 'ford University Press, Inc., 1961.

Carson, Rachel. Silent Spring. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1962.

Cousteau, Jacques, and Frederic Dumas. Silent
Worki. New York: Nick Lyons Books, 1987.

*De Garza, Patricia. Chicams: The Story of Mexi-
can-Antericans. New York: Julian Messner,
1973.

*Listed in Recommended Readings in Literature, Kinder-
ganen Through Grade Eight (Annotated edition). Sacra-
mento: Califomia State Department of Education, 1988.
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Eiseley, Loren. The Imnzense Journey. New York:
Rendom House, Inc., 1957.

Fox Pim' NegOreiling, Log Cabin Building,
Foe& and Planting by the Signs, Snake Lore,
Hunting Tales, FaithlfealingtMoonihine and
Other' Affairs of Plain Living. Edited by Eliot
Wigginton. New Yott Doubleday &Co., Inc.,
1972.

Fox Fire. Vols. 7-9. &HMI by Eliot Wigginton.
vew York:, Doubleday &Co., Inc.; 1986.

*Freedman, Russell. Children of theWildWest.
Boston:, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1983.

*Gemming, Elizabeth. Lost City in the Clouds: The
Discovery of Machu Picchu. New York: Cow-
ard, McCann & Geoghegan, 1980.

The Japanese American Jowney: The Story of a
People. Edited by Florence M. Hoop and hilyo
Burton. San Mateo, Calif.: JACP, Inc., 1985.

*Kohn, Beisiice. Talking Leaves: The Story of
Sequoyah. Dallas, Tex.: Hawthorne Publishing
Co., 1969.

*Lester, Julius. To Be a Slave. New York: Dial
Books for Young Readers, 1968.

Loeper, John J. The House on Spruce Street.New
York: Atheneum, 1982.

Lord, Walter. Day of !piano,. New York: Bantam
Books, Inc., n.d.

Lord, Walter, A Night to Remember.Mattituck,
N. Y.: Amereon Ltd., n.d.

*McGaw, Jessie B. Chief Red Horse Tells About
Custer. New York: Lodestar Books, 1981.

Sloane, Eugene A. The All New a nplete Book of
Bicycling. (Rev. edition.) New York: Simon and
Schuster, Inc., 1981.

*St. George, Judith. The Brooklyn Bridge: They
Said It Couldn' t Be Built. New York: The
Putnam Publishing Group, 1982.
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Report of InfOrmation

Writers must satisfy special &man& when they
prepare reports of information. They must present
themselves as authorities on a subject and imptess
readers with their knowledge and understanding.
They must select and present enough-specific details
to characterim their subject for their readers. They
must quickly orient readers to a subject, help keep
them on track with c coherent mon, and end the
essay in a satisfying manner. Yn the best reports of
information, writers expreas their involvement with
the subject and commitment to sharing it with
waders. They develop their report arramd a single
theme that they use to provide cohere= to their
essay.

In reporting information, writers are not cora
cemed with persuading readers to take action, justi-
fying judgments or opinions or presenting autobio-
graphical disclosures. Instead, they are concerned
with informing readers. Reports of information may
be found in textbooks, teacarch teports, tecbnical
manuals, newspapers, letters, and essays about
familiar activities and places. The prompt! for report
of infonnation ask eighth-grade students to write
about their schools, communities, and interests

Writers organize reports of infonnation amund a
theme that they use to integrate the information in-
cluded in the report. They classify and carefully
arrenge their information so their readers can easily
read and understand the report They support main
poims and elaborate their ideas with specific facts
and concrete examples.

Score Point 6Exceptional Achievement

Voice. int writer reports the subject in an
interesting and clear matmer. The writer establishes
himself or herself as an authority on the subject. We
hear a lively voice.

Wormation. The writer includes specific
information in the reportfacts, details, examples,
anecdotes, explanations, add definitions. By identi-
fying objects carefully and accurately, the writer
indicates to Leaders that he or she is an authority on
the subject. "Me writer presents specific and con-
crete information relevant to the subject and the
point the writer is making.

Depending on the writing situation, writers may
choose several of the following strategies to prerent

!Mama

inform** (cOakes are taken front eighth-grade
students', test Pepin):

Using a personal anecdote (telling about a
fishing WO as a way of sharing information
about

Creating a scenario (an imaginary haseball
game as a way of infotming readers-about
the agnnica and calccrild*f qj- _1300)
Diffinentiatinga naming, and destribing the
parts of a subject .(adminisnatars, teachers,
goalsagm01;:itetivities althool; differ-
ent types of fins on a surfboat*

Demonstrating a claim or assertion (describ-
ing he adents carelessly drop trash
around a school)

Listir describing activities associated
with t .,abject (swimming, hiking, bildng,
walking, sight-seeing in a town; reading,
writing, walking on pmjects, participating
in group work, socializing in a class; riding,
racing, washing, currying, spraying, feeding
a horse)

Comparing or contrasting subjects as a way
of generating information about a subject
(contrasting a private and a public senool)

Telling the history of a subject (what the
earliest surfboards were like, how a school
or a team began)

Narrating the precess of making, using, or
peaticipating in an activity (waxing a surf-
boat, playing in a football game)

Crearing images or analogies (a surfboard
leash is like a dog leash)

Naming and prov!ding details about the
features of a subject (trout, saimon, shad;
American River, Nimbus Datn, Sacramento
River, a surfboard leash is a solid line of
plastic, about as thick as a pencil, with a
velcro strap at the end)

Explaining the benefits of a subject ("When
I play the piano, all of my fmstrations
disappear. . . ." "Focaball tart aur mind
off things...

52
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Nartuting the bistory of involvement with
the subject ("When I first started playing the
piano I hated it... ; I quit .. but then. .. .")
Exploring motives for interest in a subject
("I will keep on playing piano (softball,
football, etc.) because it is so enjoyable.")

Describing the joy of victory, the agony of
defeat ("I love to tie thea.. . .")

Outlining the requirements for knowing
about or participating in a subject (passing a
three-page test to get into a journalism
class)

The writers of the best enays incorporate
several strategies in their essays.

Controlling Idea. In addition to using the essay
to inform us about a subject, the writer of a six-point
essay has stated or cleatly implied a controlling
idea. When we know the writer's controling' idea,
we blow the writer's attitude toward the subject.
The writer uses the controlling idea to provide
coherence and a focus to the essay.

Or.Nnization. A six-point essay is well organ-
ized. It begins with helpful orientations to the
subject or a context for reading about it. It is coher-
ent and clearly patterned. The writer creates this
pattern by focusing on components of the subject
and developing one or more components with
specific information. The writer ends the essay in a
satisfactory matmer.

Score Point 5Commendable Achievement

Voice. Like the writer of a six-point essay, this
writer clearly reports information about the subject
in an interesting manner. We hear an authoritative
voice in the essay.

Information. The writer gives us useful infonma-
tion, but not as much information es the writer of a
six-point essay. Ibis information is relevant to the
sub;:ct and includes facts, details, and examples.

Controlling Idea. The writer of a five-point
essay has stated a controlling idea and maintains a
consistent attitude toward the subject.

Orgadzatiox Like a six-point essay, a five-
point essay is well cganized. The writer begin.s and
ends the essay effectively but may not have estab-
lished as clear a panern as the writer sf a six-point
essay and may not display the same degree of
control.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement

Voice. The writer repoets the subject eagerly,
but without the authority of the writer of a five-point
essay.

vi-ts Scoring Guido

htformation. The writer gives us considerable
information, sometimes as much information as the
writer of a five-pint oc essaysIitivieven
some infOritiation May not be Well integrated into
the essaY and may be gawal *het Out-Specific or
concitit. 11 e*****800d grouP6d the
infaimailon hit may hjka aiOareftft Sir ton-
scionslY rielaidjhe infoiniation as the miter of a
five-point **ix:int iiiaY.

Controlling Idea. The writer of a four-point
essay itatet a controlling idea and in gemal uses
the idetto proVide consistency. However, the
write: finitude toward the subject may waver.

Organization. In a four-point essay, the writer
reveals a plan, but the essay may not be well organ-
ized. The essay may have art effective beghming bra
may end Inirriedlyand Clurnsily. The Writer 'dune
four-point essays give up Costml or momentum to
respond to the situations in the painpt. (An essay
can earn a four- or five-point score without para-
graph boundaries. Decide whether the essay has
some coherence and direction.)

Score Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Voice. The writer of a three-point essay re-
sponds to the prompt. The writer may seem inter-
ested in informing readers and may commtmicate
the son of eager personal voice we hear in a four-
point or five-poia essay. However, the writer may
focus on opinion or evaluation rather than on
information.

IWormation. A three-point essay generally
presents less information than a four-point essay.
Tbe writer may rely more on generalization, opin-
ion, or evaluadon than on specific information and
may not provide enough information to characterize
the subject. The writer may only list titles, names, or
places without any elaboratism or include personal
information not televant to Use point or helpful to
!cadets who want to understand the subject

Controlling Idea. The writer may present a
simple statement of subject without a controlling
idea.

Organization. A three-point essay stays on topic
but it may be weakly organized. It may circle back
to an idea as an aftenhought. It may seam added on,
sentence by sentence, but it will not digress too far.
It may just follow an order of presentation suggested
by the prompt.

Score Point 2Limited Evidence ot Achievement

Voice. The writer of a two-point essay may
show some awareness of readers and may even
reveal a lively voice.
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Iffy:nation. Very thin development. The writer
does not seem to understand how to report informa-
tion. Rattly will dr, writer We specific detail to
develop a point. The essay will usually be twief, but
some may be as long as three-point or four-point
essays without the specific detail.

Controlling Idea. The essay may be no more
than a simple statement of subject.

Orgadlation. Orgaigntion may be shaky. We
may not be sure where the writer is gPitg, though
the essay will usually be mailable. W r sometimes
digresses and shows :u I. sense of Ix 'Id progres-
sion. May rely on suggestions in the piorupt for
orpnization.

Score Point IMinimal Evidence of Achievement

On topic. The writer has a subject.

Voice. Win usually reveal little sense of voice or
awareness of readers.

&formation. Unlike a two-point way, a one-
point essay does not deliver much information. It
=grins few points or ideas and rarely includes
details. The writer may seem to be giving infonna-
don tsAt actually is valuiting or asserting opinions.

Controlling Idea. May be no more than a simple
statement of subject.

Organization. The essay is badly organized and
sometimes incolr.rent. Brief.

Score Point 0Inappropriate Response
Off topic.

5 4
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Evidence or examples from dm subject
being evaluated (citing parts of the text,
quotations, and so forth)

Evidence cited from a variety of soul=
(scientific facts, opinions of expens, statis-
tics)

Analysis of the subject being evaluated

Comparison and contrast to a related subject

Emphasis on the uniqueness of the subject
being evaluated

Tone

The tone must be appropriate the judgment
made and give the reader the feeling of the writer's
conviction. The writer's word choice and syntax
determine the tone of the essay.

Organization

Reason and evidence must be organized both
logically and convincingly. The most important
evidence is usually placed either first or last in the
essay; the most significant reasons are those that are
most thasoue* developed. A forceful and explicit
conclusion reaffirms or underscores the writer's
judgment

Coherence

The evaluation must engage the reader immedi-
ately. It mug show direction, purpose, and move-
ment and provide a sense of closure.

&mse of Audience

The writer must maintain an awareness of
possible questions and needs of readers and must
attempt to convince the readers of the plausibility of
the evaluation.

An Exemplary Student Essay

This evaluation was written by a seventh-grade
student, whcm we will call Brian, in response to a
prompt asking for a review of the best bock or story
the student had read. It represents a typical student's
response to mch an assignment

The Wild Party

There are funny stories, and there are funny
stories, but "The Wild Pany" by Jay De Jesus is a
winner. Jay De kiln Ls a 7th grade student who
wrote this brilliant story for an assignment.

iThis paragraph tells the reader the title of the
work being discussed and places it in coldest.)

VU-2 WAIN Guide

"The WildPartr starts a t a modern 7th grade
Chrisuna; partyln room 14, The musio isblasting
away, people ore **go*, and'everyOnfe'ishaVing

a (4004:0*-.S4100:440-41'ai'Olasts-tfersi and the
sc4001,0$71,04$414 Thi..S_ChObOysgrOlz band of
mholiketo rhpèleTh;kader,

.1#0,4iirsOitikiteaci.zer,
stumps oyery Iasi:Jay' De
Jes#ste, Rs:30;011r L ef s do ltferlifrAinsadell"
and dir*: an eraser at Wakki.The Eraserhits
Walk' i' gun And turns it around, making Waldo
shoothinr

Then lc is proclaimed the hero.I thoroughly
enjoyed 'The Wild Party" for_varidas.r4to:,044 It is
hilarious, creative, and has a brilhiara'flnale :Inked
how the author takes a *Ole; ordlathy chalkboard
eraser and creates.-aWeapon ThLrshô
imagination:T*0i Objeets me see eicii*iitad
making them seernfantastliand full ofPass- ibilides
makes Me feel that my life Can be More exciting than
how I usually see it.

Mere the writer summarizes coacisely. Re tells us
shoot the plot and the characters with eathusissea.)

Another reasonwhy I enjoyed this story is that I
can relate to ;past of the characters in real life. I
know Jay and also the people who the teacher and
Waldo represent. I a nt in the class that the party
was supposed to take place in. This gives me a
personal place in the story. I am a charfter living
in this fictional :tory. For others, the story will seem
real because it' s evident that the author knows
about kids and knows how they think and what they
fantasize about. Being a kid himser, Jay uses his
firsthand knowledge of his friemis and classnates to
tell a story any kid would like. All kids imagine wild
things taking place in classrooms where often there
are only rules and work and discipline. Jay breaks
open the &lbws of the classroom and brings in
excitementa wild party, gang rivalry, a teacher
being killed The Schoolboys killing a teacher?
That s ironic. Using an eraser to kill? The s funny.

[The writer hacks up his judgment, naming
specific qualities of the story and then giving examples
from the story to support what he sags. Firsthand
knowledge makes the eioa7 believableanother
reason for his Ming the story.)

fled that almost anyone would enjoy this story,
especially people who like funny stories. But even V
you don' t fit in this category, read this story,
because I don't know too many people who didn't
enjoy this story.

[The evaluation reaches out to its audience and
concludes with convincing enthusiasm)
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One Student's Writing Process

The process of writing the previous essay
involved many steps. The process began with a
series of short responses or "quickwritesn given to
an entire seventh-grade class. After thinking of the
best book or story they had read, the students each
wrote one title on a sheet of paper. Then they did the
following quickwrites:

Write why you liked this book or story so well.
Do not mite what de book was about. Write
what yor. think about the book, why you Med it.

2. In one sentence give your judgment of the book.
Do not u -1 any of the followins expressions: I
like this book.... This book is goodfmteresting/
the best/great....(The students helped to make
the list of what not to use.)

3. Write a very brief plot sznmary (two or three
sentences).

4. Expand the plot sammary (half a page or so).

5. Tell what you learned from reading this book.

6. What is your recommendation to other students
about this book?

Brian's Quick-writes

The Wild Party

I. Hiked the Wild Party, by Jay Defeats, because
it was funny and I could relate to the people
involved in it. It was organized and put together
M a good way. I liked how Jay made him be the
hero, haha, and how he saved us from Waldo
McDonald and the Schoolboys. The funniest
part was when Mr. Amsadel got shot.

2. Judgment: One of my favorite storys is one
called the Wild Party. It is written by Jay De-
Jesus. I enjoyed this story because it is humor-
ous and different.

3. Summary: The setting is in a modern day
teenage classroom, and a party is going on, but
then a band of crashers called the Schoolboys
break in. The leader of the Schoolboys, Waldo
McDonald shoots the teacher. Then Jay De-
Jesus throws an eraser at Waldo and he shoots
hbnseg and Jay is proclaimed the hero.

4. Detailed summary: The story begins at a Christ-
mas Party at a Junior High School. The party
starts getting just a link out of hand when the
Schoolboys, a dangerous gang, barge in to
crash the party. Waldo McDonald, the leader
pulls out a gun and assassinates the teacher,
Mr. Amadei. Then Jay Delesus throws an
eraser at Waldo and makes him shoot himseg

The other Schaolboys flee. The students bow
there heads in memory of their teacher, and Jay
is proclaimed a hero.

5. When I read this story, I didn' t learn much. I did
learn that erasers can be dangerous though. I
also learned it doesn't pay to crash on a party.

6. Recommendation: I reca"mtend this story to
anyone who likes fiuury, modern stays they can
relate to. They should like a good laugh, too.
They shouldn't be old fashioried, and should
know what a teenage party can be like. So ityou
qua* in most categories, or maybe even all, I
think you will enjoy this story.

Thn quickwrites were given orally and took
most of a class period. The next day, the students
took out these notes and read them over.- The teacher
explained that theYwculd now pnt these mites
together in an evaluation of the book/story they had
chosen. Their audience would be the general public;
persons their own age.and adults. They could use
anything they had already written or they could
change anything. They could put what they had
vilitten as pickwrites in any order, or they could
pick and choose from what they wrpti3, using all of
it or some as they saw fit.

rest Draft
This is an evaluation of "The Wild Party," by

Jay DeJesus. It is a creative, modern, humorous,
imaginative story that many people will enjoy.

The Wild Party starts in a modern, 7th grade
Christmas party in Rm. 14. The music is blasting
away, people are laughing, and everyone is enjoy-
ing it. Then the door blasts open and the Schooboys
march in. The schoolboys are a gang of mean party
crashing nerds who are lead to, Waldo Mc Donald.
Waldo pulls out a gun and nhoots. Everyone gasps
as Mr. Amsedel, the teacher, slumps over, dead.
Then, when all looks lost, Jay De Jesus steps ttp,
yells "Let s do it for Mr. Amsedell" and throws an
eraser at Waldo. The eraser hits Waldo's gun and
turns it around, maidng Waldo shoot himself. Then
Jay is proclaimed the hero

I liked the Wild Party because it was hilarious
and creative. I like how Jay creates the ending, how
an eraser can kill someone. I especially liked it
because I could relate to most of the characters in
real We.

I would recommend this book to most people, as
long as they have a good sense of luanor and can
take a good joke.They shouldn' t be too old fash-
ioned. But even Lfyou don' :fit with these categories,
you still may enjoy "The Wild Party" by Jay De
Jesus.
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After finishing the first draft, students ex-
changed papers with a partner awl Died out revision
guides.

Evaluation Revision Guide

Q: Do youfeel the plot summary is in balance
with other parts of the evaluadon?

A: The plot summary was great but you need to
tell more about the stoty and why you liked
it.

Q: What is the best this evaluatior?
Why?

A: The mulkg bnause tells that all Mr, is of
people will like the story.

Q: Write !own anythize (word, plume,
sentence) that sounds es though you've
heard it many times befilre.

A: "One of niyfavcc arorys is calkd..."
Q: Write dorm the best sentence in the evalu-

ation. Why did yas like 11?

A: I especially liked it because I could relate to
most of the characters in real life. I liked it
because he states his opinion and supports
it.

Q: Does the conclusion feel like the door
slammed shut or like someone gently
closed the deer?

A: Someone gently closed the door.

New Draft

After talking with their partners, students
revised their evaluation essays. Brian's final draft
appears earlier as an exemplary student essay.

Response and Revision

Sharing writing with others in pairs or small
groups can help students review their work. Re-
sponse from others, especially peers, is important
for students to develop a sense of audience, a cense
that their writiag reaches more people than just the
teacher. Braving others look at tdr work gives
sunients a sense of purpose; they teeliee that they
write to communicate, not merely to get a grade.
Students also see what others are doing and learn
from the successes and failures of others.

Peer response involves both the teacher and the
students. The teacher needs to work with the stu-
dents to help them find ways to talk with each other
about their writing in a helpful way. Modeling with
the entire class is a good introduction. Beginning
with only four or five %esti= for a response sheet
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Written rasponses(after heating the writer read
the paper aloud) provide a valid basis for response
gnaup discussions. With expesienced response
groups, the teacher may depend on student-gener-
ated questions for discussion.

Response Guide Suggestions

General Questions:

What were your first impressions?

What interested you?

Whet did you hle best?

What do you immediately remember about the
evaluation?

Specific Questions:

Judgment and Russells

What is the subject of the essay?

What is the writer's judgment of the subject of
the evaluation?

What specific examples does the writer use to
Mustrate the reasons or evidence?

What would you like .note information about?

Does the evaluation seem complete? Why or
why not?
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Coherence

Did the beginning gain your attention?

Could you Relow everything without being
confused?

Wern you satisfied with the ending?

Modq4 maY
demOnstrate

be

Tone

arde the words that show the writer's convic-
tion, seriousness, or enthusiasm.

Audience

What questions or objections do you have about
the mimes judgment?

Are you convinced of the writer's judgment?

Classroom Writing Assignments

There are nummous ways to elicit evaluative
writing in the classroom. It is important to.keep in
mind that the CAP test must be limited to a first
draft written in a 45-minute time period and a
prompt that provides a cosiest or writing situation
with an explanation of the writing assignment or
directions for writing. In the classroom we can
extend the time, capitalize on situations our students
are involved in, guide prewriting exercises, engage
students in responding to each other's essays, and
work tannish necessary revisions.

Models

In leaining to write good evaluations, students
can profit ftom models of both student and profes-
sional writing. Students and teachers can read
several examples, discuss the characteristic that
make a good evaluation, and then read more models
to test the students' ideas. Models are important
because they present options in approaches and
strategies available to writers.

Suggested Situations

Choose from what you do already in your
clasmoom for evaluation topics. If you do journal
writing, have students select their best/worst journal
entry and then write en evaluation of it. Read a unit
in an anthology and have students evaluate a story/
poem of their choice from the unit. Have students
evaluate books for book reports or one of their
textbooks. Studs= can also evaluate school-mlated
topics, such as procedures for elections or commu-
nity facilities for teenagers. The possibilities are
endless.

Revisions

Students' revision needs will vary greatly. As
studerm work with peers, they will learn how they
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Subject Area Evaluations

The following classroom writing assignments
may be used to provide practice in writing evalu-
ation essays. These assignments represent various
content areas and me meant to serve as models for
teachers as they design their own writing tasks.

Art

Editors of the school newspaper are asking for
articles written by students about the work they sre
doing in school. The editom will publish articles that
show students' enthusiasm for learning and commit-
ment to excellence. Their feeling is that all students
do work they can be mud of and that this pride
should be shared.

You have now finished your semester of art.
During the semester you did many pieces of art-
workcontour drawings, collages, block prints,
paintings, and others. In each kind of artwork you
aimed for a visual expression by using different
techniques. For example, in contestr drawings you
used the techniques of seeing the outlines of objects;
in collages you used the technique of arranging bits
of things to create a pattern; in paintings you used
the techniques of perspective, color, and shape.

Think about the ..:assork you have done this
semester. Choose what yon feel is your most
successful work. Write about the work you have
chosen. Tell why it is your ISest work. Relate any
personal feelings you may have about the particular
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work you have chosen that explain why you feel it is
successful. Tell abeut any experiences you have had
that make this piece of art important to you. Re-
member that you are wridng for your school news-
Pa Per.

Preveidng Activities
Imagine that you are setting up a show of all the

artwork that you have completed during this semes-
ter. On a piece of paper draw the display you wish
to make of your work. Then imagine that you are an
art critic or a judge visiting the completed show and
ev aluate each piece of work as you stand before it.
You might jot down your thrughts on the paper
display as you think about Vich work is your most
successful.

You have read that many manufacturers like to
hear from consumers concerning their products.
Think about a product that you or your family use
regularly. It may be a particular brand of food or
tcothpaste. Perhaps it is an article of clothing. Think
about why you or your family like this product.
(You may want to make lists or cluster ideas before
you decide what product to choose.) Write a letter to
the manufasurer of the product you have chosen.
Tell the company why 5ou like this product If your
letter is selected for puttication, you will receive a
free gift rad will also see your letter in advertise-
ments.

In the unit we have just finished, you read many
different stories, but all of these stories are related to
the theme of growing up. They exp:ess ideas about
growing up in different ways. Some are humorous;
others are dramatic. Some of the stories are very
abstract; others are mote like stories we tell in our
daily lives.

Publishera like to hear from students regarding
their reading prefmences. They have asked students
to write and send them reviews of stories they feel
are the most worthwhile. They plan to use the
students' reviews in their advertisement.

Look at the list of stoties you have read and
decide which story in the unit you feel is best. In a
letter to the publisher, explain why you chose this
story.

VII-6 Wriorg GuIde

The CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examples in
the CAP writing guides arc orgadzed into two
sections: the writing situation and directibas for
writing. The writing &natio] contains prewriting
information and directives designed to motivate
student thinking about the assignment. Students are
given background about the topic and are prepared
for fix Tecific assignment that follows in the
directions for writing section where students are
given specific instructions regarding the assignment.

Climate

Writing Situation: Your science teacher has
asked you to think about climate as influencing the
choice of the place you would want to live. Examine
the following description of an island.

This islan d 's south and east coasts are washed
by a warm ocean current, the Gulf Strewn. As you
might guess, the warm Gutf Stream current begins
in the Guff of Mexico.

Winds usually blow from the west over IrelantL
These winds carry masses of moLci air from over the
Atlantic Ocean.

Low mountain ranges ring the Irish coast. The
interior of the country is mostly flat. When warm,
moist air from the sea meets Ireland's coastal
mountains, the air rises, cools and form.r layers of
clouds. It is a rare day indef..: when there are no
clouds in the Irish sky. Through all seasons, rain
falls frequently and softly on the Irish landscape.
Fierce thunderstorms are rare. Hot, dry spells are
even rarer.

In summer, the combination of sea ;reezes, the
high moisture conteat of the air, and frequent cloud
cover helps keep the atmasphere relatively cool. The
average July temperature ranges from 11 degrees
Celsivs *It night to around 19 degrees Celsius in the
daytime.

The ocean breezes and moist air that help cool
Ireland in summer also act to keep the country
eladvely warm in winter. The average January

temperature ranges from 3 degrees Celsius at night
to around 9 degrees Celsius in the daytime. Snow
and hard frosts are rare during Irish winters.

Changes from season to seaso I are not very
sharp on this island. Some day' In rammer, winter,
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Political Conventions

WrifingSinmtio*,gv,egleuryeqs.P94tical
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will 0- kii***,Alini'.1.11 thi:PiOdetitigeleetion
Du** 0*i*** Oligiitild one of the.e6nVen-
tionsandjbat.YoifhaVe beeit choierito Present the
presideritial candidate of your choice to the other
delegate&

Dirraions for Writing: Choose a president you
admire and write a speech to deliver at the nominat-
ing convention. Use the information yOu have
regarding this man to present him to the nominating
convention. Tell why he would be the best man to
represent yourParty in thaprisidentialelections. Use
reasons and specific examPtes that will minion your
judgmentahat this man is the best man to represent
your party. Your purpose is to convince dr other
delegates to agree with your evaluation of tnis
candidate.

Arts

Best Poems

Writing Situation: Your teacher Ls asking the
students in your class to compile a book called Best
Poems for Eighth Grade.

Directions for Writing: Read the following poem
carefully and then write an evaluation for your
teachen-who Has read the poqm. Convince her that
the poem shtold or should not be included in the
collection of poems for eighth-grade students. Give
reasons Why the poem should or should not be
included and give specific evidence from the poem
to support your reaSOns.

Mlinutte:InGencrodcleracs-A Voyage of Exploration.
Engewood Cliffs, NI: Prentice Hall Inc., 1986,p. 384. Used
withpennissicn.
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Physical Education

School Sports

Writing Situation: Your physical education
teachers want to know which sports or activities
students value the most. To help.the teachers select
activities for the next semester, they ask you to write
an essay evaluating the sport or activity that you feel
was the most worthwhile.

Directions for Writing: Think of the sports or
activities you have done in physical education this
semester. Choose the one you feel was of the most
value to you and write an essay discussing why this
sport was the most valuable. You might compare the
techniques and skills of the sport you choose with
those of another sport that you feel is not as im-
portant.

2B:7N:re B. Robinson, "Foreign Student," English Journal
(nay, 1976). Copyright 1976 by the National Council of
Teachers of Foglish Used with psrmission.
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Microscope

Writin,s Situation: A meeting of scientists is
being held to celebrate the various scientific tools
that have contributed to the development of science.
You have been invited to submit a paper in which
you evaluate how useful the microscope is in
scientific discoveries. You have made significant
discoveries yourself with the aid of the microscope,
so you are enthusiastic about its scientific value.
Your paper will be !minted for the meedng.

Directions for Writing: Write a paper Ow you
would distribute at this meeting of the great scien-
tists of our time. The purpose of your paper is to
evaluate the use of the microscope as a scientific
tool. State your judgment and support it with
reasons and specific examples. You want to con-
vince your readeas agree with your evaluanon of
the microscope.

Additionol Exemplary Essays

In the following essay, a student evaluates
Where the Red Fern Grow.v, giving a short but
succinct summary at the beginning. The writer then
g res on to tell of his personal reaction and feelings
for the Look.

Where the Red Fern Grows: A Review

Ever since he was a young boy, Billy wanted to
get coonhounds and turn them into champions. His
family could not afford the dogs, so he saved and
saved money for many years. After Billy bought the
dogs, he trained them until they reached perfection.
He entered a contest to see what dogs could catch
the most coonhides. HU strength and faith helped
him acquire his goal of victory, but he was not
aware of the sadness that would follow. After one of
the dogs is killed by a cougar, the other one dies of
loneliness.

I remember this book because of the determina-
tion and struggle of a boy trying to turn dogs into
champions. The relationship between the boy and
the dogs is full of love and adventure. At the end the
dogs die, but he remembers them because of the red
fern that grew on the dogs' graves. There is an old
Indian legend that only an angel could plant the
seeds of a red fern, and where one grew, that spot
was .tacred.

The relationship between the boy and the dogs
made this book excellent and pleasing to read. By
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reading this book I learned that achieving a certain
goal is possible by being determined and having
fath. I think this is one of the best book s I have read
and I encourage everyone to read it.

The next essay is an evaluation of a cookie.
Students clustered the qualities of good cookies and
then bad cookies. Cookies were passed out, eaten,
and evaluated. The writer of the following begins
her evaluation by giving the story of what happened,
helping the =den to put themselves in the situ-
ation. Her sense of humor and description enliven
the essay. Using the strategy of comparison and
contrast, she shows us what an excellent cookie
would be and gives us a better idea of why she rated
the sample cookie as she did.

Soft Batch Chocolate Chip Cookies:
An Evaluodon

As we are sitting in the classroom, our teacher
passes out cookies for us to eat and write about. She
sets a Soft Batch Chocolate Chip Cookie by me. By
looking at it you can tell that there are chocolate
morsels in it. Already I know I'm not going to like it.
lt is too small. I pilk up the lumpy cookie and take a
bite.

Not too bad, but not too good either. A link bit
too salty. Not as moist as I would have liked it to be.
Isn' t too sugary. It is not fresh and hot either. The
chocolate is pretty good though. On a scale from I
to 15, it would be a 7. If it were a little bigger, it
would be an 8.

The best cookies I have ever eaten are freshly
baked by my Grandma. They satisn, wants the first
bite I take. They have gooey chocolate chips all
over. The outside is not as soft as the inside, but not
hard. The sweetness and saltiaess of the moist,
delicious cookies are Just the way I like them. The
dough is not hard to chew, and the chocolate chips
squash with the touch of my tongue. The altogether
taste causes an explosion of ecstasy inside my
sensitive body.

My Grandma' s cookies are the most luxurious
cookies I have eaten. Soft Batch cookies come pretty
close, though, because they are soft and chewy. i
just can' t get over how they make it so chewy. I
wonder what they put in it? Maybe one of these days
I' It find out and start a cookie company named:
Grandma' s Best.

The next essay is also an evaluation of a cookie.
In the essay the writer orients the reader to the
purpose of the evaluation and expresses a clear
judgment. The evaluatice is eniivened by specific
details and by the writer's humor.
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Recently my English class held a chocolate chip
cookie taste test. We each tasted three soft brand
chocolate chip cookies and rated them on softness,
size and number of chips, and homemade flavor.
Then we voted for the one we each liked best. I want
you to mow I voted for your cookie, Chewy Chips
Ahoy, as the best. They were great. They were even
better than the cookies my mom makes and I thought
she made the best cookies around!

1 guess you want to know what I liked about
your cookie.Well, first I liked the smell. It had a
nice vanilla aroma with a hint of chocolate. I also
liked the size of your chocolate chips. They weren' t
too large like chunks and they weren' t too small.
One of the cookiAs I tasted had chocolate specks
and another one had no chips. One had chocolate
melted in the middle. How can you call that chips?
The but part of your cookie was the texture and
flavor. Yol. cookies were soft and chewy. The first
bite melted in my mouth. It was silky smooth. There
was an excellent homemade flavor in the cookies. I
couldn' t believe some machine made these by the
thousands. Are you sure you don' t have hundreds of
mothers and grandmothers around the country
baking these in their kitchens and sending them to
your plant?

Some of the other cookies left an aftertaste or
were greasy but not yours. If I had to name one
thing bed it was the cookies were Just a little salty.
Try leaving some of it out. Maybe you could hire me
as your official tester to make sure they are always
Just right.

Keep up the good work and keep baking those
rad cookies!

Essays Weiner, for the CAP Assessment

The following essays were mitten as part of the
CAP writing assessment They re; Ant a range of
high, medium, and low achievement.

High Achievement

Dear Author,

I wanted to commend you on your terr* book
Holding Me Here. It was such a personal and
realistic book that it appealed to me in almost all
respects.

I especially liked the character development of
the young girl. At the beginning of the story, she
dreamed the lady who would be renting out the
extra room would be exotic and fammu. She even
thought she might be a newsreporter doing an
ardcle on the typical American family and taking
pictures of her and her mom day otter day. When
the woman wasn' t, she was very upset. She snooped

'11=111M111.11 AMIN,

in this lady's room and found her diary and pic-
tures. She read her diary and war shocked to find
out that this lady had left her family for no apparent
reason. She wrote about how she missed them. It
was all very peculiar. So the young miss set out to
reunite the family. She should have never done this.
Meanwhile, she couldn't cope with her parents' two
year divorce. Her mom was dating again and she
kled her for it. Her dad wasn' t dating and she
hated him for it. At this point in the story I felt the
girl was immature, but as she got into deep prob-
lems, eke began to 'wake up" and understand life.

I atso liked the cerutin descripeons you used. I
liked how you described the woman as being like
Gretel, lost in the woods. I felt it was very effective.
I also felt the way you described the girl's anger
towards her mother's boyfriend was realistic. She
never gave him a chance and never let him be too
nice to her.

Another area I liked was the whole situation of
divorce. It faces many young people and it some-
times comforts them to see how other People like in
books work out their problems. It is a very deep and
serious mailer but I thought you did a fine fob.

Now to be honest, I thought that the diary was a
little too revealing because I knew right off that the
woman was abused by her husband I could tell
right off that he drank a lot. I concluded right off
that she missed her children, but was leaving them
for their own good. I thought it was very strange
that the girl couldn' t see this. Unless it was part of
the attempt to make the girl seem naive I don' t think
it was realistic.

Another part I didn' t think was reasonable was
when the woman' s husband found out his daughter
Lesley had seen her mother and him come to the
main character' s house. In your story, he was drunk
and pounded on the door and there was a real chase
for him trying to catch her. Personal0 I thought this
was like "The Dukes of Hazzard" car chases which
are very long and don' t get anywhere. I think you
could have found an alternate incident.

Despite these two parts, I found the book
impossible to put down. I loved this book just the
same and I hope you write some sort of sequel. It
was really great.

Admiringly,

Your Greatest Fan

Commentary

The judgment expressed in the previous essay is
clear and distinguished by the specific statement of
its being "personal and realistic." Those civilities are
then suppmted by reasonscharacter development
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of the young girl, descriptions, wad the divesze
situationand these =MS are, in Ism, amplified
by specifics froni the book. The scope adz evalu-
ation is widened by a &cassia' of the book's
wealmesses. The judgment remains clear, and the
essay ends with a feeling of tha student's personal
involvement with the book,

Mid-Rauge Achievement

My favorite ope 0 f MUSIC Ls New Wave. Most
New Wave songs are witten and produced by the
English. The mords in every New Wave song tell a
special love story. The stories are very sad and
romantic. Some stories even relate to what really
happens in the life of my friends and myself. Also,
the words I listen to help bring myser two my world
of fantasy. While listening to lite words of this kind
of music, my imaginaries stem t taking place. l' d
dream of things that I wish would really happen
someday. I think dreamers would enjoy New Wave
as much as I have.

Another reason why I really love New Wave
music Ls their rhythms. It's not too fast like rock
musk, nor it Ls too slow and boring like classical
triAsic. It is more like the beats af our heans.

I think New Wave music Ls the kind of music that
will be enjoyed by every teenager in the future
years.

Here are some of the titles of the New Wave
songs: "Heart & Soul" , "Heartache" , "I Can
Loose My Heart Tonight' , "Dream Away:, and
many more.

Those are the reasons why New Wave is my kind
of music. It' s great.

Commentary

This average-scoring essay is coherent and
focused ce one subjectNew Wave music. The
judgment is clearly stated and supported by many
masons. The essay is uneven, it starts out well but
ends weakly, devolving into a list of songs and an
example of lyrics. The reader must make the con-
nectkm between the list, the lyrics, and their impor-
tance in pointing out the worth of the music.

Low Achievement

My favorite music Ls rock. It has dot of beat
into it. It also hat many more new technology in-
struments. Most of I t is electric. Like guitars, drums,
and keybords. All of this equipment Is more louder. I
dank sounds alot better. Everything in this music
is just perfect. in the way they make it. This music
has made me like roe: music. I third it L s good. It
really gets you going and feeling good.
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Commentary

In this essay, the judgment is stated, but the
rees944 g411P0Ong Ociudgmeatthe, beat, "ww
technoW*Mniteins," and "feeling goocrate
not elaborated. The essay seems to be a random
sequence of statements about the writer's favorite
music.

Published Example of Evaluation

Machine Dreams by Jayne Anne Phillips Ls an
astonishingly and deceptively simple novel about
family life in Americafrom the Great Depression
through theirlemantWar. Phillips,whose first novel
this b (earlier, she published a niitch praised
volume of short stories, BlackTickets); tells the
plain tale of two generations of the Hampson
family--Mitch and Gene, the folher and mother, and
their daughter and son, Danner and Billy.

Nothing much happens in Machine Dreams that
is not like0 to happen in most Amerkanfoinilies.
The men go off to war; the women stay home and
worry. People live and die as they do in real life,
and the sum understanding of the novel is that life
will prevail, at least over the long haul.

What makes Machine Dreams work is Phillips'
eye for detail and her ability as a storyteller. Born
in West Virginia (where she sets her story), Phillips
says she "gre* up hearing a lot of stories, mythic
kinds of stories from neighbors and relatives. Some
of these undoubtedly became the stuff of her first
novel, much to our great enrichment. I sat riveted
for most of the novel, marvelling at the talent of this
young writer. There are many wonderful vignettes
which make outstanding reading aloud for a high
school classroom My particula r favorite Ls a long
passage which tells the story of Mitch' s early
childhood encounter with a Chinese railroad worker
who has been isolated in a small shack in the
wilderness when it is discovered that he Ls a leper.
This little story is worth the entire price of admis-
sion. Machine Dreams is available in paperback
from Pocket Books for $3.95, a bargain to be sure.'

Dave Burmester

Readings in Evaluation

Evaluations are readily available in review
sections of magazines, newspapers, and journals. In
addition to =views, many works of ncefiction,
especially those which make smog thematic

3Dave Bunnestex, California English (Sept./Oct., 1985). Used
with permission.
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Evaluation

Evaluation requires writers to state a judgment
and support or justify their judgment wee reasons
and evidence. The writer of a convincing evaluation
offers thouetsful, relevant reasons for the judgment
and then argues them convincingly with evidence,
examples, or anecdotes. Those requirements make
evaluation a form of argament.

Prompts for evaluation invite students in grade
eight to evaluate a wide range of phenomena and
activities: games, writers, books, movies, poems or
stories, music, or musical groups.

A writer focuses or controls an evaluation by
asserting a finn judgment and selecting relevant
reasons to justify it. A writer organizes an evalu-
ative essay through a sequence of reasons coher-
ently developed. An evaluation is supported or
elaborated through the evidence, examples, or anec-
dotes a writer chooses to justify the reasons for the
judgment.

Score Point 6Exceptional Achkvement

Judgment. Writer namm or identifies the subject
to be evaluated and states a finn judgment of it This
judgment is clear. I just finished a fantastic book;
soccer is my favorite game; it would be hard
to find a better movie than this one. Fresh, unusually
stated judges en may be one characteristic of a six-
point essay.

If the writing situatiee requires it, the writer
describes the subject to be evaluated. 'This descrip-
tion does not dominate the essay but provides only a
context or background for the evaluation.

Reasons. Wsiter gives a reason or reasons for
the evaluation. These reasons clearly justify the
judgment The central focus of the essay stays on
these reasons.

Evidence. Writer may give many reasons for the
evaluation, but at least one reason willbe fully
supported by examples or evidence. Some of the
strategies for justifying an evaluation follow:

Bringlog in personal experience

Revealing personal associations

Mentioning persatal preference or taste

V11-12 Scoring Guide

o Giving evidence or examples from the
subject being evaluated, including text of
song or story where appropriate

Analyzing the subject being evaluated

Comparing or contrasting related subjects in
the same categoey

Emphasizing the uniqueness of the subject
being evaluated

Voice and Style. Essay is coherent It engages
the reader immediately; it has direction, purpose,
movement, and provides a sense of closure.

Writer seems aware of readers' questions and
needs throughout the essay. The essay seems to be
written to particular readers. The writer convinces
the readers of the plausibility of the evalnation.

Writer'e choice of words, sentence variety, and
sentence fluency demonstrate commitment to the
writing as well as serious thinking about the subject.

A six-point essay demonstrates qualities all
readers admire: conviction, enthusiasm, frestmess. A
six-point essay may demonstrate the writer's
integration or immersion of self into the evaluation.
These essays may use an unconventional rhetorical
approach. In a six-point essay, the writer may take
chances and succeed.

Score Point 5Commendable Achievement

Judgment. Identifies the subject to be evaluated
and expresses a firm judgment of it. Description
does not dominate the essay.

Reasons and Evidence. Writer gives a reason or
reasons and develops at least one fully. Essay is
coherent In all previously listed ways, a five-point
essay is like a six-point essay. It reveals that the
writer knows about writing evaluatIons. The essay is
detailed, well-nued, and convincing.

Voice and Style. We notice some confidence and
authority, but a five-point essay may be more-
predictable or canventioaal than a dx-point essay. It
is fully competent but less resourceful. It lacks the
freshness, appeal, and originality of a six-point
essay.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement
Judgment. Writer identifies the subject to be

evaluated and expresses a finn judgment of it.



Reasons and Evidence. Et say includes a reason
or reasons to support the judgment At least one
reason is moderately developed but not in the
sustained, convincing way of a five-point or six-
point essay.

In a four-point essay, the writer will do some
thirA as well as the writer of a five-point essay, but
the essay will not have the balance of a five-point
essay. The essay may be uneven, or parts may be
out of proportion. For example, the wrimr may
spend too much time describing the subject at the
expense of arguing to support the judgment of the
subject. Even though the essay is uneven or unbal-
anced, it will still be focused and coherent.

The writer demonstrates the ability to develop
an argument justifying an evaluation but cannot pull
it off with the confidence of the writer of a five-
point essay or the polish of a writer of a six-point
essay.

Voice and Style. The writer of a four-point essay
may express the authority expressed by the writer of
a five-point or six-point essay but does so without
thie fresh thinldng revealed in ept word olces and
flexible sentences.

Score Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Judgment. In a three-point essay the writer
expresses a judgment and gives a reason or reasons
for it. The writer reveals that he or she understands
basically how evalueolon weft.

Reasons and Ev,dence. The essay falls short of a
four-point essay in WA, ziays: (1) reasons are not
developed; instead they are listed; or (2) a r mon
is developed, but it is not developed logically or co-
herently. The writer tries to develop an argument
supporting the reason but is clearly struggling to do
so cohmently. A summary of an episode in a book
or TV show does not count as a developed reason.

INV 9Imew

Reasons and support may be predictable and
shallow; they indicate little insight for the subject or
the writer's rebaionship with the subject.

Voice and Style. We may doubt the writer's
commitment to the evaluation. Few, if any, surpris-
ing word choices.

Score Point 2Limited Evidence of Actievement

Judgment. States a judgment.

Reasons and Evidence. Writer may not eve any
reasons to support the judgmem. Instead, the writer
describes or summarizes the subject being evalu-
ated. Essay may be relatively long.

OR

Writer lists reasons; some are not relevant to the
judgment Writer may develop a reason in a ram-
bling, illogical way. The argument used to develop a
reason will sean confused, vague, fragmented.

Voice a,td Style. Voice and style are flat and
perfunctory.

Score Point 1Minimai evidence of Achievement

Judgment. Writer usually states a judgment but
only describes .he subject briefly.

Reasons and Evidence. Writer may give no
reasons or list only one or two reasons for the
judgment Reasons are not developed. Writer
usually relies on weak and general personal opinion.

Essay has all shortcomings of a two-point essay
but may be briefer than a two-point essay. Usually,
a one-point essay will be less coherent than a two-
point essay.

Voice and Style. Voice and style are flat. Writer
reveals no interest in arguing for a judgment

Sce: e Poiat 0Inappropriate Response

Off topic.

VILMEMIIMMIIIMB INIONDt Evaluation VII-13



Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Problem Solution

In problem solution the writer must define a
problem, propose one or more solutions, and
convince the reader of the feasibility of the proposed
solutions. The writer may use a number of strategies
to accomplish this task, including definition, de-
scription, illustration, example, facts or statistics,
and anecdote.

Problem solution is related to other ldnds of
writing tested in the eighth-grade CAP writing test.
For example, proposing possible solutions may call
for a kind of thinking similar to that use) in specula-
tion about causes or effects. Problems or solutions
may be illustrated with an autobiographieal incident
or a report of information.

Importance of Problem Solution Essays

Problem solution may be defined as proposal
writing. Making proposals and finding solutions are
a run of everyday life. Politicians _.lapple with the
problem of the homeless, a blue ribbon committee
investigates a NASA space shuttle tragedy md
proposes solutions to plevent its recurrence, and
parents of teenagers work out solutions to the
problems of telephone use or falling grades.

ln writing about a problem and its solutions,
students EWA look at cause-and-effect relationships
as well tr analyee points of view in offering solu-
tions. Students must examine evidence, look at the
feasibility of their solutions, mid ensure that their
proposal is reasonable within the context of their
essays. Because problem solution relies on personal
experience and information, it pmvides eighth-gra&
students with aal introduction to the complexities of
argumentatly_ writing.

Stu&att engaged in this kind of writing are
encouraged to look at strategies for resolving
conflicts in their own lives and become active
participants in resolving problems in their immedi-
ate communities.

CharaeteristAcs of Problem Solution Essays

Essays for problem solution are essentially
argummtative pieces in which a problem is clearly
defined and readers are effectively persuaded that
solutions to the problem are feasible. An awareness

of specific readers' concerns gnvems the strategies
writers choose to cLevelop convincing and persuasive
proposals for their points of view. Personal experi-
ence and firsthand informatice am often the best
SCJIDCS for the student writer's arguments. Many
wrifing strategies am available to writers in develop-
ing the essential components of probleen sokution
essays. The characteristics delineatei separately in
the following secticas may be woven into an actual
essay in many different ways, depending on the
intent and ingenuity of the writer.

Engaging the Reader

The writer begins by engaging the reader's
interest The writer may address the reader directly,
eliciting immediate interest in the problem by
ackmowledging shared concern and strewing its
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imponance. On the other hand, the writer may
engage the reader through such strategies as a
personal anecdote, a dramatization of the problem,
or a simple statement of the issues involved.

Analyzing the Problem

The writer provides sufficient information for
the reader to understand the problem, its causes and
effects, and, if appropriate, the consequences of
failing to resolve the problem. In analyzing the
problmi, the writer may show the seriousness of the
problem, the problem's Mstory and development, or
its current status. The writer may also reveal the
proNem through specific exemples or appropriate
anoadota. To reveal the problem's magnionle, the
writer may compare the problem to other similar
problems or &cow immediate or long-range
consequences of inaction.

Proposing a Solution

In a logical, coherent manner, the writer pro-
poses ene or more solutions and gives steps for
carrying them out. In alguing for the proposed
solutions, the writer may use any number of options.
He or she may show the practicality of the solution,
explain the implementation of the solution and how
to get started, stress its benefits, address possible
objections to the solution or possible alternatives, or
focus on the solution's feasibility.

Convincing the Reader

The writer shows m awareness of readers and
attempts to address their concerns throughout the
essay. The writer tries to convince tire reader of the
problem's seriousness and of the effectiveness of
the proposed solution. To accomplish this task, the
writer may appeal to shared interests mid acknowl-
edge readers' expenence or expertise. The writer
may discuss the pros and cons of alternatives, refute
cournerarguments, or address potential doubts and
criticisms.

One Siudent's Writing Process and Exemplary
Student Essay

The exemplary student essay at the end of this
section resulmd from a classroom writing asggn-
ment based on the study of the poem "lbe
the Landlord" by Langran Hughes. The student
writer, whose fictious name will be John, winked
Ms way through various stages of writing in devel-
oping this essay. The steps of the assignment and his
responses follow:

V111-2 Writing Guide

Preempting
Before leading the poem, the class discussed

and wrote about ideas relating to landlonis and
tenants. To Irelp focus their ideas, the class wrote on
the following two main topics:

1. ToPic: What are some titngs landlords complain
WOW

John: Landlords complain about lousy tenants,
people who don't pay rent on time, people who
destroy the building, people whosi: pets mess
things up, ead kids who vandalize the place and
make too much noise,

2. Topic: What are some things tenants complsdn
about?

John: Tenants complain about no heat, no hot
water, broken dawn stairs, no lights, plumbing
that doesn' t k, and living in a dump.

ibe teacher then read the poem aloud to tlx
class.

The Ballad o f the Landlord

Landlord, Landlord
My roof has sprung a leak
Don't wu 'member I told you about ft
Way last week,

Landlord,Landlord
These steps is broken down
When you come up yourself
It' s a wonder you don' t fall down.

Ten bucks you say I owe you
Ten .5t4cks you say is due
Well, that' s ten bucks more' n ru pay you
Till you* this house up stew.

What? You gonna get eviction orders?
You gonna cut off my heat?
You gonna take my furniture and
Throw it in the streer

Un huh! You talking high and mighty.
Talk on till you get through
You ain' t gonna be able to say a word
If I land my fist on you.

Police! Police!
Come and get this man!
He' s trying to ruisJ the government
And overthrow the land!

Copper' s whistle
Patrol bell!
Arrest.

Precinct Station
Iron cell
Headlines in the press
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MAN"IREA7ENS LANDLORD
Tait, =ZINO BAIL
JUDGE GIVES NEGRO 90 DAYS
M Comm JAIL
Langston Hughes'

After the mding, the =dents discussed prob-
lems that could exist in the building described in the
poem and wrote about these problems. John listed
"roaches, rats, holes in the wails, broken toilets, and
no electricity" as posale problems.

Next, the class explored solutions to the prob-
lems, possible landlord objections, and counter-
arguments. Each student clustered or listed re-
sponses.

1. What are some solutions?
John: Get an exterminator.
Plaster the walls.
Call a plumber.
Get an electrician.

2. What objections might the lanalord have?
Joint: lt costs too much money.
The rent Ls always late.
I don't have time.
The place was fixed up when you moved in.
Move Yyou don' t like it.
You are a deadbeat.

3. What cotnnerarguments will you give?
John: It's your job.
Fix the places of those tenants who pay on
time. Everyone else will see it and want it
done and will pay.
Make time.
Let us do it and deduct the rent.
We have a lease.

After discussing the problem and possible
solutions, the teacher presented the writing assign-
ment

Writing Assignment

Imagine that you are the president of the ten-
ants' association. Write a letter to the landlord in
which you outline some major problems you and the
other tenants want addressed. Pmpose a course of
&Akin for the landlord. In your writing anticipate
some of the landlord's ob*tions and provide
counterargumems.

First Draft

John wrote for approximately 45 minutes and
produced the following draft:

1Ltatpton Hughes, 'The liallsd of the Landlord," in Selected
Poatty. New Yolk Alfred A. Knopf, ktc., 1959, pp. 238-39.
Used wish permission.

ION.19.1111111T.

Dear Landlord:

We the mersbers of the Munition Tenants Asso-
ciation are writing- to comphiq abogt seFeral
problems we are *higher; at yptir apartments on
East 70th Street The walfrisaVe holeSin them.
There are rats and.roaches everywhere ant the
toilets in Many cipartir.enti either don't/Yoh or they
overflow.

We pr6pose-that you take care of those prob-
lems by plastering the holes in tiv As, calling an
exterminator for the rats and ro4 and getting a
plumber to fix the toilets.

Now I ans sure that you think you have no time
for these things. It Ls your job to keep the apart-
ments working Weil. YottProbabO Will tell us that it
will be difficult because many people pay their, rent
late. You can Just fix up the apartments of those who
pay on time. Since you know we have a lease, don't
tell us to move.

We expect you to take care of these problems
immediately or else!

John Doe, for
The Tenants Association

Peer Response

The next day the students mad papers aloud in
response groups and offered suggestions for im-
provement. Members of the class gave John the
following response:

Your ending sounds too mean. Be nicer
and the landlord might fix things.

You didn' t give him much time. "Immedi-
ately" will make him mad. You could tell
the landlord that uou can' t move because
apartments are hard to find That can go
with the part about the lease.

New Draft

The students and the teacher reviewed the
suggestions of the peer readers and discussed ways
to improve the vniting, including the need for
transitions. With this help John produced the
following second, more fluent draft. The annotations
direct your attention to characteristics of the prob-
lem solution essay.

Dear Landlord,

As president of the Hamilton Tenants Associa-
tion I can writing to compirdn about several prob-
lems that you have not taken care of here at your
apartments on East 70th Street. For example, many
apartments have broken toilets. Some don't jlash
and others overflow. In addition, there are rats and

70
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10. Does the writer's voice seem appropriate for
the situation?

11. Are the tone and the writer's voice consis-
tent throughout?

12. What is the strongest part of the propoae.1?

13. What parts need additional wont?

'Teach= may choose a few of the preceding
questions as the focus in teacher-student =kr-
enees, in reed-around groups, small wilting teams,
or for use by individual students to assess their own
writing.

After shaimg and impending, students may
deteimine what they should do in revising their
drafts.

Classroom Writing Assignm=ts

Although the CAP wridng test is an artificial
writing situation, opportunities for writing problem
solution essays are prevalem in many classes. Seme
suggestions for integrating such assignments into
the curriculum follow:

In The Diary af Anne Frank, we see that the
inhabitants of the secret annex have difficulties
living together under stressful conditions. Mrs.
I tank is having a particularly hard time with
Anne. Pretend you are Mrs. Frank. You feel you
cannot speak to Anne about your problems, so
you decide to write her.a leuer. In your letter to

Anne, descrilx the problems you axe having
with her from your point of view. Then propose
a solution that is woikable end would be con-
vincing to Anne. Remember, /eine is your
reader. You are trying to persuade her to accept
your solution.

2. Many times in a story a character gets in trouble
er behaves badly. In "All Summer hi a Day," by
Ray Bradbury, the children lock Margot, the
main character, in a closet Imagine you are one
of the child? n. The next day you think through
the reasons for your actions and the effw of
those actions on Margot and decide to share
your thoughts with the other students.

Write a letter to the other children in wigch you
analyze and describe the reasons for your
treatmeat of Margot. Offer other ways you and
the others could have solved the problem.

Convince them of your solutions so something

like this' will not happen again.

3. It is conunnn to have both major and minor
diaagreements with patents duting the teenage
years. Often, both sides have good reasons for
their points of view. Think about a disagreement
you have had with a patent Think about your
side of the argument and then think of your
paxent's side. Consider possible solutions to the
problem.

Write a letter to your parent. Describe the
problem clearly. Propose a solution or solutions
that would be agreeable to and fair for both
sides.

4. Pretend that your town offers little in the way of
appropriate recreational activities for young
people. The teenagers find &ere is nothing for
them to do in their spare time.

Write a letter to the editor of your town's
mwspaper in which you draw attention to the

lack of recreational opportunities for young
people and present some high-quality, practical
ideas to solve that problem. Convince your

readers to favor your suggestions.

liFito7Social Science

1. History records many problems and the attempts

of people to solve them. The record also shows
us how these attempts came out. Here you can

draw on your understanding of history to write

about one of %we problems and people's

attempts to solve it.

Imagine that you are a Bostonian in 1766; you
are upset over the tax recently /vied on tea by

the British Pediment In a letter to the editor et'
the Boston Gazette, express how you see the
problem of a tax on tea. Then explore several

possible solutions and write to convince the
newspaper's readers to join you in those actions.

2. People who traveled west on the Oregon Trail

faced many problems almost evay day. Solving
those feeble= was necessary to their survival.

Assume you are a pioneer traveling on the
aregon Trail in 1846. You are in the Blue
Mountains and face a steep descent onto the
Columbia Plateau. You have to get the wagons
down a slope that drops several hundred feet in
about three miks.

Write a letter to be carried to your relatives in
the East by a lemming hersemare le tids letter

7 2
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describe file problem you face the next day in
getting your wagon safely down the steep
grades. 'Then &ere your ideas of how you will
sdve the problem and write tO reassure your
family that your solutions will work.

1. Imagine that you are a volcano expert and live
downwind from a volcano that has just coined,
sending huge clouds of dustand ash in your
direction. You can anticipate that everything in
your city will be covered with at least two
inches of ash by tomorrow.

Write a piece for the evening's edition of ttn
local newspaper in which you warn people of
what problems to expect from the ash fallout.
Provide them with some solutions to these
problems. Convince them of the urgency of
taking proper steps.

2. Imagine that thousands of gallons of gasoline
have leaked from an uniergmund tank at a
service station in your town. People in the
neighborhood have been suffering headaches
and fainting spells from smelbirg the fumes
seeping into their offices end homes. You, as the
city engineer, are concerned that the gasoline
will contaminate a well providing water for the

Write a letter to the president of the oil company
that owns the station. Explain how the problem
if affecdng the neighborhood and urge the
company to take a particular series of actions to
clean up the problem.

Other Topics Appropriate
to Problem Solution Writing

History-Social Science

Urban homelessletter to a congressman
Nuclear disannemeatletter to the editor

Money for educationletter to a governor

World hunger. titer to church members
Teen suicideIt:nu to school newspaper
Peer presrareletter to a friend

Writing Guido
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Supply of petroleum

Use of pesticides

Nuclear energy

Alternative energy sources

Offshore drilling

Medical research using dogs and cats

Personal Issues

Spending money

Homework

Brothers and sisters

Curfew

Telephone privileges

Literature

Alternative solution to a conflict in a
specific story

Proposed solutions to a character's
problem

The CAP Wriung Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examples in
the CAP wilting guides are organized into two
sections: the writing duration and directions for
writing. The vniting situation contains prewriting
information and directives &signed to motivate
students to think about the assignment In the
directions for writing section. students are given
specific instructions reganling the assignment
intent, topic, audience, and other dhections to kenp
in mind when responding tn prompts.
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The Buffalo

Writing Situation: In the settling of the Ameri-
can West in the 1880s, a problem anose because of
the different life-styles of the American Indian and
the settlers moving in.

The Plains Indians never settled permanently in
an area. They followed the buffalo and other game
that they kJied on for food and clothing. Therefore,
ownership of land was not part of the Plains Indi-
ans' culture.

The new settlers came fro.., a farming culture
that placed a high value on land ownership. Ar
result, the settlers wanted to keep large herds of
buffalo from grazing on the land and tram- ng their
crops. The Indians preferred to let the buao roam
freely over the plains.

Imsgine that you are an advisor to President
Garfield in 1880. He has asked you to prepare a
report that will help him decide what to do about the
problem.

Directions for Writing: Write a report about this
problem for President Garfield. Identify the problem
and explain why it should be quickly resolved.
Pro-Anse a solution that you think would settle the
situation. Because you know that your report will be
read by other advisors who might disagree with your
solution, you should support it with arguments that
will convince President Garfield that your solution
will work.

Water Shortage

Writing Situation: Your community is experi-
encing a shortage of water. Because the last several
years have been dry ones in your area, the water
level in the reservoirs is low. 'the community has
grown, and the old water supply system no longer
fills the community's needs. The mayor has an-
nounced that an emergency egists and des appealed
to the cidzens to =serve water.

Directions for Writing: Write a letter to your
local mwspaper. Present the emergency so that your
readers will agree that it is serious. Rate your
understanding of the emergency. Describe some
ways the citizens of7itan community could meet the
emergency. Because your sohrtion may be unpopu-
lar with some readers, you will have to rapport it

with arguments to convince your readers that your
solution is reasonable and will work.

Additional Exemplary Student Essays

The following eighth-grade essays were written
in a timed writing situation. The writers responded
to a prempt requiring the students to describe a
disagreement with a parent and propose solutions to
the problem. They are, of course, first drafts written
in one class period.

Dear Mom,

I was thinking about ete argument we had a
couple days ago about my phone. I do realize that I
spend a lot of time on it, but didn' t you too when
you were my age? You think that my phone takes up
a lot of time off of my schoolwork But, don't I get
good grades? I am an A, B student, I'm always on
the Honor Roll and ! get the homework! have done.

I know you thought that getting a minirman of
five phone calls a night is absolutely crazy, so you
took my phone away and allowed me only to get two
phone calls a night for a maximum of ten minutes
each. I think that is unfair. I have ten minutes to tell
my friends my problems, ask advice, make plans on
Saturday and drool over the new guy in school. Ten
minutes in which you allow me to do this is Ong
enough for me to say "hi," and then I have to go.
The -esult of this is not good; I am dramatically
siffering in my social status. Is OW anyway to treat
your daughter? Don' t you feel the least bit guilty???

What I'm trying to say is this: can you extend
my time on the phone? I get my homework done, I
do my chores, and I'm a good girl.lf you' re worried
that no one can get through,why don' t we get call
waiting? Or,we can arrange a schedule that avows
me to have an hour to do all my phone calls in.
There are so many different ways to work tius out!!!
Won' t you please let me have my phone back?? I
don't even get two phone calls 4 nignt, because
they' re all scared to call. I don' t blame them.
Couldn' t we compromise or something?? At least
can I have my phone back? Maybe I can have five
phone calls a night for fifteen minutes each. Could
we at least try 2'0 work things out? I'm sure we coul ;
come to an agreement. Let) s give it a try.

Love,

Your daughter

PS. If that doesn' t work , maybe we can get my
own line. Then, I could be the "Social Queen" of the
telephone again. I do have to live ap to my title,
rigkt??

7 4
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Commentary

The first essay in a commendable attempt at
problem solution writing. The writer presents a
conveicing argument for her case. She maintains a
constant sense of the reader, her mother, and the
mother's possible objections. She presents a detailed
analysis of the problem and its effects on her
ever;day life. In proposing her solutions, she
attempts to accommodate her mother and offer a
feasible compromise. In the conclusion she urges
her mother to support her and enes on a ,Lumorous
note.

Dear M
You feel lflplay volleyball I will have no time

for schoolwork and my grades will fall behind. I
think I have a logical solution. If I go to practice
everyday offer solo& from 2:25 to 4:00 p.m. and go
to bed, on the average, at about 10:00 p.m., I feel
six hours, which is more than I need, would be a
stficient amount of time for schoolwork. Another
thing I want to point oat is usually I don' t arrive
hom.from school until 3:30 and I don' t believe a
half hour is going to make a big difference. It only
takes me about a hour and a half, most of the time,
to do my homework, and I fl play volleyball I would
still have that hour and a half and even more time
than that, (fit was needed and still be finished with
it before 8:00 p.m. Therefore I don' t see wiry I can
not play this sport when all the extra time e my day
will only be about half an hour. 'Wising to this con-
clusion I feel playing this sport will mate no differ-
ence what so ever on my grades. So, I think !
agree to drop out f my grades begin to fall then I
am right and this solution we both can agree to
allows me to be on the ST ! volleyball team.

Sincerely,

Your daughter

P.S. I may not even make the team even if I do
try out.

Commentary

Ms essay represents an acceptable response to
tte prcenpt. Unlike the first essay, it does not
present a detailed description of the problem or its
effects. Since the student was writing to her mother,
however, she may have assumed the pasblem was
well known to her reader. The writer adequately
proposes ced noes for a solution to the problem.
She has en awareness of her mother's objections and
argues against them in her solutiom There ate a
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number of errors which do not detract from the
understanding of the letter. The essay does contain
the basic elements of problem solution writing.

Essays Written for the CAP Assessment

The following three essays, reptesenting high,
middle, and low achievement, were wrwen by
eighlt-grade smdents in a CAP testing situation.
(The thetorical effectiveness scoring guide for
problem solution is located at the end of this sec-
tion.)

High Achievement

To Miss Stacy Green, Room 30
Student Council Representative.

I an, writing to you concerning the recent unrest
in the student body about our dances. I would like to
take a few moments to explain to you exactly what
the problem is and suggest a few solutions.

First of all, I believe that the Dt s from "Somf
Investment" have got togo. You say Ow the student
body can' t afford a beuirD.l, but tf the student body
complains so much, ion' t you think we'd be willing
to have fund-raisers? Of course we would'

And another thing, I think we should have a
little looser standards on what we can and can' t do
in the dances. For instance, everyone knows that a
long time ago someone hurt themser, doing a
"swing around", in which two people hold hands
and swing around on a circle until they gain so
much momentum that person lets go and they both
go flying, but everyone still does it anyway. If
someone is willing to risk doing something like that
and they know the consequences, let theml You wil.
then say that there could be harm coming to people
who are hit by other people doing this "swing
around" . The sturi.nt council should then designate
areas for this activity_ and everyone will be happy.

The next problem I am siting with dances is the
location. The gym is alright for having dances at the
beginning o f the year when it and the locker room
next to it is nice and clean, but heaven knows that
no one enjoys a dance located by a dirty, smelly,
sweaty locker room that has been use.d for that
purpose for half the yearl The gym itseif is not
much better. Think of all those dirty tennis shoes
running around in the place, not to mention sweaty

feet It' s a wonder that after a dance the school
doesn' t break out in a mass case of athlete's food
You even expect us to rt in our nice sixty to one-
hundred dollar dresses and suits at the promotion
dance and go rot around in a filthy gym! Instead, it
would be nice to have a patio dance, on which we
set up the sound system outside on the patio, where
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we wouldn' t have to take our shoes off, and dance in
the cool night air. Or, we could have a dance in the
nudtiputpose rooms, which I might add, are a N
bigger and cleaner than the gym.

The dances have another problem too. They are
only two hours long. Do you think that we would be
too tired/ Students which in PE. must run miles
without stopping? Or is it that you can' t find enough
chverones that will stay the longer time? Maybe
you could have chaperones come in shgts, one
chaperone at a post half the dance, another the lovr
half And, again, If there isn' t enough money, we
could have fund raisers.

So you see, Miss Green, the problems of the
dance we many, but there are solutions. The
Student body wants results, and you see, we are
willing to work for them to make the dances better
for everyore. Thank you for your time and cora&
eration.

Sincerely,

Anne
Member of the Student Body

Commentary

Ras essay represents a paper in the high range
of achievement. The writer indicates her clear
awareness of the reader throughout, addressing the
student council representative directly and describ-
ing both the problems and proposed solutions
clearly and fully. The writer recegnizes the com-
plexities involved in the problems with the school
dances and proposes well-reasoned, thoniughly
elaborated proposals from which a teasonable
solution for the problems can be developed. The
errors in the essay are few and do not restrict com-
munication of her ideas.

Mil-Range Achievement

Dear Mr. Lucklow,

have noticed the littering in the cafeteria and .1
realize it malt-es our school appear unorganized and
dirty.

First of all, let me tell you how I think this
problem started. Whe students eat lunch, they
normally sit with their friends. If they sit and talk for
the entire lunch break, they may be in a hurry to get
to ther neia class and leave their trash Wind.
Another reason might be because students are lazy
and don' t want to take their trash to the trash cans.
They may think that this is a waste of time or unnec-
essary.

If we want our cafeteria to appear cleaner, we
must discover ways to make the students stopl I
have some suggestions that could help. First of all.
I've noticed that the trashcans are near the back
wall. Maybe we could move the trathcans near the
exit. This way the studerss could tate their trays and
discard them as they leave. Secondly, we could
cancel egler-school artritie and dances. This
would skew the students that they can' t get away
with it. Third, maybe we could have an assembly. At
the assembly movies or slides could be shown of
other places where trash has been left. We could
even show &ides of how our own school appears
after tun, I Maybe then the students would. realize how
their not ding responsible greets our school. Lastly, the
amount of time we spend for lunch presently could be
shortened, tncrefore making the students realize and think
about whas they're doing.

Whatever we do, the littering should be stopped.

Thank you,

Cindy

Comr.entary

This essay represents =dent writing found in
mid-range. From the very beginning, the writer
shows an awareness of the reader by addressing Mr.
Luckiuw, the school principal, directly, and by
drawing on mutual experiences. Later, in proposing
her soluticns, C .11 writer enlists Mr. Lucklow's
suppott by using the pronoun "we" to let him know
that she sees the litter problem as a shared cne, and
one to solve together. The writer's suggestions for
solving the problem are persuasive in their pmtical-
ity and aetail ("Maybe we could move the trashcans
near the exie). The writer also shows a willingness
to consider some loss of privileges to solve the
problem (a shortened lunch period, cancellation of
activities). The thomughnegs of the writer's thinking
combined with tin reasonable tone of the essay
create a convincing alignment for the writer's
solutions to the problem. A lack of elaboration and
development keeps this essay in the midrange.

Low Achievemw

Dear Mr. Lucklow,

I read your letter and its real sad. That your
kids is messinc, there own property. They should
try to be nea.. Lou should start taking away their
privileges like no P.E. Just work. And no lunch
break. Just after they eat go in class and work.

This essay represents a paper scored in the low
range. The writer does show come awareness of :he
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reader. He also provides a minimal description of
the ptoblem. Although the essay lacks a reel argu-
ment the writer suggests a possible solution ("start
taking away privilleges") with a few supporting
details. The essay is very short and contains some
problems in conventions which art distracting to the
reader.

Published Example of Problem Solution

Abraham Lincoln: A Letter to His Step-Broth&

December 24. 1848

Dear Johnston:
Your request for eighty dollars, I do not think it

best to comply with now. At the various times when I
have helped you a little, you have said to me, "We
can get along very well now," but in a very short
time I find you in the same difficulty again.

Now this can only happen by some defect in
your conduct. What that defect is, I think I know.
You are not lazy, and still you are an idler. I doubt
whether since I saw you, you have done a good
whole day' s work, in any one day. You do not have
very much to work, and still you do not work much,
merely becaase it does not seem to you that you
could get much for it.

This habit of uselessly wasting time is the whole
chfficulty: it is vastly important to you, and still
more so to your children, that you should break this
habit. It is more important to them, because they
have longer to live, and can keep out of an idle habit
before they are in it, easier than they can get out
after they are in.

You are now in need of some ready money; and
what I propose is that yoti shall go to work, "tooth
and no: for somebody 'to will give you money
for it.

Let father and your boys take charge of your
things at homeprepare for a crop, and make the
crop, and you go to wa-k for the best money wages,
or in discharge of any debt you owe, that you can
get. And to secure you a fair reward for your labor,
I now promise you that for every dollar you will,
between this and the first of May, get for your own
labor either in money or in your own indebtedness, I
will then give ;tau one other dollar.

By this, Vyou hire yourseVat ten dollars a
month, from me you will get ten more, making
twenty dollars a month for your work. In this, I do

2The Collected Works ofAbraham Lincoln.New Brunswick,
NJ.: Rutgers Umversity Press, 1953, pp. 15-16.
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not mean you shall go off to St. Louis, or the lead
mines, or the gold mines, in Cadfornia, but I mean
for you to go at Ufor rhe best wages you Ian get
close to homein Coles County.

Now (fyou will do this, you will soon be out of
debt, and what is lrater, you will have a habit that
will keep you from getting ln debt again. Brat( I
should PIM clear you out, nextyear you will be Just
as deep in as ever. rou say you would aim= give
your place in Heaven for $70 or $80. Then you
value your place in Heaven very cheaply, for I am
sure you canwith the offer I make you get die
ser-ruy or eighty dollars for four or jive MOWAS'
work You say f I furnish you the money you will
deed me the land, and eyou don' t pay the money
be...7k,yom will deliver possessionNonsensel If you
can' t now live with the land, how will you ch live
without it? You have elays been kind t..0 me, and I
do not now mean to be unktnd to you. On the
contrary, gyou will but follow my advice, you will
find it worth more than eight times eighty dollars to
you.

Affectionately,

Your brother,

A. Lincoln

Readings in Problem Solution

Problem soludon is a practical type of writing
and may be found in many resources readily avail-
able in the classroom, including the following:

Newspaper and magaime editorials and
articles

Speeches, especially campaign speeches

Government and business proposals

Fictional ammeters who face problems provide
many ideas for problem solution essays. Students
could discuss characters' problems and propose
solutions in their own writing. The following
Merely works are suitable for use with problem
solution:

Brooks, Polly S. Queen Eleanor: Independent
Spirit of the Medieval World: A Biography of
Eleanor of Aqultane. New York: Harper and
Row Junior Books Group, 1983.

,Itrooks, Bruce. The Moves Make the Man. New
York: Harper and Row Junior Bookb Group,
1984.

Burnford, Sheila. The Incredible Journey.New
York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1977.
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*Cleaver, Vera, and Bill Cleaver. Where the Lilies
Bloom New York: Harper and Row Junior
Books Group, 1969.

*Frank, Arnie. Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young
Girl. New York: Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1967.

*George, Jean C. Julie of the Wokes. New York:
Harper and Row hmior Books Group, 1972.

*Hamilton, Virginia. Junius Over Far. New York:
Harper and Row Publishing Co., Inc., 1985.

*Harris, Jacqueline. Martin Luther !Ong, Jr. New
York: Franklin Watts, Inc, 1983.

*Hinton, E. The Outsiders. New York: Dell Publish-
ing Co., Inc., 1986.

*ICeller, Helen. The Story of My Life. New York:
Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1954.

*Kennedy, John F. Profiles in Courage. New York:
Harper and Row Publishing, Inc., 1983.

itipsyte, Robert. The Contender. New York:
Harper and Row Juninr Books Group, 1967.

*Taylor, Mildred. Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry.
Nzvi York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1978.

*Tolkien, J. R. P , The Hobbit. Bo n: Houghton
Mifflin Co., 1937.

tListed in Recommended Readings in Literature: Kinder-
ganenThrough Grade Eight Sacramento: California
State Deparrnent of Education, 1986.

*Twain, Mark. The Prinas and the Pauper. New
York: Ainnom Publishing Co., Inc., 1964.

*Wats, a G. War of the Workls. New York:
Ainnont Publishing Co., Inc., 1964.

The following short stories are often found Li
eighth-grade anthologies:

Bryan, C.D.B. "So Much Unfairness of 'Things"

Chekhov, Anton. "The Bet"

*C mien, Richard. "The Most Dangerous Game," in
Tales of Fear and Frightening Phenomena.
Edited by Helen Hoke. Nr York: Lodestar
Books, 1982.

T-TE my, O. "The Ransom of Rea Oder

Hughes, Langston. "Thank Yoll Ma'am"

Hugo, Victor. "The Bishop's Cgrxile.V..icks"

*PGa, Edgar Allen. "The Cask of Amontillado," in
Great Short Works of Edgar Allen Poe. Edited
by J. R. Thompson. New York: Harper and Row
Publishing Co., Inc., 1970.

Stockton, Flank. "The Lady ,he Pilger"

*Listed in Recommended Readings in Literature: Kinder-
gartenThrough Grade Eight (Annotated edition). Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Education, 1988.

Problem Soknlon
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Problem Solution

Prompts for problem solution require writets to
convince specific readers of the seriousness of a
poblem and the feasibility of a solution (or solu-
tions) for the problem. This requirement makes
problem solution essentially argumentative or
persuasive. A complex type of writing, problem
solution involves several diverse writing strate-
giesdefinition, description, anecdote, causes or
results, examples, or statisticsbut its central strat-
egy is argument. Writing a problem solution is a
complex and challenging assignment for students in
grade eight. However, the assignment has the ad-
vantage of enabling students to rely on personal
experience for content. All prompts invite students
to propose a solution for a community, school, or
personal problem. Because problem solution relics
on personal experience and infortnation, it provides
students in grade eight with an accessible introduc-
tion to seeous argumentative writing.

Writers maintain focus by identifying or
defining a problem and asserting a solution to it. The
identification and assertion provide the twin theses
of problem solution essays. The writer's attitude
toward the problem and solution, along with the
writer's continual awateness of readers' needs, helps
the writer maintain focu& Writers otganize problem
solution essays by presenting the problem coher-
ently, describing the solution clearly, and then
shrewdly sequencing reasons for readers to support
the solutions. For those masons to be convincing,
writers must support them with careful arguments.

Score Point 6Exceptional Actitevement

Readers. The beginning engages readers'
interest, sometimes by stiessing the importance of
the problem. Writer is camful to define or identify
the situation and the specific problem to be solved.
Writer may begin by doenathing the problem but
will eventually refer to readere and state the pith-
lem.

Writer continues to be aware of readers through-
out the essay, perhaps referring to them directly,
aoknowledging their objections or mservations, or
trying to enlist their support. This awareness of
resders is expressed in a natural, even graceful, way.
Writer seems to understand fully that particular
readers must be convinced the problem is serious
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and that these readers must be convinced to take
action to solve it.

Writer may sozooramodate readers in any of the
following ways:

Addressing readers dintctly

Considering alternative solutions readers
may favor
Acknowledging readers' objections to
proposed solutions

Appealing to shared interests or common
goals
Inviting readers to imptove writer's solu-
tions or to suggest their own

Acknowledging readers' experience or
expertise

Assuring readers they really can solve the
problem

Enseuraging readers to take the first step
toward solving the problem

Writer may conclude by urging readers to take
action, asking for their support, making a last
appeal, restating solutions, restating consequences
of failing to solve the problem, or thanking readers
for andcipated ceooperation or action.

Problem. Writer presents the problem fully so
that readers will understand the nature and serious-
ness of tim problem.

Such strategies as the following are available to
writers for presenting a problem:

Showing that the problem really exists and
is setious
Sketching the history of the problem: how it
came about, bow it developed

Exploring reasons why the problem contin-
ues to be a problem: what sustains it

(living specific examples of the problem or
relating anecdotes that illustrate the problem

Comparing this problem witb other
problems to help readers undetstand the
nature and seriousness of the problem

Discussing the present unfortunate conse-
quences of the problem, the immediate

IMMIIMMIIIM=M1=11.71.
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effects of the problem, or the results of the
problem

Discussing the long-range consequences of
failing to solve the problem

Solution. Writer offers one or more solutions to
the problem Depending on the problem and situ-
adon, writer may offer specific, definite solutions or
suggest tentative solutions in an exploratory way.
Writer may list several solutions, but at least one of
them is developed or elaborated fully. The writer
makes a convincing argument for at least one
solution. Nearly all the six-point essays argue for
more than one solution.

When writers argue foi their proposed solutions,
they may use strategies hie these:

Assuring readers the solution really will
solve the problem

Saying the solution will not cost too much

Saying the solution will not take too long

Claiming the solution is not too difficult to
implement

MinimiZmg any other negative conse-
quences of the solution

Showing readers how to get started on the
solution

Stressing the general benefits of the solution
for all (so as not to seem self-serving)

Outlining steps hi carrying out the solution

Mentioning and dismissing alternative
solutions

Weighing and accepting or including
alternative solutions

Mentioning readers' possible objections to
the solution

The solutions should reflect the writer's
thoughtful commitment to solving the problem &
his or her insight into what readers will and svi" not
do in supporting and carrying out a solution.

Proposals may be ironic or humorous. Scorers
should consult table leader about such proposals.

Score Point 5Commendable Achievement

Readers. A five-pohit essay reflects readers'
concerns but may lack the consistent focus on
readers of a six-point essay.

Problem. A five-point essay may identify and
describe dr problem in a way appropriate to the
intended audience but may not do so as elaborately
and imaginatively as a six-point essay.

Sclution. A five-point essay offers at leaa one
relevant, well-argued solution to the problem. The
best argument for any one solution in a five-point
essay may lack the logic and coherence of a six-
point essay.

A five-point essay is engaging, energetic, and
convincing. It lacks only the balance and force of a
six-point essay.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement

Readers. Readers may be mentioned at the
beghming but are usually not referred to again until
the conclusion. Cowan with readers is not as
evident as in a five-point or six-point essay.

Problem. Writer identifies a probikm and
discusses it at least briefly.

Solution. A four-point essay will offer at least
one moderately developed logical solution. Solution
will be relevant to the problem.

Some four-point essays may be quite engaging
or convincing. Others may be matter of fact, not
surprising or not especially convincing.

Score Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Readers. Readers may be mentioned but are
seldom accommodated.

Problem. A three-point essay identifies a
problem.

Solution. Writer may list several relevant solu-
tions, but at least one solution will be developed
minimally. E say may seem perfunctory, flat, or
hurried.

Score Point 2Limited Evidence of Achievement

Readers. Readers may not be mentioned at all,
bu, essay will seem appropriate to the designated
readers.

Problem. Writer mentions a problem. May
assume the reader knows the purpose of the letter or
essay.

Solution. Writer merely lists solutions without
suppo.- or argument. Solution will seem relevant to
the problem. Even though a two-point essay is not
developed, it is usually coherent A two-point essay
contains little or no argument

Score Point 1Minhnal Evidence of Achievement

Writer on topic.

Readtrs. Writer indicates little or no sense of
readers' concerns. Could be written for any readers.

Problem. Problem may be difficult to i dentify.

Solution. Writer may not offer a solution or
mentions a solution that does not seem relevant or

Problem Solution VIII-13
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logically related to problem. Solutions are not

argue&
Essay is brief, often not cobaent.

V111-14 Scoring Guide
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Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Autobiographical Inci&nt

Within the eight types of writing tested by CAP
in grade eight, autobiographical incident occupies a
central position. Because autobiographical incident
focuses on a particular event in the writer's life, this
type of writing can be the starting point for the othex
sevel type: of writing. That is, personal experience
becomes a rich source for story, provides an in-
filmed point of view for firsthand biography and
observation, and creates a resexvoir of specific
supporting ideas for speculation about causes or
effects, evaluation, report of information, and
problem solution.

Importance of Autobiographical Incident

We have all experienced the sudden -ognition
of =selves the self-disclosure of otii We
recognize the universality of human expel Lence
from reading about incidents in others' lives; and we
find comfort, humor, and revelation in those shame
experiences.

Since eig. -*I graders are at the threshold of
recognizing tit- similarities in their own lives and
the lives of others, autobiographical incident is an
ideal type of writing for this grade level. In autobio-
graptfice incident writers tell a story from their
personal experiences. Besides nanating an incident,
writers tell readers what it has meant to them and
disclose the autobiographical significance of the
incident Thus, while this type of writing draws on
students' natural storytelling skills, it also helps
them to gaki perspective on their personal experi -
ences and find the form and words with which to
share this understaLling with others.

Autobicgraph al incident prepares stu&nts to
do other types of writing. As students realize the
validity of their own experiences, they can use those
incidents as persuasive evidence in support of their
ideas. Some of the most convincing expository
essays ate those that draw on personal experience to
support and develop generalizations. In fiction the
ideas for stories and characters are often found in
one's own experiences. Ai students learn to use
their own lives and their aaily experiences as
resources, all their writing will be enriched.

Characteristics of Autobiographical Incident

Information about the cha: .eteristics of an
autobiographical incident may be of help to the
teacher when students art working with that kind
of writing. The information can serve as a focus for
classroom discussions and as a guide for students
when they ait revising their papers. Information
about the characteristics follows.

Incident

The writer narrates a story that moves toward
the central incidmt. The writer tells readers what
they need to know to understand what happened and
why it is significant. A list of some of the strategies
the writer may use follows.

Naming (specific names of people at
objmts, quantifies or numbers)

Visual details of scene, objects, cr people
(size, colors, shapes, features, or dress)

Writing Team
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Charles Cooper, Consultant
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Sound; or stadia oldie seem

SOO *POO eietlaq Oitlemeats,
gestinies, peonies, or wires**

D4)0.
hnerlor monologue
Sips,i0SSianit feelings or insights tbe writer
bad at dm thne of the inciriant

Suspense or =ion
guirpdse

Comparison Of contrast

Confect

The welter locates the incident in a particuhir
set!gby c!tialth4 thete*T tt) the seette;Peclite.
and Oents.:41.04441111Te.leyFiktco ihe 41.04;214
tbe Pe! ..,. AO:
Ste* dr:/aeol4e.,-..'lhe writer may evcte 900151-er4ble
spfice J111**14"-.0-
tlz serene, and peç4e, raid patikfing
centen for did incident. These devices underscore
the importance of the incident

Sigafficariee

The essay reveals la .4y the inddent was impor-
tant to the writer. This significance can be cites
implied or stated. If die significance is impEed, it
will be appaxent to the reader. ft may be stated in the
writer's insighta at de time of the incident or as
reflections from 4Ne writer's present perspective.

Voice and Style

The authentic voice is of concern in autobio-
graphical incident because it reveals the miter's
personality as well as the values attitude toward
the incident Voice is in writing what spadt,
gesture, and perionality are in the peison. By
choosing words, events, and details, the writer
conveys a sense of self in the essay.

Although it is helpful to look at these character-
Wes separately during the analysis of a piece of
wilting, it is impartant to keep the entire piece in
mind, reeognizing that autobiographical incident is
above all the chronicle of a signifiCant event in a
person's life.

An Exemplary Student Essay

The student who wrote the following essay was
asked to write about how some event changed the
direction of a bad day, the student was to describe
the event and explain its impact on.the writer. The
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711 ask him," she replied dechlvely as she
bounded into his office.

(Slows the pace)

"Who won?"
He pm:edit!. moment, taking his hamis out of his

pockets. His eyes looked past me as lie simply
stated, "The boys."

Befere I knew it, we were-back in the hall,
heading for the bathroom. .fustae we were ahnoetto
our destination, just steps away, guees who :we had
to bow buoMark, Hal, and Andy, their eamptegn
manager. Andy bawd, "Who won?'" Altifouih
had the fakest smile ever plastered on my face, they
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did nat get the clut Transition to surprise and
tensiek

1114sseitOn kss coniailas is first draft (ant
sectio101 .04

and congrandations," I answered in a

higk*4#1.41te-. .

ESPic**17241.* EOPP)
A I Walked back into the classroom, eyes

downcast,-Mr.,Corey'svoice came on thelottd-
:. sparkei..-Xongiatulation: ibMairk and Hal, our

new Presidastandviee-preeldent." Everyone in my
class' tatted iobek at me.

[NIRO 4C4POr
My lipsialthough bavely visi bie, woe trembling

as I sat dOwnin My ;eat stark gat *desktop. I
pushfront Ofi.00,ceh,ogiii to cOn-,

cad Siffligfies;.*eks (ROM 4**02-tehe4
W10. didtheilittie0Wa4Me? I 040 ta get a
arinkk le4ithat Was My-eX a:Se, but I wanted to
hide the tedi that was ridding down my face. On
my way io thelbuitain, Peve =tie over to me.

"I thought you gave the best speech at the
assembly last week, and I think you would have
made a good president, too:' I looked up at him in
disbelief.

"Thanks," I mumbled with a slight smile. As I
was bending over to get my drink, Ed came up to
Me.

"Are you okay? Do you need some help?"
"I' m all right," I replied, but now a bigger

smile spread over my whole face. 1 don' t need to
ay over this," I thought and sat back down at my
desk. "Mark and Hal are going t o be a very quali-
fied team. Now I don't have to plan out and attend
student council meetings." Rut as much as I tried to
convince myself that I didn' t care, I was only half
livening. Yet that was the first time I realized that
sometimes in the time af deepest need, unexpected
Pleas con cheer you up the most.

(Ewertion of remembered feelings or insight&
Signifitenot of event)

One Student's Writing Process

Prewriting for a Speeittz Topic

Ma =Wag the assignment to wdw about
bow sone Vietal clizive0 the _ditection of a bad day,

*-440t *d.aciti.s0015 Ottiititt; to ftemstate
idea fOt 00.604; Piakied .10 **II Mgr
Ode* were dIcuselüg, cpaxthg, titld. relating
paircUlairOeldetits tO tide -another: The duster amd
tiz first drift, it6Se1i tollow, were cmapieted during
a /100kitie ctim4 ziedod, .
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Fiat Draft

"YONsOiseiYOkiiihack7'411;7:0.10001d.
Ti$04$41-14104:49'0' thhal to Mr

Coref i:offl*Wife4 fftheresu1t Sat.* oe
re:40km*
thqiugh my ,404, thasinsontlng tievr
eleo40)4110001 *10:' 4nd
Hat Thefkit*Ing!... had beth Friday bt there
had been alk 11etwesn both t mnda rAgetwae
in thentAbit What are 4-* resultr, wltcg are the
resunitfibived down to4i Walk 64nieatili, eool
and collided.

.

Tind Walked into Mr. Corey's offke saying,
"Who Wont"

"The b04" he sinfp4' qtate-4-
Just as Tula and I fturriedkexitedfram his

office, gmeni.Wheiltadia CoMe4Ogithehall,tel-
lowing,"WhoWon?" Markiindkakatidtheir
campaign manager, Andy. Aith-daghl POO* had
the fakest smile ever on my face, they still did not
get the clue.

"You did, and congraudations," I replied, in a
high squeaky-voice.

My eyes were denvncast as I slamly and me-
thodically walked into clew. Just as we entered, Mr.
Corey' s voliecome on-the butispeaker. 'Congratu-
lations wM4Hae,,rnewPreddent
and Vice President."' EveiYii* inMy etas:I:timed
to bok me; My lip altiongtitwas: hardiyvbrible
was trembilikandit*f&riinkfainsePiowmfard,
as ray desk. Ifelt hat andertelnely**Tassed. I
got up to geed drinkofWiii111,§teVii*e Aver to
me saying, "I thOttiht joy-did4Opil ipeech and
you would licive Siodo*E040iiiident too." I
stared Up di him a owe.

"Thanks," I nnatibled,with a slight smile.
As I war bending orAer to get a drink, Ed came

up to me saying:"Do you need sow help?"
'm afright,',Irektgled4ut again a bigger

smile was present on my fitce. Tho *as the first day
I realized that unexpected friendt -Cagan:el in the
deepest time of need, can cheer you up the moiti.
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mstery-sodaseivace

Student Government Elections

Writing Situatim Student government is a part
of middle school WI high school life. Think bac& to
a time *ten a school election was important to you.
Perhaps you were we of the candidates; perhaps the
campaigning was unusual; peihaps the outceme was
different from what you expected

Directions for Writing: Wrimaabout one particu-
lar election experience in student government. Your
essay will be included in "Election Highlights," a
special school publication to be mad at a future class
=Mon. Try to let your waders know why this one
incident is memorable and hnportant tu you.

Field Trip

Writing Situazion: Your science class is going
on a field trip. Your teacher asks all umbers of
your class to keep journals of your experiences so
that you will learn to obperve carefully and pay
attention to the smallest &tail&

Directions for Writing: Write about one incident
that you tecorded in your journal on the field trip.
What happened? Why was it imponani? How did it
affect you? Be sure to include enough details to
make the incident clear to someone not in your
da.es.

Standing Up for Your Beliefs

Writing Situation: In your history crass, you an.
studying historical figures who hne taken a strong
sumd for or avian a principle or an incident.

Your teacher has assigned your class to wtite
essays about sten. g up for your beliefs. These
essaya wit be subnalued as entries in a schoolwide
comma. The best ess,.: is will be published in the
schoul newspaper.

Directions for Writlem Write au essay about a
specific time when you stood up for something you
believed in.

IX4 Writing Gukia

Write ebout the incident itself, how it tkvel-
oped, sad how you became actively involved. (An
incident is an event that occurs in a few minutes! a
few hours, orpedraps in a day.) Be sue to let your
readers know how you felt at the time and how you
feel about it now.

Rune Arts

Friends Forever

Writing Sim. Ion: In yota English class, you
have been reading stories and poems about frienth.
Friends have always been important; even in long
ago as in the first century B.C. in -Chin& A Fervor
whose name has been lost wrote this poem in which
he or she describes taking an oath or premise of
friendship.

Oath of Friendship

Shang yal
I want to be yymer friend
For ever and el'Cl without break or decay.
When the hills are all flat
And l'he rivers are all dry.
Wh&., lightens and thunders in winter,
When it rains and snows in summer,
When Heaven and Earth mingle
Not till then will I port fivm yoga.'

After your class talks about how important
friends ase, your teacher asks you to write about an
incident in your own life when a friend was impor-
tant Think about an incident when a friend was
important to you. It might have been an incidem
when one of you helped the other or a time when
som ething you experienced made you realize how
important friendship is. Perhaps, like the writer of
the poem "Oath of Friendship," you took an oath of
friendship after a particular incident

Directions for Writing: Write about a time when
something happened that made you realize how
important a friend is to you. You will be shating
your ecsay with yell/. earsmates and your teacher.
Include in your essay the things that will let your
readets know what happened, who was involved,

1"Oath of Friendship," in Translesions from at Chinese.
Translated by Arthur %ley. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, Inc.,
1941. 7. 32. Med with permission.
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and any of the small details that made the incident
memosable far you.

Addidasal Exemplar: Essays

The tone of the followhig incident provides both
the drama and the implied significance of the event.
The writer's details of seem crege a simple stalk-
ness that flames the event itself and parallels the
writer's feelings.

Christmas

The morning s n peered over the horizon letting
streaks of bronze colored light stain the gray nity.
was Chrisanas morning. I walked out of the house,
letting the wooden screen door bang nois* behind
me. Under my cloud-lUre breath! was luunming
Jingle Bells. The cold air stung my cheeks, and I
pulled my heavy jacket closer around me. One of my
hands was buried deep in my pocket while the other
hand clutched a large sugar-coated carrot. I walked
down de icy steps making sure to close dte gate.
"Many Christmas, Paints," I called out as l turned
the cor ler and made my way down to the edge of
our property where my rabbit s cage was locate,-
My voice pierced the morning stillness like a light

41, piercing solid blackness. How strange I thought ar I
saw his water bottle lying a few feet away from his
cage. "Oh my Ged," I mumbled as I stewed at my
bunny' s cage. The chicken wire had been orn away
from the front and my bututy was gone without a
trace. "Dad, Dad," I yelled at ran back up to the
house, sPpping and sttrsbling on the icy deck.
"Paints Is goner

My dad walked down with me to Paints' cage
and we both stood there looking at it, grief covering
our faces. "I don't see how they could have done
it," he said softly.

"Who?"
"The raccoon:, the ones who ate your bunny."

I turned away and walked slowly back to the house,
wail'', to cry yet en tears came.

Tao wet a Christmas very different from the
rest. I will remember it always when I walk down to
the edge of on, --operty and look at the spot where
my bunny's cag once stood.

Ms boy's memory of a special Little League
game comes to life with close-ups of people moving
and acting lie also keeps the details relevant to the
imponanze of the incident as he jumps to the last
inning of a baseball game, the only inning of
sigstficearce. Time has given tic writer emotional
distance from this event, but we feel the poignant
memory as we read his final metaphor.

The Game

Yelling a constant babble, the little proudftgure
seamed through the wan door screaming things
above loaded basis, bats and hits. ThaelittleProud
figure 14Vis Me, and I can still remember that day
very well.

!twos liaseltail season in fourth grade, and the
compOrianivers fateirse. We Were the Worst team in

Pac we 'ads' r lack Oir it. This game,
which We Played against the secondworst team, was
a battle far 4i:second-to-last Nation:The game
had movedqi4ildy for Little League, and it Wm
already theboticat of the last initingwitlythe score
3-0 in the *knew' favor. The futt to comely to
bat was &dent:um McCall whin liketti,talestruck
out on three pitches. Mit io bat*, "SOcay" Sam
Sawyer Who hit the bail t o the ShOrtstoP who
slapped the ball dawn but wilily didn't throw to
first, for Sam had fantastic speed. No* caniefat
DonTiddle who walked on four pitches. There were
now runners on first and seeond, and the best player
on the team was up. He was Jason Smith, and he hit
a little blooper over the second baseman's head.
Little Tommy loped over to third,DonwadcEed on
to second, and Jason got wpm. Bases were loaded,
and guess who was up? Yours truly. Everyone got
all excited because at the last game when we were
down by one, I hit a double to drive in the tying run.
Trying to hide my excitement, I sluggishly strolled
wp to the plate and stepred into the batter' s box
The first pitch cam and it hit the dirt about stx feet
before the pkue. The next pitch was in there for a
strike, which really got me cranked up. The third
pitch was delivered, and I swung tremendously. It
seemed the echo of the bat lastedforever, but I
coeNn' t think about that now, for I had to ran die
bases. I took off and, as aay other little leaguer
would, I watched to see where the ball would land.
As 1 rounded first, I saw the center fielder still
chola after the ball. By third I had caught up with
Jason, so we rounded the bases together. The ball
was just reaching the infield whe n I touched home
plate and accidentally ran over Jason, who really
didn' t cam, for kg had won. The next thing I knew,
the whole team was on top of me cheering and
celebrating.

After that small bit of celebrating, my hit was
forgotten by 'everyone but me, who will always
remeanber those moments o f past glory that were
tossed into the wind.

In the following essay a student describes his
expedence in a race. His visual details of the scene
as well as his use of specific narrative action make
this an exemplary essay.

AutoblographIcal incldent DC-7



The Course

The course was set: a hundred yards of straight
downhill speed on a 20% gradient followed by a
hairpin turnaround, a marker and 20 yards up the
same hill we had Just come down. It was a long
ceurse, but since I had been challenged, it was up to
me to set the distance and turns. I trusted my
stamina over my opponent ' s downhill speed I knew
that t f I stayed with him on the downhill, I could
win. Together we reached the top. ! straightened my
bike so it was pointing down Me middle of the road
He followed my example, but on the sidewalk. This
puzzled me and I looked at him quizzically but he
Just mumbled .sonsething about his mom not letting
him ride on the street. What importance were his
mother' s words in such a race as this? My suspi-
cious seven-year old mind deduced that he had a
trick up his sleeve. As it was my prerogative to
either call the Stan or ask my opponent to, I chose
the latter option so I could concentrate on getting a
good start. "On your marks...get set...gol" We were

My decision to let him call the start was paying
ofi .I was ahead! I pedaled furiously to increase nry
lead. About halfway down, I looked back to see
where my opponent was. That was my first mistake.
As I turned around, my lapse in concentr don sent
my bike careening to the right side of the road. A
quick turn in the other direrdon corrected that
problem, too well. Now I wus speeding toward the
other side of the road! Sows my bike was wiggling
from side to side uncontrollably. I decided to apply
thee aces to stop frot falling off. Again, this
worked too well. My front tire stopped dead and the
back o f my bike lifted skyward I was flying through
the air over the road and there was nothing I could
do to stop myseWrom doing a faceplant. After what
seemed like an eternity in mid-air, ! finally made a
perfect one point landing on the asphalt. I skidded
for about ten feet whik still entangled with my bike.
My arms, legs, and beck were all scraped up, and
my ribs were bruised from the bile bouncing along
on top (4` me. Fortunately, I had ended up right in
front of my house and my mother had heard my
cries. After deterndning that nothing was broken, I
got up and walked inside to be cleaned up. I swore I
woad never ride down that hill again in my life. But
the nett week I raced that friend again on the same
course, and I won.

Essays Written for the CAP Assessmen.

The followfrig first-draft essays were written
under CAP testing conditions; that is, they were
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written in 45 minutes in one sitting. They were
selected to mpresont a range of achievement.

In the first essay, an incident about a birthday,
the writer specifically names objects in scenes,
describes specific activitier, uses dialogue appropri-
ately, and uses specific details relevant to the
incident. The significance of this event in the
writer's life is unmistakable.

High Achievement

It was a bright, sunny day that looked like it was
going to be an okay birthday, except for the fact that
my parents were out of town, my two best friends
were mad a: me, and it was a Monday. I walk:d to
the bus stop hopefid that someone had remembered.
I got to the bus stop barely in time and so far no
sigr, no showing o f knowing it was my birthday,Just
plain nothing. it was a regular Monday morning to
all the friendr d grown up with, but to me it was
the start of what seemed to be the worst day of my
We.

We arrived at school and hurriedly I got off the
buy and walked to my locker. Maybe my locker
would be decorated like Jenny': or Tiff s had been. I
prayed i t wad arrived at my locker and opened it,
nothing, nothing a. all. Inside my body, my heart
and soul which made me tick was dying and crying
for some sort of salvation. Oh, Lord he4r me get
througze this day, I prayed. The 1st bell rang, so I
got my books out and put on a semi-smile and
walked to class, tall and proud.

I sat down at the lab table I shared with Many,
a sweet, but snobbish girl. She said to me, "It 's May
6, isn' t it?" a careless question which was impor-
tant to me.

Hopeftd that someone had remembered, I
replied, "Why, yes it is. Imagine May 6, already."
No sign, no acknowledgement of remembering it
was my birthday. I wanted to scream and die. For
the past nine years we'd gone to each others birth-
day parties, yet she had forgotten mine, how could
she?

That' s how the rest o f the day went, everyone
carrying on as normal, while felt worthless and
unloved inside. Becky and Shoni, my beseriends, did
their best at ignoring me. They would pass me in the
halls and say nothing. I was ready to break down in
tears during 7th period when I turned arovna and
David Robinson smiled at me. Somehow that smile
made me realize it wasn' t so bad and that l' d live,
or at least until got home where I could cry so no
one would see me.

The last bell of the day rang and I left that
classroom a link more corOdent. I hurried to nsy
locker and got out my homework and rushed to the
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bus stop. The bus arrived shortly and I climbed on
trying to remember to smile and be happy.

The bus ride home seemed to last an eternity.
All I did was sit there and look out the window while
everyone else laughed talked, and had a good time.
My stop came up, so I got off wishing I could stay
on forever and not face going home. Al / walked
home I tried to relish in the beauty that was around
me. It was springtime and the flowers were bloom-
ing and verything looked cheerful and happy to be
dive. How could they look that way when I felt the
exaa opposite? I truly wanted to know.

"Sprint!" my Grammy yelled as I walked in the
door, "I want you to go down to the clubhouse and
deliver this for me in about 30 minutes. I was
supposed to put it in the mail a few days ago, so
you'd bettm take it down eo the office, okay?" as
she handed me an envelope with our rent in it.

"Sure, Grammy. How are you? Did Mom and
Dad call? Are they here?" I questioned hopefully.

"My day was okay and no your parents aren' t
home and no they didn't call. Now, go do your
homework and then take that rent to the office," she
ordered me.

I walked up the stairs to my room and g ied to
concentrate on my homework, but was unable to. I
decided to Just sit and think for awhile before it was
time to take the rent down. Why did this have to
happen to me? I wane to know wI7 my loved ones
forgot my birthday. I feel like I'm going to burst
from sadness. I then looked up and saw it was time
to go take the rent. The walk will do me good I
thought as I walked down to the clubhouse.

The sign on the office door said, "Use other
door." I turned and opened the door next to me. It
was totally dark and quiet. I fumbled for the light
switch and as I turned it on, all my friends from
school, parents, and grandparents yelled, "Sur-
prise!! Happy Birthday Sprint!" and there stood
David Robinson smiling. My heart and soul were
surely better as I began to smile and realize maybe
ttus wasn' t such a bad birthe:ay after all.

The writer begins this next essay in an engaging
manner but is unable to sustain the present-tense im-
mediacy of the first section. The details of tir flibt
section are exceptionally well selected and pre-
sented; but, typical of the high rerage paper, the
details are not sustained. The seconu section ends in
a hurried and perfunctory manner.

Mid-Range Achievement

Saving the Day

My palms are damp as I grasp the test paper.
My teacher looks down on me and tells me that I
should come talk to him about my test. I turn the test
over and place it on my desk without looldng. Then'
I lo& around the classroom and spot some kids
smile as they look at their math test. My eyes then
work themselves back to ney paper sitting there face
down. My hands then turn over my paper and rest
upon my desk. My brain reminds me that I need to
take a &nee at my grade. I knew it couldn' t be
goodirenn what my teacher had said. A big red
letter blinde my eyes for a second as I look at my
grade, it's a CI

A dreaded old C! I turn my paper over quickly
and glance around the room again. Everyone seems
to be smiling and sharing grades with each other
except me. I fed hot and tense as our teacher tells
us that we are excased to your nee: class. I'm the
last one out the door as I throw my test in the
garbage can. I then walk straight to my class and sit
myser right down, as my history teacher passes (AU
our U.S. Constitution test.

Now I feel as lf my day couldn' t get any worse.
My teacher tells me that I did very well as she walks
by. I asked her f she was talk ) me, and she
said, "Yes." I turned my pap& .er quickly and
saw my grade. It was an A+. I t.ouidn' t believe it, an
A+.

My teacher walked up to the front of the class
and announced that I was the only one the* got all
of the questeons right. I felt really good inside and at
the end of the period told that teacher that she had
made my day. And she thanked me, but reminded me
that I was the one that did the test with finesse.

In this last student essay, the student neither
orients the reader to the scene nor gives enough
backgmund infonnation for the reackr to get a clear
picture of the surrounding events leading up to the
incident. The essay has all the skeletal chmeteris-
tics of autobiographical incident but lacks voice,
detailing, and significant reflection.

Low Achievement

When I was a little kid the one thing that fright-
ened me most was when I fell off my bed for the firsi
time. I was on the top bunk of my bed when I fell. I
was trying to reach for something on the lower
twnk. It dIdn't really hurt it Just frightened me.
From then on I don' t like to jump oi"things that are
high.

AutoblographIcai Incident 1X-9



An Example (Ora Published Autobiographical
Incident Written by a Student

A Bright Spot on a Gloomy Day

One of the scariest days of my We w4 my first
day of school. I felt like I war being taken away and
would never come back. My mother reassured me
that everything would be all right.

That morning was hot and luonid. My clothes
clung to my body as I stood by the door, waiting for
the bus to come. I had looked forward to this day
with such eagerness that I drove everyone else in
the family up the wall. My favorite thing to say was,
"When I get four I can go to school, like Audrey!"

Audrey it my sister. I always was Jealous of her
because she could do so many things that I couldn' t.
I always cried when she left for school.

Now, as I stood by the door, I was shakii I
was so afraid of what I was going to have to do in
school.

The bus pulled into the driveway, and I called to
my mom. She said for me to have fun, and I told her
I probably wouldn' t. I ran outside and went into the
briglu yellow school bus.

From the moment I stepped on the bus, I knew I
wasn't going to like it. Most of the boys were climb-
ing ail over the seats and getting mud everywhere.
Just then, I remembered that I forgot my umbrella.
The bus was already out of the driveway, so I just
did without it.

I sat next to my friend, Adam. Adam was a
really nice kid He had straight black hair that was
always combed neatly and millions offreckles. The
only thing that I die& t like about Adam was that
sometimes he was too neat. Adaro said hello to me,
and I said hello to him. Somehow he knew that
something was wrOttg. "What' s the matter?" he
asked me.

"Nothing, m Just a little scared, that' s all," I
answered We sat there a little longer, and then we
started talking about our pet turtles. We each had
one turtle. I named mine Adam, and he named his
April.

By the time we got :49 school, I was laughing and
so uns Adam. I think Adam was lust as tense as I
was when he got on the bus. I asked him about it,
and he said that he warn' t scared at all. I looked
clos4 as hies. "You' re lying," I said

"You're kight!"
!started to laugh again, and so did Adam. We

wei still sitting in the sticky seat of the bus because
Adam didn' t want to push his way into the crowd
and get his pants dirty.
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I told him, "if I were In that aisle seat I would
have been out of the bus already!"

"Well, go ahead," he said, making room for me
to go.

"No, I'll sit here and wait for you."
"All right, but no more yelling. These are

brand-new pants."
As we walked up the green wooden steps, we

ren our hands along the wet, green railing. The
paint for some reason was still wet. I stared at the
globby, green paint on my hand. Adam got it all
over his pure, sparkling pants.

I started to laugh so hard that I couldn' t stop.
Adam looked at me like I was crazy. Then he looked
at his pants again. His freckled face turnedfrom a
look e horror to a smiling face, glowing with

friendship.
He started to laugh with me, and we walked up

the stairs and into the school house.2

Readings in Autobingraphical Incident

Students can develop a fuller undemanding of
the possibilities of autobiographical inddent as dzy
read published works of this type. Books, short
stories, poems, essays, and current magazines are all
possible sources. The following list only begins to
reflect the breadth of sources available.

Books

Angelar, Maya. I Know Why the Caged t.ed Sings.
New York: Random House, Inc., 1970.

Bailey, Pead. The Raw Pearl. San Diego: Harcourt
Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1975.

Baker, Russell. Growing Up. New Yort: NAL
Pensdn, Inc., 1983.

Bembaum, Israel. My Brother's Keeper: The
Holocaust Through the Eyes o f an Artist. New
York: 'Me Putnam Publishing Group, 1985.

Boll, Heinrich. What' s to Become o f the Boy? New
York: Penguin Books. Inc., 1985.

*Butterworth, Emma M. .4s the Waltz Was Ending.
New York: Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1982

Conner, Ban, and Paul Ziest. Bart Conner: Winning
the Gold. New York: Warner Books, Inc., 1985.

2April Station, "A Bright Spot on a Glootay Day," in Active
Voices II: A Writer's Reader. Compilod by Janes Moffen and
Phyllis Tashi& Portsmouth, N.H.: Boynton/Cook Publishen,
Inc., 1987. Used with permission.
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Dahl, Roald. Boy: Tales of Childhood. New Yogic
Penguin Books, lox., 1986.

*Frank, Anne. Anne Frank: The Diary of a Youag
GirL New York: Dolt ')aday & Co., Inc., 1967.

Fritz, Jean. China Homecoming. New York: The
PuMam Publishing Group, 1985.

*Fritz, Jean. Homesick My Own Stay. New York:
The "utmtm Publithing Group, 1982.

Graham, Robin L, and LT. Gill. Dove.New York:
Bantam Books, Inc., 1978.

Hantzig, Esther. The Endless Steppe: Growing Up
in Siberia. New York: Harper and Row Junior
Books Group, 1968.

Herriot, Jan.:is. All Creatures Great and Small. New
York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1977.

Herriot, James. All Things Bright and Beautiful.
New York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1975.

Heyerdahl, Thor. Kon-Tiki. New York: Random
House, kc., 1984.

*Houston, Jean W., and James D. Houstan. Fare-
well to Manzanar. New York: Bantam Books,
Inc., 1974.

Jackson, Reggie, and Mike Lupica. Reggie. New
York: Random House, Inc., 1984.

*Keller, Heir "'le Story of My Ltfe. New York:
Doubleday o., Inc., 1954.

nerdian, David. Root River R. n. Minneapolis,
Minn.: CarolModa Books, Inc., 1984.

Killilea, Marie. Karen. r ew York: Dell Publishing
Co., Inc., 1983.

Klein, Norma. Sunshine. New York: Avon Books,
1982.

Kolmer, Hanna, and Walter Kamer. Hai uta and
Walter: A Love Stay. New York: Random House,
Inc., 1984.

*Lester, Julius. To Be a Slave.New Yr ix. iilaI
Books for Young Readers, 1968.

Lord, Walter. A Night to Remember. Mattituck,
N. Y.: Amereon Ltd., n. d.

Lund, Doris. Eric. New York: Harper and Row
P.blisbers, Inc., 1974.

McIntire, John J. As I Saw It. Salem, New Hamp-
shire: Ayer Co. Publishers, Inc., n. d.

Meeropol, Robert, and Mind Meeropol. We Are
Your Sons: The Legacp of Ethel and ltdius
Rosenberg. Chauipaign, III: University of Illinois
Press, 1986.

Moffett, James, and Phyllis Tashlik. A. tive Voices
A Writer's Ready. UpperMantclair, New

Jersey: Boynton/Cook Publishers, Inc., 1987.

Navratilova, Martina,'and George 'Vecsey. Martina.
New York: Paw:eta Book Group, 1986.

Papashvily, George, and Helen Papashvily. Any-
thing Can Happen.New York: St. Martin's Press,
Inc., 1984.

Parks, Gantry'. A Choke of Weapons. Saint Paul,
14nm. Minnesota Historical Society Press, 1986.

Plimpton, George. Paper Lion. Evanston, Ill:
Holtzman Press, Inc., 1981.

Read, Piers. Alive: The Story of the Andes Survivors.
New York: Avon Books, 1975.

*Re, s, Johanna. The Upstairs Room. New York:
Bantam Books, Inc., 1973.

Roosevelt, Elliott. Eleanor Roosevelt, with Iove: A
Centenary Remembrance. New York: Lodestar
Books, 1984.

Samuelson, Arnold. With Hemingway: A Year in
Key West and Cuba New York: Random House,
Inc., 1984.

Simon, Kate, editor. Bronx Primitive: Portraits in a
Childhood. New York: Harper and Row Publish-
ers, Inc., 1983.

Singer, Isaac B. A Day of Pleasure: Stork.; n Boy
Growing Up in Warsaw. New York: Farrar, Straus
& Giroux, Inc., 1969.

Solomon, Dorothy. In My Father s House. New
York: Watts, Franklin, Inc., 1984.

Spanjaard, Barry. Don' I Fence Me In: An American
Teenager in the Holocaust. Saugus, Calif.: B & B
Publishing, 1981.

Steinbeck, John. Travels with Charky in Search of
America. New York: Penguin Books, Inc., 1980.

Stuart, Jerse. The Thread That Runs So True. New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1958.

'Listed in Recommended Readings in Literature: Kinder-
ganen Through9rade Eight (Annotated Edition).
Sma- mento: California State Department of Education,
19 .
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Sullivan, Um, and Derek Gill ff You Could See
What I Hear. New York: NAL Penguin, Inc.,
1976.

Twain, Mark. Roughing Rt. New Yolk: Ainnont
Publishing Co., Inc., n. d.

Essay:ma SlaNt Stories

And, M.J. "lbe Night the Cops Cot Me"

Anderson, Sherwood. "Discovery of a Father"

Brown, Misty. "The Letter A"

Ferber, Edna. "A Peculiar Treasure"

IX-12 Writing Outdo

Holman, Cad:"Ibernmonn of a Young Poet"

Mannix, Daniel. um*V74iitirts',,*: "

Th40601,40.'***-0310,1$ed Fell In"
i3414r

"The Paw"

PotiFY

Poeispeak:bt Their Work Ahout Their Worh. Eked

by.PO4 112;404e1.#., iN:.1.4eNIT:911P0 ury PO4g.
1983 CantiOngy Of p:xtry;
mems onwhat everienco
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

AutobiograPical Incident

Prompts for autobiographical incident requite
writers to tell a story from their personal experience.
Besides narrating an incident vividly and memora-
bly, writers tell reat&rts what it has meant to them.
This procedure seetus simple enough: writers
narrate a single remembered incident and say why it
was (is still) important to them. The best grade eight
writers remind us, however, that the prompts for
autobiographical incident present writing situations
that are far from simple.

The best writers orient readers to the incident,
preseat the scene and other people who were
present, and then tell sn engaging story that may
include dialogue, descriptions of movement or
gtures, names of people or objects, and sensory
details. Writers describe their remembered feelings,
understandings, or reflections at the time of the
incident; and they may Iso evaluate the incident
from their present perspective, implyt 3 or stadng
its significance in their lives. The best writers use
many of these strategies, selecting those appropriate
to the writing situation. The challengn in writing
autobiographical incident is both to select the
appropriate strategies from among that varied reper-
toire and to integrate them smoothly into a readable
personal story. Writing well-crafted autobiographi-
cal incident is as demanding as writing convincing
arguments or insightful analyses of literature.

The scoring guide that follows reflects a high
stanoard of achievement for grade eight writers, but
it is not an impossibly high standard. The guide
reflects the assumption that students can leam how
to tell memorable stories from their personal experi-
ence.

W lcus autobiographical incidents by
controle 'Wive sequence and choosing rele-
vant deta ley maintain focus by centering the
essay on expressing the personal importance and
significance of the incident. They elaborate primar-
ily through sensory details, remembered feelings,
and specific narrative actions.

Score Point 6Exceptional Achievement

Incident. Writer narrates a coherent and engag-
ing story that moves the narrative toward the central
moment. The narrative tells readers what they need
to know to understand what happened and to infer
its significance to the writer. The writer of a six-

ressiommweer.

point assay will use some of the following strate-
gies:

NamIng (specific names of people or
objects, quantities, numbers)

Describing visual details of scena, cbjects,
or people (size, colors, shapes, features,
dress)

Describing sounds or smells of the scene

Narrating specific action (movements,
gestures, postures, expressions)

Creating dialogues, interior monologues, or
expressing remembered feelings or insights
at the time of the incident

Slowing di pace to elaborate the central
moment in the incident

Creating suspense or tension

Including the clean= of surprise

Comparing or contrasting other scenes or
people

Rather than minimizing events, the writer of a
six-point essk dramatizes the incident, using
strategies like those above.

Context. Writer locates the incident in a particu-
lar setting and orients the reader to scene, people,
and events. The writer goes beyond simply identify-
ing or pointing to the scene or people by using
carefully chosen details relevant to the incident. The
witc: raay devote considerable space in the essay to
orienting readers, describing the scene and people,
and providing background or context for the
incident-but not at the expense of a well-told
incident. In a six-point essay, there is balance
between static context and dramatic, narrated
inedent.

Significance. The essay reveals why the incident
was important to the writer. This significance can be
either implied or stated If the significance is
implied, the reader can infer it confidently. The
significance may be apparent in the writer's insightg
at the tin, of the incident or in reflections from the
writer's present perspective. Those insights and
reflections may appear integrated into the narration
or in the conclusion to the essay. The reflections
may be humorous.
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Voice and Style. In a six-point essay we hear an
authentic voice that reveals the writer's attitude
toward the incident. A six-point essay includes dell-
chosen details, apt words, and graceful, varied
sentences. It often includes word play and imagery.
A six-point essay engages the :eader from the start
and moves to a satisfying closure.

Score Point 5Coannendabk Achievement
Incident. As in a six-point essay, the incident is

coherent and engaging. The eesay moves toward a
central moment but with less dTama than a six-point
essay. A five-point essay relies on a narrower range
of narrative strategies. A five-point essay may be
structurally more predictable than a six-point essay,
and it may be less focused than an essay grade( six-
points, especially toward the end. Still, a five-point
essay tells a clear, engaging story.

Context. nil five-point essay has an appro-
priate and adequate context as in a six-point essny.
Context does not dominate the essay at the expense
of incident

Significance. Significance can be either implied
or stated but will be clear, either through remem-
bereft or present reflections. The reflections may be
less well integrated into the essay than in a six-point
essay; they often appear at the end. Reflections may
not be as perceptive as those in a six-point essay,
but they will not be superficial. The reflections will
be insightful but not as probing as those in a six-
point essay.

Voice and Style. As in a six-point essay, we hear
uthentic voice in a five-point essay. The essay is

competent stylistically but may not have the grace,
surprise, or sparkle of a six-point essay. Like a six-
point essay, a five-point essay begins engagingly
and closes in a satisfying way.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement
Incident. Incident is well iota but may lack the

coherence of a five-point essay. There may be
digressions, but the story comes back on track
quickly. Some fcur-point essays are smoothly told
yet unrealized dramatically Limited use of strate-

gies.
Context. Context will be adequate to orient

readers to the incident.

Significance. Significance is either implied or
stated. Reflection is not as insightful as those in a
five-point essay and may be oely tacked on at the
end.

Voice and Style. We usually hear the voice of an
earnest storyteller. Predictable sentences and word
choice.
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Score Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Incident. Essay k elates a specife incident. Very
limited use of narrative strategies. Story is compe-
tently told but told more briefly than the story in a
four-perint essay. Essay is flat and unfocused.
Incident may be presented as a loosely connected
series of events.

Context. The writer of a three-point essay may
either devote too much space to context whfle
neglecting the narrative or begin abruptly without
necessary orientation.

Significance. Significance is implied to some
degree or briefly stated. We have en idea why the
incident was memorable, although reflections may
not be especially insightful.

Voice and Style. Writer does not seem to tx
seeing the incident as it happened. Writer relates
incident :in uninvolved way. eredictable sentences
and word choice.

Score Point 2Limited Evidence of Achievement

Incident. The essay may fail to focus on an
incident, or it may tell an incident without orienting
context or significance. Essay is usually quite brief.
If longer, it may be rambling, fragmentary, or may
not include details. Writer attempts to construct the
incident but fails to do so because of omissions,
erratic jumps in time or piece, or breakdowns in
cohesion.

Context. The context may be limited or even
missing.

Significance. The writer of a two-pcdnt essay
includes few reflections, if any. Reflections may
seem superficial.

Voice and Style. Writer does not seem to be
relating specific details about the incident. Evidence
of personal involvement in incident is minimal.
Sentences may be too short or long in a disorderly
way.

Score Point lMinimre Evidence of Achievement

Writer responds to prompt but usually only
briefly.

Incident. The writer of a one-point essay may
refer to an incinimt without identifying it sn cifi-
cally or may only imply the incident in the eontext.
May point to an incident without developing it
conclusively. Reader may need to infer the incident
hr the essay, writer may focus on others instead of
himself or herself.

Context. In the one-point essay, context is
limited or even missing.
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Asseniens or generalizations about the
subject's character

kckleat4 toSapport the Chang:tailed=
brake are specific rather this panelized

commences. Each incident pmented helps illumi-
nate the character. Straregio for presenting inci-
dents include:

Orientation to the incident (time, place,
context)

Dialogue
Naming (speeific names of people or
objects, qtrotities, or numbers)

Specific narrative action (movements,
gestures, poem= or expressions)

Surprise or suspense

Humor

Sigpiticasee

Writers provide readers with an understanding
of tbe subject's imponance to the writer. Writers
may =way significance in a variety of ways,
inchuling the following:

Explicitly stating the significance

Giving a bistory of the relationship with the
subject
Cidng incidents to support assertions about
the importance

Presenting the subject in such a way that the
significance is clearly conveyed

Tone

Writers establish a tone that clearly and consis-
tently reveals their altitude toward their subject.
Tone is established by the writer's choice of words,
details, and incidents.

Orpalmsfiaar

Writers develop their essays by integrating
incidots, descriptions, and significanee in any way
that serves their intem. Possible arrangements
include:

Cluonological development

Settings used to illuminate the subject and
the relagonship of writer to subject

A sequence in which incidents are revealed

Different avects of the object's personality

X-2 WAN Guide
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An Exemplary Student Emy

The folloildiftetiny vellIgi IA 4n eighth-
grade class oyet both

.iuirksles
stepO In writing tilt way ;re

jflUOj
bade' f
meats in brickeis.

A Sped& Person

'Wow don't you go crying over the:spilled milk,
baby. All Gie s .00100 P.80.4 Mitk4k*:2701-0415'
Ile ps eraser:On idailAP1410that

spoke it
041. ef

fuL5,47#41t.
PoOed the:
abohëw.
wati.hed*iit
kitchen chali 40:14# SIOM

You see, she is Oh the'
towel from the Vreck,
trickled down WO
metal be WtfroM the kitchen table, cradled :41*-
:week her W04 and begdn'teiKaP: ":feeen beans
for thz:bnch"Mial.:QgSsisnallyshe .001.4-144 and
with a oAdkIiU tia
her aYlanaf644.g, which had aliddown "Ise r legs
and begged arow.d the a kle,OMy
repeatthep* ,-e rigain là afew iti#004: "They
don' t make it4' the it* they 10;40,71 ihesnitt,
tered. I had-0 Chitthle:, Tilde Stool:141-'04w be at
least five yeaireOld._She held gfeinkplifce with isib-
berbands, and thorhad so mats ràtiiithElñ they
made a freeway IT Iserlegs.2:41. old woman neva-
threw anytIzMg outuntil it was talizglOiless and
even then shewould to, to find something else to do
with it. She would always-tell me that we must
always mare the beet use of God's gip.

Wagging ixiginalagiNgs art Widest to intro.
duce subjecte'dialotei idthia the incident Narrative
actkmgistaittonoveureatsI

sure you cire wondering who this unusual
person is. She b niy grandMether, Eartharene
Jackson. I live with * bee a4le My own mother
abandoned me *eh I WeifithileE She ipok me in as
a baby and has been raising niellice then. In fact
she s robing some of everybedy's kkb. Shetakes in
runaways, abused dadrei and babysits kids too.
She loves children, especiallybables. SO is like an
Earth mother to everybody. She givei life tO people
who need hope. She oays all Go d 's children need
love. Maybe her parents knew something when they
named her Eartharene.
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Q: What dld you like best about this paper?

A: I liked the description of what his grand-
mother wys. She' s always talking about
what God says.

Q: What do you remember about the person
being described?

A: She is aver), special person. She has a lot
of love and understanding for people.

Q: What is Ms writer's attitude toward this
person?

A: He loves his grandmother a lot.

Q: Point omt places where you feel you want
more information about this person.

A: How did she ke0 your friend? You said she
was a day care ivorker now. What did she
used to do?

Are the incidents provided compkte?
Where do you watt more information?

A: You really don' t give any incidents to show
what she is like.

Do you have any other comments for the
writer?

A: Your opening is Hilda' boring. It doesn' t
catch my attention.

The studcnt reviewed In response answers and
wrote a seccad draft. After talking with the teacher,
he wrote a third draft, which is included in the
section "An Exemplary Student Essay."

0

Response and Revision

Sharing writing with ohms in pairs or small
groups can help students resee their work. Response
from others, especially peers, is important for
students to develop a sense of audience, a sense that
their writing teaches people in addition to the
teacher. Having sailers look at their work gives
students a sense ef purpose; they realize that they
write to communimee, not merely to get a grade.
Students see what others are doing; they learn from
the successes and failures of others.

Peer response involves both the teacher and the
students. The teacher needs te work with the stu-
dents to help them find ways to criticize construc-
tively. Modeling with the whole class is a good
introduction. Selecting only four or five questions to
be included on a 'worse ?beet gives students the
opportunity to focus on what is impottant in the
writing withoitt the reader or the writer feeling
ovespowered. Student readers are responsible for
reeling for mt sing, thinking about what is good in

X.4 Writing Gelds

the writing and what might be improved, and
coeummicating their ideas to the writer.
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dons ail an; setae ire Useful
as parts of written responses. They are not intended
to be used all at once.

First Reading

First, read the draft just to learn about the person
described in the *etch. Tell the writer your first
impressions. What interested you? What did you
like best? What do you immediately remember
about the person described?

Second Reading

Now read the story more slowly a seccnd time.
Think about one ot two of the followinj sugges-
dons. Make some notes to use in talidng with the
writer.

What incidents and devils tell you the most
outstanding cieracteristic of the person
described?

Try to find the subject's most interesting
personality trait or typical way of behaving.

What is the writer's aeitude toward the
subject?

Characterization and Relationships

In one or two sentences, tell the writer what ycnt
learned about the character's personality. Thzn tell
the writer what you t aye learned about dr relation-
ship of the writer to the character.

Completeness

Point out gaps or places where you felt
confused or wanted to know more about
what happened.

Find the incklents. Are they complete?
Would you suggest mom?
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Look again at the openiug of the sketch.
Does it make you want to MEOW more about
the subject?

Would you suggest any changes?

Action

Look for incidents in the sketch where the writer
shows someone moving or talking. Show the writer
where you would like to see more actitra or talk,
where the sketch might be mule more interesting
and reveal more information about the subject.

Details

Tell the writer where you needed more details
so that you could understand the character better or
understand the writer's feeling better. It is easy to
add more details, but try to decide whether they are
necessary. Some characters and incidents need
many details to satisfy readers,hthers need coly a
few.

Writer's Feellags

How does the writer tell you about feelings
toward the person described? Decide whetiva you,
as one reader, want to know more about the writer's
feelings. If so, let the writer know.

Organization

Where is a piece the writer moves well from one
idea to another? Where is a place the writer needs to
be clearer?

Ending

When you fmish the story, are you satisfied that
the writer came to an end? Or do you feel he just
stoppvi writing?

Are you satisfied with the uonclusion? What
more do you want to know? Where could
this information you want to know more
about go in tim essay?

What emotion do you feel at the end of the
essay? What in the conclusion makes you
feel that way?

Classroom Writing Assignments

The classroom writing assignments included in
this section may serve as models for teachers as they
design their own writing assignments. There are
many situations in the curriculum in which firsthand
biography is an appropriate kind of essay.

Literature-based Writing

Read and discuss with the students a poem such
as Leonard Adam's "My Grandmother Would Rock

Qukqy and Hum," which focuses particularly on
the images of the grandmother. I

Have students resporad to the following assign-
ment:

We rdl blow many people in our liver, wir are
not rich or famous yet they enrich our lives. The
ordinary times we spend with them often become
treasured ineriories.

Think skint someone you have known for gime
time, someone who is important to you. Think about
the ordinary things this person does. What does this
person look like? Why is this person important to
you? What have you experienced togethee Make
notes or cluster yOur ideas.

Now write shod this person by showing your
readers hoW this person goes about the everyday
business of living each day. Include one or two
special things that this person has done, either with
you or with someone el= Let your readers know
why this person is important to you.

Sample CAP Prompts

Overcoming Obstacles

Writing Situation: Your class has been reading
stories about people who faced serious, difficult
problems. These people had overcome their prob-
lems by continuing to work and stitigle tmtil they
had overcome mit problems as unhappy relation-
ships, physical handicaps, poverty, and even the
tragedies of war.

Now your teacher has asked you and your
classmates to erink shout people in you own
experience who have overcome serious problems.
Each of you is to write about one person known to
you for overcoming some obstacles. The essays will
be collected and put into a class book.

Directions for Writing: Select a person you have
known who faced and won out over a serious
obstacle. Write an say in which you show this
person in a situation that involved overcoming a
problem. Help the readers of your class book know
this person and understand why you see him or her
as special. Your readers will wean to intow how this
person is impottant to you.

'Adarne, Leonard. "My Grandmother Would Rock
Quietly and Hum," in Adventures for Readers: Book One
(Revised edition). Orlando, Ra.: garcouri, Brace, Jove-
novieljoc., 1935, p. 146.
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Oedinary People We Admire

Writing Situation: All of us know ordinary
people who do things that seem insignificant yet
their actions make them people to admire. We may
admire a friend trying to learn English or a handi-
capped child struggling to do the ordinary things we
take for granted. When we see these people, we
admim their strength and courage. Often, their
actions influence our thinking or behavior.

Your English teacher has asked you to write a
firsthand biography about that kind of person. This
kind of writing should include the kinds of details
and incidents that will help the reader see and
understand what the person is bite. It should aLso
show what effect the person had on tbe writer.

Directions for Writing: Select a person you
know well. This should bs a person who does things
that seem insignificant but makes you admire him or
her. Describe this person so your classnates will be
able to see this person. Include incidents that help
show what the person is like. (An incident is an
event that occurs in a few minutes, a few harm, or
perhaps in a day.) Be sure to tell your teaches how
this person influenced or affected you.

Fighters

Writing Situation: Your class has been reading a
series of stories and articles about people who kept
on struggling against circumstances in their lives
even when the struggle seemed hopeless. You read
about Lou Gehrig and his unsuccessful struggle
against a fattl disease and Dr. Trudeau and his
succeeesful snuggle against tuberculosis. You also
read Spezry's Call It Courage, a story about a
Polynesian lad who fights against his fear of the sea,
and Brink's Caddie Woodlawn, a story about a girl
who deals with the hardships of life on Vex western
flouter.

Your teacher has asked your class to write about
some people in your experience who have fought
against difficulty, either successfully or unsuccess-
fully.

Directions for Writing: Identify a person you
have known who struggled hard against obstacles.
Write a firsthand biography in which you reveal this
person by including incidents when he or she was
involeul in a struggle. (An incident is an event that
occurs in a few minutes, a few hours, or perhaps in a
day.) Let your reader know how the person got into
this struggle, what the person did, and how it came
out. Also tea how this person is imptenant in your
life.

X4 Wdting Gekta

CAP Prompt Format

The preceding assignments follow the format of
the CAP writing prompt. The writing situation gives
the students a specific topic. It focuses the students'
thinking and planning and pmeides a context for the
writing. Any special tams or concepts the student
must know will be defined hi the writing eituadori.

The directices for writing ire very cleatly
worded to provide the requirements and feanares of
the task. Tbey identify the reader and provide a
purpose for the wan&

In the classroom it is important for students to
practice writing for varying purposes and audiences.
These two fattors greatly affect the writing style,
language, and content of the stodent's work. The
primary purpose of firsthand biogriPhy, is to create
for the reader the uniqueness and signifies:reed a
person the writer knows well. Theandience for this
type of writing may be a specific reader or group of
readers (for example, "Write an essay for the contest
selection committee") or may be a generic reader or
group of readers (for example, "Write about a friend
who has helped you. Be sure to let your readers
know how you feel about your friend and his or her
importance in your life").

Other Assignments

In firsthand biography, the writer knows the
subject personally. However, teachers may want to
give students practice in wridng about characters
encounteted in literature, history, or science. While
not a true firsthand biography, the character study is
a complementary assignment using the same charac-
teristics.

One example of such a complementary assign-
ment is to ask students who have read To Kill A
Mockingbird to imagine that they are Scout, grown-
up and talking to her own child about Atticus, the
child's grandfather. Scout, reminiscing about her
feelings about her father when she was a child,
decides to write down her memories so that her
child will have diem to read later on.

Assignment Wtite an essay about Anicus from
the point of view of the grown-up Scout as she
remembers her father when she was a child. You
may make up any incidents you want, but try to be
true to his character as it is in the noveL

Additional Exemplary Essays

The essays hicluded in this section were written
in an eighth-grade class over the period of a week.
They are final-draft writings.
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In the following essay the writer describes a
personthe school counseling clerkwho has
obviously endeared herself to the writer.

Mrs. Brinkowski

Mrs. Brinkowski, counseling clerk. To most
adults at my school, she Ls nothing more than her
job description. She answers the telephones, types,
files and supervives the office practice students. She
greets parents when they come in to register their
kids and screens students who come in to see the
counselors. Most people think of her as just another
office person at the school. But Mrs. Brinkowski is
not just another person to me or the other students.
To us, she is a very unusual and special pason. She
is wann, friendly, caring, a little crazy and most of
all understanding.

Mrs.11rinkowski Ls in her 40' s, but she doesn' t
act 40. For example, she Ls a zany dresser. One day
she wore a bright orange mini dress, lime green
stockings and purple beads like those flappers wore
in the 1920's. Another day she showed up in leather
pants, high heels, gigantic hooped earrings and a
big lace bow right on top of her head. She looks like
a Madonna Wanna-Be who couldn' t be. She really
dresses like she reached in her closet, pulled out
some things and put them on, even #' they didn' t
match. She doesn' t care thatpeople think she looks
weird. She always says that's their problem. The
principal gave up talking to her because she is so
good at her job. He couldn' t afford to lose her.

Mrs. Brinkowski doesn' t let her age effect her
taste in music e'ther. She likes the Beastie Boys and
other groups that we like. She can tell you all the
latest hits, most of the lyrics and where all the
concerts are. She says just because she's 40 doesn' t
mean she's dead.

Since she thinks and acts young, Mrs. Brinkow-
ski Ls able to relate well to us students. She treats us
with respect. Whenever a student Ls sent to the
counseling office, she doesn't growl at you and ask,
"Why are YOU here?" as though the person is some
low We scum. She always has a pleasant smile and
a twinkle in her chest= .*own eyes when she
greets students. Even students in on referrals get
respect. Now I get sent out a lot on referrals and
everytime 1 go in she just as pleasant as Oc! was
the principal. She never makes me feel stupid for
being in the office again. She Just takes my referral,
arks me to tell my side of what happened and listens
intently. She doesn' t interrupt. She just listen:.
When I'm done, she tells me what she Minks. Ong

O time when she pointed out Lima 1 really was inthe
wrong, 1 didn' t get mad because 1 knew she cared
about me.

Students go to her with their problems. She can
tre trusted. She makes every problem seem impor-
tan& if it is important enough to bother you, it LI
important enough for her to listen to. Parent; don' t
do that. They say things like, "What's so big about
that?," or they just nOd and say, 'Urn hmm," but
you know they are not listeeng to you.

Mrs. Brinkowski ha s a scrapbook of students
who have long since left the school. Some even have
kids of their own and she has those pictures too. You
can see her a t her desk lovingly turning the pages as
she reminisces about this one or that one.

Mrs. Briutowski Lv indeed a rare person. 1 'm
glad she works at our school. There would be fewer
teen drug and alcohol problems (f thi re were more
Mrs. Brinkosakis in the world.

The significance of this person is both implicit
and explicit in the essay. "Dr writer uses several
strategies for characterizatton, including visual
imagery ("bright orange mini dress, lime green
stockings"); contrast to other people ("she's not like
the other office staff"); and assertions about her
character ("warm, friendly, caring, a little crazy and
most of all understanding"). The essay is focused
and well organized and ends with a strong assertion
strut the subject.

The writer of the following essay has chosen to
describe her stepfather.

Terron

A very special person came into my ltfe when
my mother remarried. That person is my stepfather,
Terron. It's very rare for a man who marries a
woman with children to take an active interest in
those children, but that's my stoeather. He married
into a ready made family and accepted it totally as
his own. Most men would probably just tell the wife
her children are her responsibility. But not Terron.
He takes time out with me and my brothers and
treats us like we are his own Alds. He scolds us
when we need it, teaches us right from wrong and loves
us a ion

My stepfather is around 5'9" and weighs 220
pounds. He reminds me of John Henry. John Henry
was a strong, proud Black man and so is my stepfa-
ther. His skin is smooth, sleek and ebony just like
some African wood carvings I saw in a museum. He
has coal black, piercing eyes. Sometimes 1 think he
can see right through me, especially when 1 tell a
lie. His hair Lv cut in a short, black natural. He
pours cement for a living so you can imagine how
muscular he is.

My stepfather believes education is very impor-
tant. He makes sure we always do our homework
before we do anything else and helps us fwe don' t
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understand what we have to do. While he feels
school is important, he says not all education comes
from books, so he takes us places so we can learn
about the world by seeing other people and places.
He feels ifpeople would only get to know other
people and see how they live and think then we
wouldn' t have so much hate. He takes us places our
real father never even told us about He has shown
me a whole new workl. I have been to San Fran-
cisco to see the Golden Gate Bridge and cable cars
and hills that reach towards the sky. I have been to
Lake Tahoe and seen snow-covered mountains and
lakes glistening with the sun.

From what I have said so far, you might think
my stepfather never gets upset with us or punishes
us, but believe me, he does. Just last week, I got a
week' s telephone restriction because I was milking
on the telephone instead of watching his dinner. The
dinner burned to a crisp and he got mad. He lec-
tured me abow being responsible, gave me the
restriction and left the room. I was angry at him for
putting me on restriction for a whole week, but in
my heart I knew he did it because he wants me to be
the best person I can be. I guess I d be angry, too, ff
someone burned my dinner, especially when 2 was
hungry. later I went in to apologize and we were
friends again.

I look up to my stepfather and hope my husband
turns out to be Just like him.

Me writer of the previous essay uses strong
visual images ("His skin is smooth, sleek, and
ebony"; "coal black piercing eyes" ; and "lakes glis-
tening with the sun"). Other strategies the writer
uses are comparisons to other people ("He reminds
me of John Henry"); providing a history of the
relationship in describing how this person came into
her life and generalizing about the subject's charac-
ter ("proud Black man" who "teaches us right from
wrong '). 'Me tone is one of love and admiration.

Essays Written for the CAP Assessment

The three essays included in this section were
written under the tesdng conditions of the CAP
writing assessment (a first draft written in 45
minutes). The essays represent the upper, middle
and lower ranges of the thetorical effectiveness
score point scale. (The scoring guide appears et the
end of this section.)

High Achievement

My personal hero would be my father. Since as
far as I could remember he has been there for me.
Whenever I had trouble in school or with a friend,
he would sit down and talk to me about it. For
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example, during the third grade I started to decline
as a student My study habits became poor and I
even turned to a little crime. My father one night
came into my room sat down next to me with his
long, sad face and began telling me I had to im-
prove in my studies. I naturally said, "Why?" Then
he began to exPlainabOut his early education. He
told about hawhe wished he had studied harder in
school liecause now he isn' t able f a ,comprehend the
Wonnation I learn at school. This discussion we
had made me feel guilty for not studying-hard. I felt
it was my father's dream that I would be able to
achieve more than he had, but I let him down. The
next day at school I was attentive. I was hardwork-
ing, and I was the best student I hadever been. Now
my father is even more of an iniPiration. Even
though he had a poor education in'Taiwan, when he
come to America, he went to college arid got a
degree in science. He had :old me in the beginning
life was tough on him. He had a Job which paid little
and a dirty small apartment. After working for
several years in a meat company he saved up
enough money with my mother to buy a chicken
store called Pioneer Chicken. Again he worked hard
to earn enough money to buy a Burger King.
Earning much money, now he is able to buy and sell
land to earn profits. He is such aninspiration
because he started out as a pooKY educated boy to
become a wealthy ituelligent businessman. My
father Ls also a leader. He is president of two
associations and one of the most respected men in
the city of Alhambra. When my father and I go out
together for fishing or hunting he teaches me values
of life. He has might me to work hard to achieve my
goal in life. When I did something bad he wradd
punish me, of course, but he would make me feel so
guilty I never ever did the crime again. For en-
stance, once I forged his name on a check. When he
found ow, it was horrible! He smacked me in the
behind hard. Then he Just wouldn' t talk to me.
Everytime I walked by him he would just give me
that face. The face everyone fears. I learned my
lesson. I never went near checks again. In conclu-
sion, I wanted to say even if my father has been
tough on me, I understand why and I love him for it.
I feel he is and always will be my inspiring personal
hero.

The previous essay is an excellent example of
firsthand biography. The writer has responded to a
prompt about a personal hero. The essay presents a
focused, well-developed characterization of the
writer's father. The writer begins by exploring the
history of his relationship with his father. In the
process he pretents.incidents which illustrate his
father's influence. Each incident is framed in time.
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Within the incident the wriVer providesexamples to
support assertions about the father ("My father is
also a leader." "He is president of two associations
and one of the most mspectedmen in Alhambra");
uses visual iniagery and iianntive action Clatdown
next to me With his long, sad face" and"smacked
me in the behind"). The writer providei background
infonnation on the father (education end early
struggles) which fttlftr illuminate Me character.
Mk tone of the essay clearly conveys the respect
and admiration the writer has for bis father.

This next essay presents a focused and generally
toweling characterization ofan influential teacher.

Mid-range Achievement

I think the teacher who most influenced me was
my fourth grade teacher. Her name was Miss
Kennedy. She was a very good teacher, and also
very nice. She was also very tall with straight
blonde hair and liquid blue eyes. She always wore a
smile on her face and walked straight as a ruler.

She not only influencedme, but also influenced
the whole class. She wouldget everyone to speak
up, and gave everyone a chance. She would see the
good points in a person, and try to correct the bad
points. She was also strict, but in a kind of good
way. She would give you responsibility and expect
you to go through with it.

The way she treatedyou was also influential
because even though we werepretty small, she
would respectfor us. We were all treated
equally, and she had no favorites. She also taught us
how to respect one another as well as ourselves and
her.

She made us responsible people. She let us be
independent and make choices. I think she was the
one person who most influencedmy life and I really
learned to like her.

Throughout tin previous essay the writer
maintains a consistent attitude toward the subject.
The tone is one of respect and admiration.

In the essay the writer uses several strategies of
characterizstion. In the first paragraph, the writer
makes general assertions about the teacher's person-
ality traits and provides specific details of the
subject's physical attributes. Here we find some
very apt word choices ("liquid blue eyes" and
"walked straight as a ruler "). In succeeding para-
graphs the writer illustrates by citing examples to
support the assertion that this teacher was a positive
influence in the writer's life. Although examples
chosen help reveal the character, they Are general-
ized. The writer employs few of the narrative
strategies for developing incident.

11111111111

The writer of the following essay describes a
special personGrandmother--but uses few
strategies for developing the firsthandbiography.

Low Achievement

A very special person is ity grandmother in
Baltimore. She ix special not becausewhenaer I
visit her shetakes me any place I want to go, but
because thei niee, thoughtful andcaring. The best
thing about her is that she will laugh with you, play
gamea With you, and sintpithise with you. One time
she took me to the zoo not because I was good
behaved because she loves me. That is why she is
very special to me.

In the previous essay the student lists personal-
ity traitsnice, thoughtful, Caring, sympathetiq
hOwever, the writer does not listmany exaniples to
support this claim. Tim writer referis to:ski-incident
(uip to the zoo) but does no:* develets it:The signifi-
cance of the grandmother in the writer's life is only
minimally explored. This paper would receive a low
score.

Example of Firsthand Biography

Mr. Stanley
The girls in Mr. Stanley's eighth grade math

class wore eyeliner, white lipstick, Tweed cologne
and cinantmon-colored nylons. The boys were
mostly puny-looking mischief-makers with greasy
hair and defiant cowlicks. Mr. Stanley was a tall,
white-haired man whose uniform was a baggy blue
suit and a pair of sciffed-up loafers. His face looked
like a piece of red leather andwhen he smiled, his
crooked yellow teeth were an unpleasant shock. He
spoke with an Okla49ma drawl and his voice
bellowed like a howitzer. During nutrition break we
talked about how his fingernails were as long and
scabby as a witch's. You couldsee their shadows
when he wrote with a grease pencil on the overhead
projector. During passing time he' d always stand at
the door and as we hurried into the classroom we
were greeted with the smell of stale tobacco.

When the bell rang, Mr. Stanley would quietly
close the door as though itwere the lid of a casket
and he' d walk with long strides to the from of the
room. He d pick up a piece of chalk and begin
writing on the board Suddenly, hed whip aroUnd
with chalk in hand, a mathematical maestro show-
ing like an auctioneer with his arm waving to the
beat of his voice, "THREE square it add one divide
by IWO, divide by twoANSWER?" At the word
"ANSWER" he' d point at someone and fr it was

you, you' d feel like you just got poked in the chest. If

Firsthand Biography X-9



you knew the right answer it still might hide at the
back ofyour throat for a moment until you had the
guts to force it out"Bvo and a half?"

'THAT 'S RIGHTr' he' d shout.
The tone of the class war set immediately. You

didn't talk to your neighbor like Henry Narvaez did
one day when Mr. Stanley was explainint ,hat x
was because :ou did he would throw down his
chalk like he did that day. "Sonl Go up here and
teach the class!" There was a parffied silence and
Henry didn' t budge; he couldn' t. "Son, get up right
NOW and teach this class!" Mr. Stanley held out his
shaking arma piece of chalk attaaed. Henry got
out of his chair and everyone sawhis red ears. He
walked like you might to the edge of a cliff then
stopped and said "I Can' t, Mr. Stanley" in a voice

that was ready to cry.
"Of course you can' t!" retorted Mr. Stanley.

"Don' t you think I know that? Am I up here talking

to mysette
There was no answer.
"AM I?"
"No sir, you' re not," said Henry.
"No sir I'm not! r m here to teach you but you

already know everything! Well let me tell you some-
thing. Right now r m in very low gear. r m SWEET
compared to what I am when I' m in high gear. IS

THAT CLEAR?"
Henry nodded.
At first we were scared to death of Mr. Stanley

but eventually we realized that he was Just using his
intimidation system and he only used it tf you dicta' t

pay attention or Yyou cheated on a test. When he
left the room during an exwn we' d wait until it
!mall), felt safe enough to share a few answers, and
then Mr. Stanley's head would poke in through the
window from the playground and that's how he
caught Bobby Neil and Mark Corienwcheating.
Another time he made Sally Bradley leave her seat
during the test so that when the girl in front of her
fitrtively turned wound to get another answer, she
found herseY about six inches fromMr. Stanley' s
corrodedface. "Hi there," he said in a mock-
friendly tone as he daintily moved hisfingers.

Mr. Stanley had two additional systems to keep

us in line and one ofthem was a game called RED
DOT. The bell would ring and Mr. Stanley would
close the door as usual but instead ofwriting on the

board he' d pull a little black notebook out of his pocket.

Then he'd get a sadistic expression on hisface, smile
crookedly and say "Le t's play...RED DOT!" Immediately

papers would shuffle and in a matter of seconds our
homework assignments would be on the top right-hand

corner of our desks. Mr. Stanley would stalk the aisles
and Vyou didn't have your homework he carefully
entered a red dot in his little book by your name. A red

X-10 Writing Guido

dot was worse than an F and nobody wanted one. OM
time I put out my French homework and Isaid a prayer
and I was lucky he didn't catch me.

He also had a map-the-finger system that was a
killer when he wanted your attention. He snapped
his fingers more loudly than anyone live ever heard.
They echoed. Anyway, one snap of thefingers and
you shut right up. If he snapped than twice, it was
your second warning. He had a computer-like
memory and for each of his students he knew jf it
was the first, second or third offense. There were
never more than three offensesfor the whole year
because Y he snapped his fingers three times his
thumb would automatical0 pop out aflag pointing
in the direction of the door and that was the last
time you' d be in his class.

For a dictator, Mr. Stanley was pretty neat. Ho
always told us that there are no stupid questions,
only stupid people who don' t ask questions. He
didn' t mind explaining something more than once
and when we ftnatily understood, his eyes would
twinkle and his face would light up. I guess that' s
why it realty wasn' t so surprising that when he died
of a heart attack, more than half the school showed
up at his funeral. It was also no mystery that my
grades went down the following year inMrs.
Cate algebra class. She catered to the bright stu-
dents. And in tenth grade geometry Mrs. Kaluchek
was in such a coma haythe time that she never even
noticed that four of the class cheated their way
through the year. Mr. Stanley was truly an artist
when It came to reaching the elms and those of us
who had him as a teacher won' t everforget.2

Readings in Firsthand Biography

The works here are intended to provide the
teacher and students with a variety of models for
firsthand biography. Particular editions are noted
when pages are cited

BioliraPhy
Gunther, John. Death Be Not Proud. New York:

Modem Library, Inc., 1953.

Autobiography

Almost all autobiographies have elements of a
firsthand biography. In a page, a long passage, or a
chapter, the author may write about a significant
person in his or her life. Usually, these passages
contain the essential elements of a firsthandbiogra-
phy and can be extracted to serve as models.

2Danielle Alexich, "Mr. Stanley." Used with permission.
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Angelo'', Maya. / Know Why The Caged Bird Sings.
New York: Random House, Inc., 1970. (Chap-
ters 15, 16, ald others)

*Hamilton, Virginia. Junius Over Far. New York:
Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 1985.

Fmk, Arm Anne Frank: The Diary of a Young
Girl, New York: Doubleday and Co.; Inc., 1967.

*Keller, Helen. The Story o f My lee.New York:
Doubleday and Co., Inc., 1934. (Chapter 4 on
Anne Sullivan)

Walker, Alice. In Search o f Our Mother's Gardens:
Wontanist Prose. San Diego, Calif.: Harcourt,
Brace, Jovanovich, Inc., 19R3.

Wright, Richanl. Black Boy.New York: Harper
Row Publishers, Inc., n. d.

Felon
Some fiction, written in first person point of

view, contains elements of firsthand biographical
sketch. Sections frequently portray characters who
are important to the narrator and the plot. VVIten
these portrayals contain descriptions, narration of
incidents, and indications of the narrator's attitude

*Listed in Recomnwaded Readings in Literature: Kinder-
gartenThrough Grade Eight (Annotated Edition). Sacra-
mento: California State Department of Education, 1988.

toward the characterahey rally serve as models for a
firsthand blograPhiCal iketa. Staidents may also be
cnccgedt St*IesaMples from their own reading
of **1ar:1430g ii4itliction.
Leejlitiperjo"KiU A Mockingbird. New York:

Fawcettpoci*Library,,1960, pp. 2025.-
Adkituies of Huckleberry Finn. New

York: NAL, 1971.

Essays

Orwell, George. "Such, Such Wcri, the Joys"
Thurber, James. "Doc Marlowe"

Poetry

As suggested in the literature-based writing
assignment iri the classroom writing assignments,
poems inay well Serve as models for &firsthand
biography: Such pc= as ...my Grandnuither
Would Rock Quietly and Hum," by Leonard
Adarne, may serve as stimuli for both essays and
original student poems.

1:.
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Score Nat 4Admpiate dalieventeat
Writer may nse

festrOOreilei:Of -040:4*-04.4T, algeer*ense of
Personi00-04*****!***Picking
*Pali 4**AP* 00.010#10eina *vie.

incidentrorttedirringAtiiviries:t* writer of
a four-04 easalbf0a,eitbert0-***0 ono
aPeoeifie *id* 906 144-0elleaOtrecigring
activi* la POlx4 0.0.0aractO:Whe4 ttie writer
narritekialneldent, itisless Cleady foCiited and
less relevanttO ihechatictelitation.'Ineidents may
be too long, seemingly Presented for their own sake.

Pattern. Themdter of the four-point essay is net
in complete coital of the pattern. Some descdptive
detailsornarndlncdentnsyadlówthe
duracterizatirnis ar may inexplicably detractfrom
other assestions about the character. The writer
quidey corrects this disruptito by moving on to
elements that coherently fit the overall pattern of the
essay.

Significance. Although the statement of signifi-
cance may seem tacked on rather than naturally
developing fa= the essay, readers can readily
understand the sigaificance of the subject to the
writer.

Score Point 3--Minhnal Acigavement

Characterization. The writer of a three-point
essay will name the subject of the biography but
may present that subject more as a generalized type
of person than as a specific individual. Although the
reader still gets some sense of who the subject is,
the focus of a three-point essay is less on a clear
personality and mom on the topic idea of the
prompt, a generalized type of personality, or on the
writer himself. Some duee-point essays may ;wen
seem more autobiographical thadbiographical.

Incidents or Recurring Activities. The writr
may depend on recurring activities, presenting the
subject in a quite unfocused colketice of detail.

If the writer narrates an incident the narration
may ramblz or digress, lacking a point or not
revealing much, if anything, about the subject

Pattern. The pattern of a three-paint essay may
lue either not clearly apparent or too simple to
contribute to a meaningful biographical sketch.
When patterns 2TC not dear, the writer of the essay
may have done one of tht following:

Focused on the tog; idea and presented a
rambling lig of generalized details

Focused on the topic idea and presented
several people who illustrate that idea

Rarabiedin
finally tOL._

Wheiiaite011444atearlikibe**Onay
Pleseb060P4,11010.1"-,;:.

4teigikiliitiatitit**. 04*-010'
-41***104 .s-bi*:00# 4000t8) with

AO Meet
tbe:

cos of
of

11!**0:ii.8147S

Atka* Of Scattered &tails that.don't
elatirri'itat ofonthesubctis

acial tO be
very clarified thet*S01121 Signifierinee" Cif the
subject The Significance is ordY briefly identified or
vaguely referred to.

Score Point 2Inadequate Achievement

Characterization. The write,' of a two-point
essay may make unsapposted claims or generaliza-
tions about the subject or may present random
details,iacking any clear point The esSaY may be
focused more on the writer or on Several people than
on one subject

Incidents or Recurring Activities. The writs r
may offer an i. 'tat or mention recurring activities
that add little to we identifial characterizadon of the
subject. Sometimes the reader may be able to infer
some possible relevance.

Pattern. Readers will find it difficult to deter-
mine any meaningful pattern. Them may be a center
of focus, however. Frequently, two-point essays will
contain information that-does not seem to be a part
of a significant pattern. The essays may seem
rambling and confusing.

Significance. Refertrice to the significance is
mre and then only in a formulaic responseto the
prompt. When Present, statements of significance
seem to have little to do with the rest of the essay.

Score Point 1No Evidence of Achievement

Characterization. Readers get little meaningful
information about the object Instead, the subject
seems to be little more than a name with some kind
of superficial rdationships to the writer. Sometimes,
no single subject is ever identified.

Incidents or Recurring Activities. The writar
usually relies on recurring activities that are men-
tioned briefly. They add very little to the characteri-
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Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Observational Writing

In observational writing, writers focus on what
they have seen. They re-create or represses remem-
bered experiences. The writer's stance in observa-
tional writing is that of observer rather than partici-
pant. In observational writing students may write
about what they have learned about a school or
community, setivity after one or more observations.
They may profile a community figure (after inter-
viewing their MII*1_1-6 and the people who work
with them); they may write up their conclusions,
speculations, or reflections based on extended
ohservatiens of an animal or plant; or they may take
a close look at a particular place that has special
imports= to them.

The form in which observational writing is
presented depends on the writer's intent. Essays,
poems, logs, jeurnal entries, or letters may be
epproptiate for writers to use in recording the results
of their perceptions.

Observational writing is directly related to other
types of writing in the CAP writing assessment. As
writers refine various observational writing strate-
gies, they learn, for example, how to present people
most effectively in a firsthand biography; establish
the situation and characters in a story; and present
the problem in a problem solution.

Although observational wilting is based on
personal experience, it is different from an autobio-
graphical incident and a firsthand biography in that
it is more distal,: and impersonal, less expressive,
and more presentational. Like the writer of a first-
hand biography, the writer of observational writing
may frAlls on a person; but the presentation of the
person, whether well-knovm or not, will be more
objective, requiring the writer to adopt the scien-
tist's objective eye. Writers may implicitly or
explicitly evaluate a person, place, or extivity
through the selection of detail; the focus, however,
remains on presenting the subject, not on arguing
for its value (which is a characteristic of evaluation).
Observational writin can be considered, then, as a
bridge from autobiography to evaluation and other
forms of expesitice.

Unlike the writer of a reran of information,
whose purpose is straightforward transmission of
information, the writer of an observational essay
presents a subject in a way that helps readers see the

subject as the writer saw it The focus of observa-
tional writing is on the singulatity of the writer's
pareption. The writer's only sources for observa-
tional writing are what he himself has observed
(whereas in report of information the writer may use
secondary sources).

In observational wilting writers may draw on
memory or notes taken on the spot Journalists on
assignmert to write a profile or spats stoiy, social
scientists engaged in field wott, naturalists studying
animals or insects, and students developing profiles
of people or pleas take careful notes and rely on
those notes when they write.their observ *a.lons. In a
test situation, however, students must write from
memory. All of the CAP writing assessment
pranpts require students to mall an observed
subject without the benefit of notes. As you will see
from the student essays included in this writing

students can do well 'in recalling obseivations
from memory if they hati opportunities to observe,
take notes, write, and revise in the classroom.

Writing Team

Charles Cooper, Consultant
University of California, San Diego

Martha Dudley
Roosevelt Junior High School

Selma, California

Alice Kawcan
University of California, Berkeley

Iry Peckham
University of California, San Diego

Naw Preston
Casimir Middle School

Torrance, California

Fran Claggett, Editor =d Consultant
Forestville, Califomii.
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Although the tame "obiervational writing" may
be new_to many tenehersaiqs tfaniTar,tYpe of
wrilingManY 6440PS*4,0413.R.00PAPire
student:IV study iiectiOi itt**4W-p1404'90,1tcts.
and actiVidei as a baslifor*iitint. gita.Macrorle,
James MoffetL Eiji-ON:Y.14000i attel many others
have popultuited each' aisignnients.

Importance of Observational Writing

br observational wridng writers MOW from the
center of what they am recoMning to the *Om
and became observers ate scene al' situ:idea. In
recounting whattheyhave obsereed, wrikns aelect
signifimt 'details frail a snyriad of impressions and
ortanhe them so that reaqeto can seewirat the
writera have alarmed ittlYing onthe perspective of
the observer, writers may refleet on Zetir observe-
tions-,-specidating; evaluating, and interpreting.
These kinds of mike/tow make ca-aenrational
wridngsubjective (even though enesented objec-
tively) in contrast to the complete objectivity of dm
repon of information.

Enhanced perception developed in observational
writing may be used in various disciplines. In
science, :lee example, keen observadonal habits aad
accurate notations of obseivations are essential. In
social studies students are frequemly asked to
observe groups of people and draw conclusions
from what they have seen. Observation and writing
based on observation are essential in many aca-
demic specialties and careers. As students team to
use their own experiences and observations as
resources, they will find their writing in all subject
areas improved.

Because students' ability to write a particular
type of writing is integral to their beintable to read
the same type of wridng for pleasure and under-
standing, students should be given many opportuai-
ties to wad examples of observational writing. Our
literature is rich with poems, essays, stories, and
novels that depend on a writer's ability to convey
that singularity of perception Mat allows the reader
co see what tht writer has seen.

Characteristics of Observational Writing

Successful observational writing recreates a
perceptual experience for the mader. It presents the
eiriter's vision of a specific person, place, object,
animal, or activity. ft succeeds on the basis of its
presentational strategies. The characteristics of
observational writing, as found by the analyeis of
many samples of both snuient and professional
writing, include assuming an observational stance,
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Exemplary Student Essays

The following exemplary student essay was
written in response to the following assignment

Memoir of Nature

Give an account e some action you witnessed
in which people played litt;e or no part, such as
some animal behavior or weather that patticularly
impressed you. Be sure to give your own thoughts
and feelings about the observation.

You may include this account in a collection of
your memoirs to add diversity to them, or you may
make it part of a collection or natum memoirs.

The Butterfly'

Out of my window I could see the mist rising
from the wet ground. Finally after a while th4 sun
was shining briglu, and the mist was gone. I had to
mow the lawn. After I had finished I went to lie
down out on the soft green grass with an ice-cold
lemonade. After awhile I took a sO, and on the
sweating glass was a blark and white caterpillar. I
screamea ...nd dropped my glass and shook my hand

11.ucia Rambusth, "The Butterfly," in Active Voices 11: A
Writer's Reader. Complied by UMW Moffett and Phyllis
Tahiti:. Portsmouth, N.H.: Boynton/Cook Publishes, Inc., 1987,
p. 73. Und with permission.
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as ffl had fttet towhed a palsonous snake that had
eihPbst bi4e4 f was about reddYP? ;get:04n I

ltiee#fed its .14 *1441400-001,0f6ia
rali4ite7(041.640-atitlfli#1lyPfeked-4:0-414
then nOdeidtheittheglass hadttareiy ntissed him by
a kali! After itioklitgat itforawhile I thought it

ananie sweeter and AWE:ter.
When I went loathe house I put 4 on the

counterethinkinn itwoultb(tgo away whits 1 went
to the oder *Vito get afeffee On to put it in.
When I returned; it WO. hanging:0We down Ind -
the counter spitting on 1thelf; I put the can back,
realirdng that the caterpillar ivas making its *ga-
lls from which it would emerge a butterfly.

I watched it all day. After a couple of hoprs the
green threads started to look like a cluysatis.
fascinating! I got a headache watching it go np and
down, up and down, never oting tired Soon it was
dinner time, and so I set the table nert to the new
hafffinished chrysalis. Throughout dinner I watched
it, always moving, never getting tired. After anner I
watched again but it was time to go to bed.

The next morning I woke up and went dawn to
the Idtchen. I had forgotten all about the chrysalis
and ran my hand guider the counter. I hit it softly
and then remembered I quickly knelt down to check
on the damage I had done. I hadn' t done much, but
ikat didn' t matter ;taw that I MIS watching id It was
a brilliant electric spring green. I watched it day
after day, and day corter day it got darker and darker
and Vs° seemed to get a little as i7it were
clinging to the caterpillar. Soon the chrysalis turned
a brownish black and I could se the veins of the
aims formed wings. Soon the chrysalis waa shriv-
eling up.

One morning I went downstairs and checked up
on my chrysalis, and there was the bunerfly halfway
out of its chrysalis, all slimy from its protective
coating of spit. I wasn't quite sure wham do
because f I touched it after it came out of its
chrysalis I might hurt it, and fig touched it now I
might hurt it tool I decided to Ytke it out nowt I
slowly and very carefidly took it off of the sheY
where it was hanging and laid it outside on the
bench. Slowly it emergedfrom the chrysars. Though
it was sdll wet Its colors were brilliant, orange,
yellow and black. It was a monarch. The butterfly
was lucky I had put it in the sun; because of this it
dried a lot faster. Soon it went for its first flight. It
flapped its wings but couldn't get off because it was
still wet. Then finally it got off the ground for a
couple of seconds. Then it tried again and it was off,
so light that the wind carried it away.

I thought about it every day, and when I did
think of my butter*, I thought about how much it

had eantribwed to my life, watching one body turn
into another.
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The Outsider

One late afternoon, when I was visitingro
graP4nother, my Ph211,,graildrica, 041,PrOdifq Ond
were 60 Gifr **IY out to 4,1410P-100 ***Oa
old %Mon waWflg dO,Wkil.se Oreekgie100-4 like
a sweet old lady atidpa.410.116tiverVer; rity
grandma hada efferent story teg US.

[The ocankp estiOs_hed; the sibjeet introduced]
Grandma saidthat oneday Bill was

walking and happened to come upon her. Since he is
a very friendly sort of man,Argreetediser with a
"Hello ma' and" Thaesweet old ladf practically
be his head off. My grandma also told us that she
didn't use very sweet language.

Since then I have seen this woman almost every
day that I have gone to town:,She always had her
shoyping cart from the supermarket. Always alone.
Pulling her cart down the mainstreet, upand down
in front of stores. Expression, it seems, on her is
nothing more than blank stare. Her clothing is very
well aged A scarf around her head, a trench coat,
and old-lady shoes make up her wardrobe. The
scarf has lost Ur color and the trenehcoat is
wrinkled and dirty.

[The focus of the writing shifts to the old lady,
who is descaed succiactly--her cart, her expression,
her wardrobe. The writer depends on her own obser-
vations.]

I guess she wants to be left alone and she lets it
be known. I once thought of talking to her, but had
second thoughts. She has a right to live the way that
she likes.

[The writer ponders this outsider and tries to
understand her.]

She blocks everyone ow. I have never seen her
with another person. It seems, to me, that she' s the
type of person who it takes a key to unlock I think of
her as strong because all in all she won' t let any-
thing get her down. That is most definitely one tough
lady.

[More reflection, puzzlement; a final assessment
based on her lbservations]
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One Student's Writing Process

Students' wtiting and thinking improve mark-
edly when they experience writing as a process. The
improvement in writing is exemplified in the
student's wolfs which-MI6-44s

Part one of writing *bout an outsider was
presented to the class orally:

All of us feel Ike outsiders at times, and we
have all observed others who appear to be
outskiers. People might feel like outsiders
because they are different in the way they look,
act, or dress. Or they might seem like outsiders
because they are newcomers or treed to live in
some unusual way. Being an outsider might
bother the person, or it might not.

Prewriting

The class, led by the teacher, discussed the idea
or outsiders and speculated about the ways people
identify themselves and others as outsiders. They
talked about how people become outsiders and
discussed outsiders they had observed. Finally,
students clustered the word "outside?' (See section
IX, "Witting Guide for Autobiographical Incident,"
for an example of a student's cluster).

After students had talked about their clusters
and shared experiences, the teacher presented part
two of the assignment

Write about someone you have seen or
known who seemed to be an outsider. Your
main purpose is to present this panicular
outsider to your readers, describing him or her
in some detail and explaining why the person
seemed like an outsickr. Was it because of the
way the person looked or acted. !stssuse the
person was a newcomer, or because of some
other reason?

Draft

The Outsider

One little old lady can be a very big outcast. I
was visiting my grandma in a sntall town owside of
Modesto, Callf, called Ceres. Wrsi.4 we visit my
grandma we go clot of places, so the car is always
in use. My mom, grandma, two brothers, and I were
on our way out to dinner when we sighted an old
woman walking down the street. She locked like a
sweet old lady and I said so. Well now, my grandma
had a different stmy to tell us. She told us that one
day my wick Bill was walking and happened to
come upon her. He is very friendly sort of man and
greeted her with a "Hello maml" That old lady

XI-4 Writing Guido

practically bit his head off. My grantbna told us that
she didn't use very sweet language.Since then my
grandma has heard efts few more occurrences
dealing *1th thed-olftla4; 4e*eivelqnsore plfieee,
I saw her ituire.aqt'nWre;Sheis,wry:fif*iy
lookinrandln-itiyopinlonnOt o OulgOing, Orin Aid
case ;little to otitgOing.:ItueSS:iti away its better
that ibe#00*(sy. eke*gii4-0 be 14ft alone and
she lets II beknOWtkl .onee thoight Oita:king to her,
but I hada few second thoughts. She #472 a right to
live the way that she likis.les kind offunny when
you think about it little old lady yelling at a middle
aged man. I guess I kindof think of her as strong (in
more than one way), because all in all she waft let
anything get her down. That is most definitely one
tough:lady.

Several days after the class wrote rough drafts,
the students read their papers aloud in response
groups. The groups then used the following re-
sponse guide, and each student wrote unstructured,
short (half-page or so) responses to two other
students' work. Writers then wrote about their own
work as a way of planning their revisions.

Response Guide

In your response please consider the following
points and write about those that seem important to
you. Add anything else you want to say to tile
writer.

What person or event did the writer choose
to write about?

If there is a place in the writing where you
would like more infonnation, tell where.

Was there any part that was ccefusing?
Explain.

What specific and unusual words did the
writer use?

Is there a place where the writer might use
dialogue?

Look for the sentence or sentences where
the writer shows his or her reaction or

ys his or her feelings about the event or
peal*.
What did the writer learn from the observa-
tion?

What parts give you the writer's perceptions
so that you can see what he or she has seen?
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'nye, .nts' responses to the first draft follow.
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the:old Woman' s rights.

FaXIWat*Abiqtal
no writer Wrote about an elderly woman. The

sating Is; gooOut there coukthayebeen more
deseriptip*.lfOtAingwarcOrtfusing:ltwarguite
under:4*(04:174 wilier ;Owed, *feelings
whentkeihnOUght OfthAlady s being quiettough.
She wonted thipeak to the woman, but hid second
thoughts. I thought her observations about the
woman were very real. Her story was quite unfor-
gettable.

The writer's own analysis of her draft follows.

In my story, I wrote about an old woman who
keeps to herself. I think more Womlation is steeded
in quite a number o f places. I suppose in some
places my story does get corfusing, though I can' t
say that, becauSe I know what !Mean! !suppose
that I could use a few moreintereiting words in
some places! Some dialogue was used, but more
might be needed. I learned something from my
observationa need to look more careful0 and
remember what I have seen. I could have used more
description.

In the tevision this student was able to eliminate
irrelevant detail, add detail, paragraph more coher-
ently, and focus her teller:dons about her subject.
For the student's final revision, see the exemplary
essay in the /*aims section.

Responim and Revision

Student response guides are helpful in diluting
studenttto important chtufacteristics as they read
cae, 11!Pci.,dXF.'. fni*CrvatiOnalikrid4layu#0, such

!alike vainable tugger:dons to
*see *ltviork itorliMproVe their

*ay heori4with
utcaaman

May *rite out
gUides may vary

frees Simple eheckliits to camplete content analysts.
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1.04 po of -*Oft-0,kthe
sane- pornt of view throughout the paper or
doei it Shitt?

ev easily. ,If you
.

could not; dm* the ihereiolihad
troOle.
How &es the mriter feel about the Subject?
Try id write one sentenc OW' the writer
your idesS about

Rorivdityniidedide
altNiqitinub
examples
that give you informatioti ibrititi the *iriter's
feeling.
Fromlooking at the subject of thia observa-
tion through thewriter"seYes, what sur-
prises, ff a:040y* havapiek out any
seed* *Make thisyniter's point of
view. speCial*Miliatal. If you could not
find any, helpthe*riter See hew his or bet
observationsakreilly Unique.

Context of Observation:

What,Wis **Oct kr !Os whet '8
obser*aticilit Pick out those ossifies that
shoW the location for the Obscrvatksr. Ten
the wrlierwhether you need morn infonna-
don abdut the-

When did nib observation take place? If it
is important,look for the season or time of
day. Let the writer know whether the time is
clear.

"
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rel h
fill to

tad** Oa)
Look fix shine bet*en dose* and distant
views.. If theiVriter has inchidadOtityone
view; see whetier you cbuld suggest places
for others.

If the writer has used dialogue, tell whether
it was helpful in presenting the scene or
activity to you. If it 'could beised more
effectively, sho* the writer how.

What other strategies has this writer used to
recreate the experience? Let the writer know
how successful the writing is and where it
mien be changed to help you as the mader
to see it more clearly.

Classroom Writing Assignments

Observational writing assignments requite
students to look amund the srimol or go out into a
natural envitonment or the community. Conse-
quently, students learn to observe, take notes, and
write free ti,..egleills that will be of use to them
in many areas of their lives. Appropriate cAl'assmom
assignments range from brief observational exer-
cises to extended profile assignments. [Examples of
exercises are included in Okerving andWriting by
George Hillock (National Council of Teachers of
English, 1975).] In Active Voices: A Writing Pro-
gram Across the Curriculum (Boynton/Cook Pub-
lishers, 1981) and Active Voices 11 : A Writer 's
Reader (Boynton/Cook Publishers, 1987), James
Moffett and Phyllis Tashlik outline a rauge of essay
and pmfile assignments along with emnples of
student writing. James Moffett and Phyllis Tashlik
call the assignments "compoted observadon,"
"eye*itness memoir's (human and nature subjects),
and "reporter-at-large."

Observational writing assignments help students
become More perceptive as well as to focus their
attendee, record their observations, and draw
inferences or oancluslons fnina their records.
Assignments that involve sensory descriptions lead
direcdytapbservadonil writing: Although the tenn
obseiwitimial Ithpllà the sefise of sight, observa-
tional writing should b $ thought of as embracing all
of the senses; hence, at assignment involving the

Xi-6 'Mtn Guide
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Let thenilOokalthe Picture while you read the
poem aloud.

Calfornia Quail
(CallOepla californica)

Between Yumbel and Cuatro Trigos
I saw a shadow, a shape, a bird
slipping away with its beauty,
a fntit, a featheredflower,
a bird of pure pear,
a circumstance of the air,
a sandy smoky egg:
1 approachedcalled out, its eyes
shonewith the hostile rectitude
of two flaming lances
and above its pride it wore
two phones like two banner::
I had no sooner seen
that visitm :ikon it vanished
and 1 nw ki? with the dusk,
with the smoke, the haze, and the night,
with the solitude of the road?
Pablo Neruda

After students have heard the poem, have them
read it for themselves, perhaps in pairs, an- indicate
examples of realistic oixervations ("its eyes shone,"
"two plumes") and iniaginative comparisons ("a
bird of pure pm," "two filming lances," "two
banwrs"). will soon seethat most of the poem
is composed of comparisons or metaphors, and for a
person who has seen a Cslifornia quail, the compari-
sons communicate the sense of the bini

hi preparation for the observational writing
exercise, ask students to select and observe some

2Pablo Nana, Art of Birds. Translated by Jack Schmitt.
Ausdm Univenity of Texas Pm 1985. Used with permission.
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Someone at Work

Visit someone at wott, 9DMe011e doing a job
that interests you. The person could be a. mechanic,
nutse,haptchessimliwyeriaaxi deroniniater or
rabbt phintidst, Chef, contpotes **oilmen or
airline pilot (*Serve thia pen* st Wolk and
interview hhisor her. Yon might need mow than one
visit antlinterview. You ndert also Want to inter-
view **the person wOrki with. Plan your
interviewt c*fidlYiwtiting out some questions in
advance, Pabaps with a partner. You might even
plan your interviews as teams.

Front your obseryation and interview notes,
write an essay about this 'Arson at wotk. Desaibe
the person and the wcsk place. Help your readers
see what you tuxierstand and appreciate about this
person's work.

An Expert

Choose a reladve, friend, or classmate who is an
expert at somethingplaying a spots, cooking,
writing, galtiening, Mailing things: 0Perating a
business, and so forth. Interview this person to leam
more ab ut his or her expenise. Find out how this
person bme ea expert and how it feels to be an
expert. You will want to write some questions
before your interview, and you maywant to do a
follow-up interview in order to understand and
describe what this person does well enough to write
about it..

From your notes, pick out the things that interest
ycr. Itcl write an atticle for the "Experts" column in
your snhool newspaper. TeE your readersother
students at your schoolwhat interested yon about
your subject's ex; atiseand how 11 or she became
an expett. help than to understand and appreelate
what your subject does and to think about what it
means to be an expert.

An Important Person in My Community

Who are the most respected, admhed, and
inBnential adults at your school and in your commu-

!MO

An linportint Family Event

00900 tin p- ,41:04.4, or
un-Cle
b2letiicW is to discover
or JthIflW

.
details Odic et:etitW

Writaihotit*e* -who
will also be writhr about lnrnortt fmnhly events to
share With you. Help ÜjàdCuI awhSthap.
paned and whY this event Ifs irnPiitint in your

CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessmeni Provain are crgáñiao two sec-
tions: they/rionesituatiO6
inrltlngsitñiiicnSsu
the special Writing *ado* áqtó
writing. StudentSa4r giYen 4nicgralnd
topic and are rtpspóciflcissi
that foilows. In the directtoris-for writing ireetion,
students are given inainations regarding the-assign-
ment's intent, tepid, and audience, is well ai any
dfiections to keep in mind when tesponding to the
ptompt

A Place lltat Impressed Me

Writing Situation: Your English class has been
discussing how some 'altos manage to make you
see specific places in ways they saw them when
they wrote about tht:m. Thesewriters write so
descliptively that they make yOu feel as if you were
seeing that place through their eyes. Your English
teacher has asked Yoil to giactice this kind of
writing by recreating for your classmates a specific
place yon like to visit.

Directions for Writing: Think of a place that
youllketovisltandwouldllketotharewithyoir
classmates. Write &beet thifplace so that your*
classmates will feel as if they were seeing it through

'A=
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your eyes. Inas& e kinds of details that wili help
your chisarnatc:s iina0ethilPhri,/a and that will
show them why *Uke to'Visit

A Character in Ttiawn

Writing Situation: Ynur OSA has been
discassingthe *eys'i#*hiCh ii*Wdtera minago
to describe peJe Tthat readfóé1_ .afs, U Y
were Seeing the people thñigh the Wilter*Yes.
Your wither hisaiked you to peactice lla% kind of
writing bYtr=citat: in: ifor elliaMites a
oharso!or-llat.Y.00 OOP_ often OP.Uer*Od 0 Your tow-
You *not fnilla with this cheraclik; hut you
have seen hini 0 her Win enoUgt tio 'recall specific
details abdut the eharaeter.

DirectionsforWriting: 'Write an essay in which
you re-create for the other members of your class a
person whom pa have Oftenobeerved inyour town.
Include the klnth of details that will help your
readers imagine this Character as if they were seeing
him r;.-. 41rough your eyes. You mieit include
spedfic plisical details, descriptions a Aabitual
actions, or desmiptions of the way the character
walks or dresses. You might want to show this
character in a specific place end doing things that
you have often observed him or her doing. Your
traders should also know your attitude toward the
character by the way you write about him or her.

Witnessing an Argument

Writing Situation: Arguments or disagreements
between people often create lasting hard feelings.
You have probably seen two of your friends argue
while you were with them. Sometimes we can
simPly wadi disagreements without becoming
involved ourselves.

Directions for Writing: Tell about a time when
you witnessed an argument or disagreement be-
tween two people. Let the reader know what hap-
pened. Describe the people involved and how each
person acted during the disagreement

The Group

Writing Situation: Every school has different
gtoups of students. These students come togettra
because of some common interestspons, music,
or school activities. Think of a group of friends
about your age. This group should be people you
know fairly well but a group you are not part of.

Directions for Writing: Write about thit group.
If the group has a name, give the name and the
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How Was the Wedding?

"How was the wedding?" asked my little niece
Ellen,.

How do you eyplain a Greckwedding to a
three-year-oidtHow daYonexplairia Greek
wedding to anyone? Greeks, after all; are not like
other people. They are a specieSby themselves.

Imagine, for instance; the hOtkitehen in the
house in Ask& the daYbefori thE ividding.-Five
hasky wonten are standingarotirid,gossiping,
chainsmokhigand arguingoVer What to serve eighty
guests the nay day. Meamvhilei visitors arriVeat
the house to bring wedding presents tOthe' bride.
But the bride is hid here. She weitt.to pick itp her
dress at the dressmaker. It still needs some adjust-
ment and a big bow of lace to'be SEW?: on in the
back. And where Lk the bride's mother? She has
gone to the flower shop to order huge baskets of
pink ram for the church. Someone better give some
cool drinks to those visitors!

And where is Aunt Entmanuella? She Just
remembered that she forgot to pick up her wedding
dress at the dry ckaners and it is Saturday and the
cleaners are closed! Isn' t anybody going to clean
up the house? It' s a frightful mess, and tomorrow Ls
the wtdding.

Does anybody know if the groom' s parents from
Chicago have arrived? They'll probably drop in
anytime now. Oh, god! If they saw this mess, would
they really want their son mairying into this strange
Greek family, and she wedding taking place in
Athens instead of in Chicago?

The pandemonluin lasts way into the night.
Furniture Ls moved about. I am delegated to clean
up the bathrooms. That sounds easy. It isn' t. Stan-
dards of cleanliness are not the same all over the
world.

On the big day, everything somehow seems to
fall into place. The house Is spotless; the food is

11 8
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cooked; and the best tablecloth, silver, crystal, and
chinaware gracethe table.The bar is proper0 set
up, bemuse the bride wants to Serve Cocktails to her
guests in the American manner. She has all the
proper supplies. The groom asks, "Where Ls the
ice?"

*Ice? What ice?" There is no ice. 7he refrig-
erator has braten down hours ago under the load of
foods it is sniffed with.

I on one of the helplas bystanders who is
delegated si9 procure ice. We are going to ftve
different restaurants and ten different hotels to
gather two bags of ice cubes. They melt in the Greek
heat. So let s hurry! We have to be in church in an
hour!

The bride looks stunning. The groom perspires.
He is nervous. Maybe he thinks, "What am I doing
here?"

I guess all this wouldn' t interest Elleni. She
would want to know who the flower girl was, and
what she wore, and why do Norge throw flower
petals at the bride and groom. She would want to
know whether everybody got augar-coated abnonds
and what did they do with the baskets of pink roses.

d have to make it sound like a fairytale. I too wish
it would have been a fairytale!

Rania Cabs
The wilter of the next essay reverses tic usual

order and opens with his reaction to the sight of a
destioyed locker. He conjectures about the reasons
for the defacement and speralates about the perpe-
trators. Then he focuses on sight and smell, pulls
back from a close-up view to include the observed
reaction of others, and concludes with no solutions
to this unsolved "crime."

A Surprising Incident

"I' m glad it s not me," is exactly what I thought
vs hen a locker next to my own was swarming with
ants. I did no: know whose locker it war, but I
figured that this person was not liked very well. I
did, however, know who did it: a group of rockers
who were always vandalizing something or other on
the school campus. They must have done it earlier
that morning before anyone, especially the teachers,
arrived at schoe: because all the Junk that was
smashed onto the locker was still dripping to the
ground when I arrived, which was when the first bus

3Rstnix Calm, "How WU the Weddingr in Active Voices II. A
Writer's Reader. Compled by Junes Moffett end Phyllis
Tublik Postsmatult, N.H.: Boynton/Cook Publishes, Inc., 1987,
p. 59. Used with pamission.

pulled up in the parking lot 45 minutes before the
homeroons bell rag.

Thf'0,.tir? 04* tfthejxker wt.ts. squared
with What** lilt green 4Pilk-k* f1-40wfier InUft
havg: been kietitaios0 44f,, 000 of the
lockii Wire' hit* *Wig ft* large g Ttii* *tich
ants Wire Oak to,
locker Ombination dialWasaSniashedbanana.
On *e464i a chiColate cupcake flattened
like thin.

By the time all three buses came and went a
large crowd had 0104 but everyoncikmt a great
distance aWay front all the ooze and aterribie odor
was sweeping' around eyeryone. itRer school the
janitOr final 1 Y,cleaned up themes:, and by then
evoyone hadSeen the lxkere Or at icasii*elled its
odor. All Ifi,undoistvJas the student Waft a ilienth
grader and that he was issued; different lel r for
the rest of the year. Nothing happened to him after
that to make the odor of tlse ants come back.

In the following essay th writer presents a
memorable character from her lifea street person
she has seen many times. She weaves mmor and
speculation with eyewitness evidence to reinforce
the rumors and creates the image of a mystely man
with a clouded history. She draws a pathetic picture
and at the end acknowledges both a fascination and
a helpless empathy for the captain.

The Captain

Quite often I see, walkin, .lown the street, a
strange man who has been nicknamed Captain
Columbine. He roams the streets of Columbine,
never bothering iody, but never behaving as
normal people do.

Many rumors have been started about Captain
Columbine. Some people are convinced that he is
habitually ush.3 drugs so much that he is penna-
nen:1y bra'a damaged. Others believe he was in a
severe acefdent of some kind and was mentally
damaged.

The cause of these rumors LT the strange behav-
ior of Captain Cohanbine. He has been seen in
various places, talking to an imaginary, three-foot
tall person. He cares for it, feed, it, and even has
conversations with it. I have even seen him pretend
to pick it up and give it a piggy-back ride. Another
odd thing about Captain Columbine is that no
matter what the temperature is, hewears a heavy
down ski jacket, thick pants, hiking-boots, mirror
sunglasses and a ski cap. Even on hot, sweltering
days in the summer, he walks contentedly about,
while everyone stares in amazement.



Captain Columbine usually sleeps I n an old,
cardboard box behind the Bank of America. Every
nsonsing he walks into the bank and takes afew
dollars worth of pennies, tackles and dimes out of
his bank account . s known that he has quite a
large bank accoint. A.:sny People belieVe it is an in-
heritance from a wealthy relative. The police have
tried to find out tfarptitin Columbine has any
relatives, but they have no way tofind out what his
name is because they have no reason to do a body
search.

Many times I have seen Captain Columbine on
the County Transit Bus. He never seems to go
anywhere, he just enjoys riding from place to place.
Captain Columbine always uses the change he got
at the bank for bus fare. He likes watching all of the
pennies, nickels, and dimes go down the slot. The
problem is that he dumps it all in and always pays
much more than he nee& to.

I have always been fascinated by Captain
Columbine, but I ant sorry that there are so many
rumors about him, and that so many people treat
him unkindly. If I could I would try to help him in
any way I could But I know I cannot.

Essays Written for the California
Assessment Program

The following essays were selected from the
CAP writing field tot as examples of essays repre-
senting high, middle, and low azizievement. They
were written in 45 minutes with no additional time
for revision.

High Achievement

The following observational writing essay
develops slowly. The writer begins with a generali-
zation about "different" reople and then moves to
an example, an observed incident, to illustrate her
generalization. She efkedvely combines both
narration and description in her observation and
concludes with a brief but effective comment.

Something There

All people are different,which is quite obvious
in their personalities, cultures, looks, and other
qualities. But there are some people who stand out
more than others, are more different than expected.
These people can be people with handicaps, or just
people who look stranger than we' re used to. Many
times, we judge a person by how they appear to us,
which IS not vet;lair.

An example of this was when my family drove to
San Diego to milk around the harbor. After about
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an hour o f this, we decided to walk to a nearby res-
taurant and eat.

The :Erects were busy and the sidewalks were
crawled,- etitZ siowkwe made.pur my past the close

Aftiv.geitIngWornsation aboUt the
direction e tat food plaies,We began walking that
way.

In another ten minutes, we saw the golden
arches o f Macponalds ahead. Whik aux hungry
stomaches led us on, we beganivalkingfaster.

Whinwe got to the entranee,we 3(0 v a strange
man sitting against the slele of the buildinz. He had
on dirty clothes' that were roWlitre near his size. His
hair was dark and long, and strutted out In all
directions. His hands andface were brown with
dust, and he had a ripped, dirty blanket at It side.

As we neared the door, we tried not to stare. He
looked at us through hollow eyes,while pushing the
hair from Us eyes.

At that motnent, a young man that looked about
seventeen walked out of the building. He seaned
like a regular, ignorant teenager. He looked at us,
then he turned his head and spoued the man sitting
down. Putting his hands In his pockets, he turned
and walked toward him. Just before reaching the
sitting dsan, the young boy stooped and picked
--tething up from the ground. lie looked at the

r and held out aftve-dollar bill in his hand "I
betteve you dropped :his," ete boy said.

Skrwly the man reached out to take the bill. He
mumbled his thanks, but the boy was already
:raving.

We left the restaurant, having a good feeling.
For before the young man had reached down to pick
up the five-dollar bill, we I.-4 all seen that there
was nothing there.

Mid-Range Achievement

In the following essay the writer identifies
people and places with specific details. The descrip-
tions are often, however, gerxric rather than particu-
lar and result in an observation that is not so highly
focused as it might have been.

The Class Clown

I Remember someone who was a class ckwn.
His name was JS, and he attended a Saturday
Japanese School. I happened to end up in the same
class with him.

J had a talent for being a clown. He was ex-
uentely funny and sarcastic with our teacher.

He had black hair which he wore long and
straight, and he had a slightly chubby face, but it
was always cheerful. But he had one characteristic
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remember so well,wlach Lc the fact he andcwore
pants:He always, gho s,wore shorts! Never once
duriAg that school year,which is about ten months,
did he wear pants.

He was such a Joker, it left everyone in,,ratches.
He didn't realinato be the class clown, klau
came naturally: Hereally was nice andfriendly,
although he took everything as a joke:.What he
didn'i take as a Joke though, were hIs grades; he
was mart, and a good student. He clowned around
so class would seentfimnler.

I would always crack up the teacher. If she ever
ctur, .. around u.ith papers, he would make some
remarkthat would make her laugh incredib0, and
she would say, ''`Ah,

To the other students too, he would say and du
things to make us laugh. He was always bringing
little toys and games to amuse himself (and us) with
whenever de teacher's back was turned. We would
laugh, and Just as the teacher turned around, he
would hide his little toy, leaving the teacher puzzled.
He was a fun-loving guy, a wonderful class clown.

Low Achievement

This essay, at tim high end of the low-achieving
essay range, uses some narrative and some descrip-
tion to convince us that his friend is indeed a clown
and to help us picture h"... a. The writer reflects upon
his knowledge of his friend and declares his memo-
ries of him vivid. The examples ate so few, how-
ever, and the digressions so fit/pent that the essay
would receive a low some.

The Class Clown

I have known alot of class clowns. I mysey am
somewhat of a class clown. But the person I remem-
ber as a big class clown Is B. I remember him the
most because he used to make .everybody laugh
including sometimes the teacher. He used to bring
little Jokes and gadgets from home. Like whoopee
cushion, remote control cars, and all sorts of other
stuff. He used to influence the class till all of us
were laughing so hard that one time our teacher
re4orded US and played it back to Vice Principal. B
is 4ort, blonde haired, blue eyed kind of stalky. Me,
him and a guy named Chris Martin never stopped
talking,Joking, and ktughing. But finally our
teacher split us tco and now I'm the only clown left
in our math class. But I still remember all the times
we went through in our math class.

Low Achievement

This very-low-range essay does not include any
specific events. Because the writes did not include

sensory deSeriPtion, we ozmot visualize this class
clown or iMsgbe bia tricks.

Are claStdown e' ;always ti efimnlest.
de mele4RePPlet4Py seilEISeil*Origi Own

04 chef?: yo* up. Tis avoy rifee,iiirnon
evelybOdY4ike4VM*E4 *Fili'PerY00.0 COMett to

S** 4401.0*# fO.T.i.O One 10 ioith zome-
thhigfirriA*Piar.talot efiAgiloige
when he thifliiiiirWith soitething funny to brighten
our day we all like him alot.

Published Examples of Observational Writing

Fragments of longer essays arxl twopoems are
used in this section to illustrate thevariety of
published Observational writchttaisilable.

In-addition tothe studen:_i esSaya; the* published
essays aio bq used to 44 ittiOn0 see thP POsibili-
des of observitiOrial viritlitirlhe-author Of the:first
fragment it Lewielhatnasot faMOue saint* noted
for his ability to record his Own salentific observa-
tions in a way that lets the reader see whz' he sees
through his eyes. Comments'about Mr. Lewis' essay
are also included.

A solitary ant, afield, cannot be considered to
have much of anything on his mind; indeed,with
only a few neurons strung together by fibers, he
can' t be imagined to have a mind at all, much less a
thought. He Is more like a ganglion on legs. Four
ants together, or ten, encircling a dead moth on a
path, begin to look more like an idea They fiunble
and shove, granuni0 moving the food toward the
Hill, but as though by bUnd chance. It is only when
you watch the dense mass of thouszu,... s of ants,
crowded together around the Hill, blackening the
ground, that you begin to see the whole beast, and
now you observe it thinking, planning, calculating.
It is an intelligence, a kind of live computer, with
crawling bits for its wits.

At a stage in the construction, twigs of a certain
size are needed, and all the members forage obses-
sive0 for twigs oflust this size. Later,when outer
mils are to be finished, thatched, the size must
change, and as though given orders by telephones,
all the workers shift the search to the new twigs. If
you disturb the arrangement of a part of the
hundreds of ants will set it vibrating, shifting, until
it is put right again. Distant sources offood are
somehow sensed, and long lines, like tentacles;
reach out over the ground, up over walls, behind
boulders, to fetch it in.4

4Lewis Thomas, The Live: of a Cell: Notes of a Biology
Watcher. New Yost Bantam Books, 1975, p. 12. Used with
permission.
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Commentary

Luria Thomas, a biologist by training, is a
wriMr by talent Using the techniques of observa-
tional writing, he succinctly descdbes the acti.irms
on an anthill, carefully selecting detalli, focusing
action, mid clearly defining the scene. He is the
observer, writing cleanly and without ptetense ahout
nature and using vivid images with commonplace
vocabulary devoid of technical jargon. Mr. Thomas
moves beyond observation when he judges that the
mass of ants becomes "an intelligence, a kh.d of live
computtr with crawling bits for its wits."

Example Without Commentary: From Annie Dillard's
Teaching a Stone to Tali

I was sitting with ship' s naturalist Soames
Summerhays on a sand beach under clifP on wdn-
habited Hood Island. The white beach wes a havoc
of lava boulders black as clinkers, sleek with spray,
and lambent as brass in the sinking sun. To our left
a dozen sea lions were body-surfing in the long
green cambers that rose, translucent, half a mile
offthore. WheA the cambers broke, the shoreline
boulders rolled. I could fed the roar in the rough
rock on which I sata could hear the grate inside
each long backsweeping sea, the rumble of a rolled
million roclz mgffied in splashes and the seethe
before the next wave' s heave.

To our right, a sea lion slipped from the ocean.
It was t. 2-lung bull; in another few yean he would
be dangerous, bellowing at bander: and biting off
great dirty clu s of the ones he caught. Now this
young bull, which weighed maybe 120 pounds,
sprawled silhouetted in the late light, slick as a drop
of quicksilver, his et;tening whiskers radii of gold
like any crown. He hauled his packed bulk toward
us up tht long beach; he flung himseV with an
enormous surge of fur-. 'ad muscle onto the boulder
where I sat. "Soames," I saidvery quietly, "he' s
here became we' re here, isn' t he?" The ntltralist
nodded. I felt water drip on my elbow beh.. :I me,
then the fragile scrape of whiskers, and finally the
wet warmth and weight of a muzzle, as the creature
settled to sleep on my ann. I was catching on to sea
lions.

Walk inw the water. InstantO sea lions sur-
round yar,, even (1- none has been in sight. To say
that they come ao play with you is not especially an-
thropomorphic. Anbnals play. The bull sea lions are
off patrolling their territorial shores; these are the
cows and young, which range freely. A five-foot sea
lion peers intently into our face, then urges her
muzzle gently against your underwater mask and
searches your eyes without blinking. Nett she rolls
upside down and slides along the length of ydyr
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floating body, rolk again, and casts a long glance
back at your eyes. You are, I believe, supposed teo
follow, and thinkap something clever in rentrn. You
can play Imes with sea !ions in the water using
shells or bit, eller._ ifyou are Willing. You can spin
on your verticelads and a sea lion will swim circles
around keeping her fxe always six inches from
yours, as nivwh ihe wergiethered. You can make a
game of touching their bekk Awn, say, and the
sea lions will understand at once; somersaulting
conveniently before your clumsy hands, they will
give you an excellent field of back fliprers.

And when you leave the water, they follow. They
don' t want you to go. They papas; to the shore,
popping their heads up when they kve you and
casting about, then speeding to your side and
emitting a choked series of vocal t.ow.s. if you won' t
relent, they disappear, barking; but ifyou sit on the
beach with so much as a foot in the water, two or
three will station with you,floating on tfrir backs
and saying, Mr!

Readings in Observatbnal Writing

Magazines and newspapers are rich sources of
example"; of observational writing. Since observt,-
tiunal writing is in essence a matador) of what the
writer sea, hears, and peAraps feels, pmfiles,
travelogues, and feature t,vories often include
eyewitness accounts and observed incidents.

Many scientists and social scientists employ the
techniques of observational writing in their work;
that is, they describe the compEy.a activities of an
anthill, note the familial behavicc of gorillas,
obsave the problem-solving tecludques of students
in kindergarten, and watch leaders dominate a
group.

Literary works are often wholly or partisaly
personal observations. Poem., essays, and sp,dons
of stories and novels rely on close observations and
selective presentaeans of the writers' perceptions.

Sources of observational writing are included in
the following list.

Coffin, Robert "Chnstiaas in Maine," in Losi
Paradise: A Boyhood on a Maine Coast Farm.
Saint Qair Shores, Michigan: Scholarly, 1971.

Crews, Harry. A Childhood: The Biography of a
Place. New York: William MINIM & Co.,
1983.

5Annie Dillard, "Life on the Rocks: 'Ms Galapagos." in
Teaching a Stone to Talk: Erpeditiont and Encounters. New
York Ham and Row Publishers, bc., 1982,
pp. :lc 17. Used with permission.
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Observational Writing

Prcepts for observational writing ask writers to

re-create the expetience of observing a subject so

that readers are able toperceive the subject as the

writer experienced it. 'Me observational writer
writes from the periphery ofobserved scenes or

events, assuming the stance of eyewitness rather
than participant in the scene. The writer may focus,
fin example, on a person or a remembered situation;

but the presentation of that person or experience will

be that of a distancedobserver, such as a journalist

or an attentive naturalist
Observationcl writing is a complex type of

writing involving a variety of presentational strate-
gies: factual description, narration, shifts between
close-up and dismt views, sensor letails, concrete

language. The clear presentation of the subject

enables the reader to infer the meaning, impact, and

importance of the experience for the writer. The best

essays will exhibit and develop an internal logic and

consistency that arise naturally faam the writer's
controlled awareness of the scene, of the purpose in

writing, and of the effect on the reader.

Score Point 6ExceptionalAchievemt nt

Identification of Subject: Writers of six-point

essays clearlyidentify or define the subject of the

observation. The subject may be anything observed
by the writer, such as an activity involving people, a

scene, an animal, an object, or a scientific experi-

ment.
Context: The writer locates the subject in a

specific physical or psychological ccintext The

writer focuses the subject clearly and establishes the

context as fully and precisely as neceasary to orient

and gruund the reader.
The miter of dm six-point essay does not ever

allow the context to dominate the essay at the

expense of the presentation of the subject but goes
beyond simply pointing to the subject. Some writers

may devote considerable space in the essay to
establishing the context; others may focus so com-

pellingly on the details of the scene itself that the

context is only briefly mentioned. In any event,
throughout the essay the writerkeeps the reader
sufficiently aware of the context of the scene.
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ObW1Stanée six-point eitays, the
relation* betWeen theAvriter aieYeWitness and

the subject it Clearlyestablished; dsYgSted:41.14
Pot In the

'the
of the

Vihich the

maintained. Itonghnot *Amite
scene, tlievniterb an adiik observer,
stance,=-the
obseiiitiOnincl thev
writer PreSints the obseivitiiiii4 clear andstmng

throughout the elis,3%. It js tit§ ass*4
reveah anthoritY while Conveyinga'Sentie of aliseov-

ery as much as-any other quality that diStingtiishes

the exceptionati.ssayfrmthe COMMendable.:

Writers convey.theirstaneebYthe detailsahey

select in preserninglheirobservationa tb the reader

as well as by the pok,a of view,Voice, and tone. The

best writers might shift their point of vie*, moving,
for example, from close-ups to &Stant views, to

explore the Scene,from multiple perspectives; while
retaining consistency in stance. They maintain focus

by establishing and cmtinitally developing the

scene, keeping close and purposeful controlof their

own vantage point.For Mx-point writers, the stance

of the historian, the naturalist, the poet, and the

journalist are all available ways of perceiving and

onlering a scene, depending on their purpose in

writing and their potential Feeders.

Presentation of the Experience: The six-point

essay provides sufficient detail to recreate for the

reader tliz concrete subject orsituation being
observed and the writer'sperceptual experience of

that observation. The writer enables the reader to

see the scene clearly, to recognize the meaning,

impact, and importance that the experience had for

the writer.
Because the goal of the observational writer is

to re-create the singularity of his or her perception

for the reader, the success of these essays is based

largely on the writer's choiceof and manipulation of
presentational strategies such as the following:

Factual descriptions of appearance and actions

Sensory detail

Concrete images

Dialogue or monologue

Narration

Specific actions, behavior

t9fie-
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Shifting perspectives

Metaphoric language

Writers of six-point essays use a variety of
suategies; they may present multiple aspects of the
sub- ject, interweaving them, moving around the
scene like & caw*, assuming different vantage
points to create a full, rich picture; or they may pro-
ceed more methodically through the scene, uncover-
ing it slowly, one detail at a time. Whatever snots',.
gles the writer uses, the slx-Pnint essaY writer
exhibits throughout the essay a cannoned awarenes
of the scene itself, of his or her own purposes, and
of the developing effect of the essay on the reader.

Score Point 5Commendable Achievement

Identification of Subject:. Writers of five-point
essays clearly identify or define the subject of the
observation.

Context:. The writer locates the subject in a
specific physical context. The writer focuses the
subject clearly and establishes the context fully to
orient and ground the reader.

The writer of the five-point essay does not allow
the context to dominate the essay at the expense of

fit) the presentation of the subject but, like the six-point
essay, goes beyond simply pointing to the subject
Some writers may devote considerable space in the
essay to establishing the context; others may focus
on the details of the scene itself, mentioning the
context only briefly. In any event, the writer keeps
the reader sufficiently aware of the context of the
scene.

Observational Stance: In five-point essays, the
relationship between the writer as eyewitness and
the subject is well-established; it may not be so fully
developed and maintained as in the six-point essay,
however. The sense of discovery, characteristic of
the six-point essay, is usually lacking in the five-
point essay.

Presentation of the Experience: The five-point
essay provides sufficient detail to recreate for the
reader the concrete subject or situwion being
observed and the writer's ewrience of that obser-
vation. The writer enables the reader to see the
scene clearly end to recognize the meaning and
importance that the experience had for the writer.

Writers of five-point essays use a number of
strategies but will either use fewer strategies than
the six-point essay writer or use them less effec-
tively. The five-point essay writer exhibits threugh-
out the essay a fairly well-controlled awareness of
the scene itself, of his or her own purposes, and of
the developing effect on the reader.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement

IdentVication of Subject:. Writers of four-poirt
essays cleatlyidentify but rarely define the subjoet
of the observation.

Coirtexpilheviriter provides a COMOXL for the
observati* *A& Ot PeY04clid*ply.Pcinting to the
subjet;t:I*** Of tt,eltidSPOra I;ssay may
alloinheintttett:tikkiininate the essayat the
expenreorp.tesintation of the subject,. or the context
may beseryscant.

Observational Stance. In four-point essays, the
relationshiP betvieen the writer and the subject is
less clear than in the five-Yr six-point way; The
point of vieW may shift hit not with thecontrol or
purprise that we see in the five- and sikevahlt essays.
Voice-and toilette likely to convey a less authetita-
tive but still assured stance.

Presentation of the Experience. The four-point
essay provides some detail but it is often skimpy,
unelaborated. The writer provides enough of the
scene to enable the reader to see the broad strokes
and some aspects in greater detail. 'The writer may
not, however, convey the mecning or importance
that the experience had for the writer.

Writers of four-pcint essays use several strate-
gies, but will often use them with little elaboration.
The writer of the four-point essay nay show little
awareness of the reader.

Score Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Identification of Subject. Writers of three-point
essays identify the subject of the observation but
often in a very general rather than specific way.

Context. The miter may provide some context
for the observation, but may allow the contextto
dominate the essay at the expense of the presenta-
tion of the subject or provide very minimal context
Still, the three-point essay writer goes a bit beyond
simply pointing to the subject

Observational Stance. In three-point essays, the
stance is often inconsistent The writer may polz to
a relationship between the writer and the subject,
often tending toward an autoblovaphical focus. The
point of view may shift but not with control or
purpose. Voice and tone may be inappropriate to the
content of the essay.

Presentation of the Experience. The C... ee-point
essay is characterized by generalities rather than
specific details. The writer will rely on very few
strategies. The writer will not convey the meaning
or importance of the experience and will show little
awareness of the reader.
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Score Point 2Limited Evidence of Achievement

Idemffication o f Subject: Writers of two-point
essays frequently introduce many subjects.

Context: The writer may provide minimal
context for the et servationOn thazase of multiple
subjects; Context maybe cOripletely *lox

ObservationatStance: In two-point essays, the
observer is usually cenualfofteaevoluative. Tte
writer willüsualiy fticus onanatitobiogriphical
approach. Voice and tone are likely to be inappro-
priate mike content of the essay.

Presentotton tjthe Ewe:knee. The two-point
essay is characterized by generalities, often 'bled,
rather than specific detaili. The writer will not
convey the meanin3 or importance of the experience
and will rarely show any awareness of the reader.

X1-16 Scoring Guicie

Score Point 1Minimal Evidence of Achievement

Mentilleadmtof Salem WOter; olOne1014
essars May 91'parno(Oclicat."***Ject**Jects.

Contixt:;The writer Will iitOvide nO Context for

the cib***,
P440444ggtaPce4.k One, 401.* essays, the

obseryery the bjbendlscemlblc,
may be m : -.Y.O*Of.friee;,

OtierleX4 Tbe one-point
essay !Ow*** by a lack of .1*iiicemation
about theiiibleat*Itiii garbled lnfo1msdcL lb:
writei. Will not ctsivey ily iiieaning Or iniportance
of the experience to the ruder.
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Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Story

Stogy,..the only tyPe Pf iktlon tested in the
grade ,e1/1!*0.A?
central* the expén ' nc
daily '''''
place of titian
studied hi 1.10*
Platt*
SyWdd
Oen*:
autobinitoPlt* infannation,
problegi Y;164. sPecula-
tiortilioutianies o ëffeätáiiólnvolvódmn theta of
crafting a 166. Studentilikeitoiiii They like to

telistories, watch stories; and Sad stories. With
careful guidanee and focused dine to plan, draft,
share, and revise, students will &maturate that
they not only like to write stories but that they cro
write very effective engaging stories.

Importance of Writing Stories

There are many important reasons for students
to learn to write stories. For example, writing a
story:

Allows students to participate in the wide
range of poesibilities of human experience
outside their own lives

Engages students in close observation as
they observe people, objects, and places to
use in their stories

Involves students in research as they
discover the need for specific information
relevant to their theme

Writing stories encourages the development of
imagination and speculationqualities that are
fundamental to the human experissee. Writing
stories also:

Gives students insight into the thinking and
writing processes of published writes,
promoting the development of active
readers

Allows students to deal with their fears by
objectifying their own experiences

Anti

7- 7
,

,*

.111 fe*I:4Pguag
creitt,t 'fti their

,

WrItl*rgitories .0.0PF 44de ,n4.0*.0,40 150-00.in-
solving Skillias: y learn to

of

im
beinit thoughout 'history-r4he telling oratories
around a real tor inythical fire.

characteristics of the Story

Ibe writer of the surssful story draws on
personal experiences as.v.A as his or her imagina-
tion to atate.ilicitionalsituation hiwhich the
elements aieriiipi- andineldent comprise
a coberentnan*Veittrinire.

Althouitr ,stOrYiellhignsyte the most familiar
of all fon*Olvit is; also one of the most
varied. Star* canhestatiOtfaskrattedilatitasdc
or realistic, suspenseful or flat.-Statletr may focus on
character nelationships or plot, relYheavilY on
setting or barely mention it, or sacks.* proligem or
leave the loader up in the air. The hallmaded the
successful story is how well the writer engages and
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withitia***
signing:1* of the central Iction or leision of the
story.'Nfit* 6inte _re$r

belie!** eharaerCra **1 aPPrulmare narrative
strategiescenarete **ply detalli, appropriate
dialogue, and convincing actim

Writem bider events in such a way cis to control
the movement of tbe story, either by using a
stra4htfprwardchtmolog1ca1 approach or by
manipulatinglime In a way that intereits readers in
the developurent of character or plot The best
stories are markedby a dynamic, often metaphori-
cal, use of language thatlenerates the movement of
the story from the opening sittiation; through
specific incidents, to a closure that is approptiate to
the writer's into's. 'Me successful story writer
effectively balances and unifies all narrative aspects
according to the story's purpose and uses the
strategies that best reflect the writer's intent in a
plausible way.

Some strategies used in writing stories include
the following:

Characterization

Showing the ammeter in action

Using appropriate speech for the characta

Reporting what other characters say about
the character

Revealing a character's relationships with
otha people
Presenting character chatiges or insights

Providing character modvation for behavior

Narrative Aspects

Establishing thC situaftnn, building the
conflict or tension of the story, and bringing
the story to ast effecdve resolution
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Mac
I had never been too fond o f Grandma until Mac

came along. Grandma Was am-el:kat; alteSaVed
everything. She had Pins kin t4:196f1Y014e-Atial
elections, her Brownie Pins; atici 0041Wer,
ware site hadnevervied.,'"OOliald Jr, &tine lierel"
she woul4 calt to me:whensitiOne visueilhe.
"Help me withshe Ado islOwn.L Mule Linda is
coming. Andl want to show them toherl" Oh
no...J would.think. photbalbutitil There
were 7 photo a Wüms, &sal:Ming 750 pages of
pictures. The things would weigh a ton each, and I
would have to carry them bemuse "I was a strong
boy."

I had lived with Grandma since my mom and
dad were killed in a car exciderst, and Grandpa had
died 7 years ago-because ofcatcer.So it was first
the two of uShaYouttiboy and =old lady.
Grantbna always called ma Ponttldb., never Dos
or Donny;likethe,iddratichootealled me. It was
always DOialdir, Donald& I didn' t really pay
much attention to Graitdiiiu, I mean, she was Jag
there. I laW her aboui 30 Minutes in the morning,
and only couple of hours at night, but We lied the
weekend; together. I would stay 4ter school 3 hours
each day for track. You see, I was the big track star
of Fillmore Junior High, and I had to keep my
reputation.
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One daya camehorne about 0!15,,Opecting to
see the.**10-a.aaktikthas.,S'Oe iqt,ttne,k0, the
table isitrilifor *Rik iiiivil:'0.0g1,1*Oili*.st
hedr4.0* ki***4**Elikghf 40,0kfclf*m.

th*-#44.1,4*0114108:0,0
relattv4w4homfkb1440,0*

But*** I adW Wa's'aiManI had never seen
&fore. 6141h; with a stubbly beard anda Or bellx
lying on the *With:04*p eta** h#forehead.

Veyrii.a04.0:41!esthiar 444
"Doriaid Jr-4'410*w sayhellO anymore?"
"Hi Grandnitt.'6Wfo' s this?" I asked.
"This Le Mae Johnson."
"Mac who?"
"Mac Johnson. I war doing my daily watering

and I saw this bundle on the other side of the flow-
erbed. I was so scared! I mean! though: the man
was dead! I said Welk! Helkr Andheralled over
and said Welp me, please! 1 was dliaflblng nsy
ladder over on my house next door and I fell! I've
got a bad back, and ve been here probably at least
3 hours!' So, I escorted him inio my guest room and
here we are!"
. "You found a man in the flowerbed, and you' re
letting him stay in our house?" I asked.

"You don see, son," "the man answered, "I
live right over in that house. I'm perfect! y fine. I' ll
Just walk aver to my house and I'm sorry to have
botheredyou. Thank you so much, Nellie!" The
mart got u p and started to leave.

"Wait!" I said. "I'm sonyl You can stay for as
long as you want. I-I-I was just suprised to see
anyone here!"

And that' s how it all started. Mac said he would
stay until his back was better. He had no one at his
house anymore, and liked the company. After his
back wiu better, he got cleaned up. He was actually
good looking. Dignified was a word that described
him. Mac was great. He took me out to the edge of
Sawmill Lake and we watched the fish Jump out of
the water for about an hour, and then we went
fishing. We didn't catch much, Just a couple ef 4-
inch little fish that we threw back But I loved being
withMae. He knew everything there was to know.
'Ie was the bast friend f d ever had.

We 'd sit w-ound at disk on Me swinging chair
out on the front porch and he would tell me about
all of his favorite things when he was a kid. He
askd if I would Nu to go to a baseball game on
Sunday. I was very excited. I had only seen a
baseball game on the clunky black and white T.V. in
the living room at Grandma ' s.

It was Sunday morning when Mac walked over
to our house. I was readyI had on my cap and
Levi' s and my mitsready to catch a ball. We drove

to the oity,.-ra good 30 miles,away from our house in
MahyslEr.

It:Wasthiring the ninthinnirig When if happened.

Wein&
siptobaç -4'*-7:0.e.

. ,,os the
teont:(-- 481.144Ad

Itand
**7

k/what to
st6; "lYwatk'sMacl? I said. We bbacktrioa,4
10:00;
NOdthethecndofthestrei,a4spriikdas
ausii0414" 4:trier .

eveioktitititi* a** *Pas
fag aid !Id 0061,a track nOteirf', ..iiiiiioot4too5O
when ht **A:

ljtiattid Oa later that eveningthetMac Sad had
a heart attack and haddietk,Later; in a, I went
to the centetatyandPkteedthatballOn the grave
and cried. I cried forMac andfor the friendship
between an old man and ayoung boy that could've
been.

One Student's Writing Process

Students were given the following assigmnent

Pushy Peopb

Stories for teenagers often deal wIth charac-
ters who push other people amund in order to
show how important or strong they are. Even
though these people ate usually insecure, they
appear to be very threatening.

Write a story about such a person and his or
her "victim." Use dialogue to show what they
say to each other. Help the reader understand
what brought these two together. Show how die
story works out and who wins in the end.

A description of the student's compodng
process follows:

Class Preparation for Writing

Before the actual assignment was presented to
the class, the class discussed their experiences with
merle who push others around. Ihe discussion
helped the writer chcesse the ideas she would use to
write her story. The teacher then read the assign-
mem aloud and presented a scheme for planning.
The scheme helped the students identify the key
elements contained lit the directions for the assign-
ment

&ccry X11-3
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Pianning Step One

As a first-step in planing, the student clustered
the wont bully,: rapidly recording thaoghts about a
bully's looks indpeople's feelings emit self
concept, actions with others, and behaviors.

Planning Step Two

The student then created a woni bank for term
that facused on the bully's interaction with other
pea*: hate, scared, mad, laugh, bored, worried,
think, little, ad heVess.

'line thip helPed the student determine the
vnealm40 tftuSe.and, mn!efinirM3ndy, reminded
her OfCaneePiS t.0 een4der, (At thi.e

student might have been 0006 erefte a sequence
of eveatt that would reveal the cintiacter'sptoblem
with the bully, sir,* the channiar iriVolved in the
pmblem; and finally develop a Solution. The student
did this creative activity in her tough draft, using the
act of writing to figure out what to write.)

Planning Step Three

Il teacher emphasized the use of dialogue by
having students experimem with dialogue that might
be used in thetdraft. The student's effort follows.

"Hello, how are you?," I said.
"Shut up, why do you want to bow?" he sakl.
"I was Just curious, you don's have to throw a

fit. I was Just vying to be nice."
Well go be nice somewhere else, I've had

enough of thoughtrol, nice people like you."
"Well fine r tt just leave."
"I'm glad cause you' re cleric!"
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writer clearlyintaids tti destroy uzt stereotype. The
final version, with vintner** lkiilows.

ThAPI.1.*
The other day as I wt-or-:; Waking down the street,

I was looking around and 100 an older looking boy
threatening a terrtfied little girl. I figured that it was
none of my business, and it was probably his little
sister.

[Setting identified at own immediate choice of
first-person point of view. Conflict identified.]
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The neitday, I was walking around a corner on
a street latooNfrom *heee 1 kid irein the boy on
the previiiit daYi:Anyi0), lieWititakinenaney
from-d little 1 joji ASIWdtgeitine eliiserl7Coidd
hear theii Conietitition.'The older boy WAS iPealdng
harEhly to theYounger boy. told you to give me
all oho* Way!:

[airy main to second monster. Dialog* works
to amide* bil,ly; marked bY informal langmeJ

"No, I never will:" the little boy Said scared.
"Then, do youwant me to beat ft out %you? I

don't think you would want me to do that would
you?"

'Pm gonna tell my montmy eyou don' t leave
me alone."

The older boy was grabbing him, "Not unless I
shut you Iv, apd make it so you can't tell your
mommy."

It was then when I stepped in and stopped the
older boy who was about to hit the younger one.

Masi= heightened by character's intervention.
Characterization by beNvior.]

"Hey, pick on someone your own size!" I yelled
at him.

[Sperira verb]

"You Just butt out. You better watch yourself, y
you don' t want trouble." he said, with a sneer. By
then the little boy had run off, so I walked away.

[Continued use of dialogue with colloquial speech]

That was yesterday. Well today I went to the
store on my bike. When I came back someone had
let all the air out of my tires. The first Ming I
thought of was the bully, and sure enough out of the
corner of my eye, I could see him running off. I was
getting furious.

[Skillial time an Detailed actions to character-
ize as sell as to move actioa. Short sentences contra).
ute to rapid pacing.]

I hurried to the nearest gas station and filled up
my tires. I then started looking for the bully. I found
him standing on the corner. He seemed to be
waiting for someone. I figured that someone was
me. A. s I approached him he sat that staring at me.

"Hey," I said to him. He Jun kept staring and
ignoring me.

Illuildisg suspense]

"Hey," I said ar.dn louder. Finally after what
seemed like ages he voke. "I told you to butt out,
but you didn't. Now I'm gonna* it so you can' t
bust into anybody else' s business."

[More suspense]

UM/

"Is thatso?" üald readY to fight.-
"Yesp.and rm going to be nice and let you lurve

the fide priiiele

[Fi#144400110florKise.tsdlaig
"tiiiiiiiteiaciittit41/rit him as hard as I could,

and kno6k .11inlageOld.

ID 0.140040004
PreitY toadjo, a girl.
[Surprisieiding]

Response and Revision

Student revision activifles car rapse'from yely
infca**144FOOP PainVe
item prOrber bae of thsseetlo Qasszocin Writing
Assiii**elt9 wrltten analysi
sPeei4O f61104nit Pet ci 040*s
illostratei 011 *ge of *.4410ek :Oki.* re-
sPonse go* I.O4Yiryi.,40**; students shouid
work with.only a united Onmberof questions, either
in discussion or in written reSPcMie.

Does le story build upon some central
problem or conflict? State what you think
dm conflict is.

Does the action of the story build interest
through several well-selected events? Write
down what the events are.

Are there sutprises in the development of
this story? Write down the moment(s) of
greatest suspense or surprise.

Does the story end in a satisfying, appropri-
ate way? If not, what do you suggest?

Do you understand the main characters?
Give one or two reasons why the main
characters act as they do.

Is the point of view well chosen for this
particular strty?

Point out any place in the story where you
had trouble understanding shifts in time.

Indicate where the story took place. Can
you think of any way to rnake the place
clearer to you?

Is there enough concrete language and
specific sensory detail in the story to make
it believable? Write down some details that
you feel are particularly good or convIcing.
What further details would you like to find?

Is every element in the story necessary to its
&yeomen? If not, write down any story
parts thet could be omitted
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Clasgeom Writing Amigninents

*BP
imP*00 wzitlâg ssinexs typical of410.
prompts :4teit In the CAP writing test. Other *m-
u* ar# Oak *".00041# :far the

01-0444.0es:: **Ones-
410, *Fief=

all Of the,
are esico*teeditonae their kowledge 'andimagina-
don as dieiPaiatieiiiito in, creating 'One Of the oldest
and most diatingidshed literitY forma.

writing,* Story $tcy by t.ep

'11at foliovitinvieWii include; suggestions to
help *Want* getieraieldulndine material for the
tYPial gio!)"-a jitool_*Splyet 06: =nal
chsilacta who enoonnitets:said, resolvie aome icind of
problem. The outline IS **Update for suspense,
realism, fantasy, or science fiction.

Story Planning Pages

Make up a character and create a description
and history for that person. Include as many of
the following Weans as you can and add more of
your own: name, names of family members,
address, age, physical description, personality
traits. You might include the name of your
character's best friend, information about how
the person feels about his or her life, or anything
else that will make the character real for you,
the writer.

As you think about your character, make
notes about other eve= of this persGt's life:

How ts this person's personality or
ctitracter mvealed by clothing, way of
talking, possessions, hobbies, and ways
of spending time?

What problem can you give your
character to solve in the story? What is
the cause of this problem and what other
people are involved?

How is the character going to solve this
problem?

Where does the gory take place? How
much time will it covet? (A shoat story
often covers a very short perio0 of time,
perhaps a few hours or a day.)

Rough Dreft And Revision

When you have finished your notes, write
your first draft as quickly as possible. While you
are writing think only about the story; don't

wony about *Zing or matinee cOrrectoessat
1140-100a2 ". e

1 XCY*19rtr:P.rP4.011' Tale
esOY*
st0i4-461#20004,
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look carefidlYjit,' your ' st
tiysoinerewth
whether it toit'y
Check Your' &Id* tai
real. Rewrite your story so a you' are satisfied.

Editing

Editing is the process of atecking your
sentences for coffectness in grun*riusage,
and PechPilics. 4. is the 13411.42ktecitwritinZ
before you hand in the eanipleted Copy. Perform
these steps one at a dme:

Read your story aloud to youtself.
Check all end punctuation. Your voice
will help you find sentence limits.
Check to see thatthere are no sentsnce
fragments, no sentenal mit together
with commss, and no loosely related
sentences. Tighten your writing by
combining sentences or phrases where it
is appropriate. Capitalize the beghming
word in each sentence.

Check the puneturlon in your dialogue
sections.

Proofread for spelling, for contractions
and possessives, for capitalizadon
within your sentences. Use a dictionary
to check your choices. Make correc-
dons.

Give your story a title that reveals
someddng important about the story.
Capitalize all important words in your

Copy your story legildy or type it. (If
you are woridng on a computer, just

Sound like the

Mtn",
to

1,44484isee
SeC.ih5hór5ltOithds



NOM

print iti) Read your final copy to see
that you did not leave out any words.

Suggested Writing Aisliameats

1. Imagined Change of Oraracter

Imagine a character that is very different
from you and ether California eighth graders.
You miglit draw your character from history (an
immigrant child, *neer ghj, NetOdenhal boy),
from an inanimate object (ir pencil, fossil rock,
or child's teicycle), or from taane living object
(a killer whale, house plant, or lap dog). In your
stosy convey an experience in the real world
from the special point of view of the imagined
character.

For example, you might write a story about
a No. 2 pencil surviving the annual school
achievement test, a picireer girl's visit to
Disneyland, or a lap dog being abandoned on a
city street In each case you would assume the
role of the character for the purpose of the story.

2. An Ifistorical Story

Imagine that you have studied the history of
the American West. Recently, you visited the
Coloma Gold Discovery State Park, where You
saw the recreated Sutter Mill; the reconstructed
Gold Rush buildings (store, jail, and houses);
and the museum, where you inspected a gold
pan, pick and shovel, firearms, hotel registers,
and photographic enlargements.

Construct a story vpropriate to the history
of the California Mother Lode in 1850, using
your general knowledge of the historic period
snd tic specific excellence of the visit to the
historic dm Use zharacters and events appropri-
ate to the time. You may choose as the main
character a discouraged prospector, an ambi-
tious young peddler, or a helpful storekeeper.
for example.

Your plot might concern whether to cen-
time the search for gold, return home, or
abandon the search for gold in favor of some
less exciting occupation, such as farming,
ranching, or storekeeping.

Nme: This story might be evaluated on the basis of
historic accuracy, the extent to which the story
appears true, creative use of detail, and on the sense
of movement and suspense.

3. The "Magic Word" Story

In a story called 'The Fdty-Fust Dragon,"
by Heywood Broun, the young knight Gawaine
succeeds in slaying dragons because he thinks
he is protected by a magic word. When the

headmaster tells Gawaine, "There isn't any such
thing* aiii**00,- GaWaiiibleita 'his
o0014.6:e- and, aftirb444:410,Pfty dTag-
ocsiti. killed *fitiylin*

,Iiiiiiii§ that you "Vb St' nilgic *id that
you Owe' very
diffitilli; Avant to mokthan

. -...-; . .

8404-
...., _.,

think of li: in
uP11* to, feñalri a'(You
mai Make ip a Character rather than Using
yoorselE)

Write a short story following this general
sequence:

You (or your made-up character) face
the challenge of overcothing an ob-
stacle.

Scmehow (you decide how) you obtain
a magic word. With the aid of your
magic word, yen Manage to do what-
ever it was iou set out to do.

Afterwards, you discover that your
word is not ma* in a real-world
(literal) sense.

What happens? What do you drink or
how do you feel about dds revelation?

4. A "Be the Thing" Story (Science)

After you have studied the hydrologic cycle
and have discovered how water is naturally
distilled and transported from ocean to cloud to
rain to river, write a story in which you become
the water molecule on its cyclical journey back
to where it started. Tell tix story of the journey
with appropriate events and details drawn from
your knowledge of the water cycle.

New Other "Be the Thing" topics might include a
child's toy on a wagon to Oregon in 1845, Colum-
bus's astrolabe on the journey of discovery, an
almond from blossom to holiday dinner, or the first
week of a newly minted quarter.

5. Becoming Invisible

Pretend that you wake up one morning and
find that you have became invisible.

Write a story about what you do to survive,
to avoid the dangers of everyday life. Do you
ever find a way to return to your visible state?

6. Imagined Change of Surroundings

Imagine a story in which a contemporary
character is transferred into some new, unusual
settinghistorical, geographical, or fantasized.
In this new setting the character must work out
an adjustment to the new, unfamiliar circum-

1 3 3
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7. Story in Response to a Poem

PoemTo De Real At 3 AM.

Reeving the diner
On the outskirts
The town o f Ladora
At 3 A.M.
Was dark but
For my headlights
And up in
One second-stoty room
A single light
Where someone
Way sick or
Perhaps reading
As 1 drove past
A: seventy
Not thinking
This poem
Is for whoever
Had the light on.'
DenaliJustice

Write a story in which your mahi character
b the person awake at 3 A.M. with the light on.
A car speeds through town. Let your readers
know why the light is on End what the main
character is doing Ike at such an hour.

The CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examples in
the CAP writing guides ate organized into two
sections: the writing situation and directions for
writing. The writing situation contains prewriting
information and dimctives designed to motivate
student thinking about the assignment. Students are
given backgnaund Liformation about the topic and
are prepared for the specific assignment that fellows
in the directions for writing sectkm. In that section,

1Dcniald Justice, Night Light. Middletown, Conn.: Wesleyan
Univeniry Press, 1981, p. 29. Used with permission.
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msrot*Sibility;, Think about hOW :aiteVitit Or aeries of
events may create a situation -abOingi ehilicter
acting nitcrOtt**X4 ist3iy rovP'ant to l'709ur
readers know trontethIntabout.wherothe Ain, is
taking place, What your main chiracter is like, and
how that person acts.

Directions for Writing: Wrts a fictional story
about a character in a situation that_ deniands reapon-
sibility. Help your readers nriderstandthiiOnadon
and the main character well enbugh to knoiv how
and why that character succeeds or faila in showing
responsibility. Include details that will let your
readers see the situation, the characters, and the
events that happen.

Escape from the South

Writing Situation: Historical fiction is based on
the facts nf some historical setting or incident. Your
history teacher has asked the class to write a histori-
cal fiction story using what you have learned about
the lives of people in the South in the period after
the Civil War.

Directions for Writing: Write a historical fiction
stoty thout a slave who attempts to escape from the
South and the conflicts he or she has to meet (tiring
the attempt. You may want to use some of the
infonnation you have learned about the abolitionists
and the Underground Railroad as you tell the story
of a fictional character from this time in history.
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Additional Exemplary Student Stories

'the following stories represent exceptionally
oustanding achievement fir stories rotten during
the dme allotted in the CAP test. Thesettories, all
first drakweii tie-1064 to_Olow * range of strate-
gies emplord by eightli-gride writers.ibe writer
of nhe Rag Doll treelike" shows a subtle use of
au honimate object elevated to the rale of symbol in
a story that is cletrly influenced by the student's
rearing, probably The Diary o f Anne Frank. Such
influences are natural to yotmg %vitas and show the
power of good reading on students' writing.

The Rag Doll Necklace

The sun rose like awaiting ghost over the
Amsterdam skyline. Leah turna to her mother.

"Mama," she said, *where a/ewe going?"
"To a land ("happiness and sunshine" her

mother replied. Mrs. Langmann knew this was
wrong; but how could she escape it. She knew that
in a few days their bodies would be unrecognizable
mounds ("ash; yet she did not want to tell her
daughter the truth. She remembered how had it
was when the Gestapo called for her husband. She
recalled his words:

"There is no reason to be sad; if I dieI die;
and I want there to be no tears shed over me."

"Mama," Leah' s voice broke the silence, "will
there be other children to play with?"

Mrs. Langmann broke down in tears. "My child,
the time has come," she whispered "to give you
this," and with that she undid her rag-doll necklace.
"Here Leah, I want you to remember me, but not
lae this."

"Oh, Mont you Mama," she said, "I love
Leah pranced around the room with Joy. Mrs.
Langmenn felt something that she hadn' t felt for a
long drne reach across her face: a smile. She
Jumped up and put a record on the Victrola. Shouts
alloy echoed everywhere.

"Here," she said let me put It on you." She
took special care and made sure that it was in place.

"Come on Mama," Leah said "let' s go to the
park."

Just then a knock rang through the house.
"Mrs. Claudia langmann," the voice yelled,

"open this door." The Victrola needle scratched
and Claudia clinched Leah's small hand in her fist
as they walked to the door. Rivers of tears flowed
'awn her face.

"I love you darling," Mrs. langmann whispered
Leah' s ear. The white light was so beautlful.

Now, on the snowy ground lies a gO, a last
piece of hope, a rag-doll necklace that a mother

gave to her child. The wind has whistled through
your trees once too often, monster. Push the bush
aside and read the sign.

"AuscksiliglIr Do not forga this name; de
not forget the child; do notforga the mother; do not

forget this dine nor this crime.

The writer of "'Thank You, God" USW the
=mete language of specifk detail to involve the
res&i in this compelling stoty of a young girl who
has lived mrit of her life in an osphanage.

ihankYou, God"
I lived in an orphanage. My parents had died a

long time ago, so Ion I couldn' I remember their
faces at all; all I could see of nry parent s features
were my mother's silky blonde hair and my father's
tall, angularframe. My aunt had unceremoniously
clumpedme in this poor =Use of an orphanage,
and I had never forgiven her for that.

My birthday was coming tomorrow. Of course I
didn' t expect anything; with no parents or caring
relatives, haw could I receive anything? I would be
fourteen tomorrow. I had been in this orphanage for
two years; it was the ftfih orphanage so far in my
life, so I wasn't emotionally attached to anyone.

I walked along the grey sidewalk, the cold,
biting wind blowing into my frostbitten skin, seeping
through my thin, moth-eaten coat. I huddled in the
outgrown Jacket, stuffing my numb hands into the
pockets. I was despondent Usually didn' t think
about my past, but the bone-chilling wind swept
with it memories of my early childhood. I felt so
alone, so shriveled up inside. Nobody loved me, no
one had the least ounce of emotion for me. I had
considered suicide before, but had always pushed
the thought from my mind, wanting to prove to my
aunt and those who deserted me that I could be a
success, no matter what they thought.

I looked up suddenly. Martha, ti head of the
orphanage, was puffing up to nt t, her plump cheeks
flushed from the cold.

"Daphne! Daphne, wait for me, please!' She
stopped walking, out of breath.

I halted reluctandy, not wanting to be disturbed
but wanting to hurt Martha's feelings.

"Yes, Marthar I asked softly.
"Let me catch my breath for a sec," she heed,

and leaned on my shoulder, breathing hard. After a
few minutes, she brightened, her auburn curls
bouncing, her warm brown eyes sparkling mischevi-
oztsly.

"lord, but you are thin!" Martha exclaimed,
feeling my .somewhat bony shoulder with a large,
beefy hand. "Remind nn to give you seconds at
dinner."
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"Well, Martha?" I queried, slightly irritated.
get more, I promise. Now what did you came

here for?"
Tah we go back to the care center ftrst?"

Martha insisted on calling the orphanage a care
center. She said 'orphanage" made her think of
poor, heOless wars,while her 'children" were
strong and well-fed, with the exception of me in her
eyes.

'Sueer I said, not irtsperceptible to the eold
harshness of the November wind.

We walked back in siknce, each of us thinking
our own separate thoughts. I was finally aware of
the freezing wind that blasted in my ears, chilling
me to the very marrow of my bones.

Vrrten we reached the orphanage door, she
turned to me and add happily, have some won-
derftd news for you, Deeohnel There s an old man
here.Well, nos that old, but old. He says he' s been
looking for a girl to adopt. He doesn' t want a baby,
so I think you' d be perfectr

She opened the door andflew le, beckoning to
me. "C' mon girl, he won' t be here forever! He
wants to see you right nowl s in the lounge."

Martha opened the lounge door and motioned to
me. "Well?" she asked espectantly. "Aren' t you
going in?"

Tentatively, I walked into the lounge. Feeling
like a deer trapped by a lion. My pupils adjusted to
the firelight, and I saw an elderly man, about 70,
who must have been a heartthrob in his prime. His
idnd blue eyes sparkled knowingly as he motioned to
me.

"Sit down, Daphne. I won' t bite, believe me."
His voice had a soothing effect on my nerves, and I
relaxed, slowly but surely. "I just want to ask you a
few minor questions."

I settled down in my armchair, a little wary.
All that watchfulness disaepeared as he asked

me my age, my family, and all the required ques.
dons. At ear end of Ids mildly inquisitive interview, I
looked into his deep eyes, and scvnehow, I knew he
would adopt me.

'T m going to adopt you as my daughter,
Daphne."

Those cherished words floated out of his mouth
like pearls, and I grabbed them eagerly.

"Really?" I asked incredulously.
"Really," he said, smiling.
"Thank you, God," I murmured, the finny thing

being I wasn' t the least bit religious. "Thank you."

The Ault= of "Milo" shows a fine control of
pacing. He slows the tempo whPe creating an
atmosphere in which the narrak4 demonstrates his
courage in the face of a commonplace fear.
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Milo

Milo stepped from the train onto the narrow
station Plarorin. As the steam bellowingfrom the
bowels of the cSBOe OsiiiFate4kOffietkilling
night airi CaittlafiskieiWed :Wane itadon. A
oil lamp- iVisbilii44 mèldE,Cg eirieshadows
into die 10441140*?4,1410 hks baki he' Pushed

oPeil the et* *14-ik_Cf grfe:Pdby.a i01.0fivairt
aireMilo carifidly. laid deiwithisbag and-preiceeded
to ring thebill.SloWly, a back dooropened from
another room, and emerged the figure of an older
man.

"Can I he43 you son?" the man questioned.
Milo, releived by the apparent frkndlyness of

the man, replied 'Yes, m on my Way into Violet to
visit my grand-aunt and wa: wondering ryas could
point me in right direction."

"It chore is far togo on foot son, especially on a
night as cold and dark as this to." The man
paused, took a breath, and continued, 'But, gym
plan on going, it' s about 9 miles dawn the road.
Sure you don' t want to wait till morning?"

"No, I think I can manage. Thank You."
"Sure. You Just take care son."
Milo pushed open the door and pulled his Jacket

tight around him. He wentdown the few steps to the
ground, and started down the lonely road. It IWO a
cold Louisiana night and Milo began to question
whether he should go on or not. He gathered up his
courage, and started increasing his epeed. It seemed
as though the farther he went, the denser the foliage
got. In the pitch blackness, he could make out
knarled cypress trees and exotic shapes lurking to
his sides. Cold gusts cf misry wind blew at him and
with each gust, the Journey become darker. The
shale rasd glistened in the moonlight which A Id
filtered through the boughs of the ancient trees.

It seemed to Milo, that he had been traveling for
hours, and that he should be able to see signs of
inhabitants. But, no. All he saw was a harrowing
road. Several more minutes brought him to a clear-
ing. He set down his bags, and looked ae his sur-
roundine a bathed in moonlight. It was then that he
saw It. In old , abandoned farnthoute, nestled in the
foliage. The biting winds were making Milo wheeze,
and he felt that he must try and seek refuge there.
Milo, now trembling, mustered up an the courage
that his young body had, and plodded thmugh the
wet, knee-high grass toward the house. Upon
reaching the flimsy porch he felt as r he must run
away. Yet, he had made up his mind to seek refuge,
and he :ad every intention of doing so. Slowly, he
put his trembling foot onto the rickety porch. Then,
he lifted his body onto it. It seemed sturdy. Now,
more scared than-ever, the biting wind forced him to
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open the door and stay the night. The rusty hinges
reluctantly opened the door. Milo stepped into what
ameared to be a kitchen. The moonbeams filtered
through the cieling just as they had along the road.
Somehow, they made Milo feel safe. Cautiously, he
set down his bag on the floor and then himself He
had conquered his fearor, at least he felt he had.
It wasn' t long before he dozed off into a deep sleep.

Early the next morning, Milo awakened. At first
he hadn' t an idea of where he was. And then, he
remembered the dreadful night before. Quick1.7, he
picked up his bag and left the house. Once, he got
back on the road he realized that Violet was only
around the next bend. But, he hadn' t known that the
night before, when a courageous boy didn' t let his
fears get the best of him.

Essays Written for the CAP Writing Assessment

The following first-draft stories, written for the
grade eight CAP test, have been Falai according to
the rhetorical effectiveness scoring guide for story,
which is included at the end of this guide. The
stories have been graded high, mid-level, and low
achievement.

High Achievement

This one day started just as hundreds before it
had. The cold light of the autumn sun slipped
through the small, barred window, and fell on the
bleak prison walls. The clamor of the prisoners
awakening drifted through the halls, and the pun-
gent odor of cafeteria food penetrated every nook
and cranny. Yet through this hububb, Ruben Jones
simt soundly.

4" Hey! Yo! Wake up in there!" A jailer beat
upon the cell bars, rudely awakening Rupert. "It' s
time to get up, and fya don' t, you ain' t going
nowhere."

The jailer was in an extremely bad mood. He
did not like his Jab, or any of the prisoners. He
especially did not like the idea of letting criminals
back onto the streets. This opposition to parole
stemmed from the fact that his youngest daughter
had been killed by a man in this very jail. Every day
when John, for that was the jailer' s name, walked
by this man's cell he had a terrible longing to bash
the man's face in. John had just passed the mur-
derer' s cell, and he was taking his a-ger and hatred
out on Rupert.

"I can' t believe that the authorities are lenin'
you ois of this rat hole. No kid of mine is goin' out
after you is OPJ there. You nasty, conniving
sewn, you is just awaiting to get out there and hurt
someone. The law system in this country is gain'
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downhill film let scum like you back on the
streets." Waving said his say, John turned on his
heel, and stomped back down the hall.

But John's criticism's had fallen on empty ears.
Many years ago. Rupert had learned to tune out
someone who was talking, and he utilized this power
whenever U was necessary. lustead of thinking of
the jailer's harsh words, Rupert was day dreaming
about what he would do as soon ss he was released
from the prison. He was Just imagining hims4
taldng a huge bite out of a juicy, delicious ham-
burger, when his reverie was shattered by the
clanking of the jailer' s keys in the cell door's lock.
Rupert slowly stood up, and meandered down the

to the cafeteria.
Rupert was an incredibbr large man. He was not

at all obese, but he was big boned, and he stood at
6' 5". His face showed a hard and weathered look
mat came from ten years in jail. Hews tough and
seemingly mean, and he was disliked by all of his
fellow criminals.

As Rupert masticated his breakfast, he hardly
noticed the gooey substance that he was shoveling
into his mouth. He was once again caught up in his
drams about the outside world. After ten years of
jail for robbing a bank., Rupert knew that he was
going to go straight and enjoy lffe for what it was.

After breakfast Rupert went back to his cell.
Each minute seemed like hours. Finally, exactly at
noon, the jailer's keys once again clanked in his
lock. But this was the very last time he would hec..
that sound.

As he was escorted out of the jail, Ruben looked
around himseY in untarnished ecstacy. Then, right
outside the gate someone rushed to meet him. It was
his mother, Alycia Jones. He grabbed her in a giant
bear hug, lOing her right off the ground. And then,
the hard and weathered face broke. Rupert stood
there under a flaming autumn tree, hugging his
mother with tears rolling down his face.

The situation in the high achievement story is
ravealed through the description of the prison and
through shifting the point of view between the two
main characters. The characterization of the two
main characters is dramatically shown through the
dialogue of John, the jailor, and the reflections of
Rupert, the prisoner. The pachig of the story is
extremely effective; everything builds to the final
resolution. The writer's use of sensory descripdon
helps the reader fully experience tlx story. Even the
setting contributes to the effectiveness of the story:
it begins in "the cold light of autumn sun" and ends
"under a flaming tree:*
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Mid-Level Achievement

"Me Quiter"
One day Greg went down to the ban field to

play some baseball with his friends. But &The
strolled through Me long grass he found that he
didn't want to play. But the day before he had
promise. So he walked on slowly to the balifield.
Greg was a little late at the ball park and was
ferious when he was picked last.

Greg slowly walked owr to his team. Sans, the
coach, said, "Well hotshot I guess you are up first."
Then slow0 a smile crept over Greg's face. He was
actually going a a be first. Greg walked up to the
plate put the bat on his shoulder andwaited. As the
bail was thrown he noticed the sun beating down
and how hot it was. He watched the ball coming,
coming. He swung....." strike 1," yelled dte unwire.

Greg war amazed, he had actually missed. This
time he was determined to hit the ball. He lifted the
bat to his shoulder again. He watched the ball
flowing towards him. He closed Ids eyes and
swung " itrike 2" cried the umpire again. Sweat
began to roll down his face. If he missed this time he
would be out.

He slowly raked his bat to his shoulder. "Oh,
please God let me hit this ball?" cried Greg;. The
pitcher threw the ball. Greg stared at it moving
slowly. The sun was hot, the bat felt heavy, Greg
knew he wouht miss it again. The ball came closer
he prayed with all his heart. He swung with
eace...crack the ballflew. He dashedfor first base,
straight ahead. He looked up the ball was being
thrown. He knew he had to dive. He dove wondering
#* he would make it. He felt his foot touch the plate.
As the dust finally cleared he was laying on the
ground panting. The boy who stood above him had
the ball and was also sweating.

"Ha d I made it or what," thought Greg.
As eau answer to his question the sengy'r, cried

"Your out."
quit," cried Greg after him as he ran home.

He qtdte every time he was out for weeks to come.
Finally the other boys wouldn' t let him play with
them anymore.

Greg was upset after a few weeks and decided
he wouldn' t quit arytnore. He went down to the ball
park noticing how blue the sky was. But when he got
there and stood in line nobody picked Ithn. "Let me
play, please," cried Greg. 1 won' t quit againI
promise."

"Oh all right," cried Sam. "But this is your last
chance to play. If you quit you will never play
again."

Greg walked up to the plate anxious to hit the
ha . But poor Greg struck out at home. To every-
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body s amazement Greg did not quit. For the rest of
the day, the boys waited for him to quit.

But Greg never quit once. Infact he never hit
the ball in the whole game. From that day on Greg
never quit a game he was playing.

The writer of the mid-level achievement story
establishes the sithation effectively. The reader
beg* the. stay with hlgh interest and expectations.
The setting is well developed, and the character is
quickly established as a "quitter." In the second half
of the story, however, the writer fails to live up to
expectraons. The last half of the story is mostly
summary in contrast to the slow buildup of the
beginning. The character undergoes a definite
change in the story, but the motivation for change is
not sufficiently developed. Although the writ' z uses
details in the first half of the story, in the second
half he only reports and summarizes the action.
Dialogue is minimal in the second half of the story.
This is a story by a young writer of promise who
will profit from classroom instruction and oppom-
nities to write many stories.

Low Achievenvut

Untitled

When the California Gold Rush started in 1850
a man named Hermon C. Fresh went to California
to ny to get enough gold to by a fan,: He left on a
Sunday after church. Hermon' s fain* wished him
luck, said good bye, and gave him hugs and kisses.
Hermon arrived in California by Saturday.

Herman was not welcomed to alot of the minds,
so he decided to start digging his own. A week later
Hermon had a under ground mind about as biggest
a lake. Hermon still didn' t find any gold. Hermon
quit looking for gold and we , to get some fresh air.
When he got outside Hermon found he was sur-
rounded by some mind robbers. There were 5 that
he could see, but he new there ere more behind the
trees. One of the robbers took Hermon in the c --ve
tied him up cod went out side and threw a peace of
Dinamit in ana blew up the cave with Hennon in it.
Hermon was We), the door to the cave was the only
part that blew up . What the robbers didn' t 'mow was
they left the tools with Hermon. Hermon crvwled to
his pick and cut the ropes. Hermon got his pick and
started to brack the rocks in the entrahce. When
Hermon got out he said, "Revenge" .

Hermon walked to the nerest town and bought a
gun and bullets. Then he went to a Soloon and saw
the robbers who left him to die. He went over to
them and shot all of the them in the back and killed
them. Then the Sharif walked in and saw 5 dead
guys and took hennons gun andsaid I'm gonna
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hang you in 24 hours. That night Hennon couldn't
sleep. The next morning Hermonwas broughtup on
a platform and Hung.

In tbis low-achievement sway the setting is
vague; the conflict is simply a series of predica-
ments; the characters exist only as pop to the plot;
and the ending is &library. The stoty is fiat, withno
sense of pacing and no real dialogue. It is more a
summuy rather than a stoty. This student will profit
from a number of classroom assignments in which
various aspects of stories ate discussed, written, and
shared.

Example :if Published Student Stories

"The Martyrdom of Frank," by Randall Peter-
son, demonstrates the high quality of writing we can
expect from our most capable eighth-gra& students
when they have been instructed in the characteristics
of a story and have had many classroom opportuni-
ties to write and share their stories with their class-
mates.

The Manyrdom of Frank'

All heads lurched forward as the bus driver
threw the bus into a higher gear. The babb:ing
voices of kids mingled together into a high-pitched,
indiscernible muddle of sounds. Tangled locks of
hair were all that were visible over the tall backs of
the seats.

The bus squeaked to a halt in front of a flat-
roofer' auilding. Most of the bricks were beginning
to crack and chip away. The walls were discolored
in vertical stripes. Years of rainfall had left its mark
as it trickled eff the roof.

Streaming out of the bus, the kids headed to
their respective classrooms. The only fifth-graders
to ride that bus, Sean and Aaron, were reminiscing
about a football game they had played that week-
end.

Sean wore perfectly fitting, fashionable clothes.
His wardrobe consisted of a variety of name brands
selected with impeccable taste, but they were
usually rashly donned and colors often clashed.
Spots of dry mud were caked on his knees. Aaron's
clothes, though not as attractive or popular, were
always cleaned and pressed and complemented each
other. His hair, short and blond, was always neatly
arranged on his head.

Once inside their room, Aaron and Sean passed
Frank' s desk. After a quick surveillance they deter-

2Randall Pettsson. 'The Mertyrdom of Prank" in Active
Voices 11: A Writer's Reader. C.mtplied by James Moffett and
Phyllis TWA& Portsmouth, N.H.: BoyntomCook Publishers,
Inc., 1987, pp. 162-64. Used with permission.

mined that Frank was not in sight. Sean grabbed
Frank's math book and eropped it into the garbage
can. 711fewhOleclasS:watchidatFrankribtrned
and began searchIafrai ulcally for 0arsts fun-
controllable laughter escöped, and erte4:74scontin-
red his sidickrealiziiii;., that he iwt being Mocked.

FrankwaS thenieehdliii4 tiiiinighWhich.the
jOh-gradersicleaked Wei iffrust; *knit He was tall
and ganilbig.s,01;60 a intaltridai iierched gkasses
with wklefikitiC franc's. The krises ;thick and
strong, slirank,the area around his eyes and gave
his head the' ;appearance o f an hourglass. Upon his
head rested a divot of red hair.

The day procet.--led in a similar ma nni,r.When
adding fractions becani:e dull, Aaron y/oulef lean and
mock, "Frankleatowoften iso youwash your hair?"
in a tone as #' he were addressing a two-year-oki.
Muffled giggles were prevalent aroto4 him and he
sank lower into his sear.

During a partictdarly long lecture about ad-
verbs, Sean would twist les face into a weird expres-
sion. He would take his right arm, :retch it over thi
crown of his head, and scratch Mind his le ear
with it. The class, realizing that this wa: *Ple of
Sean' s more polished bnitations of Frank, exploded
into a half-checked snicker. This continaed until a
stern glance from the teacher brought it ail to a
halt.

Frank' s eyes never le his sckffed cowboy
boots. Weeks of torment had subjugated his dignity.
His seY-esteem was dead.

On the way home from the bus stop, Aaron and
Sean practked their daily ritual of hurling stones at
various txtes of birds. Aaron successfully provoked
a mother robin to flee from its nest to the security of
a tall willow.

As was customary, Sean went home with Aaron.
After extracting some tantalizing morsels of food
from the rerigerator, they slumped into some well
worn beanbags. Between segments of Heatitcliff,
Aaron eed the lid off of his brother' s gerbil cage.
The smell of fresh cedar weed into the room.
Catching the spry rc .1nt was a delcult task. Only
after cedar chips and sunflower seeds were strewn
all over did Aaron pin the gerbil' s tail to the bottom
of the cage.

"Watch this!" exclaimed Aaron. He held the
struggling creature upside down and let go, giving
him a little spin. The gerbil plummetted down,
turning over and over. It reached the beanbag aril
landed perfectly, feet down. A fain: thud was emitted
as a small crater formed around the trembling
creature. Sean laughed gleefully at the rare spec-
tacle.

The trick was repeated several more times
before Sean war convinced that it wasn' t Just luck.
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Seanflipped the pet over in his hands to examine its
soft white underside. The fragile creature twisted
around and squirmed to be free of his inverted
position and the hot anaconda hands.

The two boys faced each other and plaad the
gerbil between them. When it darted toward the
safety of the booksher, they would roll it back into
the middle. The undaunted rodent made many more
futile eatanpts. Exhausted, it crouched, tense and
trembling. Sean nudged it in the side with his finger.
It lashed out.

Sean erpelled a cty of pain. He lifted his hand.
From it a brown figure dangled. He shook his arm
violently, but the limp body wouldn't release its
deathgrip. With one rapid movement, he flung the
creausre off It glided through the air, collided with
the oak paneling, and dropped to the ground. The
little creature didn't land on its feet this time,
however, but rather on its back.

The drooping body lay motionless, its life gone.
Deep red blood boiled out of Sean' s fingers, bu: all
eyes remained on the still form. The two boys sat in
silent reverence, struck with the gravity of their
actions. The gerbil was dead

The next morning was brisk and cheelful, but
Sean and Aaron were silent and solemn as they
trudged to the bus stop. The chirping birds perched
on a fencepost were left alone today, for the two
boys finally realizedlee is fragile. They had
bought thenuelves pkasure at the cast of a life.

The clamor on the bus did much to Min the
boys' spirits, and they were soon busy reharhing
tales of last weekend' s football game. Sean &van
explaining how Aaron had caught a kick-off and
returned it eighty yards to score the winning touch-
down.

As tht IWO boys bounded down the scheol bite
stairs, they could see Frank leaning against the
slide. His orange, unkempt hair seemed almost
effltane as the morning sun streamed through it. A
pile of book.s rested in the glistening, dew-covered
grass. Upon this foundation perched a brown paper
lunchbag, &s .o'uents oveiflowing.

The two friends glanced at tack other, knowing
what the other was thinking. A grin spread across
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their faces as they broke into a trot. When they
closed in on him, Frank tensed like an animal.

When Sean reached Frank, Aaron was already
far ahead of him. Sean's laces met the lunch,
sending it flying toward Aaron. It spun end over end
and was almost to Aaron' s artns when the brown
protective covering waster: to pieces. Sandwiches,
cookies, and fruit in cellophane bags were scattered
in a cluttered array. Frank collapsed in a sobbing
pile, just one more gerbil in Sean's lee.

Sean and tlorn gazed at each other, bewildered
and disgusted. They were shocked that anyone could
be so maudlin and react so strongly to a little game
or joke. Obviously, all the fears and emotions of the
previous night had long since been forgotten.

Randall Peterson

Readings in Story

Reading a variety of stories is good preparation
for the writing of stories. It is important for students
to have access to the many kinds of storiesfrom
myth, fable and tale to science fiction and fAntasy,
realism, historical fiction, and mystery. Students can
learn the art of writing stories from reading both
quick-paced fiction written for adolescents and
realistic ficdon written for adults. Eighth-grade
students often look backward to children's stories,
which can be excellent models, and look also to
challenging adult stories.

Ratir..r than list individual stories appropriate for
eighth graders, teachers should review the selections
in the eighth-grade Eterature anthologies, in pub-
lished story collections such as those referred to in
Recommended Readings in Literature (Annotated
Edition. Sacramento: California Department of
Education, 1988) and in national publications such
as Voice, Literary Cavalcade, (Scholastic Maga-
lines) and Read (Xerox Publications). Stories
written by students from grades seves through nine
amar on pages 138-204 of Active Voices Id A
Writer s Reader, compiled by James Moffett and
Phyllis Tashlik (Ponsmouth, N.H.: .toynton/Cook,
Publishers, Inc., 1987).
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Story

The writer of the successful story draws on
perscnal experience as well as imaginalion to create
a ficricaal situation in which the elements of setting,
character, and incident comprise a coherent natra-
tive =Mum.

Although storytelling is perhaps the most
familiar of all forms of writing, it Ls also one of the
most varied. Stories can be static or fast-paced,
fantastic or realistic, suspenseful or reflective.
Stories may fovas on character relationships or plot,
rely heavily on soling or barely mention it, resolve
a problem, or leave the reader up in the air. The
hallmark of the successful story is how well the
writer engages and holds the reader's attention and
inteitst in the development of a fictienal world. The
writer of a successful story will mime readers in
Coleridge's "willing suspension of disbelief' and
create a plausible world that, although fictional, has
its own system of logic. In some genres, such as
science fictioe or fantasy, readers are willing to
imagine the story as real, given the believable
context of the world in which the story occurs.
Whether writets depict a realistic setting or invent a
fantasy world, they establish rules for that world
that demonstrate an internal, plausible logic within
the context of the story.

The effective story writer engages the reader by
establishing the story situation and assuming a
narrative stance or point of view at the outset.
Writers establish the situation by setting the action
of the story within a context so that leaders under-
stand the significance of the central action or tension
of the story. Ttz writer holds the reader's interest by
creating believable characters and using appropriate
narrative strategiesspecific sensory details,
appropriate dialogue, and convincing action. Writers
order events in such a way as to control the move-
ment of the story, either by using a straightforward
chronological approach or by manipulating time in a
way that intrigues readers in the development of
character or plot. The best stories ate marked by a
dynamic use of language that delineates character
and impels the movement of the story from the
opening situation, thiough specific incidents, to a
closure that is appropriate to the writer's intent.
Successful story whters effectively balance and
unify all of the narrative aspects according to the

story's putPOpe, using a form that reflects the
writer's intent irt a plausible way.

Score Point 6Exceptional Achievement

Situadon. Writers establish the situation by
setting the actton of tl* tqltIIticciuextso
Mat leaders-undeTstanO.the alinifiear* of the
cemnitaction aftliessttaw and
main CharaOtala alifirmiY00.1.041i.4_0404,ct or
tension enteagei*lorkand,enabiea*n.tO Partici-
pate fullYin the4seSiOriii,ntatieti*Ofibe stOrY
The story niOVeseenaktniringty-t4r9414. series ol
events or through character change toa logical,
satisfying resolutiona The ending, on reflection, is
seen to be Inevitable; it isintegral to the story.

Characterization. Writers develop complex
central characters rather than stereotypea. The
central characters' appearance, speech, thoughts,
emotions and actions enable readers to accept them
as believable within the context of rite story.

In a six-point story writer, ese most of the
following suategles to develop characterization:

Showing the character in action

Using dialogue to reveal how the character
talks

Letting the reader "overhear" the character's
inner thoughts

Reporting what other characters say about
the character

Noting how others react .o the actions or
speech of the character

Telling readers dimtly about the charac-
ter's appearance, perstmality, or behavior

Showing a character's emotional responses
to situations

Revealing a character's relationships with
other people

Presenting character dianges or insights
developed as a consequence of their actions

Providing character motivation for behavior
or decisions affecting the resolution of
conflict or tension
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Nanudve Aspects and Strategies: Wthenlfrune
stodesby *affective uie of dine initplaeaelbey
establish it nartadinstapon ot iiieV'iftom
whir* thi,e lieti,,,--

, , i
Pace14:-

. And . in
such* WO ASA° cosrul the movement .theAnty,
eithet by using tistriVitnithronolegIciti
approach or by ntsnh,eititing dine in it wiy that
intrigues readers in the development of character or
Plot

Strategies for pacing include:

Studghtforward chronology

Sream of consciousness

Episodes and transitions

Fbshbacks

Foreshadowing
Withholding informatien to establish
suspense

Writers select the kinds of details that help
eaders imagine the sensoty world in which the

stoty occurs. Details ate significant in rendering
diameters, in creating a believable fictional world,
and in developing the story line. Writers of six-point
stoties use details with disceniont each detail adds
significantly to the reader's pereeptkm. Details rue
precise and cencrete and often developed by anal-
ogy or metaphor. Deteils of action in the story will
be marked by effective use of wads relating to
movement.

In addition to selecting appropriate and specific
Mails, writers use dialogue when appropriate to
reveal chatacter, move action along, or establish the
context of the situation. Dialogue is skillfully
inoorpasted so thnt readers seem to be hearing a
real conversadon.

In a six-point story whets effectively unify all
of the narrative aspects acceding to the story's
purpooe. Whether writers depict a realistic setting or
invent a fantasy world, they establish rules for that
world that demonstrate an Internal, plausible logic
within the story's context. Through precise word
choice and fluent sentence manipulation, these
writers achieve an overall balance and stylistic unity
that distinguish the exceptional story.

Score Point 5--Commendable Achlevement

Situation. Wilters establish the situation by
placing the action of the story within a specific
context Such things as setting, main characters, and
conflict or tension are firmly established. The story
holds readers' interest through a series of events or
through character change. Although the five-point

X11-113 Scoring Guide

story has a definite ending, it may nnt seem as
1=14W** t4c el!d!,1404 **PIA* 491Y.

Chigai*igidorik;iiiitaiiiitiOsi*ters alt
Wrg'. .,. ii0t#.#0**1;".; , . 'ere
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the

context ; -"i, - *titers use
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StrategIeWrllcrs
W11,frind did=

Yeas theIs
word

,

welk
lated.11, taki*e
details effectively the
story. Dialninielswell'inteOtted_ ""iinry

ScorePoint4Adeqsate Arkiiireineit
SibuitiOn:Writimastrthlish the *maim by

placing the actiat ofiliat410,Within a CC intent ne
contnxt may not be la dear ss ihe004114 in n dve
or six-point storYeStielitid*111eSnii.:niallt
characters, and confilin ortension are tidies/hat
developed. The conflict eirtension mite* be as
well developed so it is hit five-vr sliqoint story,
but the story-generally holds the readers' interest
through t series of events or through character
change. The four-point story has& definite ending,
but the ending may seem hutried or oonniv6d.

Characterization. The central characters are
usuafty well developed. Some characters may vetge
on stereotypes. Characters seem motiVated and are
believable within the context of the story.Writent
genendly use several strategies to present characters.

Narrative Aspects and Strategies. Writers
generally establish and maintain a point of view, but
there maybe an occasional shift. Wad choice is
adequate. Sentence patterns am usually varied.
Writers have problems focusing on central inci-
dents. They may lose readms' interest by summariz-
ing too much of the story. Details are not as precise
and well chosen as the details in five- or six-point
stories although sections with strong visual language
may be included. Dialogue, while usually present,
may be indirect, stilted, or ineffective.

Scan Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Situation. Writers may fail to establish the
situation by ineffecdvely placing the actinn of the
story within a context. Such things as setting, main
characters, and conflict or tension may be intro-
duced; however, three-pointatodes frequendy lack
one of those elements. The story may contain
sections that the reader gnds interesting, but in
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or *Willem may'be oVerused.
Dialogne is vauallidtherabsent or excessive.

Score Point 2Itimited Evidence of Achievement

Situation. Writers present ineffective, minimal
cmtext feir the slination.Setting is usually absent,
and conflict or tension may be vague. If present the
ending is of the sort ". . . and then I woke up.'

Characterization. The central characters are
unrealized. Characters may be defined only by
names. Inconsistency of characters may confuse

Narrative Aspects and Struegies. Writers
usually establish a point of view. Word choice is
flat. Sentence patterns are simple and lei:cativo
the ". and then" variety. There is no sense of
pacing present in the story: the story 's usually a flat
summary of events. Details are often lacking.
Dialogue is either absent or excessive.

Score Point 1Minimal Evidence of Achievement

Situation. The situation may be confusing to
readers. Writer fails to establish any context. Setting
is usually absent, main characters may not even be
named; and conffict or tensions are usually absent.
One-point papers may just stop.

Characterization. tharacters are unrealized.
Readera may not even know who the characters are.

Narrative Aspects and Strategies. Readers may
have difficulty determining a point of view. Word
choice may be inappropriate and confuse readers.

..,..Storki$Oategles

StrategleSfOrCiiaracteriiation include

'06#418,,i0echaraeter* ac.doP
Usiiii*egue (9 Weal hoW the
44:44ft-As
idling tlieleador "OVerhear the
chalici.0i), *ler. thoughts

Ckatacters saY
Pike,,10-44

Noting*kotliers- react to the'actions
or speecti Of iite:elialicter

Telling:re:tide:hi Aire:CO:About the
cludadtera appearance, Personality, or
behayjor

Showing a character's emotional
responses to situations

Revealing a character's relationships
with other pecolc

Presenting character changes or insights
developed as a consequence of their
actions.

Providing character motivation for
behavior or decisions affecting the
resolution of conflict or tension

Strategies for pacing include:

Straightforward chronology

Stream of consciousness

Episode and transition

Flashbacks

Foreshadowing

Withholding information to establish
suspense
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Grade Eight Writing Guide:

Speculation About Causes and Effects

Speculation about causes or effects requires
miters to speculate or conjecture about what may
cease or reit& from a situation, event, or trend.
Writers are encouraged to use "whanir pane= of
thinking, both 'Playfully and sedausly. In developing
this type of essay; writers predict consequences and
elaborate on the plausibility of their speculations.

Speculation about canfes or effects is related to
ptobleni solution in that both contain elaborations
on possibilities. To the extent that speculation about
causes or effects attempts to persuade, it may be
related both to problem solution, an way in which
the writer argues for one or more solutions, and to
'valuation, an essay in which the writer may elabo-
rate persuasively to suppon his or her judgment.

In speculation about causes and effects, the
writer may use strategies central to autobiographical
incident and story when using such storytelling
devices as narrating a scenario to describe causes or
effects.

Importance of Speculation
About Causes and Effects

Seeing multiple perspectives, considering
possibilities, and making plausible predietions are
nithin the domain of speculation about causes or
effects. That type of writing is commonly reqoired
in nearly all areas of the curriculum. In history
social science, for example, students may be re-
quired to speculate on what might have happened in
American history had Abraham Lincoln not been as-
sassinated.

Often in journalistic writing, writers speculate
about what will follow from a disaster such as an
earthquake. This spaculation invites creative, critical
thinking.

Speculating seriously about the causes or effects
of phenomena or events also assists in the matura-
tion process. Spetulation fripo students avoid rash
decisions, hasty conclusions, wrong accusations,
and snap judgments. The open-ended aspect of
speculation about causes or effects is important in
encouraging students to explore possibilities, stretch
their imaginations, and follow their ideas as far as
they can.

Chatintellitles of **Matt=
Minn Cities and' Effects

Speculation about causes Or effects ntquires the
writer to *edict Os** cauacioroittccimes of a
even 4tuilik PC*40,0f-,_ cxtend
from a fanciful guess about itantaattatitnation to a
predictinnideing from sr:gulled infokmitbn or
personal knowledge about the real world.

Presenting the Situation

Writers show a gear understanding of the
situation to be speetnated about and describe the
situation in a way that the reader can clearly under-
stand. The situatice is wildly mimed in the
introductoty paragraph of an essay or at the begin-
ning of a nanetive, although some writers will
devise more intricate ways of revealing the situ-
ation.

Speculation

Writers can choose to present their predictions
about causes or outcomes in a variety of ways.

X I I I-1
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Writets may present effects from the initial
situation and demonstmte a broad base of
knowledge associated with the aituation.

Writen may attempt to show a plausible
relatitazthip between the elution and its
possible causes or effects:Conjectures may
stem from historical facts, cginions of
experts, common beliefs, scientific facts,
eyewitness 'vans, information found in the
plot of a story or in statistic&

a Writers may speculate using their own
original ideas as they consider the posale
"svhat-if" effects of a situation.

Elaboration

Welters elaborate by choosing details relevant to
the caused or effects. They provide sufficiem elabo-
ration to convince the reader that the predictions are
valid within the framework of the writer's own
boundarie& For example, in dealing with fantasy,
tin writer establiPhes the framework within which
speculationa are valid.

Organization

Writers organize the information to give the
paper coherence. Possible appmaches include the
following:

A list of cans% oe effects within categories

An elaboration of ,ane or more causes or
effects according to importancefrom leaF
to most impoitteeer, from small issues to
large issues, from personal to societal, or
from concrete to abstract

A scenario predicting causes or effects in
story form

A repeated word or phrase used to tie the
essay together

Exemplary Student Essay

This essay represents a typical student's re-
sponse to an assignment about having her dreams
come true. The writing process she used is presented
in the next section.

My One Dream

Tile one dream I would like to have come true is
one have had for years. I have always dreamed of
being a famous actress. You are probably saying,
"Don' t we all?" But I am -II serious about my
acting.

Writing Guido

(Presenting tbe sitaationj

It would be yeti exiting working alongside
some of dse.l.PoY foln9a2pePIS'e In showOUsiness.
My fayoritreactresS, and biggestidoLis_ klia -Peeples
who itaillitheteraiSiokseiierFairie."lhe s
beaulifm40,1***W!* 04'04 4rcomed of
workIni*Iithlii or etaitist *teeing hir. I've
writtikhipnanyleaei comPlimendng her on her
wonderful acting on 'Fame."

[Elaborated effed ("meeting/working with idol"))

I would b e privileged to go to all those expen-
sive restaurants, going to those fabulous celebrity
parties; eating as delicious foo&thatl never
dreamed of eating. I would also live ht a luxurious
home with terrific bullt-hm I would live in this home
with probably a roommate since I'm not plamiing to
get married and settle down for awhile kr eome.

(LW of benefits ("expensive restaurants, fabulous
celebrity parties, luxurious home%

But I know that being an actress is not all fun.
There' s a lot of disadvantages too. Being a per-
former takes a lot of hard work and very long hours.
Sometimes it would mean less time to spend with my
friends and fami0. Celebrities never have a Ire of
their own. The press is harrassing them 24 hours a
day, seven days a week It's hard to lead a normal
l(fe when you can' t even go to a fast-food restaurant
without being borh-red by people.

(Disadvantages contrasted with cAlvantages]

Hawever I believe fans make a celebrity a
celebrity and I would always remember that when
asked to sign an autograph. I would never forget my
friends either. When r m ap there on the stage
performing, I' d remember that when I was strug-
gling to make it, they were always behind me,
pushing me to do my best. They never lost faith in
me and r d always stay loyal to them. So you see,
being a famous actress has its ups and downs Just
like any other dream anyone might have. Bat r
never going to give up. Someday, somehow my
dream will come true, even f I have to work my
buns off for it.

[Elabrated description; writer used several
strategies to present her information in a logical
manner. After considering the positive and negative
effects ev'or dream, she concludes with klealism and
practica i.1

One Stuuent's Writing Process

Students first were given part one of the writing
assignment:



Think of a dream that you Mae forthe
future-1=i*** lv,0.04 *Pen 4t.he dream
came tOe."-Ccief:all, kb?di 0040 Se effects-
For ihetie*3* :MiiO4-,1**10** the
104***1114 014144.0064:130tdd
chail,0**. 4/04-0 4-ita4r, eta ti*
better.o frààóboéñlna fithous
athlete but finrithit 'the .coraitistt **ice and
conditioning it takes keep you froM doing some
other activities you really enjoy.

Then the class engaged in the touowing ac-
tivities:

Clustered as many dreams as they could
think of in three or four minutes

Chose one dream and mapped pioblems and
rewards that the dream could offer

Shattd ptoblems and rewards and added
them to the original cluster

Part two of the assignment followed the cluster-
ing, mapping, and sharing:

Write an essay for your English teacher in
which you tell about a dream you have for the
future. Desctibe the dream and then explain in
detail what you think would happen if that
dream came true. Examine the effects of the
dream carefully to show that you understand the
bad as well as tht good effects that might result
from the dream's fulfillment

'The class then looked at part two and noted the
signal words used: write for your teacher
(audience), describe (do mote than name), explain
in detail the effects (do more than just list), show
bad ay well as good dem.

A description of one student's writing process
from that point on follows.

After clustering, mapping, and talking, she
made a working list of the effects of her cheam:

Dream--that I was a famous actress

Effectsworldng with my idol, Nia
Peeples; going to celebrity patties; living in
luxury

She then wrote a first draft in about 40 minutes.
Her first draft follows.

Draft

My One Dream

The one drea m I would like to have come true is
one I have had for years. I have always dreamed of
being a famous actress. You are probably saying,
"Don' t we all?" But I am very serious about my
acting.

ft woul4 bEfwrto We!* friong#44.0. lie of
the tt10.3101941P0Ple.#40w:NaligtkAly
faX4i.f 000:44 04E0140 if NiOreeiges
w.114*0?-iktkl*Orkt'`Wanift very
beantifulandwy ta1eñted IpJdbepriv

tiedge4 iefo akehd#01,040t140,4 to
tthaitriWaltOMEJOild go: Into a Store andoak have ro think twice

aboitibitYina-
but tab?, #stiii!...that with the good has to come

the had. nOr I/J*4y easY being an actOr Or
actress: to alotiardwójonhoursand
sometimes it wauld mean missingOuto,tspending
time with* Yfileiitk Pita *PuldleVfiqa,Pcgitg
change nse.I miOithls et ill beloyal to oy:Olcifrip*
and never fa:twit that beerp "PeeffrOefqr!t* 04
was'straggling toMake It, theYstajted**Meand
had filitifitt*tahvaYe.Pie**Ig Me to Oy.

so eitFP6le beihi afek0040-etre# has itt uPs
and downs just like any other dream anyone might
have. But I won't give up. Someday, somehow my
dream will come true, even VI have to work my
buns offfor it.

Peer Response

A day or two after writing the draft, the student
met with a small peer-response group. The group
used a response guide to comment on her draft. The
comments from students are in italics.

Directions: Working and talking together as a
group (including the writer), make a chart listing tlz
effects the wdter has proposed and the details
included to explain the effects.

Content: Famous actress

- Effect 1: work alongside most famous
people
Details:favorite actress, description of
actress, the TV show

- Effect 2: Good
Details: loyal to friends, never leave
friends

- Effect 3: Bad
Details: loss of time, hard work

- Closure: Good

Questions/Suggestions
- What area needs more information?

What kind of hard din as. Why won' t you
think twice &lore buying things.

- What caused confusion? When you
Jumped from A7a Peeples to parties.

- What would you add? More advantages
and more disadvantages to make a
paragraph for each.

Speculation About Causes and Effects X111-3
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4. Revision
After talidng with her response group and
flodog.OVer,their alialeAorkr4 tbOa.stildent
made a MO& antes* tintiOf Oat She
could include in her next versidn. Her final
draft is tie exemplazy essay in die previous
section.

Response and Revision

Working with partners or in small gimps,
writers can learn froM their real readets how their
writing iffecti others. The fallowing suggestions
may be helPful to teachez'a in designing guides for
students la use both in-dismal* and in preparing
written responies.-Teachets or stidents may select
questions apiproptiate ttatheir &Poses for specific
assignMents or stages in an assignment.

Questices for resPonding to a paper about
speculation about causes or effects follow.

Presenting the situation
How did the writer describe the event he
or she is apeculating aboutfla a
enough for you to understand what
happened?

List one or two of the writer's a st
precise words.

Is there anything about the event you
wrat to understand more clearly? Ask
the writer a question.

Speculations
What types of infonnation does the
writer base speculation upon?

Historical facts
Opinion of experts
Common beliefs accepted as true
Scientific facts
Eyewitness reports
Ideas from a story
Personal knowledge

Do the effects seem logical to you?
Explain your response to the writer.

Organization
Is the paper organized so that the ideas
flow smoothly and logically? If not,
how can the wrter make the orgaraza-
don better?

Elaborating directs
What effects seemed the most ecawinc-
ing to you? Why do you say that?

List some of the details that you found
interesting

XlIa4 Writing Guide

Coming to clasure
Did the 'alma conclusions, present
probleins*sith'irieneible ignites, or
make ei-altnitiortST

ciAinikitlitODO YokY7.-Do

Y041 invkaiy- Oki*. Ow for imProviag
the ending?

Classroom Writing Assignments

The saggested writing assignments that follow
cover a variety of t 'oPics; each topic iCanites stu-
dents to sPeculate ore the liOlObie effectsafaulting
froma particular cause. are arranged by
content area.

Teackers can use the following topics to create
writing assignments within the context of their
present curriculum:

Look as key words in the opening pulp*:
of a story and predict the conflict sad plot,

Look at the way a main character moves
and speaks, notice what other characters say
about him in the first scene of a play, and
predict what the character will be like in the
rest of the play.

Create a sequel to a story and explain why it
would be a logical foil/ay.-through.

If we jumble literary characters or authors,
strange things might occur. What would
change if Edgar Allan Poe had written The
Secret Life of Walter Mary?

Put a character from one story into the plot
of another story and predict his actions and
reactions.

Change the setting of a story and predict the
changes that occur.

Choose a charaaer you have read abcut
who had to make an important decision.
Consider the choices the character has and
speculate about how the stoay would change
if he or she made a different deciskm.

If you could create one new class for your
school, what would you create? If this new
courae were offered, what kind of curricu-
lum would it offer and why would it benefit
y, d other students?
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Think of an invention that could signifi-
cantly change the way we live and think.
Perhaps headphones could read miler
people's mind waves, or glasses could see
through walls, or a flying backpack could
tiansport people wherever they wanted to go
in a matter of seconds. Describe the changes
that would occur as a result of one of those
inventions.

Describe the effects of a major earthquake
on your area of California.

Study the planets and describe what adjust-
ments would be necessary to survive on a
given planet.

What smukl happen if our average age were
extended to 150 years?

itojr-Socia1
Science

How would life be Merent if cars were
outlawed?

Consider the consequences of a change thet
will occur in our society in the future. ft
could be a change in our type of govern-
ment, in travel to outer space, or in the
transportation we use. Decide or one
signifIcant change, describe it, and explain
what would happen as a result of it.

How would your life be different if Califor-
nia did not have compulsory education to
the age of eighteen?

The CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examples in
the CAP writing guides are organized into two
sections: the writing situadon and direcdons for
writing. The writing situation contains prewriting
information and direeelves designed to motivate
student thinking about the assignment. Students are
given background about the topic and are prepared
for the specific assignment that follows in the
directions for writing. Here, students are given
instructions regarding the assignment intent, topic,
audience, and other directions to keep in mind when
responding to prompts. Examples follow.

111.=0..-

Gunge

Writing Situation: Write an essay for your
history-social science teacher in which you discuss
a change that might happen in the future. The
change might be in the way people eat or chess or
spend their free time, in our type of government, or
in travel to outer space. Imagine whatever ldnd of
change you want to.

Directions for Writing: Write in essay in which
you describe a change and say what you think might
happen as a result of ft. Make your results seem
possible or reasonable. Your teacher will be looking
for answers to these two questions: (1) What is the
chance? and (2) What happened as a result of the
change?

Wishes

Writing Situation: Make up a wish that you
would like to come true. Imagine what would
happen if the wish came true. Try to imagine the
range of things that might happen. For instance, yen
might wish for a pet, but then you might find that
feeding it and cleaning up after it are things you
don't liice to do. You might wait to play on a team,
but then you find that the practice keeps you fmm
doing some other activities you really enjoy.

Directions for Writing: Write an essay for your
English teacher in which you tell about a wish diet
you would like to come true. Say what the wish is
and ti tri describe in detail what you think might
happen if that wish came true.

History-Social Science or Language Arts

Dadmess

Writing Situation: Imagine that a giant comet
smashes into the moon, exploding it into zillions of
fragments. These fragments form a blanket around
the earth and cause total darkness. As a result, many
changes occui in everyday life.

Think of some possible changes and list or
cluster them in the space provided.
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Headphones

When Arred Gerhardt's computerized head-
phones are canmonly used throughout the world,
ti.ey will bring about great change in our lives.
People will be able to read the mind waves of
others; this new invention will change our evoyday
lives.

Polents think they know what their children are
thinking but they really don' t. Some children
pretend to like school but really they hate it under-
neath. Sometimes parents who are having marriage
problems think their children don' t know what is
going on, but realty the kids do. If they get these
headphones, parents will know what the child is
thinking. It may come as a surprise and bring the
problems out in the open where they can be solved.

This not only might happen to families, but to
friends too. Very few people will have secrets, so
everybody who has headphones will know what' s
going on in your life #'you think about it. Nobody
will be able to lie, so mast people will ny to be
truthful.

These new headphones might also help us
understand ourselves better. Maybe if a person
sleeps with them on, he could find out what he
dreams about and solve some of his problems.

Although we would have to get used to not
having very much privacy, headphones that could
read the mind waves of others could prove to bring
many interes ting changes.

For the vriter's next draft, she might consider
how to develop paragraph four. Using the student
response guide, her writing partner might ask
questions such as these:

You list one way to understmd ourselves
better with headphones. What are some
other ways? Maybe you could use yourself
more.

Could they record our thoughts? What good
would it do to have our thoughts recorded?
Give an example.

What are some other ways it could help us?

What if we knew other people's thoughts
about us? How could that affect us?

"Brain-Wave Readers" is another example c a
first draft. The writer has categorized the effects of
brain-wave readers (BWRs) according to who
would buy them: pakems, businesses, and govern-
ment She expands somewhat on the first two
categories and lists various ways the third category
could use the BWRs.

Brain-Wave Realm

The first Brain-Wave Readers, or BWR' s as they
are commonly reerred to, have been on sale to the
public for a month. So far millions litho,: have
been ordered. Parents are buying them to use to
keep track of where their kids go On the weekend.
Instead of staying up and going through the trouble
of asking their kids where they have been, now all
the parents do is mention Friday night and listen in
on the headphones to all the thoughts that that

ference triggered. Bosses use them to tell when
employees are not paying full attention to their jobs.
When the thought coming from a particular worker
starts to slow, the boss knows who he has to check
up on. But by far the largest buyer of BWR' s has
been the government. There are no more lengthy
interrogations, no more trials even, now that it can
read the nen& of suspected criminals. More ad-
vanced models are programmed to monitor the
unconscious messages in the brain during question-
ing to make the results even more revealing. BWR's
are also used to monitor government employees and
even the general public to find spies and people who
have "dangerous thoughts," a broad term encom-
passing not only traitors and criminals, but anyone
who has thoughts contrary to government policy. As
a result of the introduction of BWR' s, people all
across the counny and in other nations have begun
to regulate and suppress their own thoughts.

Although the student has written only one
paragraph, revising and expanding her essay would
not be difficult She could develop each area by
describing the kind of monitoring system u.r-d in
private homes and in 'arger industry or by adding
"showing" details, such as examples of teenage
mind-waves or workers' thoughts slowing.

Essar, Written for the CAP Assessment

The following essays were writte:k as part of the
CAP writing field test. They represznt a range of
high, medium, and low scores. "Bhckout" is an
excellent essay. The writer has chosen to use a
narrative format and adopts the persona of a "histo-
mbot" to speculate on the poseble effects of a
blanket of darkness covering the earth.

High Achievement

Blackout

am writing about a cosmic accident that
blocked out the sun. The year is 3854 A.D. on the
planet Earth. My code is E3-Hst. I am a histo-robot
for the American Historians' Club. It happened
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about 500 years ago but the exact date Ls not known
because all records of that era were Arst. Mast
scientins think the sun was blocked out when two
planets collided and the fragments formed a huge
asteroid belt orbiting directly between Earth and the
sun. However, the &Arms did not come suddenly.
It probably took at least 20 years for the screen to
come together enough to block the sun' s light out
complete0.

As Earth became darker every year, people
slowly lost their sight. But, as sight was lost, the
other senses became much keener in both animals
and people. The plants have died c3a terxept those
which grow on the ocean floor, such as ke4o. Th
plants have become the staple of man' s diet meta, e,

place of the plants on land. The heat from the ran Ls
not blocked by the asteroid belt so huge heat collec-
tors receive and store the heat during the day and
release it at night to keep the cities warm.

Archeologists have discovered preserved bodies
of ancient people. rhese people had bodies much
like the humans of today except that they had
slightly lesser cranial capacity and on the average
were larger in body size than the modern human
who is usually five feet and sir inches in height. The
people of today also have more highly developed
senses of touch, hearing, and smell, as I mentioned
before.

Most of mankind is resigned to the fact that they
will never know the beauty of the world their ances-
tors once lived in. The people love to hear about the
many plants and flowers of ancient times. The
effects of the COMIC cloud have changed the hrman
race forever but there was some good in the acci-
dent, too. The accident gave man a challenge and
without that, we would still be in the Stone Age.

Commentary

The first paragraph presents the situation ("a
cosmic accident that blocked out the sun').

To elaborate the effects, the writer has woven
together scientific facts: "Plants have died out
except for those which grow on the ocean floor,
such as kelp"; expen's opinions: "Archeologists
have discovered"; and historical facts: "People
slowly lost their sight." As an authority figure, the
"histo-robot" presents a believable commentary on
past occurrences, which in reality are the writer's
speculation about effects in the fonn of a scenario.

The closure has elements of evaluation and
philosophical speculation, "The accident gave man a
challenge and without that, we would still be in the
Stone Age."

XIII-8 Writing Guide

Mid-Level Achievement

Darkness

If ever a comet smashed into the moon and it
broke it into little pieces and covered the earth, we
would be in big trouble.

Every one all around the world would probably
panic. I would think that the president would take
immediate action. He would probab0 launch el ship
into space or something.

Almost everything on our planet needs light. If
there was no light then plants would not grow. I'm
sure people need natural light too. If plants dident
grow, and we survived without light what about
cows from where we getfood, they would not have
grass to eat, and they would starve. There could
even possably be a baby boom again.

Scientists would be busy at work inventing lights
that perhaps could work the same way the sun does
to help grow plants.

With every thing pitch black every one would be
using up all the energy to.

m sure this will never hamen, but I' m not an
expert to say. But in all the thousands of years the
planets have been around nothing like that has ever
happened.

But I thought that there was a force field around
the earth that burns any thing up that touches it.

Commentary

The writer of the essay "Darkness" describes the
situation very briefly. One sentence sets forth the
situation. Various vague psychological effects and
government reactions are guessed at. The writer
becomes more specific as he discusses the effects of
darkness on life fonns, and he also Wets to the
reactions of scientists. He organizes his material
about the effects into categories but only elaborates
a reference to the food chain. He does not come to
closure, however. He refers only to his own lack of
knowledge and suggests that this situation is impos-
sible. The writer's attempts at elaboration and
organization help in the class; gcation of this paper
as average.

Low Achievement

We don' t have any electricity and it' s very cold.
The plants are hard to grow now. It rains more now
than usual. Sometimes meteors fall threw the Earths
apnonsphere and hits the ground some people are
killed when this happens. Some people are left
homeless. The oceans are wild now than ever there
are lots of huricans every where. We have to save
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food for just incase something hvpens. It is very
sad living in this darkness.

Commentary

In this essay the writer begins abruptly. The
proposed effects of some cataclysmic occurrence are
listedno electricity, very cold, hard to grow
plants, and it rains mote than usual. The listing of
effects, however, is a type of elaborating; the writer
provides some evidence that life now is very differ-
eit and that the outlook is bleak.

Published Example of Speculation About
Causes or Effects

In the following essay the writer makes effec-
tive use of speculation about effects strategies. The
essay was published in The Planetary Report.

The Three Tragedies of Challenger'

The tragedy of January 28, 1986, has touched
the American soul more deeply than anything since
the John F. Kennedy assassinationWhy? Why

pouring over the death of seven of us when death is
should there be such a tremendous grief and out-

such a common occurrence in all walks of We?
The reason is that we have all identified so

deeply with those attractive and adventuresonv
individuals who are our surrogates in space. They
represented all of us reaching out to push back the
frontiers of adventure and exploration.

For that reason, their deaths will not and should
not be in vainwe should continue to send out rep-
resentatives to explore space on our behalf. We
should continue to send them Ma public and visible
way so that, indeed, all of us may participate vicari-
ously. We should continue to fly the space shuttle for
theta pwpose as soon as the cause of the explosion
has been identified and corrected.

However, there is a second tragedy unfolding,
not nearly so visible to the American people but just
as profound in its implications. The shuttle had been
designed not only to carry hum= to and from
Earth orbit, but it also incorporated a new and
unproven concept in space flizzlit. The shuttle was to
cam automated payloads intepled for distant
orbits, to service the military, to launch conuner
communication satellites and to carry out the
diverse activities of scientists.

1Bruce C. Murray, "'Ma Three Tragedies of Challenger," in The
Planetary Report (March/April, 1986). Used with permission.
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As a consequence, NASA has eliminated all ex-
pendable launch vehicles which have traditionally
been the maw of laniching automated (and
usually expendable) payloads. Now that the shuttle
fleet ie grandee:, au US 4pace activities are like-
whe grounded

The IMplications are disheartening. Not only is
the order0 Continuation of nallitary surveillance and
otherfwtelons disrupted, not only is ow ability to
ferry commercialsommunications satellites sus-
pended-but our dwindling planetary erploration
efforthas been dealt a stupendous blow with a year
or more further delay of our principal new plane-
tary missionehe Galileo orbiter and probe to the
planet Jupiter.

The third tragedyyet to happenloonas when
the budgetary implications of these delays and re-
programming dons for both the manned:and
unmanned prOgrams go to Congress for approval.

The timing couldn' t be worse. The Groton-
Rudman (deficit control) bill represents an abdica-
tion by both the Administration and the Congress
from making judicious adfusonents in various
federal programs, as now needed because of the
Challenger tragedy.

Somehow we must collectively find the political
wLsdom and capaNNy to respond to the Ctallenger
setback. We must provide timely, efficient and
flexit le transport to orbit for the full range of
automated activities which are essente to both our
present and future.

And we must look beyond the shuttle and even
the space station to where the manned endeavor of
exploration truly leads.

The President can and should set the goal of
Americans (we hope in collaboration with others)
reaching the surface of Mars sometime after the
turn of the cauwy as a culmination of our steps into
space an i as the final tribute to the snven Chal-
lenger crew members.

Bruce C. Murray
Bruce Murray uses the fitst tragedy (the deaths

of the Challenger crew) to set up the situation. The
second abd thitd tragedies are his proposed effects
from that situation. Murray uses thi: word "tragedy"
to tie his conjectutes about what might happm to
the space program into a colxrent essay.
Readings in Speculation About Cat .tes or Effects

Essays in which writers spec. :late about
cuases or effects occur daily in newspapers and
magazines. A few examples follow:

Editorials caution against the dire effects of
a proposed law.

Speculation About Causes and Effects



Sports columns forecast Super Bowl win-
ners before the first game of the season is
played.

Movie reviews predict a film's popularity
before audiences have seen it.

Thome common kinds of speculative writing are
easily available for classroom use. Writers of
speculative fiction (science fiction/famsy) rely on
"what-ifs" (altering our reality and predicting the
effects) as important plot devices. The following
literary works are a few of the many that contain
speculation about causes or effects:

Crichton, Michael. Andr meda Strain. New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, In. , 1969.

licinlein, Robert A. FcArnam' s Freehold. New
York: Ace Books, 1987.

Herbert, Prink. Dune. New York: The Putnam
Publisltng Group, 1984.

*Titles indicated with an asterisk are included in Recom-
mended Readings in Literature (Annotated edition). Sac-
ramento: California State Department of Education, 1988.
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*Irving, Washington. Rip Van Winkle. New York:
Macmillan Publishing Co., Inc., 1963.

Le Guhi, Ursula K. The Wizard of Earthsea. New
York: Bantam Books, Inc., 1973.

*Poe, Edgar Allan. "The Tell Tale Heart," in Great
Short Works of Edgar Allan Poe. New York:
Harper and Row Publishers, Inc., 1970.

Swift, Jonathan. Gulliver' s Travels. New York:
Ainnont Fublishing Co., Inc., 1964.

Twain, Mark. A Connecticut Yankee in King
Arthur's Court. New York: Bantam Books, Inc.,
1985.

*Wells, H. G. War of the Worlds. New York: Air-
mont Publishing Co., Inc., 1964.

Wilhelm, Kate. Where I4te the Sweet Bird,s Sang.
New York: Pocket Books, Inc., 1981.
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Rhetorical Effectiveness Scoring Guide for

Speculation About Causes and Effects

Prompts for speculation require writers to
present one of two kinds of speculative argument:

1. Writers speculate -r conjecture about the
msaa of a given situation, event or trend.

2. Writers speculate or predict possible &Nu
(outcomes or consequences) of a given
event or phenomenon.

These requirements make speculation essen-
tially peisuasive, requiring systematically developed
arguments carefully grounded in a precisely defined
situation. Students use "what if' patterns of thinking
to propose causes and/or to predict consequences,
and then t"..ey attempt to convince readers to take
seriously their proposed causes or effects.

Trey elaborate on these causes or effects, devel-
oping and linking them to convince the reader of the
plausibility of the argument

Writers focus their essays by maintaining a
close relationship between the situation and the
speculation: the causes or effects all seem relevant
to the situation. Writers organize speculative essays
by presenting the situation coherently, showing their
own clear understanding of it, and then shrewdly
presenting plausible causes or effects that might be
associated with that situation. For these conjectures
to be convincing, writers must support them with
carefully chosen detail . They may mention several
possible causes or effects, developing or linking
them; or they may mention only one, building it
fully and examining it from a variety of perspec-
tives. In any event, throughout the essay the reader
is continually aware of the link between the situ-
ation and the pmposed causes or effects.

Speculation is a complex type of writing, poten-
tially involving imaginative, inventive argument
developed by such strategies as definition, descrip-
tion, narration, and explanation. The essay may
present a factual assessment arising from knowledge
of the real world; or it may present a fanciful guess
about a fasuartic situation. In either case, the
writer's success depends on inventing plausible
causes or effects and arguing them both imagina-
tively and logically. The best essays will exhibit and
develop internal logic and consistency that is
disectly suited to the situation, whether "real world
or fantasy.

Score P 6Exceptional Achievern

A e'e-point essay engages the reader immedi-
ately. L. eosins purposeful. The whin' seems aware
of readers' questions and needs throughout the
essay. The essay seems to be ix* just written but
written to particular "cadets. The writer convinces
the readers of the plausibility of the speculedon.

A six-point essay demonstrates qualities all
readers admire: conviction, enthusiasm, freshness. A
six-point essay may demonstrate the writer's inte-
gration or immersion of self into the speculation.
These essays may use an unconventional rhetoricri
approach. A six-point essay may take chances and
succeed.

Presenting the Situation. The six-point essay
writer clearly defines, identifies, or describes the
situation to be speculated about Though it does not
dominate the essay at die expense of speculation,
the situation is nevertheless presented fully and
precisely. The writer limits the occasion aidprop.i-
ately, focusing reader attention ou pst those aspActs
of the situation that the writer will speculate about
Although this information usually comes at the
beginning of the essay, some writers esay devise
other ways of revealing the situation. Whether it
arises from fact or from fantasy, the presentation of
the situation grounds and focuses the entire essay.

Writers of six-point essays may duclibe or
detail the situation that is established in the prompt,
or they might create the situatibn by using narrative
or aroviotal techniques. In either case, they will use
concrete language, rich in sensory detail.

The writer of the six-poiat essay acknowledges
readers' concerns. For real-world situations, the six-
point miter acknowledges the reader's experience
or familiarity with a situation and, using narrative or
descriptive strategies, builds on this awareness to
focus reader attention on a comparable situation. For
fantasy situations, the writer acknowledges reader
concerns and questions about the occasion and uses
narrative or descriptive techniques to create a
logical, if fanciful, situation.

Whether the essay arises from a factual assess-
ment of a real situation or from u fanciful guess
about a fanciful situation, the writer consistently
demonstrates broad knowledge and clear under-
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standing of the situadon. In this way, the miter
ear ',fishes authority.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects. In the
six-point essay, the proposed causes or effects are
clearly related to the particular situation that the
writer has defined. Writers use imaginative, inven-
tive argument to convince leaders of the logic of
their speculations. The best writers are dearly con-
sidering possibilities and are seeing multiple per-
spectives. They are stretching their imaginations to
follow their ideas as far as they can; and dtey are
maintaining focus by establishing and continually
developing the close relationship between the
pardrular situation and the causes or effects that
mien arise from it.

Because speculation is essentially a persuasive
type of writing, the best writers will be continually
aware of readers' needs. They might refer to the
readers directly, trying to enlist their support or
they might directly acknowledge the readers'
possible questions or objections to postulated
speculations. Throughout the essay, the six-point
essay writer seems to understand fully that particu-
lar readers must be convinced that their speculations
are plarselble and are appropriate to the simation
they have defined.

In proposing appropriate causes or effects,
writers may employ sortie of the following strate-
gies:

1. "What-if' patterns of thinking to pose
causes and effects and to show the
relationship between these conjectures and
the situation

2. Building a succession of causes or effeets,
each changing the complexion of the whole

3. Showing a direct and logical connection be-
tween the speculated cause or effect and the
situation: how the causes logically create
thc situation or how the effects arise as a
natural consequence of it

4. Controlling organizational sequences, such
as the following: movement from least to
most important cause or effect; frem small
to large issues; fr concrete to abstract;
from personal to seeretal causes or effects

The six-point essay writer establishes, main-
tains, and develops a plausible reladonSelp between
the situation and each of the proposed causes or
effects. The speculation is linked naturally to the
simasion. Transitions are of particular importance in
these essays, keeping the reader grounded both in
the relationship between the situation and the
proposed causes or effects and in the logical

XIII-12 Scoring Guide

development and pmgression of the speculation
itself. Through these transitions the writer carries
the rea&r along with the methodological develop-
meat of the argumene Throughout the essay, the
six-point essay writer weaves together facts, opin-
ions, and projections to create and develop convinc-
ing reasons for the proposed speculations.

An occasional writer may present only a naffs-
tive (a story scenario) which is so fully developed
and effective that readers ate convinced of the logic
and relevance of the argument through the narra-
tive's implications.

Elaboration of Argurant. The six-point essay
provides substantial elaboration, convincing the
reader that the writer's conjectures are valid for the
situation. These writers elaborate their sreculated
causes and effects with carefully chosen evidence
that is logically and fully developed. Such evVence
is chosen because it is relevant and convincing. It is
developed fully with precise, explicit detail to
convince the reader of both the logic and the authen-
ticity or the proposed cause or effect.

Some strategies writers may use to develop their
arguments are the following:

1. Citing of facts, opinions, projections, and
personal experiences or observations
(anecdotes) to explain or validate a cause or
effect

2. Elaborating on possibilities arising from
proposed causes or effects, showing pos-
sible "domino effects" that might determine
the direction of a developing situation

3. Giving specific examples of comparable
causes or effects that have arisen in analo-
gess situations

Writers may mention several possetie causes or
effects, developing and linking them; or they may
mention only one, building it fully and examinhng it
closely from a vesiety of perspectives. In any event,
the six-point essay writer must make a full and con-
vincing argument for at least one postulated eause or
effeet.

Score Point 5Commendable Achievement

Presenting the Situation. As in the six-point
essay, the situation is clearly defined but with less
elaboration. The situation does not dominate the
essay at the expense of speeds' . The five-point
essay relies on A narrower range ef strategies for
presenting the simation. The five-point essay writer
will limit and focus the occasion, though possibly
with le -ache than the six-point writer. The
languat snack only the vividness and impact of
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the six-point essay. In the five-point as in the six-. point essay, the writer's knowledge and understand-
ing of the situation Ls clear throughout, and a sense
of confidence and authority Is maintained.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects. As in
the six-point =ay, the writer proposes causes or
effects that are linked naturally to the defined
situation. The writer conjectures persuasively for
possible, probable, or plausible causes or effects.
The rpeculations are swims and logioal, lacking
only the flushness and imagination that is character-
istic of the six-point essay. The writer teaches
beyold obvious statements sbout possible causes
and effects to speculations that are not enthely
indictable.

The writer of the five-paint essay has a consis-
tent awareness of audience and keeps the aeader
grounded in both the situation and the speculations.
The five-point essay reveals direction and purpose
and develops the telationship between the occasion
and the speculations, though the writer may not
maintain focus on this relationship as consistently as
in the six-paint paper. The five-point paper may
lack the clarity of focus, the continuity, or the
gnawing insight and fullness of the six-point essay.
The speculations will be insightful but not as
probing as in a six-point essay.

Elaboration of Argument. As in the six-point
essay, the writer engages in extended, thoughtful
speculation, using effective arguments to convince
the reader of the logic and validity of the specula-
tions. The writer chooses evidtace that is televant
and convincing; the sepporting evidence will be
more predictable than in the six-point essay. The
writer may mention several possible causes or
efkcts, or may concentrate only on one; however,
the supporting details, though relevant and convinc-
ing, will not be as richly developed.

Score Point 4Adequate Achievement

Presenting the Situation. The writer of the four-
point essay presents the situation but with less as-
suredness than is evidenced in five- or six-point
papers. It may not be as clearly focused, or it may
lack the detail or specificity of the five- or six-point
essays. The writer may, for instance, simply para-
phrase the prompt rather than define a focased
situation linked to in On the other hand, the situ-
ation may tend to dominate the four-point essay,
though these writers do offer some explicit specula-, don. The presentation of the situation will be
adequate to orient readers to the proposed causes or
effects.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects. The
four-point essay writer establishes a connection be-
tween &se situation and the postdated causes or
effects but may not maintain this connection as
explicitly or effectively as in the five- and six-point
essays. The proposed causes or effects may be
logical but predictable. They will arise from or be
appropriate to the situation; but they may seem
tangential, not grounded as firmly in the situation.
Acknowledgment of readers is not as evident as in
the five- and six-point mays, and the speculations
may be disconnected. A four-point essay may be
characterized by thoughtfulness rather than inven-
tiveness.

Elaboration of Argwnent. The writer of the
four-point essay offers less persuasive evidence for
the validity of the proposed causes or effects. The
essay exhibits some internal logic and an overall
sense of organization; but it may not show a consis-
tent relationship between the situatien and the
effects or causes. There may be some irrelevant
details. The writer exhibits both an understanding of
the situation and an exploration of possible causes
or effects; but the development and explanations of
the speculations may seem somewhat thin.

s'core Point 3Some Evidence of Achievement

Presenting the Situation. The writer presents a
situation, but it may either be brief or dominate the
essay. There is limited use of strategies character-
ized by commonplace language. The writer may
simply paraphrase the prompt rather than define the
situation. The writer may not dearly establish the
boundaries of the situation or may not seem to fully
understand ie The writer may not acknowledge
readers.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects.
Though the speculations in the three-paint essay
will be at least tangentially relevant, the wrimr may
tend to list a series of causes or effects rather than
develop them or ground them in the situation. On
the other hand, there may be only one minimally
developed cause or elkct mentioned. These essays
may have a meandering quality rather than the
purposeful, logical movement of a persuasive
argument. The speculations may seem obvious,
superficial or predictable. There may appear to be
little conscious awareness of the reader and little
effort to convince a reader by developing a logical
cause-effect relationship.

Elaboration of Argument. Elaboration in the
three-point essay is limited, pethaps to a brief expla-
nation of one cause or effect or to a listing of

NIMENI=11.1191.11011M11111,
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several, with minimal development These essays
lack consistency in development of detail. 'Though
they may provide rudimentary connections between
the situation and the speculations, the sequence and
otganizational pattern may be unclear.

Ihe essay may etem generally competent and
the speculations may be interesting; but the writer
has not yet /earned that speculation is pc:suasive
and requires systematically *nixed arguments
carefully grounded in a precisely defined situation.

Score Point 2Little Evidence °achievement

Presenting the Occasiox The writer exhibits
only minimal understanding of the situation. These
essays may begin ahuldy. The writer may attempt
to construct a situation but, because of omissions,
erratic jumps in time or place, or breakdowns in
cohesion, will not establish focus. In some two-
point essays, the situation will dominate the essay.
Other two-point essays will provide no occasion, be-
ginning abruptly with a list of causes or effects.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects. If
them is a situation, the speculations may be either
brief or meandering and unfocused. There will be
little connection between the situation and the
speculations, rad little evidence of any logical
organization. Some of the proposed camel or effects
may seem illogical or unrelated to the situation.

Elaboration of Argument. There will be little
elaboration in the two-point essay, often merely
listing. Some details may be irrelevant and uncon-
nected to either the situation or the speculations.
These essays may tend to be quite brief, as them

XIII-14 SWIM) Gukie

will usually be little development either of the
situation or of the causes or effects; or they may be
extended generalized ramblings, with little ground-
ing at all in either * situation or in awhat-if" conjec-
turing. The two-pcint essay may merely list causes
or effects whim% suppott or atgument. The two-
point essay conaains little or no argument or effort to
pemuade the reader.

Score Point 1Wminud Evidome of Achievement

Presenting the Situation. If there is a situation, it
will be very WI end devoid of specificity or
onscmteness. The one-po:nt essay may point
vaguely to a situation without focusing or establish-
ing its boundaries.

Logic and Relevance of Causes or Effects. If
there are speculations, they will be brief and superfi-
cial attempts at prediction rather than considered
explorations of possibilities. There will be no
evidence of a logical connection between the
situation and the causes or effects. The proposed
causes or effects, if say, may be difficult to identify
or understand.

Elaboration of Argwnent. There will be little or
no elaboration of either the situation or of the causes
or effects. Speculations, if presented at all, are not
argued. There is rarely any sense of the leader. The
one-point essay is usually brief and is often not
coherent

Score Point 0Inappropriate Response

Off Topic



Students With Special Needs

The California Assement Program (CAP)
historically has tested all students except those
enrolled in special day classes or centers or who are
identified as non-English speaking (NES). Strictly
defined, that means that special education students
officially panicipating in regular classes and
counted for enrollment in the grade level tested are
to participate in the CAP testing program, including
students in pull-out-type programs such as the
Resource Specialist Plogram (RSP).

Language classifications used by CA? fall into
four categotier English only, fluent-English speak-
ing (FES), limited-English proficient (LEP), and
non-Eng/ish speaking (NES). (See the glossary in
the Staff Development Section for exact definitions
of these tams.) Only the last category (NES) is
exempt from CAP testing; that holds true for the
writing assessment, which was inn-oduced at grade
eight during the spring of 1987.

Soadents with learning prublems or language
liznitaticas may need special assistanm as they
develop sldlls tatgeted in the CAP writing assess-
ment To help them become successful writers,
teachers may need to modify the classroom assign-
ments suggested in the CAP writing guides, clarify
process descriptions, or increase practice sessions.
This section of the Writing Assessment Handbook is
ditected toward teachers and others responsible for
this sometimes difficult but impoitant task. The
following suggestions may be helpful as districts
and school str"- prep= to mview current writing
programs.

Writing in a New Language

Students in language acquisition programs, such
as bilingual education and English-as-a-second-
language (ESL). progress through stages, of develop-
ment that are similar id but not exactly like those of
native Eralish speaking students. At the beginning
their =dela:ending of English may be limited to
associations with firsthand experience. In time they
begin to create simple English necessary for inclu-
sion in school activities or communicating basic
needs. Later, they use English to interact meaning-
fully with others. They beccane able to use language
for making generalizations and for analyzing
situations and textbooks. Finally, the ability to use

English for clarifying concepts and abstract problem
solving evolves.

The communicative competence of LES, LEP,
cr ESL students in F.nglish improves as they strive
to understand the messages of others and actively
create their own in increasingly mom complex
situations. Experience shows that exposure to com-
prehensible Engirt and practice in negdating
meaning through teacher encouragement, supportive
risk taking, and guidance can improve language
ability.

NES ur LEP students will vaiy in their ability to
use standard American edited English structures and
terms in constructing their messages. The language
of these student^ in their messages is not incorreca
It is not a random selection of words, sentence
structures, or imperfect anempca at adult English.
The language is legitimate and follows a coherent
code or rules consistent with the student's present
proficiency level. We need to remember that stu-
dents may be doing as well as their prevailing
English abilities permit. ESL research tells us that
improvement in grammar and usage is facilitated
not by isolated study as provided in many workbook
exercises or pattern drills. It occum through the
active attempt to generate the language needed to
communicate a response to meaningful situations.

Writing assignments can provide a basis for
needed experimentations with communication. The
assignments set up a situation that has to be under-
gond by students and, most importantly, is tied to
their experience. Students are asked to construct a
written respmise that communicates ideas, infonna-
tion, opinions, images, and so forth, to a reader. This
recorded language then can be examined, re-
thought, adjusted, revised, expanded, or otherwise
changed to reflect an improvement in written
communication. For an LEP student, this mediation
can facilitate the develor nient of English writing
abilities. In time and as a result of teacher guidance,
the ability to communicate in English will change,
improve, and become mom flukl.

Teaching LEP Students to Write

The following suggestions can make the writing
experience positive for both the teacher and the
student with limited-English proficiency:

xiv71
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I. Make the writing situation undeistandable.

Help students read the writing prompt.

Introduce the assignmentSorally.

Use visuals when Possible.

Allow students to ittfer to their native
langusge and English dictionaries when
unclear *int:intent Or I/teaming of
unfamiliartuiiis: (Sae section on
reading a *king prompt.)
Simplify the language of the writing
assignment when necessary and avoid
the following:

Uncommon terminology

Idiomatic expressions or figurative
language

Conceptually dense sentences

Distant or ambiguous pronoun reference

Difficult syntactic stnictures, such as
conditionals and the passive voice

Ambiguous statements or unclear
directives

Vocabulary with double meanings

Deteimine whether the student has
sufficient background knowledge to
comprehend foe topic of tiv assignment.
Use discovery questions and strategies
such as the following to help students
recall prior knowledge and orient their
thinking:

What do you know about . . . ?

Have you ever. . . . (done anything like
this) before?

Have you ever read about something
like this?

This topic is like . . . (something previ-
ously experienced or studied).

What do you think about . . . ? What is
your opinion?

Imagine yourself In this situation.
Where woted you be? Who would be
with you? What would you be doing?
What results or outcomes would be
expected?

If the student is unable to respond to
these, the topic may not be well enough
understood to serve as the subject for a
writing assignment. When this happens,
teactas need either to provide experi-
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Foca' on.the meaningful use of English
and Odd attPlgOn to fo* and accu-
racy. Do not fificia' 'Unnecessary atten-
tion, time, end effort on:

Spelling

Syntactic errors

Grammar instmcdon

Rules of punctuation

Preview the lesson in the student's
native language in certain situatices to
help trigger recall of experience or
knowledge or better understanding of
the intent of a lesson. This proceduie
should be used sparingly and only when
necessary to help students comprehend
a lesson or get involved in it.

2. Guide students through a response to a
writing assigmnent.

Use the writing assignments from the
CAP writing guide4 that have prewriting
assistance built into them. Follow their
suggestions for prewriting.

Use prewriting discussinns to help
students recall prior knowledge related
to the topic, clarify intent of the writing
exercise, and examine models of
specific discourse.

Teach the three strategIes of brainstorm-
ing (useful in generating content), "clus-
tering" (helpful in interpreting des
content), and "mapping" (which helps
organize ideas) to LEP students. Allow
students to compose orally before
developing their flat written draft.
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Teackau have found that tbese students need
mote concrete examples than theis poem, !auger
meditation time befoce taclding assignments, more
cladty provided with assignments, and more guid-
ance through these tasks. These students bra also
been found to need additional trial nms to learn a
suategy and may rely on visual or vetbal reminders
of procedures throughout a lesson. With so many
circumstances and learning variables influencing
writing instve ion, it is no wonder that so many of
the less able or prepared students need special
assistance anti guidance to learn to manane each
type of writing.

Working with Remedial or Other Writers
Needing Special Anistance

The suggestions included here can help students
approach the writing experience with increased
comfort ans" 'xinfidence.

1. Ease into instmcdon.

Students may hesitate in responding to a
new writing assignment Acquaint students with
the type of writing you will be teackAng to them.
During this awareness time, provide concrete
reference to the characterisdcs of a type of
wridng, spend time reading model essays, and
discuss evaluation criteria. A process that
emphasizes multiple examples and explanations
leads to greater student control and indepen-
dence. Familiarize students with a new type of
writing by using the following sections included
in the CAP writing &des.

Introduce each new type of writing by
discussing the importance of that type
of thinking and composing experience.
Help students realize how they will be
empowered by this type of writing.

Enumerate thecharacteristics of the
type of writing. Illustrate them through
a reading and discussion of "An Ex-
ample of a Published Writing."

Familiarize the students with the
characteristics of that type of writing by
having them read and discuss "An
Exemplary Student Essay." The
"Student Response Guide" is useful in
guiding this discussion.

2. Help students experience successful
completion.

Help students experience the successful
compledon of writing assignments from pre-
writing to drafting, sharing, revision, and
editing. Allow time for instruction so that

XIV-4 Writing Guide

students thoroughly understand what is expected
of them in each step elite amigimtent. They
need to be Olded through practice of each step
of the writingprodesti before, mastery and
indePencP Can be PAW*. All Os takes
dme. Cam maist be tskenha eniare thst these
=dente-nude:re:ad completely. whe is ex-
peeted pf them, are gitided Omagh their first
attemp414 sae provided With melted experi-
ences to ensure conipetencesvith a new type of
writing before moving on to another assign-
ment. In time and through expedndne, stuck=
will begin to fed axnfonable emu& to become
more and more independent with new writag
challenges.

Clatify the requirements of the prompt
(see section on Reading Writing
Prompts for suggesticas). Explain or
clarify any terminology thal may be
new or difficult for the students (see
section on Vocabulary foe Specific
Types of Discoluse).

Guide students through each step of the
writing process:

Prewriting. Ask students to list potential
toPics.
Discuss possible topics with the teacher
or peers.

Decide on one topic.

Discuss the intent of she assignment.

Recait information to answer specifics
of the prompt.

Use "brainstorming," "clustering," and
"mapping" to detemilne the content and
general structure or organization of the
writing.

Drafting. Have students write a com-
plete first draft, not to be gaded but to
be examined and improved in subse.
quent rewrites.

Sharing. Have students share the first
draft with peers or the teacher, using the
"Student Revision Guide" to provide
suggestions for improvement

Revision. Have students rewtite the
draft and incorporate suggestions
regarding clarity, organization, content
changes, and audience considerations.
(Sharing and revision steps may be
repeated several dmes.)
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Editing. Rut students check sentenca
for correctness of gtammar and conven-
tions. This step stould not be over-
emphasize&

3. Be judicious in providing editing feedback
to students.

Isolated instruction that focuses on the
formal study of English grammar and usage
(seen in language sits grammar series) has been
fousd to be too abstract arxi remote for applica-
don by students. Help with usage can be pro-
vided in the editing stage of the writing process
and then only for the problems that most inter-
fere with the intended communication. Selective
responses that help students effect greater
precision in their communication should occur
not away trom the students but in consuftation
with them.

4. Remember that success breeds success.

Nothing motivates better than progress and
a sense of accomplishment associated with the
writing assignment. Successes can be a source
of suident pritbe as well as an indication of the
adequacy of teacher-provided instruction and
guidance.

Dialects

Everyone who speaks English does so in a
dialect of English. Similarly, everyone who writes
English selects terminology, jargon, and expressions
:zat represent dialect variation. Teachers with their

specialized "educatione t," radio announcers with
speech tones reflecting the music they play, CB
users with their colorful figurative expressions,
farmers with their regionalized idiomatic expres-
sions, teenage suburbanites with their specialized
jargon, and others with their unique iariety of
language all speak or write English that helps them
to communicate with others who share that language
code. This language determination can uwicate
membership in a group as well as potentially
exclude others from participation. Dialects provide
speakers and writers with a shonhand method of
communicating with individuals or groups shanng a
similar cultural and linguistic experience. Elabora-
tion of topics or explanations are riot necessary
when the language is understood and considered
acceptable in a communicative situation.

Dialects of English are distinguished by differ-
ences in pmramciation, grammar, vocabulary,
idiomatic expression, and use of figurative lan-
guage. They are r Nedded in tradition, systematic,
nile-governed, and often regionalized, and they help

a group of individuals communicate. As a rule dia-
lects of English are largely mutually undenetandable
and have more common concepts than identified
differences. Common differences that mark idio-
matic and regional expression frequently involve the
use of some verb tense s and imams in a manner
somewhat distiiizt frail the standard literary lan-
guage or speech pr-tem commonly called standard
America' Eng-Itt.

Standani American English is that English
understorai, written, and spoken by the largest
number of Americans. Standard America,. English
is considered by some as the most prestigious of the
American English dialects. It is that sound of
English that is least tegionally identified It includes
those structures of grammar that are clearest to the
largest audience. It includes veeabulary that is most
commonly understood Althcagh most Americans
consider their English standard, all speakees and
writers of English possess elements of English that
approach standard English. All English speakers and
writers also communicate at times in ways that
could be viewed as nonstandanl. For example, the
formal English employed in a business letter is
expected to be different from that used in a friendly
letter. English produced by an individual varies
from one audience to another from topic to topic,
and from situation to situation This is true of the
most flexible of English users.

There is agreement among most linguists and
educators that no one dialect of English can or
perhaps should be identified as the only variety
acceptable. All dialects of English serve a function,
are considered appropriate under some circum-
stances, follow definite and determinable rules, and
help the speaker and writer communicate to some
degree Oth particular audiences. At times use of an
identifiable nonstandard English dialect in writing
helps provide an historical and geographical marker.
At other times it marks political or social identities.
Occasionally such language is used to demonstrate
closeness to or familiarity with the intended reader.
In some cases it is used to set the author apart froin
the reader. While use of a nonstandard written
dialect of English is not in itself incorrect, it is
generally acknowledged that some dialect varieties
are more appropriate with some audiences and in
some situations than are others. Most writers can
idmtify times when a distinct type of oral and
written English is not only expected but required.
Even formal English, considered most standard,
would be unsuitable in some contexts.

For clarity in writing, it is commonly expected
that the author selects the variety of English that
best communicates an intended message to an
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c. Explore how grammar could be altered
to produce varied undesstandings of the
essay.

d. Decide what content alterations and
additions would be necessary in com-
municating successfully to a new
reader.

e. Haee tin new audience (reader) read the
essay and provide fiesdback to the
author as to its understandability,
whether it was effective, and how it
might be improved.

8. In editing, help students clarify the intended
meaning in their writing.

a. With verb tense, help students avoid
confusion by ascertaining "when and
how many did what."

." With pronoun referents, explore with
students the misunderstandings that may
resuh from distant andfor undetermin-
able reference

9. Allow peer response across dialects. Avoid
only when having individuals from the same
dialect group provide revision and editing
feedback.

10. Read exemplary literature to students as
models of the sound of wham English they
will be expected to produce.

The CAP Writing Prompt Format

The writing prompts used by the California
Assessment Program and included as examples in
the CAP writing guides are organized into two
sections, the weting situation and directions for
writing. The writing situation contains prewriting
information and directives designed to motivate
student thinking about the assign sent. Smdents are
given background about the topic and encouraged to
discover understandings and ideas about the situ-
ation. In this section students are prepared for the
specific assigmnent that follows in the directions for
writing section. Here, studenta are given specific
insnuctions regarding the assigmnent intent, topic,
and (often) anticipated organization of content, a
specificasion of audience, ane er directions to
keep in mind when they are ita landing to prompts.

Reualng Writing Prompts

Students need assistance in reading prompts.
They need to practice strategins useful in wider-
standing and interpreting writing assignments. It
may be necessaty to begin with teacher-directed

19111EN! 911

lessons that incorporate the suggestions thet follow.
The goal of such &dance would be that &nail
groups of students eventually would be able to
discuss a prompt and come to agreement about its
expecteons with less guidance from a teather.
Because CAP testing does not allow for discussion
or questions about the writing tasks, the student
must be able to determire ezpeetaticns without
assistanm. In the following example, the writing
simation and directions for writing sections are
dissected to illustrate suggested strategies.

Prepating Your Cousin for School

Writing Situation: Your cousin is moving to
your town. This cousin is your age and will attend
your school Your cousin's biggest concern is
having to chmge schools.

D1rectio3s for Writing: Write your cousin a
letter about your school Tell about your school's
strengths and weaknesses. Tell about things that are
special in your school You may want to offer some
advice on how new students are treated. Be as
honest and informative as possible. Help prepare
your cousin for the change.

Questions to ask when analyzing the writing
situation:

What is the situation? What is happening?

What do I know about dees situation?

How would I have felt (or reacted) in the
same situation? Or, what is my opinion?

Through review of these questions, the student
writer's thinking is oriented to the situation that
promptel the writing assignment. In this example
the stueent's attention is focused on the cousin's
pending leave, and the student is guided through a
consideranua of the problems involved in changing
schools. 'iiax stueent writer is asked to recall any
personal prior experiences related to this situation. If
there are none, the student can be asked to
conjecture what such cm experience would be like.
Finally, the student can be prompted to consider
himself or herself in a similar situation, to imagine
attitudes, circumstances, frame of mind, and so fortn
faced by the cousin. In this way the writer is taught
to use the situation as a perspective for the writing
task at hand.

Questions for analyzing the directions for
writing:

What is the topic? What am I expected to
write about?

Does the prompt suggest what I should
include?
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*or

For whom is it intended? What does the
reader know? What does the leader need to
know? What do I wish to tell the readeil

What else should I keep in mind?

What am I expected to do?

The writer is guided through the process of
identifying the specific topic, intent, and audience in
the writing assignment through the focus provided
by the previous questions. In the fust question the
student is required to detennine the specific topic.
Note that while the situation (a cousin's pending
move) is 'elated to the topic (description of your
school), they am not the same. This difference could
easily go unnoticed by less prepared or careless
readers. As with many assignments, this prompt
requires the writer to consickr several content
points. hi this prompt they include:

Strengths and weaknesses of the school

Things that are special in your school

Advice on how new students are treated

These suggestions can help serve the student to
organize the content in his or her essay. Although
teacher-directed at first, students should later be able
to assume more responsibility for coming to agree-
ment about what they are expected to do. The
recipient of the letter is identified in the prompt as
the cousin. Further, although not stated, it can be
assumed the cousin (potential reader) is not familiar
with the writer's school. Otherwise, there would be
no need for this letter. The writer needs to consider
the reader's needs in making judgments about the
type and quantity of infonnation to be included in
the letter. Additionally, the writer should consider
what someone his or her age would like or need to
know about a new school. In summarizing the task
requirements, the student can demonstrate under-
standing of the prompt's expectations through a
statement such as "I am to write a letter explaining
to my cousin what to expect when he changes to my
school."

These questions are useful in reading prompts.
By posting them in the classroom and following
them with eaoh new writing assignment, teachers
can help student writers learn to employ automati-
cally and independently these questioning strategies
in reading writing assigunents.

Vocabulary for Specific Types of Writing

Each kind of writing necessitates a specific type
of thinldng and composing that is prompted by the
vocabulaty selected for writing assignments. The
following partial glossary may be helpful in under-

X1V-8 Writing Guido

standing the specific type of composing experience
prompted by the directions for writing in a CAP
writing assignment. While words in the glossary are
presented here out of context, they should not be
taught m isolation. These terms are meaningful only
when used within the context of a writing assign-
ment in which the student uses context, prior
experience, and current composing activities to give
definition to these words. Many of these terms need
to be discussed in reference to the literature or
writing model- -ivd. For example, the comparison
of autobiogr al writing with biographical
writing can beoi oe undeistood when actual writings
are examined to discover the perspective of the
author in relation to the subject and experiences
reported. The vocabidary list is not intended for drill
and practice but rather for Ilse within the process of
daily writing activities.

Analysis: Speculation About Causes or Effects

Causes: what makes something happen

Change: to make something different

Consequence: an effect or result

Convincing: believable

Effects: something brought about by sme
action or cause; result

Judgment ability to decide wisely
Reasons: beliefs, motives or causes for an
action

Speculate: think, ponder, form theories

Story

Character: a person in a play, stoiy, poem, TV
show, etc.

Ct4lict a struggle, battle, or fitoit

Dialogue: a conversation

Episode: any incident or event that is part of a
story

Obstacle: something that blocks progress
toward a goal

Problem: a confusing or puzzling question or
situation that is difficult to solve

Resolution: a solving of a problem; a solution

Report of Information

Details: small pieces of information

Experience: Knowledge or sidll gained through
direct activity or practice

Facts: something known with certainty
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Generalization: something true in most but not
in all cases; a general :statement

Worm: to let know; to tell

Interpret: to explain or clarify tin meaning of

Observation: what can be seen or noticed

Report: an organized telling of infonnation

Stanmary: a short statement presenting the main
points

Problem Solution

Argument: reasons offered for or against
something

Beneficial: helpful

Cause: a person or thing that makes something
haPPen
Convince: cause to believe; to pemade

Counterargwnent statements offered against an
argument

Effect something brought about by some action
OT cause

Problem: a confusing situation or question
difficult to solve

Reasonable: making sense; possible

Resolve: to solve or make clear

Solution: the answer to a problem

Spec*: a detail or fact
Support whelp prove the truth; evidence

Autobiographical Incident

Autobiographical: writing by the person who
saw or was involved in the incident

Describe: tell about

Feelingr. attitudes, emotioas

Incident a single event occurring during a short
period of time (like a matter of minutes, an
hour, or at longest a day)

Learning: how you changed in sidll or knowl-
edge

Memorable: worth rerembering

Narrative ertion: events in a story

Personal Experience. something teat happened
to you

Scene: where an event haprated

Sign(ficance: imponanee

ANTiI/Maed... 11.

Flag:wad litiography-Sketeh

May** a story of a person's life written by
someone other than the subject of the essay

Intiortance: having worth, significance, e
value

Irtfluence: to change the thoughts, nature, or
behavior of another

Qualities: a personal characterisdc or trait

Sketch: a brief description

Special (as in a special person): important,
close, intim=
Trait special feature, quality, or characteristic

Viewpoint opinion or slant, point of view

Evaluation

Convince: to cause ore to believe as you do

Criteria: a standard or mle by vtaich a judg-
ment is made

EvaluaP: to judge or find the worth of

Evidence: support for a judgment

Example: a sample often used as evidence of a
judgment moral or pattern
Favorite: best-liked

Judgment one's opinion

Proofi showing that something is true or
accurate by evidence

Rea.sons: explanations of beliefs or actions

Specgks: details

Support help prove the truth or correctness of

Worth: value

Observational Writing

Admired: liked or appreciraed

Describe: tell about, a verbal picture

Happened: took place, occurred

Involve: include as a part

Leaning: knowledge gained; information
acquired; one's educatice, knowledge, or skill

Observe: watch, notice, see

Reaction: response, an opposing action

Wioressed: saw, observed, had personal knol
edge of
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